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ABSTRACT
Listen Like This: Audiovisual Argument in Rockumentary
by
Lindsey Eckenroth
Advisor: Amy Herzog

Rockumentaries are commodities that construct authoritative interpretations of popular
music history, shaping how we come to know, value, hear, consume, and identify with popular
music and those who create it. The arguments rockumentaries make, and the ways they make
them, are the subject of this dissertation. Rather than position rockumentary as a genre, I
investigate it as a set of representational tendencies to be examined in relation to stardom,
authenticity, fandom, the culture industry, and the music(ians) these films represent. My
introduction argues that rockumentaries operate according to what I call the offstage pattern, a
dialectical structure in which onstage and offstage spaces constitute one another as spectacular
and intimate, respectively. The offstage pattern exploits our desire for privileged access to stars
and the industries in which they work, selling us the idea that there exists some more real, more
authentic reality that the rockumentary will uniquely allow us to see and hear. In my three
chapters I take a thematic approach to rockumentary production, developing analytical methods
rooted in the work I understand rockumentaries themselves to be performing. Specifically, I
investigate how rockumentaries (de)mystify musical work, represent “trainwrecks,” and make
psychogeographical arguments. Throughout, I focus especially on the ways rockumentaries use
music in constructing their arguments, how they encourage us not only to listen to this, but listen
like this.
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Introduction: Rockumentaries Make Audiovisual Arguments
Words say little to the mind; extent and objects speak; new images speak, even new images made with
words. But space thundering with images and crammed with sounds speaks too...
–Antonin Artaud

The band takes the stage. The band takes the stage but we are a rockumentary audience
so we see it from behind, hear it from backstage. The murmur of the crowd is a low roar, any
single voice indistinguishable from all the other voices; the concert audience is a sonic multitude,
evidence of the stars’ mass appeal. On the other side of the distancing proscenium, our access is
direct. We have penetrated the spectacle.

Figures 1.1–2 Backstage to onstage with Lil Peep in Everybody’s Everything (2019)

Figures 2.1–3 Backstage to onstage with Radiohead in Meeting People is Easy (1998)
Or at least, this is what the rockumentary wants us to believe—that we have gotten behind, that
we are going to have (i.e., are able to purchase) the pleasure of accessing something more real
than we could through any other medium.

2

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 Backstage to onstage with Metallica in Some Kind of Monster (2004)

Figure 4 Bob Dylan takes the stage in Dont
Look Back (1967)

Figure 5 The Rolling Stones take the stage in
Charlie Is My Darling (1966)

The backstage-to-onstage tracking shot is a classic rockumentary trope. In its most
typical manifestation, the star subject(s) are filmed from behind with a handheld camera, and this
continuous footage is intercut with brief images of an expectant, cheering audience. This kinetic,
unpolished trope can be traced back to footage of John F. Kennedy taking the stage for a
campaign rally in the direct cinema documentary Primary (1960, see figures 6.1–2), through a
number of early rockumentaries (e.g., see figures 4 and 5), and into the mock rockumentary This
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Is Spinal Tap (1984), which humorously riffs on the trope: the band is trying to take the stage,
but they can’t find it (see figures 7.1–2).1

Figures 6.1–2 John F. Kennedy takes the stage in Primary (1960)

Figures 7.1–2 Spinal Tap fails to take the stage in This Is Spinal Tap (1984)
The inclusion of backstage-to-onstage footage has persisted in rockumentary production,
as seen in figures 1–3. Michael Baker attributes the repetition of this shot to practical problemsolving on the part of the documentarian: “This commonality seems to confirm that the
conventionalization of this device is simply a function of the filmmaker finding a natural solution
for transitioning from behind-the-scenes moments to segments of musical performance.”2 In my
view, this trope does much more. It establishes not only that the rockumentary can give us

1

For another discussion of this trope’s history, see Michael Brendan Baker, “Rockumentary: Style,
Performance & Sound in a Documentary Genre,” (PhD diss., McGill University, 2011), 149–56.
2
Ibid., 149.

4
unprecedented access to its subject, but also that there exists some more private, intimate access
to be had. It provides continuity between the star as private person and public persona,
fetishizing the moment of transition between backstage life and onstage art. It allows the
rockumentary audience to anticipate the spectacular audiovisual display that we will eventually
see onstage, all the while revealing preparatory work normally hidden in the wings. Understood
in these ways, the backstage-to-onstage trope comes to symbolize a desire for access that
structures all rockumentary representations, a paradigmatic example of what I call the offstage
pattern of rockumentary in operation. The offstage pattern can advance many types of arguments
about the rockumentary subject, but primary among these is that of authenticity—the assertion
that whether offstage or on, there is some unified, “real” star-as-human-being that we can find
pleasure in coming to intimately know through consuming the rockumentary.
***
Jack Hamilton describes popular music as a realm “where processes of production,
circulation, and reception are wide-ranging and fluid, and where the acquisition of authority and
perception of what music ‘says’ are often determined by ideological forces that far exceed the
practice of musicians themselves.”3 My work positions rockumentaries as commodities where
such authority is claimed and determinations about what music “says” are made. The arguments
rockumentaries make, and the ways they make them, are the subject of this dissertation. In
offering analyses of these arguments, I depart from the position that rockumentaries do not just
represent historical reality, but rather construct interpretations of history that can be powerful and
authoritative. Rockumentaries produce knowledge about music, and any understanding of the
social history of popular music needs to account for the ideological influence of these films, as
3

Jack Hamilton, Just Around Midnight: Rock and Roll and the Racial Imagination (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2016), 7.
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well as the ways they encourage us to know, value, hear, and consume popular music and the
people who make it.
In terms of scope: this dissertation does not outline a comprehensive history of
rockumentary production, nor is it particularly concerned with engaging the rockumentary in
terms of genre theory.4 Offered here, instead, is an investigation into the functions of
rockumentaries—and especially of music therein—as sites where the social and industrial
histories of popular music and documentary film intersect. Rather than think of rockumentary as
a genre, I prefer to think of it as a kind of diagnosis, a set of representational patterns that can be
profitably examined in relation to popular music stardom, authenticity, fandom, the culture
industry, and the music that rockumentaries seek to document. In surveying the continually
expanding field of rockumentary production as I researched and wrote this dissertation, three
thematic representational tendencies emerged, each of which serve as the basis of one chapter.
Briefly, these representational themes are musical work, the trainwreck, and cities, all of which
will be addressed in the chapter summaries below. But for the moment, in advancing and
clarifying the logic underlying my functional approach to rockumentary, the next section will
pose and give preliminary responses to the broadest questions guiding my work: Why do we
value rockumentaries, how do they produce knowledge and meaning for consumers, and how do
they influence how we hear music? In short, what do rockumentaries do?

From “What are rockumentaries?” to “What do rockumentaries do?”
Before proceeding, I want to clarify my use of the word “rockumentary” to identify the
films under discussion here. I have been a bit plagued by my use of the term, because though I

4

For a work that engages rockumentary in these ways, see Baker, “Rockumentary.”
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have no problem calling the films I discuss documentaries, many are not about rock or rock
musicians. Nevertheless, I have settled on rockumentary for multiple, intersecting reasons. The
first is institutional: the term has been used in the film and popular music industries since the late
1960s, was popularized following its use in This Is Spinal Tap, and continues to be widely used
today, even when the documentaries labeled as such are (arguably, or very clearly) not about
rock.5 Second, some of the films I discuss certainty are about rock, and I am not interested in
spending time parsing which subjects “pass” as rock and which do not, as this seems a highly
subjective, unnecessary, and unproductive exercise in genre policing that would quickly descend
into canonization and exclusion.6 Third, the logical alternative “popular music documentary,”
aside from being less rhetorically concise, does not have the same immediate associative impact
as rockumentary. And this leads to my fourth, most significant justification: the term

5

The earliest usage of the term “rockumentary” I have found is from Jerry Hopkins’s article
“‘Rockumentary’ Radio Milestone,” which appeared in the April 1969 issue of Rolling Stone. For a more
thorough account of the term’s history, see Baker, “Rockumentary,” 2. Baker also cites This Is Spinal Tap
as the usage that popularized the term. Ibid., 66. The quote, from Spinal Tap, as spoken in voice-over by
the film’s director Marty DiBergi (played by the actual director, Rob Reiner): “So in the late fall of 1982,
when I heard that Tap was releasing a new album called Smell the Glove and was planning their first tour
of the United States in almost six years to promote that album, well needless to say I jumped at the chance
to make the documentary—the, if you will, rockumentary—that you’re about to see. I wanted to capture
the… the sights, the sounds… the smells of a hard-working rock band on the road.” Examples of the
term’s contemporary usage to describe films that are not about rock are easy to find. See, for instance,
Fraser McApline, “10 Rockumentaries That Will Transform Your Listening Habits,” BBC America, 10
March 2017, https://www.bbcamerica.com/anglophenia/2017/03/10-rockumentaries-that-will-transformyour-listening-habits. This list includes Beats, Rhymes, & Life: The Travels of A Tribe Called Quest
(2011) and Amy (2015), which are about hip-hop and neo-soul artists, respectively. See also Mike Mettler,
“Ten More Must-See Rockumentaries to Shelter in Place With,” Sound and Vision, 30 April 2020,
https://www.soundandvision.com/content/ten-more-must-see-rockumentaries-shelter-place. This list
includes films on jazz (Miles Davis: Birth of the Cool [2019]), funk (Tear the Roof Off: The Untold Story
of Parliament Funkadelic [2016]), and the house DJ Kygo (Kygo: Stole the Show [2015]).
6
Further, a definition of “rock” itself is far beyond the scope of this project. For writing on this topic that
has informed my thinking on rock, see Keir Keightley, “Reconsidering Rock,” in The Cambridge
Companion to Pop and Rock, ed. Simon Frith, Will Straw, and John Street (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2001), 109–42; Theodore Gracyk, Rhythm and Noise: An Aesthetics of Rock (Durham:
Duke University Press, 1996); Hamilton, Just Around Midnight; and Mark Spicer, “Introduction: The
Rock (Academic) Circus,” in Rock Music, ed. Mark Spicer (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011), xi–xxix, as well as
many of the chapters in this collection.
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rockumentary suggests certain social and cultural tendencies, implying a group of historically
contingent yet identifiable characteristics that the films I discuss share.7 In this regard, I agree
with Baker’s assertion that rockumentaries are “a coherent grouping of audio-visual texts not
simply reducible to their subject matter, but rather consisting of a complex system of stylistic
conventions, representational strategies, sound-image relationships, and extra-filmic systems of
meaning and exchange.”8 In other words, were I to attempt a definition of the rockumentary as a
cultural form, I would begin by suggesting that it is better described by what it does, and how,
than by its subject matter’s relationship to rock alone.9 To this end, let me offer some initial
thoughts about what rockumentaries do.
First and foremost, rockumentaries do not just neutrally convey information; they make
arguments. These arguments come to bear on how we hear, value, and assign meaning to popular

7

The understanding of genre projected here has been greatly informed by Steve Neale, “Questions of
Genre,” in Film and Theory: An Anthology, ed. Robert Stam and Toby Miller (Malden: Blackwell, 2000),
157–78.
8
Baker, “Rockumentary,” 3.
9
In terms of the subjects of rockumentaries, I can offer a few observations. Most often the
rockumentary’s focus is a single artist or band, but since its early direct cinema days, single live
performances have also been typical subjects. This includes films of festival concerts with performances
by multiple artists, such as Monterey Pop (1968), Woodstock (1970), The Concert for Bangladesh (1972),
Wattstax (1973), and Message to Love: The Isle of Wight Festival (1997), as well as concert films
featuring a single band, as in Pink Floyd: Live at Pompeii (1972), Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from
Mars: The Motion Picture (1973), The Last Waltz (1978), and Stop Making Sense (1984). I will provide
further commentary on the distinctions between rockumentaries and concert films below. Since the early
2000s, the range of rockumentary subjects has expanded. For instance, some films, which Landon Palmer
has called “recovery documentaries,” take on marginalized subjects that the audience purportedly knows
little about, as in Standing in the Shadows of Motown (2002), The Wrecking Crew (2008), Searching for
Sugar Man (2012), 20 Feet From Stardom (2013), and Hired Gun (2016). Landon Palmer, “Strategies of
the Popular Music Documentary’s Recovery Mode,” in Reclaiming Popular Documentary, ed. Christie
Milliken and Steve Anderson (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2021), 259–76.Others take genres
(Afro-Punk [2003], Punk: Attitude [2005], Metal: A Headbanger’s Journey [2005], Get Thrashed: The
Story of Thrash Metal [2008]), record labels (Upside Down: The Creation Records Story, [2010]),
recording studios (Muscle Shoals [2013], Sound City [2013]), or instruments (It Might Get Loud [2008], I
Dream of Wires [2014], 808 [2015]) as their subjects. Finally, as will be discussed extensively in Chapter
3, some rockumentaries focus on geographically specific music scenes, as in Hype! (1996), Penelope
Spheeris’s The Decline of Western Civilization trilogy (1981, 1988, and 1998), Made In Sheffield (2001),
Kill Your Idols (2006), and The New York Hardcore Chronicles (2017).
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music and the artists who produce it. Christine Geraghty, drawing on Richard Dyer, notes that
“the model for work on stars and their audiences has been that of an unstable and contradictory
figure, constructed both intertextually (across different films) and extratextually (across different
types of material).”10 Part of what rockumentaries do, then, is gather, curate, and argumentatively
assemble these extratextual materials, among which music plays a crucial role. The
argumentative capacity of rockumentaries is central in this study, as I continually question what
these arguments are and how they are constructed.
Rockumentaries tend to disavow not only their argumentative capacity but also their
commerciality, stressing their value as historical documents for “insiders” and their ability to
provide some truthful, privileged insight into their sounding subjects.11 In the sense that these
films tend to disavow their mass market appeal and promotional function, they participate in the
continuation of what Jarrett calls rock’s “foundational myth:” that rock is anti-commercial,
subcultural, and against the mainstream.12 But as Keir Keightley continually and convincingly
illustrates, rock did not become mainstreamed; it was born in the mainstream.13 Similarly,
rockumentaries have always been mass-mediated commodities; they promote their subjects while
remaining exploitable as products themselves, and they generate profits for an ever-shifting
network of media industries. These films promote bands, artists, and musical recordings,
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Christine Geraghty, “Re-examining Stardom: Questions of Texts, Bodies and Performance,” in
Reinventing Film Studies, ed. Christine Gledhill and Linda Williams (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2000), 185. See also Richard Dyer, Stars, new edition (London: BFI, 1998).
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Radwan, writing on rock films in general, notes that this kind of historical indexicality is valued in this
context “because of the high value placed on authenticity by rock culture. Fans often watch these films to
see their favorite artists, for they have usually already heard the music.” Jon Radwan, “A Generic
Approach to Rock Film,” Popular Music and Society 20, no. 2 (Summer 1996): 161.
12
Michael Jarrett, “Concerning the Progress of Rock & Roll,” in Present Tense: Rock & Roll and
Culture, ed. Anthony DeCurtis (Durham: Duke University Press, 1992), 167.
13
“Thus, rock was born as a mass phenomenon that retained its distinctly anti-mass sensibilities.”
Keightley, “Reconsidering Rock,” 139.
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representing them in neat, defined audiovisual packages, making a spectacle of them to be
consumed.14 Rockumentaries can position their subjects as resisting or revealing their own
commodification to varying degrees, depending in part on the extent to which doing popular
music is seen and heard as work. As will be further discussed in chapter 1, all aspects of being a
popular musician can be configured as work in rockumentaries (e.g., interviews, photo shoots,
writing and practicing music, interacting with the public), but the most common are touring and
recording.15
Rockumentaries (de)familiarize our experiences of their subjects, engaging in a dialectic
between solidifying and challenging a consensus in reception. This will operate differently
depending on audience members’ prior knowledge of the rockumentary subject(s) and the
relationship between these subjects’ public personas and their representation in the film. If the
audience member is already a fan of the artist or band, the rockumentary typically affirms their
reasons for fandom by authenticating the star image and music they already associate with the
subject. But at the same time—and this is related to audience pleasure and the appeal of the
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Robert Edgar, Kristy Fairclough-Isaacs, and Benjamin Halligan also identify this promotional
function—especially in relation to star branding—in their discussion of music documentaries: “In the
context of celebrity culture, the music documentary can be seen to operate not only in the provision of an
extra layer of financially lucrative content by the pop star for the fan, but also in adding to the
celebrity/star brand via the presentation of a version of manufactured authenticity.” “Music Seen: The
Formats and Functions of the Music Documentary,” in The Music Documentary: Acid Rock to
Electropop, ed. Robert Edgar, Kristy Fairclough-Isaacs, and Benjamin Halligan (New York: Routledge,
2013), 19. Michael Chanan, discussing music documentaries in general, also notes this promotional
function, and further suggests that it is perhaps this trait that has caused them to be seen as “unworthy of
serious attention” within academia. “Music, Documentary, Music Documentary,” in The Documentary
Film Book, ed. Brian Winston (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 337. See also Radwan: “Rock
film can also be seen as analogous to advertising—it can operate to sell a song or a band or develop an
image.” “Generic Approach,” 162.
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For example, Dont Look Back (1967), Meeting People is Easy (1998), Anvil! The Story of Anvil (2008),
and The Other F Word (2011) all emphasize touring as draining, not particularly autonomous work, while
the work of recording is the focus of Metallica: Some Kind of Monster (2004) and I Am Trying To Break
Your Heart (2002).
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commodity—rockumentaries also appear to offer more: more access, more information about
music and subject than were available through other media. If the rockumentary representation
defies fan expectations, it could potentially weaken audience identification with the subject or
defamiliarize something previously thought to be intimately understood.
Marshall McLuhan, contrasting visual perception with the directionlessness of aural
perception, wrote: “The ear favors no particular ‘point of view.’”16 Rockumentaries give our ears
a point of view, not just “inviting the viewer to listen,” but guiding and structuring our auditory
experience.17 By positing explanations about why music was created and under what
circumstances, rockumentaries instruct us to “listen like this.” This could involve making
arguments about various musical influences, including those of events in the life of the artist,
other music(ians), and specific places. Guided listening can also happen less didactically, with
music-video-like segments that assemble music and image interpretively rather than realistically,
especially if voice-over is not used. For instance, rockumentary directors Grant Gee and Julien
Temple make frequent use of this music video aesthetic. Finally, by highlighting timbral,
melodic, rhythmic, lyrical, and textural aspects of music, rockumentaries pedagogically engage
in a mediated form of music analysis.
Rockumentaries historicize their subjects.18 They construct histories of music and
musicians, some more reflexively than others. Expository rockumentaries that take musical
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Marshall McLuhan and Quentin Fiore, The Medium is the Massage, coordinated by Jerome Agel (New
York: Bantam Books, 1967), 111.
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Chanan touches on a number of the functions under discussion here in this passage: “The music
documentary comes of age when it begins to work on the musical object itself, not only by foregrounding
performance and inviting the viewer to listen, but also capturing music in its social context, breaking
down the music commodity, historicising it or opening it up to interpretation.” “Music, Documentary,”
341.
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As Huber writes, popular music documentaries “present themselves as authoritative public texts that
circulate understandings about popular music’s past.” Alison Huber, “Remembering Popular Music,
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genres or scenes as their subjects seem inclined to be more blatantly historical (for example
Punk: Attitude, Kill Your Idols, and Hype!), while observational rockumentaries tend to hide
their historical context behind the guise of unmediated documentation. Further, especially when
interviews are incorporated, rockumentaries establish who can speak with authority on their
subjects. The performances of interviewees can influence a film’s credibility as historical
documentation. Thinking about how rockumentaries historicize also necessitates a consideration
of what is not included, or what is effectively being written out of history, an idea I will discuss
extensively in relation to MC5: A True Testimonial (2002) in chapter 3.
Rockumentaries are nostalgic.19 They are marked by a tendency to look and listen back,
negotiating tensions between (factual) historical reflection and (emotional) social memory,
between our estranged distance from the past and our longing for it. Svetlana Boym writes that
nostalgia is “a sentiment of loss and displacement, but it is also a romance with one’s own
fantasy.”20 The rockumentary, in its function as a nostalgic cultural form, argumentatively
constructs these fantasies and sells them to us. The nostalgia of rockumentaries is dependent
upon the malleability of mediated history, the ways in which assemblages of audiovisual material
can consolidate a representation of the past and crystalize it as myth, asserting the existence of a
memory and an imagined community to share it. This myth may be more or less consistent with
historical reality, but from the standpoint of nostalgia, historical indexicality is somewhat
inconsequential as long as a sense of realism is maintained. Again, to Boym: “nostalgia is a

Documentary Style: Tony Palmer’s History in All You Need Is Love,” Television & New Media 12, no. 6
(2011): 513.
19
Marion Leonard and Robert Strachan go so far as to claim that the rockumentary is “an inherently
nostalgic genre.” “Reel to Reel: Cinema Vérité, Rockumentary, and the Rock Documentary,” in Sound
and Music in Film and Visual Media: A Critical Overview, ed. Graeme Harper (New York: Continuum,
2009), 285.
20
Svetlana Boym, The Future of Nostalgia (New York: Basic Books, 2001), xiii.
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longing for a home that no longer exists or has never existed.”21 Rockumentaries allow us to
enter into a romance with the social myth that is constructed, reinforced, or authenticated by the
film itself. These films sustain social fantasies, making us long for the very thing they are
themselves creating (and selling). Further, by fixing their subjects in the past, rockumentary
representations do not just romanticize; they also mourn. The latter function is particularly
significant given “the morbidity of rock culture,” which is itself evidenced by the number of
rockumentaries that take deceased musicians as their subjects.22 Many such films prominently
feature the hypermediated speaking voice of a deceased singer, indicating that the voice can
become a powerful symbolic object in the process of mourning.23
Rockumentaries represent fan communities, providing models for fan engagement in
terms of shared ideologies or worldviews, fashion, and embodied responses to music. The latter
two are particularly apparent in films that feature a large amount of live performance footage,
while the former tends to be conveyed through fan interviews.24 Representations of fans can help
explain and evidence the popularity of the rockumentary subject, illustrating how and why fan
engagement, participation, and consumption occur. Further, sometimes fan communities are
highly situated in a particular (usually urban) location, at which point the rockumentary also
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becomes a vehicle for the representation of musical scenes, making arguments about how
localities shape socialization, consumption, and reception. I refer to such films as situated
rockumentaries, and they are the subject of chapter 3.
Finally, rockumentaries make our consumption of knowledge on their subjects
pleasurable; they are “infotainment.”25 This tendency seems especially pertinent in the case of
films that offer extended live performance segments, including music-video-like scenes in which
our direct engagement with music is highlighted, and those that are (in Bill Nichols’s typology of
documentary modes, to be discussed further below) more observational or performative rather
than expository.26 Keith Beattie discusses this function of rockumentary by developing the idea
of “documentary display,” or documentary “in which the visual realm is maximized as the field
of exhibitionistic, expressionistic and excessive attractions.”27 Beattie’s focus on the
representation of performing bodies as pleasurable for spectators dovetails with Philip
Auslander’s argument that the “visual aspects of musical performance, by which I mean its
physical and gestural dimensions, have not received the attention due them.”28 So,
rockumentaries offer an opportunity to see and find pleasure in these visual aspects, serving as a
reminder that “musicians do not only play music; they also play roles.”29 The analyses included
in this project focus, in particular, on ways that music is generative of these pleasurable,
embodied performances as well as abstract, music-video-like visualizations.
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Genre Considerations: Rockumentaries, Biopics, and Concert Films
Before turning to the crucial rockumentary tendency that I call the offstage pattern, I
want to briefly address the relationship of rockumentaries to music biopics and concert films, as
these are closely related cultural forms. In terms of biopics on musicians, the generic distinction
is quite clear: regardless of being based on the “true story” of a musician, the expectation is that
a biopic will provide a fictionalized account, one that invites the audience into an intimate,
“hermetically sealed diegetic world” and presents “a cohesive historical vision.”30 Certainly,
biopics and rockumentaries share certain characteristics, including tendencies toward
hagiography and nostalgia, the use of “rise and fall” narrative structures in which music often
plays a constructive or evidentiary role, and a desire to historicize events and be interpreted as
realistic.31 Further, both rockumentaries and biopics tend to extensively feature the subject’s
music, often drawing parallels between the artist’s life and their songwriting.32 However, in
biopics, actors typically play the subjects, and in cases such as Coal Miner’s Daughter (1980),
Walk the Line (2005), and Control (2007), even the music is performed by the actors. And
despite occasional incorporations of historical footage (such as, for example, with the Sex Pistols
Lesser Free Trade Hall show in Michael Winterbottom’s 24 Hour Party People [2002]), biopics
30

Radha O’Meara and Carolyn S. Stevens, “While His Guitar Gently Weeps: Memory, Documentary, and
the Music Biopic,” The Soundtrack 5, no. 2 (2012): 181. In some cases, the primary source materials for
biopics are autobiographical accounts, as for example in What’s Love Got To Do With It (1993), Take Me
Home (2000), and The Dirt (2019).
31
Biopic characteristics are discussed in greater detail in Ian Inglis, “Popular Music History on Screen:
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conventions with other genres, including musicals, period documentaries, and historical dramas. Ibid., 80.
See also Charles Fairchild, “Revealing What We Can Never Know: The Problem of Real Life in Gus Van
Sant’s Last Days,” Popular Music and Society 36, no. 4 (October 2013): 523–39, in which Fairchild
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Sounding Out! (blog), 27 March 2017, https://soundstudiesblog.com/2017/03/27/echoes-of-ian-curtisfilm-and-the-punk-voice/. I will further discuss the argumentative functions of drawing these types of
parallels in my discussions of Everybody’s Everything, Amy, and Janis: Little Girl Blue in chapter 2.
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are primarily dramatizations, and the generic expectation is that the visualized events will not
have an indexical relationship to historical reality. For me, perhaps the most striking gap between
the operation of pleasure in consuming biopics and rockumentaries is related to their shared
commodification of access—a feeling of privileged, intimate closeness with the subject. Though
biopics, like rockumentaries, are expected to provide information about the private lives of their
subjects and facilitate this sense of intimacy, they are not granting us access to the actual person,
but rather inviting us into the narrative dreamworld of such access.
The distinction between concert films and rockumentaries is altogether less clear. Aside
from informing the aesthetics of the direct cinema movement and, relatedly, the beginnings of
rockumentary practice,33 concert films, which are frequently released alongside albums billed
either as soundtracks or live albums, share the cross-industrial synergy that is likewise crucial to
the intermedial, promotional function of rockumentaries.34 One might be tempted to assert that
films which only document a live musical performance—that try to nostalgically repeat a single
concert experience—are best understood as concert films rather than rockumentaries, as they are
not so invested in collecting and giving cohesion to historical fragments in an argumentative,
infotainment fashion. However, I find that the distinction between concert films and
rockumentaries may be better conceived as one of degree rather than kind, because even when
concert films appear to “just record a concert,” various aesthetic and editorial decisions still
shape possible interpretations of that concert.
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For instance, in a discussion of rock festival films from the late 1960s, Landon Palmer
illustrates how “emergent portable practices of sound recording and filmmaking converged in the
interest of representing experiential qualities of the live performance.”35 So, the audiovisual
choices made when documenting (via films and their related sound recordings) festivals like
Woodstock, Altamont, Monterey Pop, and The Toronto Rock and Roll Revival have not only
informed our ideas about what constitutes the mediated experience of liveness, but have also
“produced authoritative representations of concerts and canonized certain musical performances.
Such recordings are made manifest through technicians’ ideas of what constitutes a credible
representation of the event’s experiential qualities.”36 To take another example, Julie Lobalzo
Wright argues that Woodstock (1970) and Gimme Shelter (1970), which feature extensive live
performance footage from the Woodstock and Altamont festivals, respectively, have “narratives,
structures, and moods” that “are clearly informed by the reception of [these festivals].”37
Specifically, she asserts that the camera work in Woodstock, with its emphasis on split-screen,
time-lapse, and wide framing that includes the horizon, conveys a sense of community and
shared values between the audience and musicians, while the frequent zooming on individual
crowd members and generally tight framing of the audience (as if there is nothing beyond them)
in Gimme Shelter’s footage of Altamont illustrates the disconnection of individual attendees and
a lack of united cause or purpose.38 Though both of these analyses rely on the inclusion of
audience footage, I argue that even when it is only what occurs onstage that makes it into the
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film, such as in the Talking Heads concert film Stop Making Sense (1984), various editorial
decisions will still impact reception and interpretation. Michael Saffle, discussing Stop Making
Sense, concurs: “[the film] embodies its director’s point of view as well as his production
methods and techniques.”39 In short, there is always more than one way to film a concert, and
inherent in that range of possibilities is an interpretive capacity that can be argumentative.
Kevin Donnelly, in an article focusing on British progressive rock concert films of the
1970s, suggests that films like Pictures at an Exhibition (1972), Yessongs (1973), and The Song
Remains the Same (1976) might “make more sense as live albums with added images,” noting
also that many such films were “compounded by the simultaneous release of the soundtrack LP,
which, arguably, is the primary product.”40 In further assessing this distinction between concert
films and rockumentaries, Donnelly includes a useful sliding scale (partially reproduced below in
table 1), an interpretation consistent with my argument that the distinctions between these
cultural forms is one of degree rather than kind. Generally speaking, in this project I have
focused on films that would fall on the rockumentary side of this sliding scale, specifically on the
“interest in periphery” and “similar to backstage musical” aspects of them. It is to the latter of
these tendencies that I now turn, noting in conclusion that my consideration of rockumentaries
has been informed by the convergences with biopics and concert films discussed above.
Table 1 Concert film to rockumentary sliding scale; slightly adapted from Donnelly
concert film

ß sliding scale à

“recording”
(cf. TV promo tradition)
made by technicians
concert only
visualized live LP

39
40

Saffle, “Retrospective Compilations,” 42.
Donnelly, “Visualizing Live Concerts,” 173.

rockumentary
documentary film tradition
made by filmmakers
interest in periphery
(interviews, business activities)
similar to the backstage musical
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Backstage Musicals, The Offstage Pattern, and Musical Moments
What is it about the wings of the theater that makes them seem even more fascinating than the stage?
– Rick Altman, The American Film Musical

Multiple genres of audiovisual media have been identified as predecessors of the
rockumentary, but the one that has most informed my work is the Hollywood film musical, and
particularly the backstage musical or show musical.41 Backstage musicals are those that follow a
“show within a show” model, with a plot revolving around the production of a staged
performance.42 Evolving from the American vaudeville tradition and also influenced by the
minstrel show and burlesque, the backstage musical’s structure, pragmatically speaking,
simplifies the integration of musical and dance numbers by providing a narrative logic for the
characters to mode switch from “real” life to singing and dancing.43 Like rockumentaries,
backstage musicals have close ties to the recording industry, and they also force a consideration
of entertainment’s relationships to work and business.44 But the most informative parallels
between backstage musicals and rockumentaries reside in their representations of onstage,
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backstage, and offstage space, and the appearance of access (to the star) and demystification (of
the production of entertainment) that occurs in the latter two.
Rockumentaries operate according to what I call the offstage pattern, a concept adapted
from what Jane Feuer has termed the “backstage pattern” of backstage musicals.45 Peter Doyle
discusses the backstage pattern in terms of spatial inversion: “the theater stage—putatively the
spectacular center—becomes peripheral to the new center: the normally hidden backstage.”46
Rick Altman, thinking from the film audience’s perspective, also references the symbolic
valence of onstage and backstage spaces: “The show musical gives us the illusion of seeing
something which theatergoers cannot perceive: the theater audience’s gaze is stopped by the
stage backdrop, but the film audience can see right through that backdrop and into the wings.”47
Altman goes on to configure the film’s camera as “an agent of voyeurism” that, in the backstage
musical, satisfies a “desire to look beyond, behind, and beneath.”48 Crucial to the backstage
musical, then, is a dialectic of onstage and backstage space that constructs a desire to penetrate
spectacular entertainment, gain access to the “real lives” of the characters, and demystify the
putative product (the staged performance) by revealing how it was produced.
Like backstage musicals, rockumentaries also exhibit this stratified structure, but they
extend the realm of backstage to the historical world in which the film’s subjects actually live
and work—thus, the offstage pattern. Scholars who have written on rockumentaries frequently
note this similarity, whether specifically referencing backstage musicals or conceptually evoking
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a similar idea of moving between offstage and onstage space, with the former appearing to
provide access to an intimate, more private and therefore “authentic” reality not available
through the latter.49 Thomas Cohen, describing the reception of concert films, notes that “we
typically find declarations that important films take us beneath the surface, behind the scenes or
inside a person’s head. We are promised a peek at the operations of the spirit that transcends the
mechanics of performing.”50 Marion Leonard and Robert Strachan posit two enduring
rockumentary motifs: “an apparent revelation of the ‘true’ figures behind the mask of stardom
and an insight into the music business normally hidden from the music consumer,” noting also
the prevalence of onstage–offstage transitions such as the backstage-to-onstage trope discussed
above.51
Michael Chanan, discussing a backstage scene from the 1962 Paul Anka rockumentary
Lonely Boy, explicitly references the voyeuristic nature of filming offstage (here in the context of
direct cinema): “Indeed, as the camera enters the intimacy of backstage space, the scene is
emblematic of the great promise of the new documentary to show what’s real: what you see
when the camera takes you into private spaces, with the hint of voyeurism as a metaphor for the
forbidden view.”52 Writing more generally in the context of documentary films about subjects
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“whose extra-filmic social role consists of a public performance,” Thomas Waugh perhaps
summarizes the offstage pattern most succinctly. In such films,
special scrutiny is usually given to the dialectic of public and private, the subject’s
identity expressed by means of an onstage–offstage intercutting. The genre offers
as one of the pleasures of the text the deciphering of borders between social
performance, film performance, and so-called private behavior, and the discovery
that the borders are both culturally encoded and imaginary.53
The offstage pattern relies on moves between public and private spaces, our attempts to ascertain
what level of “the real person” we see and hear is part of the pleasure of consuming the film, and
the operation of all of this is a culturally constructed product of rockumentary appearances.
Contrary to Baker’s position that there is an “onstage/backstage dichotomy” in rockumentaries,
what I am arguing here is that the offstage pattern is dialectical; onstage and offstage constitute
one another as spectacular and intimate spaces, respectively.54 My goal in describing how the
offstage pattern works is never to lift this veil of appearances entirely, but rather to dissect its
operation.
Take, for instance, the opening of Five Foot Two (2017). The first shot we see is
enigmatic, mythical, in a liminal space between backstage and onstage: Lady Gaga, getting in
place for her 2017 Super Bowl Halftime show, is lifted into the air, ascending out of view as the
screen fades to white and the film’s title appears (figures 8.1–2). We hear, during the final
moments of this shot, a shrouded hum of audience cheering; we are not quite onstage here, but
the film audiovisually gestures toward the spectacularly staged, particularly given its reference to
a Gaga performance that was viewed by millions. Then, cut to the interior of Gaga’s Malibu
home for an offstage establishing shot, and quickly to Gaga herself: no obvious makeup,
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sweatpants and tank top onesie, hair tossed up with brown roots encroaching on bleach blond,
heading out back to feed her dogs some chicken (figure 9.1). Intimacy is continually established
as Gaga speaks candidly in the kitchen, discussing her newfound comfort with her body and an
argument currently happening in her relationship (figure 9.2). The message is clear: you’ve seen
the spectacularly sky-bound Gaga, but Five Foot Two will bring her down to earth—and give
you access. Raw, intimate, and offstage. In her kitchen.

Figures 8.1–2 Sky-bound Lady Gaga in Five Foot Two

Figures 9.1–2 Lady Gaga at home in Malibu, as seen in Five Foot Two
Rockumentaries consistently generate value in relation to this desire for access, which is
spatially constructed through the movement between onstage and offstage locations. This
spatially negotiated desire, which I view as closely tied to the ideology of rock authenticity, is
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central to the offstage pattern.55 The offstage pattern is at its heart a “game of finding the real,” of
concealing and revealing, shrouding and betraying, and sensing moments when the filmed
subject seems to reveal something of their “authentic” self.56 Spectacular staged performances
are as crucial to the offstage pattern’s function as intimate, offstage scenes, for they become the
public surface against which non-staged moments are judged to be private and real. Again, the
operation of the offstage pattern is dialectical, and it is commodifiable because we believe that
there are typically hidden realities to which we will be given access.
This belief—that there is something more real to see offstage, something beyond the
star’s public image—has long been part of the star system’s ideology. Gherarty writes, “It is this
duality of image which is deemed to mark a star, a duality which emphasizes a balance between
the site of fictional performance and life outside. Classically, the duality was based, as Dyer
demonstrated, on a contrast between the glamorous film world and the surprisingly ordinary
domestic life of the star.”57 Nicola Dibben, implicitly evoking this duality, puts it in terms of
desire: “Public interest in the private lives of stars reveals a desire to go beyond the image of the
star and to the reality of a star’s private self.”58 Of course, as Dyer has argued, we always have to
deal with the signification of stars, not with them as real people, because our knowledge of them
is always mediated.59 The offstage pattern tries to make us forget this.
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Feuer, describing the backstage pattern, evokes the significance of myth and
demystification to its dialectical operation:
Musicals, like myths, exhibit a stratified structure. The ostensible or surface
function of these [backstage] musicals is to give pleasure to the audience by
revealing what goes on behind the scenes in the theater or Hollywood—that is, to
demystify the production of entertainment. But the films remythicize at another
level that which they set out to expose. Only unsuccessful performances are
demystified. The musical desires an ultimate valorization of entertainment; to
destroy the aura, reduce the illusion, would be to destroy the myth of
entertainment as well.60
Similarly, the offstage pattern in rockumentary structures this pleasurable dialectic of
demystification and (re)mythicization, mediating contradictions between the offstage and
onstage star as well as between an individual’s musical authenticity and the market-driven
commercialism of the music business. Ultimately, as Feuer argues, the myth tends to be upheld:
onstage and offstage, as well as work and performance, are sublated into a mythical, unified star,
and we can leave the film ready and eager to continue consuming staged and recorded
commodities anew, feeling that our glimpse behind has only made the spectacular surface’s aura
seem to more authentically emanate from the star.
With all of this in mind, the rockumentary offstage pattern raises multiple questions:
What is concealed and revealed, and what do space and place have to do with it? What does it
mean that we think we can get behind a star’s public persona? When do we feel like we have
gotten behind, and what kinds of “truths” (which is to say, ideologies) does that getting behind
substantiate or deconstruct? Moving beyond the question of “is this authentic,” I want to ask,
how is the perception of authenticity established? What norms and expectations have to be in
place for a star’s representation to be received as authentic? Finally, how do music and musical
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performance function within the offstage pattern? These questions have guided me throughout
my investigation of rockumentary’s argumentative functions, and it is to the latter question about
music that I will now turn.
Musical performances by the rockumentary subject—both onstage and off—facilitate the
offstage pattern’s operation, as these performances engender embodied negotiations of surface–
depth, immediacy–mediation, presentation–representation, and presence–distance. Hardly any
rockumentaries contain no staged performance footage, but we might further consider the
frequency of onstage performance, how it exists in relation to the rockumentary’s overall
argument and narrative, and the audio/visual inclusion of the audience (as a mass and/or as
individuals).61 As I noted in my opening, the move from backstage to onstage space is frequently
fetishized in rockumentaries. Altman, writing on the backstage musical, notes that the rehearsal
also frequently fulfills our desire to look behind.62 This is true in rockumentaries as well, but to
the rehearsal (or sound check) I would add the recording studio, as the sound recording is
another product that rockumentaries can potentially demystify. Many rockumentaries contain at
least some recording studio footage: we see and hear Amy Winehouse recording tracks from her
2006 album Back to Black in Amy, Janis Joplin working with Big Brother and the Holding
Company on “Summertime” in Janis: Little Girl Blue, and Radiohead recording “Man of War”
in Meeting People Is Easy. Other rockumentaries position the recording process as the main task
being documented, as, for example, with Metallica writing and recording St. Anger in Some Kind
of Monster, the Rolling Stones laying down “Sympathy for the Devil” in One Plus One (released
as Sympathy for the Devil, 1968), the Red Hot Chili Peppers recording Blood Sugar Sex Magik
with Rick Rubin at The Mansion in Funky Monks (1991), or I Am Trying To Break Your Heart,
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which includes much footage of Wilco recording and mixing Yankee Foxtrot Hotel at The Loft
in Chicago. In all of these cases we are presented with a kind of “making of” backstory that has
the potential to demystify the musical labor that becomes crystallized in the sound recording as
commodity.
Another notable feature of rockumentaries is that even offstage, the subject is frequently
represented as able to spontaneously begin being musical. This normalization of slipping into
musical performance or composition helps to establish a link between the staged and offstage
star, and also upholds what Feuer calls the “myth of spontaneity.” She writes that in the
backstage musical, musical performance is represented as a “spontaneous emergence out of a
joyous and responsive attitude towards life,” and that the myth of spontaneity “operates to make
musical performance, which is actually part of culture, appear to be part of nature.”63 In the
rockumentary, spontaneity is not so much the mark of a joyous response, but more generally of
an authentic reaction to life. The myth of spontaneity thus functions to connect musical
composition to real events or feelings experienced by the film’s subject, asserting the existence
of an affective truth in the music and providing evidence that even absent the supportive
spectacle of the stage, the subject is a skilled and capable musician.
On these kinds of offstage musical eruptions in Dont Look Back and Charlie Is My
Darling, Chanan writes: “Both films include sequences of informal music-making where music
escapes the commodity form, such as a hotel room sing-song, which returns us to the simplest
form of musicking by an ordinary bunch of people in an intimate setting, where the musical
object is immediate and carries no trace of commercial values.”64 Chanan’s explanation here
evokes another of Feuer’s myths, that of integration: “By promoting audience identification with
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the collectively produced shows, the myth of integration seeks to give the audience a sense of
participation in the creation of the film itself. The musical film becomes a mass art that aspires to
the condition of a folk art—produced and consumed by the same integrated community.”65 This
shared, folk characteristic is certainly evident in the two examples cited by Chanan, and it is also
frequently established in concert footage that features shots of individual crowd members (here I
think particularly of festival and concert films such as Monterey Pop, Woodstock, and Ziggy
Stardust). But opposed to Chanan, in the context of the rockumentary, integrated and
spontaneous offstage performances do not escape commerciality. On the contrary, these kinds of
moments are commercially valued in the offstage pattern, and they are commodified by the
rockumentary.
The final parallel I would like to draw between backstage musicals and rockumentaries
concerns the operation of music therein. Both typically include what Amy Herzog has called
“musical moments,” or moments “when music, typically a popular song, inverts the image-sound
hierarchy to occupy a dominant position in a filmic work.”66 The musical moment’s unfolding is
aurally motivated, and through it new relationships are constructed between what is seen and
heard. The most obvious musical moments in rockumentaries are perhaps onstage, live
performances, which Beattie posits as sites of exhibitionistic, scopic satisfaction that privilege
the pleasure of showing over the expository logic of telling.67 Music is certainly dominant in
these staged displays, yet there are others that occur entirely or partially offstage, musical
moments when sound guides visual narrative and constitutes the rockumentary’s interpretation of
musical history and affective meaning.
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At this juncture, it is relevant to bring in yet another generic parallel: the music video. As
Carol Vernallis has written, in music videos (as in rockumentaries) the music comes first, and a
primary function of the video is to promote the artist and the music.68 She further notes that
image editing in music videos is often informed by musical logic and mimics musical processes.
For example, many cuts or camera movements occur on the beat, align with the song’s phrase
structure or form, or reflect timbral or tempo changes.69 This type of correspondence is
particularly evident in rockumentaries during montage musical moments, which are often
expository in function. They are typically preceded by contextualizing interview footage or
voice-over, but spoken text is crucially absent during the majority of their unfolding, which may
be brief or extended in length. Because such segments generally assemble historically indexical
audiovisual content, they tend toward an aesthetic of documentary realism. Yet as Holly Rogers
notes, even if documentaries are “underpinned by a realist aesthetic,” they “often remain
persuasive, subjective, emotional, and narrative. As soon as an aesthetic decision is made, the
line between the real and the fictional begins to flex.”70 In musical moment montages, persuasion
often happens on the level of musical analysis, as we are encouraged to notice specific
characteristics, as the music seems to propel what we see.
Take, for instance, a montage from A Band Called Death (2012), a film on the 1970s
proto-punk trio from Detroit. Just prior to this montage, we have heard interviewees discuss
Death signing a contract with Groovesville Publishing and heading into United Sound Recording
Studio in 1975 to record an album. This setup concludes with a statement from Groovesville
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Publishing Director Brian Spears: “The moment that band fired up those instruments, it was just
amazing.”71 Interview commentary from Spears will continue to be briefly intercut during the
musical moment montage, but the driving force is the Death track (from the aforementioned
recording session) we now begin to hear: “Politicians in My Eyes.” As Spears finishes his
statement, the count-off from vocalist Bobby Hackney fades in, and then the entrance of the
song’s introductory guitar riff instigates a photo montage of Death in the studio (figures 10.1–2).

Figures 10.1–2 Death in the studio musical moment montage with “Politicians in My Eyes”
This four-beat riff, which begins on a downbeat, is repeated three times, and at the start
of each repetition a new photo is introduced. Editorial conformance to rhythm continues as the
verse riff enters, a striking audiovisual relationship given the syncopated and rhythmically
truncated profile of this two-beat groove. The bassist plays a punk-funk line that is seven
sixteenth notes long, punctuated on its final note—a pickup to the downbeat—by a guitar chord
from David Hackney. Once the vocals enter, they follow the rhythmic profile of the bass.
Timbral- and volume-driven emphasis on that final sixteenth-note continues throughout the
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verse, creating a rhythmic accent that almost seems to float due to being slightly behind the beat.
The image changes in some way each time this anacrusis attack arrives, either with a cut to a
different photo or a fast zoom that interrupts otherwise slow and steady panning over an image.
Then, upon hitting the refrain section, the image once again conforms to the now four-beat
phrase structure, with cuts to a new image on the downbeat of each phrase. So, here we have a
musical moment montage that guides our listening, and the editorial logic of the images is
structured by aspects of rhythm, meter, and song form.
This segment from A Band Called Death is clearly expository, functioning to help us hear
some characteristics of Death’s music, provide historical information, and confirm the truth of
interviewee statements. The first function, a clear example of the rockumentary tendency to
encourage analytical ways of listening, is heightened due to the way the editing sustains musical
momentum and calls attention to itself.72 Other musical moments are more abstract and affective,
less interested in telling us what happened than representing how it felt when something
happened. Such a moment occurs with “Blood” in Pearl Jam Twenty (2011). Prior to the
entrance of this song from Pearl Jam’s 1993 album Vs., interviews from band members and fast
archival montages of press coverage, fan interviews, and news media clips have substantiated the
meteoric commercialization of grunge generally and Pearl Jam specifically. The mainstreaming
of grunge becomes a main point of conflict in Pearl Jam Twenty, as the band members struggle
to reconcile their subcultural, DIY, outsider values with mass commercial success.73 Vocalist
Eddie Vedder and lead guitarist Mike McCready have candidly disclosed how they drowned
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their resistance to the capitalist man in alcohol, the only thing deadening the mayhem of
unending promotional appearances and performances. Then, “Blood” is heard in full, with
handwritten lyrics scrawled into manically shifting footage: “spin me round / roll me over /
fucking circus” (figures 11.1–2). Much of this musical moment relies on onstage performance
footage, but any sense of reality effect is undercut by extremely obvious mediation: lyrics and
blood spatter watermark the often-blurry images; cuts, camera motion, and shifts in perspective
are relentless; we never stay in one place. Sometimes we see the ecstatically jumping audience,
or fast-motion POV shots moving (upside-)down streets, or press clippings (figures 12.1–2).
“Blood,” a hard track with a cold open, propels us through the madness. No time to rest on the
wah-wah guitar solo, no time to sit still in Eddie Vedder’s scream: “It’s … my …
BLOOOOOO-HUD.”

Figures 11.1–2 Live performance of “Blood” with onscreen lyrics in Pearl Jam Twenty

Figures 12.1–2 The crowd and the upside-down street with “Blood”
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As with the Death example, there are multiple instances of image to music conformance
here. Formally speaking, location or perspective shifts occur at the onset of each section. During
the particularly chaotic freakout outro, which is constantly on the verge of abandoning a unified
beat entirely, the image reciprocates as the motion within each image and the speed of cuts
between images increase. Throughout, some cuts occur on the beat, but others do not; this
inconsistency projects an overall lack of control. Also, in terms of rhythm, the movements of
bodies (or, parts of bodies) of fans and Pearl Jam members alike are continually seen responding
to the beat, as if animated by its momentum. And finally, the on-screen image references lyrics
directly through the aforementioned inclusion of written lyrics and blood spatter that flash on the
surface of the image at various points. Crucially, the music seems to power all of this kinetic
visual motion, but the music here is also implicated in making a sonic truth claim, as it is
configured as evidence of what the band members felt like in the wake of attaining (or, being
burdened by) mass commercial success. “Blood” becomes an expression of this affect, and it
leads us to an emotional position in which we can hear the track as a direct and authentic
communication from the band members about their current situation.
In both of these musical moments, music becomes the propulsive agent, and the image is
experienced as saturated by the music, responding to it. Because my approach to rockumentary
production is especially focused on investigating the functions of music therein, throughout this
work I will have occasion to discuss many of these pleasurable and spectacular musical
moments. The dialectical logic of the offstage pattern—and its relationship to representations of
authenticity, (de)mystification, and myth—will also remain central here, and both of these
preoccupations have influenced my choices of films to single out for extended analysis. Before
shifting to a discussion of the thematic approach to rockumentaries that has been the third of my
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main guiding principles, I want to conclude this introduction to rockumentaries by reviewing
some texts that have greatly informed my thought and writing.

Some Things That Matter: An Interdisciplinary Review of Literature
Given the interdisciplinary nature of this project and my thematic approach to
rockumentary, I have been guided by literature from various fields; my work draws from and
intersects with documentary film, popular music, and celebrity/star studies, as well as with the
methodologies and concerns of film musicology, urban geography, and historical materialism.
Because much of this literature is chapter specific, I will confine the current review to broader
research that has structured my thinking as a whole.
Documentary Matters
Looking back, it is easy for me to pinpoint the spark that instigated my obsession with
rockumentary, and perhaps even this dissertation: Edward Miller’s fall 2012 seminar
“Documenting the Self: Performance in Nonfiction Film.” I entered this Graduate Center
seminar a musicologist interested in the interactions between screen media and popular music,
and I left enamored with the third node in this triangulation: documentary representations of rock
stars. Much of what we read became fundamental to my methodological approach to
documentary filmmaking, stardom, and performance. Within documentary studies, a particularly
influential text was Crafting Truth by Louise Spence and Vinicius Navarro. In chapter 5,
“Argument,” the authors suggest that documentaries, as “cohesive units,” appear more linear and
cohesive than real life because they “organize knowledge” and “create specific structures of
meaning.”74 This is not to say that documentarians are free to represent reality however they
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want, but rather that documentaries are “a form of intervention in the world of lived experience”
and that structural analysis must approach the documentary as “a tool for reporting but also as a
means of persuasion.”75 My rockumentary analyses, especially regarding the construction of
arguments, are rooted in the idea that documentaries “strive to prove that things are as they say
they are,” and that to understand the construction of these filmic positions we must take into
account their “rhetorical argumentation,” which operates not just through speech, but through
images, sounds, and music as well.76
It was also in this seminar that I was introduced to Bill Nichols, a foundational thinker in
documentary studies. Nichols defines the territory of documentary by looking at its “discourses
of the real” from the perspective of filmmakers, viewers, and the text itself.77 Documentary
filmmakers address the historical world, and their texts are shaped by an informing logic that
sustains a perspective through editing practices that might be thought of on a continuum between
evidentiary/realistic and poetic/impressionistic.78 Viewers come to documentaries with a series of
assumptions, including a fundamental expectation that they will get a history lesson, and that the
documentary’s “sounds and images bear an indexical relation to the historical world.”79 Nichols’s
writing has encouraged me to think about documentaries as ideological texts that relate to, but do
not neutrally reproduce, reality; as institutionalized texts that position audiences as students of
history and themselves as authoritative conveyers of knowledge; and as discursive texts that can
be categorized by historical and formal tendencies.
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Regarding the latter, Nichols posited (and later revised) a typology of documentary
modes, which help to categorize conventions, historicize documentary production, and analyze
how documentaries stylistically and ideologically project their representation of reality.80 I will
have occasion to reference four of these modes throughout this dissertation: expository,
observational, participatory, and performative. My aim in drawing on these modes is not to
simply say a rockumentary works in x mode and then move on, but rather to think through how
rockumentaries engage the conventions of these modes, and to what argumentative, ideological,
and aesthetic ends.
The expository mode is the most didactic: the documentary directly addresses the viewer;
editing maintains rhetorical rather than spatial or temporal continuity, with interviews
interspersed in the service of an overall filmic argument; voice-over commentary,
nonsynchronous sound, and non-diegetic music are common; and the film’s authority, following
a seemingly objective cause/effect logic, seems to reside in the text itself.81 While none of the
rockumentaries I discuss in detail fall squarely within the expository mode, I identify the use of
expository techniques, especially authoritative voice-over and “evidentiary editing,” or editing
that sustains “the continuity of the spoken argument or perspective” in multiple films.82 Further, I
posit that in musical moments, music can function analogously to authoritative voice-over,
indicating how we should understand and feel about visual and verbal information.
The observational mode most closely corresponds to the direct cinema tradition, with
editing emphasizing lived or real time and a preponderance of seemingly overheard speech,
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indirect address, and synchronous sound.83 The filmmaker in the observational mode is a
seemingly non-intervening, non-judgmental fly on the wall who captures events but whose
physical presence remains generally unacknowledged; the impression is that the camera started
rolling, the boom mics were turned to the subjects, and everyone waited for something to
happen.84 The participatory mode is similar, but a crucial difference involves the position of the
filmmaker: “Observational documentary deemphasizes persuasion to give us a sense of what it is
like to be in a given situation, but without a sense of what it is like for the filmmaker to be there,
too. Participatory documentary gives us a sense of what it is like for the filmmaker to be in a
given situation and how that situation alters as a result.”85 The filmmaker is typically a bodily
presence in the participatory mode; they seem to actively encounter rather than passively
observe, and what is emphasized is “the truth of a filmed encounter rather than absolute or
untampered truth.”86 Rockumentaries originated within the direct cinema tradition, and the
observational mode is identifiable not only in early rock docs such as Dont Look Back and
Gimme Shelter, but continues to exert an influence on more recent films. The participatory mode
is not as common in rockumentary production, but many films contain participatory moments,
such as the final scene of Gimme Shelter, when the Rolling Stones interact with the Maysles
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brothers while watching footage of the Altamont Festival shooting, or briefly in Patti Smith:
Dream of Life (2008), when we hear Patti Smith address filmmaker Steven Sebring directly.
Generally speaking, I would suggest that the observational and participatory modes often
commingle in rockumentaries, but with the former being more paradigmatic.
The performative mode, which Nichols suggests became common during the 1980s, is
the most poetic, abstract, and stylized of those I have mentioned, and also the mode that most
self-reflexively questions the nature of historical understanding: “Performative documentary
underscores the complexity of our knowledge of the world by emphasizing its subjective and
affective dimensions.”87 Telling takes a backseat to evoking in the performative mode, and
embodied, subjective experiences become vessels for emotional understanding. I see the
performative mode in play particularly in rockumentaries that document the past, that
subjectively remember history from below rather than objectively show us history from above.
Further, I would suggest that musical moments, the emotionally suggestive capacity of which I
described above, are best understood as operating within the performative mode.
A final work in documentary studies I would like to highlight here is Michael Renov’s
The Subject of Documentary, which takes up Nichols’s emphasis on knowledge but argues that
in documentaries, knowledge and desire are intertwined:
Yet while focusing on nonfiction in its specificity, I will nevertheless challenge a
position that I consider to be unduly separatist and deeply rationalist in its
alignment of documentary wholly with consciousness rather than in traffic with
unconscious processes, challenging too that position’s preference for knowledge
effects over pleasurable or ecstatic looking and for its enthronement of sobriety at
the expense of the evocative and delirious. I will instead argue for the
documentary gaze as constitutively multiform, embroiled with conscious motives
and unconscious desires, driven by curiosity no more than by terror and
fascination.88
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Registering briefly my objection to Renov’s reliance on visual language here—we listen as well
as look, and the importance of sonic knowledge and pleasure in rockumentaries cannot be
overstated—his focus on desire and fascination were crucial to my theorizing of the offstage
pattern as dialectically structured by a desire for access, a fascination with some “real” self that
is typically obscured. The offstage pattern is not simply about knowing, it is about wanting to
know. I also appreciate Renov’s emphasis on evocation and delirium, on the expressive and not
necessarily rational ways in which documentaries promote ways of feeling (and I would add,
hearing). Finally, Renov also usefully enumerates four fundamental tendencies of documentary
film: to record, reveal, or preserve; to persuade or promote; to express; and to analyze or
interrogate.89 My methods of analysis have been steadily guided by this list, facilitating a
balanced consideration of archival, argumentative, and aesthetic functions.
Performance Matters
Another main argument in Renov’s text is that beginning in the late twentieth century,
expressions and constructions of subjectivity are increasingly explored in documentaries: “the
subject in documentary has, to a surprising degree, become the subject of documentary.”90 Given
that a major source of pleasure in rockumentaries resides in this kind of subjectivity
exploration—achieved through the offstage pattern—I have also sought out scholarship that
deals with performance. Especially formative here was Erving Goffman’s The Presentation of
the Self in Everyday Life, a classic sociology text in which Goffman develops a dramaturgical
model of social life, arguing that all social interactions involve performances of the self, with
performance defined as “all the activity of a given participant on a given occasion which serves
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to influence in any way any of the other participants.”91 Individuals, for Goffman, are always
engaged in “impression management,” and their performances are structured by, but also give
structure to, settings and social context.92 In short: we are playing roles, always, and how we play
these roles determines our constitution as social subjects.
Goffman’s work lays a foundation for understanding the role of subjects in nonfiction
film as “social actors,” a term used to designate “real-life characters playing their own social
roles in nonfiction film.”93 The crucial point here is that even in offstage and seemingly
unrehearsed scenes, the people in documentaries are still performers. In “Acting to Play
Oneself,” Waugh distinguishes between two modes of performance for social actors in
nonfiction film: representational, or “acting naturally,” in which the subject performs a nonawareness of the camera; and a presentational mode in which the subject acknowledges the
presence of the camera, looking and speaking directly to it.94 Again, though, both modes should
be understood as performances: “The difference between representation and presentation is not
that one uses performance and the other doesn’t, but the former disavows and hides its
performative components.”95 Throughout this dissertation, I refer to the individual or individuals
that a rockumentary is about as the “rockumentary subject.” Whenever I use this term, I mean to
evoke the subject’s function as a social actor in the way described by Nichols and elaborated by
Waugh.
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Turning to staged musical performances in documentaries, books by Beattie and Cohen
consider the embodied musical spectacles these films frequently include. Beattie’s Documentary
Display: Re-Viewing Nonfiction Film and Video centralizes the “engaging appeal of the visually
alluring and pleasurable display of rockumentary,” a focus on exhibitionistic showing that
echoes the ideas about desire and delirium put forward by Renov.96 Beattie productively
considers how documentaries featuring music performance should be considered not just in
terms of their capacity to provide factual, explanatory, or evidentiary information, but also as
affective, pleasurable, and corporeal experiences. However, I find that Beattie problematically
situates music as secondary to image, repeating a tendency typical in film studies that I seek to
erode here.97 Like Beattie, Cohen also emphasizes the primacy of the body, arguing against a
hierarchy that values the mental work of music composition over the physical work of music
performance.98 Cohen seeks to understand how music documentaries and concert films, by
putting performing bodies in front of the camera, “can remind us of the genuine relation between
music and the bodies that produce it.”99 Informed by both of these studies, my analyses of
rockumentaries also focus on the meaning and pleasure offered by hearing and seeing embodied
performances, as well as—particularly in chapter 1—the physical work of musical performance.
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Sound and Music Matters
How do music and sound work in rockumentaries? What are their potential affective,
aesthetic, informative, and evidentiary functions? How do these functions intersect—or differ
from—those of other audiovisual media? In asking these questions, I mean to suggest that there
is something particular about how sonic information is able to work in and through
rockumentaries, but also that prior work in film musicology and (documentary) film sound
studies can greatly inform a discussion of these particulars.
In the introduction to Sound Theory/Sound Practice, one of the earliest published
collections on film sound, Altman describes the phenomenon of cinema as an event, a move
meant to destabilize its conceptualization as an autonomous visual text.100 The articles within
develop a diachronic, historically informed model for film sound studies in which sound
recordings are recognized as representations rather than reproductions of some originary,
singular event, and that in an audiovisual context, said representations place varying emphasis on
simulating perceptual fidelity.101 Of particular interest in this collection is Jeffrey Ruoff’s article
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on sound in documentaries. He opens by drawing comparisons between the conventional stress
on sonic intelligibility and clarity in Hollywood film with observational documentaries, in which
the use of location sound often results in a low signal to noise ratio; dialogue that overlaps,
interrupts, or is inaudible; and an overall difficulty in comprehending speech that is often in
competition with ambient sounds.102 Ruoff relates this comparison of sonic conventions to how
much control the filmmaker has over the profilmic environment,103 noting, especially in the
observational mode, the practical difficulties posed by the operators of handheld cameras and
directional microphones having to choreograph their movements in unpredictable situations.104
Also in terms of control, Ruoff points out that voice-over narration, a hallmark of nonobservational documentary sound, “allows for maximum control over sound quality,” and also
that interviews, when they are staged to be filmed, “increase the clarity and directness of speech
through editing techniques and shooting conventions.”105 Practical concerns aside, the use of
location sound in observational documentaries is also ideologically aligned with their pursuit of
realism, helping to achieve the impression of lived reality, spontaneously captured.
The issue of realism has also been a point of focus in discussions of music in
documentaries. In a 2002 article on this topic, John Corner argues that in factual programming,
the dominance of “journalistic rationalism and observational minimalism” have placed nondiegetic music in a marginal position, as producers are “concerned about the risk of a musical
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ingredient somehow subverting programme integrity.”106 Music might threaten a documentary’s
reality effect by transparently imposing emotional resonance or overtly persuading us to interpret
events in a certain way. In making this point, Corner cites the production manual Directing the
Documentary, which recommends that music “should not inject false emotion,” “should give
access to the inner life of a character or subject,” and “can signal the emotional level at which the
audience should investigate what is being shown.”107 Yet despite the concern over music’s
potential to undercut realism, Rogers argues in her introduction to the collection Music and
Sound in Documentaries that “music in film is one of the most powerful illusory persuaders that
what we are watching is in fact, yet rather paradoxically, as real as possible.”108 So, using nondiegetic music in nonfiction media poses risks but also opens up possibilities, and in the context
of this debate, the lines between historical reality and aestheticized interpretation are somewhat
murky.
In terms of how music functions in documentaries, Rogers notes that non-diegetic music
“can hold things together and tell the story; it can lead viewers into narrative emotional positions
in a way akin of mainstream fiction film soundtracks; and it can help to turn each visual
representation into a highly personal vision.”109 Corner, too, mentions various functions,
including “generating thematic support for what is on the screen—indications of historical time,
of geographical place and of appropriate mood,” as well as “providing formal support for
programme organization, pacing and the shifting intensities of portrayal.”110 Some of these
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functions run parallel to those of music in fiction film,111 but Corner suggests that whereas in the
narrative film context music helps draw us into the film’s world and facilitate “diegetic
containment,” in documentary, “musical relations are likely to become more self-conscious, and
less intimate,” more inclined toward exposition than immersion.112
Having reviewed the theoretical literature on sound and music in documentaries that has
most informed my approach, at this juncture I will elaborate on my assertion that the operation of
music in rockumentary, especially in relation to the question of realism, is unique within the
realm of nonfiction film. Because music is a primary material object of inquiry in rockumentary,
the music included therein can attain a kind of epistemological realness not available in nonmusic documentaries. Music becomes capable of functioning as evidence, participating directly
in the exposition of knowledge rather than just emotionally framing or geographically/
historically situating it. Since music is so frequently spoken about in rockumentary, I understand
these films as constructing a world of sounds as much as a world of images; it often feels as if
the music is in front of the image, encouraging us not only to listen to this, but again, to listen
like this.113 The preexisting connections between the rockumentary subject and music also point
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to the latter’s ability to function not just as framing or indicating historical information, but as
historical information itself. Returning to the recommendations in Directing the Documentary
cited above, note that the first two recommendations are nearly self-fulfilling when
rockumentaries include music that is actually by the subject as long as we assume—or are
persuaded by the film to believe in—the emotional authenticity of that subject’s music. Another
common tendency in rockumentary is the inclusion of music that influenced or was influenced
by the subject and, presuming the lines of influence have been convincingly drawn,
epistemological realism and aesthetic integrity are once again structurally inherent in the
audiovisual assemblage.
Another way of thinking about the unique ways that music can work in rockumentary is
in terms of diegesis. Rockumentaries do not immerse us in narrative worlds like fiction films do,
but they typically unfold historical narratives, and one could still think of a distinction between
music produced from within the film’s world (diegetic) and music coming from an external
source (non-diegetic). The discussions of realism cited above all concern, and name, nondiegetic music as the potential source of reality effect contamination. But given the primacy of
musical information, the inherent relationships between subject, music, and history, and the ways
that music interacts with what is spoken and seen in rockumentaries, the diegetic–non-diegetic
dichotomy is insufficient. Anahid Kassabian has productively approached this problem in the
context of Hollywood film music, arguing that this dichotomy posits an a priori silent profilmic
world from which music could be produced, and thus “obscures music’s role in producing the
diegesis itself.”114 Driving a wedge into this binary, Kassabian, drawing on the 1971 handbook
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Scoring for Films, expands on the operation of the in-between category of “source scoring,”
which “combines aspects of [diegetic] source music and [non-diegetic] dramatic scoring in terms
of both its relationship to the film’s narrative world and its coincidence with the onscreen
events.”115 Source scoring might be like source music in its content, but it structurally conforms
more closely to the profilmic action and tends to permeate the inside–outside logic of diegesis,
beginning as diegetic but then becoming non-diegetic, or vice versa.116 This kind of shift happens
incredibly frequently in rockumentaries—for instance, when an interviewee is describing the
subject’s music, the music fades in, and then the image cuts to live performance footage in which
that music becomes diegetic. Through their descriptions, interviewees almost seem to conjure the
music into being, while also drawing our attention to specific attributes thereof. With such
musical moments so clearly taking cues from filmic occurrences, any concern for a lack of
historical realism is vanquished. I will expand further on the question of diegesis in my
discussion of situated rockumentaries, but for the moment, I will close by noting that because of
these ambiguities in designating music as (non-)diegetic in rockumentaries, I have tended to
avoid the unclarified use of both terms.
Rockumentary Matters
At the intersection of documentary and popular music studies exists a growing body of
literature on rockumentary.117 Direct cinema, perhaps because it is the most canonized and
legitimized (read: understood as artistic rather than promotional) body of rockumentary
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production to date, has been considered by academics most frequently.118 For instance, Dont
Look Back has received much attention. Susan Knobloch has written about the film from the
perspective of psychoanalytic feminist film theory, discussing the feminization of Bob Dylan’s
onstage persona via the Mulveyan gaze as well as the marginalization of Joan Baez within the
film, which Knobloch positions as a repression of her desires and artistic abilities through
subordination to Dylan.119 Jeanne Hall’s article on Dont Look Back deconstructs the film in order
to show how it facilitates a critique of the media, an approach that contributes to my discussion
of Amy in chapter 2.120
Others writing on these formative direct cinema rockumentaries have placed greater
emphasis on their historicization of social and political contexts surrounding the music being
documented. For instance, Joe McElhaney’s book on Albert Maysles devotes a full chapter to
What’s Happening: The Beatles in the USA (1964) and Gimme Shelter, using these films as
examples of direct cinema’s ability to set up intersubjective confrontations and represent social
collectives that are constructed or informed by rock fandom.121 Wright, in her aforementioned
article on the “opposing gazes” of Woodstock and Gimme Shelter, argues that while the former
film remediates the symbolic high point of 1960s counterculture in the United States, the latter
represents the fracturing, disunity, and decline of that momentum.122 Emile Wennekes considers
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the less commercially successful concert film Jimi Plays Berkeley (1971) in terms of its
integration of material from a 1970 Hendrix concert with other contextual scenes, including
footage of a crowd’s attempt to break into a screening of Woodstock (“The people make
Woodstock, Warner Bros. makes profit”) and antiwar/antigovernment protests in Berkeley.123
Leonard and Strachan, who are particularly sensitive to rockumentary in the context of
popular music’s history, argue that there was a “convergence” of rock and direct cinema
sensibilities at the historical moment when rockumentary emerged in the 1960s.124 The ideology
of rock authenticity, being rooted in Romanticism and performative sincerity, paralleled direct
cinema’s attempts to objectively document reality; there was “a clear discursive and aesthetic
fit.”125 Elaborating on the cultural and commercial appeal of rock as a subject for direct cinema
filmmakers, Leonard and Strachan note that by this moment in the 1960s, thanks to an emerging
youth demographic with money and influence, rock had demonstrated its commercial viability.126
Rock was also beginning to be understood as a culturally significant and serious musical
practice—one worthy of documentation. As Keightley argues:
The idea of rock involves a rejection of those aspects of mass-distributed music
which are believed to be soft, safe, or trivial, those things which may be dismissed
as worthless pop—the very opposite of rock. Instead, the styles, genres, and
performers that are thought to merit the name “rock” must be seen as serious,
significant and legitimate in some way.127
The mutually reinforcing impressions of seriousness and significance were also being borne out
in the contemporaneous emergence of rock journalism.
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Developments in sound and image recording technology also proved crucial. In terms of
feasibility and practicality, handheld, portable sound and audio recording devices made the
observational mode of rockumentary possible.128 Finally, the emergence of rockumentary
involved forging synergistic relationships between the popular music and film industries, with
effective cross-promotional efforts that mitigated the overall expenses for the producer(s). Sound
recordings made by rockumentary filmmakers in the late 1960s were commonly used as the basis
for album releases, which “were variously promoted as film soundtracks, live albums, or
something in between.”129 Parallel developments in cross-promotion were also being made in the
realm of Hollywood film in the 1960s and 70s, and rockumentary both contributed to and
benefited from the pop/rock compilation score trend.130
As Jeff Smith describes, Hollywood filmmakers had multiple concerns about using
popular music in film, including that the music would take over, becoming the story and mood
rather than supporting them, and that lyrics would distract audiences from the narrative or seem
to speak for a character: “Well-known music of any kind was thought to carry associational
baggage for the spectator, and not only was this potentially distracting but these associations
might also clash with those established by the narrative.”131 But, following the massive
commercial success of the A Hard Day’s Night (1964) soundtrack, film studios and their record
company subsidiaries became aware of the potential earnings that such cross-promotional efforts
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could provide.132 By 1970, the soundtracks for The Graduate (1967) and Easy Rider (1969) “had
done much to advance the use of rock and pop songs as dramatic underscore.”133 In sum, the
emergence of rockumentary as a set of representational tendencies, stylistic conventions, and
audience expectations was intertwined with rock’s ideology of authenticity, rock becoming a
musical and social practice worthy of serious consideration, developments in sound and film
recording technology, and the culture industry’s recognition of cross-promotion’s economic
benefits.
As rockumentary production continued in the 1970s, Baker notes the calcification of two
trends flowing out from Dont Look Back and Monterey Pop, respectively: the observational
mode portrait of an artist or band and the event-based concert film.134 What Baker calls the
“compilation” rockumentary—preservational films which tend to favor alternately expository
and performative modes of address in their assemblages of archival materials, interviews, music,
live performance footage, etc.—also emerges during the 1970s (e.g., The Kids Are Alright
[1979]).135 This period further saw the development of more ethnographic studies of subcultures,
many of which focused on punk (e.g., The Punk Rock Movie [1978] and The Decline of Western
Civilization [1981]). Also notable in this regard is Wattstax, which—as suggested by its title—is
half concert film documenting the August 1972 Stax Records benefit concert in Los Angeles,
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and half an ethnographic study of (as the film’s narrator Richard Pryor asserts) “a soulful
expression the Black experience” in South Central Los Angeles.136
The 1980s and 90s saw a decline in rockumentary production, a trend Baker attributes to
the arrival of the music video and MTV, an increase in made-for-television music documentaries
(with VH1’s Behind the Music being a prominent example), and the box-office dominance of
tentpole Hollywood blockbusters.137 But beginning around the turn of the century and continuing
to the present, rockumentary production has boomed.138 Economically and technologically, this
trend has been bolstered by low production costs, distribution options afforded by online
streaming services, built-in fan-based markets, and the affordability and practicality of digital
recording and editing technologies.139 Culturally speaking, the rockumentary boom of the 2000s
reflects the pop cultural retro-consciousness that Simon Reynolds has termed “retromania”: a
broad sense that, in the first decade of the twenty-first century, the pop present became saturated
with the past.140 For Reynolds, what distinguishes 2000s retromania from earlier decades’
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reinvigorations of past culture is historical proximity, the idea that pop culture is drawing on—
obsessing over—its recent past, a past it can access in unprecedentedly easy and thorough
ways.141 One driving force behind this retro sensibility is technological, an effect of new ways to
browse, collect, curate, and remediate the past through online repositories like YouTube
(founded in 2005) plus playback devices such as the iPod (first released in 2001) and, of course,
smartphones. In terms of popular music history, retromania could also be seen as evidence of
anxieties that rock has become irrelevant, no longer a symbol of youth and rebellion: “Amid all
the wide-eyed bubbling about the next big thing in music, its polar opposite—the peculiar burden
upon rock of its own mounting history—has persistently cropped up as a cause for concern.”142
So, the rock establishment engages distress over aging and irrelevance with reunion tours, album
reissues, triumphant comebacks, and rockumentaries that insist on the significance (or even just
survival) of older acts, continuing to shore up the heroic, revolutionary rock mythos.143
Rockumentaries produced since the 2000s tend toward the compilation or archival type
described above, suggesting a second convergence of sensibilities, now of (aging) rock and
(restorative) retromania. Additionally, Palmer has identified the recent preponderance of
documentaries on popular musicians in what he calls the “recovery mode,” films such as
Searching for Sugar Man (2012) and 20 Feet From Stardom (2013) that “operate on the premise
of the audience’s lack of knowledge about the film’s subject, and the mission of the film is to
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emplace said subject within their seemingly rightful role in music history.”144 Finally, beginning
even before the 2000s, we also see a diversification of the rockumentary subject, with films on
hip-hop145 and pop146 taking up the representational tendencies of rockumentary to document a
range of popular music genres. Returning to the earlier discussion regarding my use of the term
rockumentary in this dissertation: despite this expansion of subject matter, these films are
discursively, editorially, and functionally similar to rockumentaries, repeating but also
developing many of their operational characteristics. Drawing on Steve Neale, I view the genre
of rockumentary as a temporal process, “marked fundamentally by difference, variation, and
change” as much as repetition.147 Though the rockumentary subject—in terms of musical
genre—has expanded, the “systems of expectation and hypotheses that spectators have” about
what they will see and hear while watching music documentaries is nevertheless structured by—
and evolving from—the generic precedents of rockumentary I have been outlining here.148
Despite the contemporary predominance of compilation rockumentaries and the
expository mode of address, direct cinema continues to exert an influence on rockumentary
production. This is evidenced in Jamie Sexton’s discussion of rockumentaries on American indie
rock bands, which she argues exhibit the qualities of “authenticity, immediacy, and roughness”
typical of the observational mode.149 Sexton also points out that voice-over narration is typically
absent in these films, which tend instead to downplay the presence of the filmmaker and allow
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narration to emanate from the subjects themselves.150 Sexton links this emphasis on subjective
narration to
a broader indie ethos, in particular the sense in which participants in such cultures
have often distanced themselves from mainstream culture. If voice-over narration
and an objective depiction of historical events are more typical of the mainstream
documentary, then the strategy of avoiding such techniques can be read as an
attempt to offer more marginal histories in different ways, mainly through
emphasizing the lived experience of the people involved.151
Sexton’s insights indicate a convergence of indie rock ideology and the observational mode,
illustrating how the message of indie is imbedded in its rockumentary representation. She also
notes that locality is a prominent organizational principle in such films.152 Much work on recent
rockumentaries also reveals an inclination to discuss the importance of cities and scenes, and I
will explore this theme in greater detail in chapter 3.153
As a final word on rockumentary literature, I should mention Matt Stahl’s book Unfree
Masters: Recording Artists and the Politics of Work, which is unique in its consideration of
popular recording artists as employees—as economic actors in a capitalist system—in relation to
their symbolic function as autonomous, “un-alienated” creative figures.154 In the second chapter
of his book, Stahl positions Odni Timnor’s film Dig! (2003) as an example of the recent
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tendency in rockumentary to represent recording artists’ (attempted) achievement of social
mobility and autonomous work, and in doing so considers documentary filmmaking ethics under
neoliberalism. Given the centralization and problematization of work in the popular music
industry in many recent rockumentaries, Stahl’s approach is particularly significant, and was in
part a catalyst of my choice to focus on representations of musical work in chapter 1.
Capitalism Matters
Through the total absorption of both musical production and consumption by the capitalistic process,
the alienation of music from man had become complete.
–Theodor Adorno, “On the Social Situation of Mass Music” (1932)
The real consumer thus becomes a consumer of illusion.
The commodity is this illusion, which is in fact real, and the spectacle is its most general form.
–Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle (1967)
The bizarre naturalness of capitalism is a pure and simple mystification,
and we have to disabuse ourselves of it right away.
–Hardt and Negri, Empire (2000)

In the above discussion of what rockumentaries do, I mentioned their promotional
function, a commercial attribute often obscured by the anti-corporate, anti-establishment, and
meritocratic values of rock authenticity that structure rockumentary representations. While
watching hundreds of rockumentaries for this project, I sometimes found myself becoming
critical of the ways they propagate the logics of consumer capitalism, individualism, and
neoliberal meritocracy. There is part of me that recognizes a range of negative functions of the
rockumentary as commodity: they are spectacularizations in the image of life, selling us
simulacra of social connection that actually further atomize us; their nostalgia is regressive and
they have a tendency to look back with rose-colored glasses, obscuring history while purporting
to document it; they participate in the continued mythologization of rock as the purview of white,
autonomous, male artists; they reify preexisting musical commodities (e.g., sound recordings and
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live performances), exploiting prior social labor while also mystifying it; and they sell us
fantasies of both community and individual achievement that actually further alienate us from
one another as workers and political subjects, displacing possibilities of lived experience with
mediated fetishizations of rock resistance. As I will illustrate in the upcoming chapters,
rockumentaries do function in these ways, and part of my goal here is to offer an indictment of
these functions, taking a critical stance in analyzing how, and to what social and cultural ends,
rockumentaries reproduce the logic of late capitalism. In concluding this literature review, I will
turn now to the thinkers who have informed my conceptualization of rockumentaries as cultural
commodities.
Dichotomies that continually appear in critical and academic writing on popular music—
for example individual expression and mass entertainment, authenticity and selling out,
innovation and standardization—saw an early and important treatment in the Kulturkritik of
Theodor Adorno. Adorno’s negative outlook on popular music (as he narrowly and
Eurocentrically conceived of it in the 1930s and 40s) has been well rehearsed within the realm of
popular music studies.155 Though I (like many) cannot find validity in every part of Adorno’s
critique, his position warrants engagement here given its relevance to the rockumentary as a
product of the culture industry. As Richard Middleton writes, “Anyone wanting to argue the
importance of studying popular music has to absorb Adorno in order to go beyond him.”156
A key conclusion found in Adorno’s writing is that so-called popular music is incapable
of fulfilling the social function required of art in contemporary society. Music’s achievement of
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such a goal would require “developing within music itself—in agreement with the state of social
theory—all those elements whose objective is the overcoming of class domination.”157 Popular
music’s inability to do anything other than merely reproduce the logic of capitalism’s
exploitative and alienating power structures stems from its thoroughgoing standardization, which
is a result of its economic subsumption in the culture industry. By standardization, Adorno
means that popular hits are merely different appearances of the same thing, featuring minimal
(and trivial) variations to make them distinguishable but reinforcing, in the end, the domination
of capitalist relations and existing class inequality.158 For Adorno, then, the necessarily uncritical
consumption of popular music’s repetitive patterns is indicative of corporate control over the
consuming masses, and in its production and distribution, popular music—by virtue (or in light)
of its popularity—also cannot escape domination by the culture industry.
Given my emphasis on the ways that rockumentaries instruct us to listen, I have also
considered Adorno’s position on the act of listening to popular music, which, for him, is a
passive, dictated activity: “The composition hears for the listener. This is how popular music
divests the listener of his spontaneity and promotes conditioned reflexes.”159 Adorno writes of
popular music being “predigested,” carrying meaning only inasmuch as it acts as a “social
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cement” that binds together the masses based on desires that seem, to each individual, to be
unique, but that are in fact institutionalized.160 By way of illustrating the operation of these
listening practices, Adorno compares the consumption of popular music to that of Hollywood
film. While watching Hollywood films or listening to popular music, consumers
[…] become aware of the overwhelming possibility of happiness, they dare to
confess to themselves what the whole order of contemporary life ordinarily forbids
them to admit, namely, that they actually have no part in happiness. What is
supposed to be wish-fulfillment is only the scant liberation that occurs with the
realization that at last one need not deny oneself the happiness of knowing that one
is unhappy and that one could be happy.161
Let me pause a moment to map this logic onto Patti Smith: Dream of Life (2008), a
rockumentary I discuss in more detail in chapter 1. We might say that Patti Smith’s performance
of creative autonomy, stability, and deinstitutionalization in Dream of Life allows us to see, by
comparison, that we cannot escape alienating labor or the political and economic institutions that
regulate it; we can’t live out the myth of the countercultural hero, but we can at least recognize
and be pissed at the fact that life is crappy. In Adorno’s formulation, this release of negative
emotion serves to strengthen the social dependence of the consuming masses, pushing us back
into the arms of that which alienates us. Consuming Patti Smith cum Dream of Life, then, takes
us as consumers even further away from the Romantic punk ideals she and her work espouse.
Adorno’s position on listening has been criticized on multiple counts. For one, it has been
noted that he assumes all listeners are essentially the same, when in reality the individuals who
consume popular music are a heterogeneous multitude, forming diverse interpretive communities
with different values.162 In part because he does not recognize difference in listening practices,
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but also because of his assumption that the meaning of musical works is immanent (i.e., “the
‘truth’ of a work is to be found within the work itself”), Adorno conceives of listening to popular
music as an essentially passive act that complies with the fetishistic mechanisms of music as
commodity.163 He does not discuss the specificity of acts of consumption, nor does he grant the
listener much agency in the process of interpretation.
But, as many rockumentaries have attempted to illustrate, consumers of popular music
are also participants in the music culture industry. Participation might take the form of, for
example, embodied reactions (dancing or other bodily movement, singing along), manipulation
of the music itself (creating mix tapes/CDs, playlists, or even, with the help of digital audio
editors, making remixes or mashups), or socialization (with other fans, sometimes forming
subcultures with common political or social goals). Consider, for example, the Black American
youth subculture that is represented in Afro-Punk (2003) or the feminist collectives that were
formed in relation to the riot grrrl movement documented in The Punk Singer (2013).
Rockumentaries often assert the importance of this participation in the construction of individual
and social identities, making it clear that, as Middleton has argued in relation to Adorno,
consuming subjects are not necessarily unitary conformists so much as sites
traversed by conflicting interpretative schemas. Similarly, it becomes obvious that
such reception does not always represent a direct appropriation of the consumer
into a pre-given framework but is mediated by other, varied interpretative
assumptions associated with other social institutions and values (which may be
mutually contradictory).164
Rockumentaries mediate this consumer framework; they provide different models for
participatory fan experience, all the while exploiting fan activity in their production of exchangevalue.
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Relatedly, while Adorno does much to denigrate mechanical reproduction as a factor in
popular music’s standardization, he does not account for the iterability and polysemy of sound
recordings.165 Sound recordings are iterable in the sense that they can be endlessly repeated
across different times and spaces, through different mediums, in different audiovisual contexts
(e,g., of course, rockumentaries). Adorno certainly acknowledged that popular music was
frequently repeated, but he conceived of these repetitions as solidifying regressive listening
practices (i.e., you’ve heard it before and thus you “know” it already, so listening is not
necessary). But sound recordings mean different things in different contexts; their significance is
always in flux. Through repetition they accumulate new associations and interpretations, all of
which enter into a larger network of that recording’s previously established meanings. Adorno’s
claim that popular music is predigestible is thus undercut by a recognition of its polysemy, a
characteristic that rockumentaries exploit—and that I have tried to critically approach in this
dissertation.
Lingering for a moment on the notion of polysemy in relation to music in
rockumentaries: in making their arguments, rockumentaries are engaged in the process of
circulating cultural commodities and ideas, and in doing so they construct currents of
interpretation and opinion about the music they document. And, if we further understand
rockumentaries as acting analogously to advertising, we should also see them as “expressions of
an ideology designed to sell not only a particular commodity but consumption itself,” as Timothy
D. Taylor writes of commercials.166 In short: rockumentaries produce consumers, creating
demand and guiding fans to particular modes of consumption. Rockumentary filmmakers can
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therefore be characterized as cultural intermediaries, a term introduced by Pierre Bourdieu in
Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste to describe those cultural industry
workers who are taste-makers, who engage in the “gentle manipulation” of consumers’ tastes in
cultural products.167 Bourdieu posits the emergence of cultural intermediary occupations in the
1960s as, in part, the effect of an economy that requires the sustained production of tastes and
dispositions in consumers. Due to their professional status and perceived authority within social
discourse, Bourdieu argues that cultural intermediaries can engage in the “canonization of notyet-legitimate arts or of minor, marginal forms of legitimate art” in their manipulation of taste.168
Circling back to the previous discussion of the emergence of rockumentaries in the 1960s, it is
evident that Bourdieu’s conception of the role of cultural intermediaries fits squarely into the
convergence of sensibilities outlined there.
Aside from Adorno, the other historical materialist thinker who has most informed my
work here is Guy Debord. In The Society of the Spectacle, Debord argues that the modern
capitalist machine produces alienated subjects whose everyday lives are regulated by the
spectacle, an “integrated and diffuse apparatus of images and ideas that produces and regulates
public discourse and opinion.”169 In an endless pursuit of commodities, subjects are deprived of
agency and choice in their own lives, existing in a state of pseudo-gratification that is actually a
repression. Within the spectacle—which is to say, everywhere, as for Debord the spectacle,
though diffuse, is unified and pervasive; there is no “outside” of the spectacle—star figures are
as glittering as they are empty, and active participation in the world of stars is illusory.
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Consumption rules over everyday life, and the spectacle colonizes all gestures, acts, and roles—
even those that attempt dissent or resistance. As Debord writes:
Media stars are spectacular representations of living human beings, distilling the
essence of the spectacle’s banality into images of possible roles. Stardom is a
diversification in the semblance of life—the object of an identification with mere
appearance which is intended to compensate for the crumbling of directly
experienced diversifications of productive activity.170
In Debord’s formulation, the alienated consumption of mediated star images replaces our
experiences of actual subject positions. As Sadie Plant explains, “The transformation of ways of
life into spectacular roles means that it is impossible to live them out with any sense of pleasure
of fulfillment; events and experiences are valid only in terms of the representations and meanings
given within the spectacular whole.”171 Star images such as those offered in rockumentaries
remain desirable points of identification because they appear to be realistic embodiments of the
goals of social labor, the achievement of which remains inaccessible to individual spectators.
Debord identifies these goals as power and leisure: “the power to decide and the leisure to
consume which are the alpha and the omega of a process that is never questioned.”172
Certainly, the attributes of authorial power and consumptive leisure are commonly
articulated to rockumentary subjects, as they are integral to the rock star as a mythological
figure. Focusing for a moment on leisure, I want to draw out the propensity of rockumentaries to
arrive at representations of leisure through a mystification of social labor. Mystification, for
Marx, is the process by which exchange-value conceals its social determination, appearing to be
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a characteristic of the commodity itself, which precedes and is independent from both labor and
consuming subjects. In A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, Marx writes:
A social relation of production appears as something existing apart from
individual human beings, and the distinctive relations into which they enter in the
course of production in society appear as the specific properties of a thing—it is
this perverted appearance, this prosaically real, and by no means imaginary
mystification that is characteristic of all forms of labor positing exchangevalue.173
This labor is objectified in the commodity, which Marx famously described as having a
“mystical character.”174 In considering the implications of commodity fetishism for
rockumentaries, I would first note that these films are actually agglomerations of commodities:
they assemble preexisting commodities (e.g., sound recordings, live performances) with those
produced specifically for the film (e.g., interviews, offstage footage). Rockumentaries are thus
unified bundles of cultural commodities, and an immense complexity of exchanges are folded
into the process of consuming a rockumentary.175 What most interests me about the
rockumentary as commodity-agglomeration is that it consistently exploits prior labor in its
assemblage of preexisting musical commodities, but it also represents that prior labor (e.g., the
rockumentary subject practicing, composing, recording, and performing) in more or less
mystifying ways. Because the mythical figure of the rock star and the ideology of rock
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authenticity are both built on a conception that doing rock music is fun, rewarding, and
individually self-expressive, these representations tend to be mystifying; what is in reality labor
producing exchange-value appears in the rockumentary as leisure. At worst, then, I would say
that rockumentaries are conspiracies generated through a collusion between mythicization and
mystification. They aggrandize the financialization of the self, and their participation in
authenticity fantasies foreclose any perception by viewers of commonality among the struggles
of individual creative workers, producing alienated consumers as compliant capitalist subjects.
As with Adorno, then, Debord’s position seems also to deny the possibility of a
successful struggle against mass mediated forms of entertainment that merely reproduce
capitalist logic, which would include rockumentaries. At the same time, while the power of
spectacular society is no doubt real and insidious, I am not content with an understanding of
rockumentaries as mere arbiters of the status quo. As such, in this dissertation I have sought out
moments that defy the hegemonic logic of the capitalist mode of production, arrived at either by
reading against rockumentary arguments or by deconstructing them, identifying flashes of
rupture when it is possible to imagine these films producing something other than atomized,
alienated, passive consumers. As I turn now to my chapter overview, it will become clear that the
thematic lenses I have selected to structure each of my chapters have been steadily guided by the
ideas put forward above.

Chapter Outlines: A Thematic Approach to Rockumentary Film
As stated above, this project is not intended as a genre study or comprehensive historical
overview of rockumentary production. Such tasks, to whatever extent they are even practical
given the sheer number of rockumentaries released in the past decade alone, could easily descend
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into acts of canon creation that do not end up revealing much about the functions of these films.
Altman, noting that “genres are often taken to be ‘out there,’ existing independently of
observers,” argues that those writing about genre “have generally sought to describe and define
what they believe to be already existing genres rather than create their own interpretive
categories.”176 Taking Altman’s point as a call to action, each of my chapters posits such an
interpretive category, which I arrived at after screening hundreds of rockumentaries and
identifying three common tendencies therein. Briefly, rockumentaries (de)mystify musical work,
represent “trainwrecks,” and make psychogeographical arguments. Using these tendencies as
thematic lenses, I draw on methodologies that the rockumentaries themselves invite through the
work they perform. In selecting which films to analyze in detail, I have generally avoided the
now canonical rockumentaries of the 1960s and 70s direct cinema tradition, focusing instead on
less frequently discussed films coming out of the rockumentary boom that began around the turn
of the twenty-first century.
Chapter 1: Working
Rockumentaries are sites where knowledge about musical work can be produced,
solidified, and/or challenged. Given the rockumentary tendency to provide behind-the-scenes
access to the processes of writing, recording, and performing music, as well as the related
parallels I have drawn between rockumentaries and backstage musicals, it is perhaps
unsurprising that both the creative/emotional and industrial/economic aspects of working as a
musician are commonly engaged in these films. Yet rockumentary representations of work are
always informed by an investment in rock’s ideological valuation of authenticity and anti-
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commerciality, and this generates a tension that continually emerges as I ask the driving question
of my first chapter: how do rockumentaries represent musical work?
I should immediately situate myself within this investigation, as it was substantially
informed by my experiences as a working musician and an individual who often speaks with
other gigging musicians, composers, and audio technicians about their work.177 My colleagues
and I have often been struck by the degree to which those who are not culture workers are quick
to position musical work as something that is not quite like non-creative work, and perhaps not
even work at all.178 The ideals of free, spontaneous self-expression and creative autonomy are
often presumed, steeped in the rhetoric of, “oh, it must be so wonderful to do something you
love.” While falling short of a straight assertion that doing music is leisure rather than work, such
logic tends to obscure the institutionalization of musical work, the affective labor undertaken by
musicians, and the very real possibilities for alienation and exploitation that arise as musicians
strive to financialize their creative selves. Musical work thus seems particularly susceptible to
Romantic mythicization and economic mystification. Because rockumentaries are mass
distributed commodities that represent processes of musical production, these films have
informed collective understandings of the nature of musical work and contributed to this rhetoric
of autonomous, unalienated expression. Tying this point to the rockumentary investment in rock
ideology, a thoroughgoing argument in chapter 1 is that rockumentaries tend to disavow or
conceal the work of their subjects because if no work is occurring, there can be no exploitation,
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no commercial interests infringing on creative autonomy, no chance of revealing the primordial
sin of “selling out.”
Chapter 1 opens with a discussion of Patti Smith: Dream of Life (2008), an observational
and particularly nostalgic rockumentary that includes primarily offstage material, much of it
seemingly controlled—I would almost say directed—by Patti Smith herself. Reading Dream of
Life as a film that upholds the Romantic myth of the anti-commercial, DIY punk poet by
representing Smith’s artistic activities as deinstitutionalized, unalienated, and independent of the
economic structures of capitalism, I argue that this film mystifies Smith’s creative work,
symbolically configuring her as an authentic and autonomous rock star rather than a musical
worker operating within the culture industry. The emphasis in this analysis is on the tension
between seemingly demystifying offstage scenes and the ultimately mystifying
deinstitutionalization of Smith’s artistic production. I move next to investigations of The Punk
Singer (2013), The Other F Word (2011), and Tell Me Do You Miss Me (2006), focusing in
particular on how these three films represent the work of touring in different argumentative
capacities, especially in relation to gender, the impacts of touring as physical labor, and
economic necessity.
I then turn to an extended discussion of Meeting People Is Easy (1998), a rockumentary
on Radiohead that I position as somewhat uniquely able to demystify musical work through its
constant audiovisual assertions of the band’s alienation, the commodification of their music, and
the socio-economic structures in which their activities are subsumed. I posit a clear ideological
alignment between film and band here, as such demystifications and critiques are also evident in
Radiohead’s musical production, public persona, and engagement with the culture industry
generally. In this sense, both the film’s and Radiohead’s representations of creative acts as work
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force a confrontation between the symbolic fantasy and economic reality of rock stardom. Stahl’s
writing on the recording artist as worker greatly informs my thinking in this section. In
particular, I rely on his theorization of two axes of alienation that recording artists negotiate: the
political–legal, a rather objective axis dealing with recording contracts, copyright law, royalty
payments, etc., and the more subjective social–psychological axis, which Stahl relates to feelings
of powerlessness, meaninglessness, social isolation, and self-estrangement.179 These concepts
allow for an analysis of, for example, differences in the film’s representations of Radiohead’s
alienation in relation to public speech vs. music as well as mental vs. physical work.
This section is also indebted to recent scholarship on immaterial, affective labor,
representations of which I connect to the emotional aspects of music production as well as to the
social–psychological axis of alienation in Meeting People Is Easy.180 Affective labor, formulated
as labor that produces an immaterial good such as the feelings (of excitement, sadness,
belonging, understanding, desire) that music can create, involves activities that are often not
recognized as work. I offer a more extensive explanation of affective labor in chapter 1, but for
the moment, I will assert that most rockumentaries tend to Romanticize affective labor while
simultaneously reifying it, co-opting it in service of their own valorization. Meeting People Is
Easy, on the contrary, is able to critically foreground affective labor as labor precisely because
such a position is ideologically aligned with that of Radiohead; authenticity is retained, but there
is demystification along the way.
The majority of chapter 1 is clearly concerned with the work of the rockumentary
subject—the star or stars who the film is about—as it is their work that is typically foregrounded.
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Again, a parallel exists here between rockumentaries and backstage musicals. As Altman argues,
“The backstage musical rarely shows the work of production (sets are not built, they appear;
lighting is not planned, it is as natural as the stars; curtains aren’t cranked open, but rise on their
own).”181 Similarly, in rockumentaries, we are rarely shown the work of tour road crews, stage
and sound personnel, or recording engineers. So, like backstage musicals, rockumentaries often
“[perpetuate] a romantic mythology whereby creativity is vested in the hands of the few.”182
While I occasionally address the work of non-stars in the preceding sections, in concluding this
chapter, I offer some brief thoughts on the exploitation of fan labor in rockumentaries—a topic
that is ripe for further investigation.183
Chapter 2: Trainwrecking
The trainwreck: a public figure, usually a woman, who has lost control of her narrative.
She is behaving badly, she is mad, and she is excessive in every way. We want to consume the
gritty, private details, and the trainwreck rockumentary—equipped with the reveal-all offstage
pattern—is there to deliver. Chapter 2 takes up the trainwreck rockumentary as a theme,
considering how such films argumentatively attempt to reveal, explain, redeem, victimize,
mourn, and/or authenticate trainwreck figures. In describing the characteristics and symbolic
functions of the trainwreck in the twenty-first century, I draw on Dyer’s influential work on stars
as well as more recent work in celebrity studies, arguing that the trainwreck’s mediated
representation reveals more about social desires, fears, and hegemonic norms than they do about
the trainwreck herself.184 In the particular context of the popular music industry, I suggest that
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the trainwreck narratives projected in rockumentaries are intertwined with historically contingent
understandings of racial identity and gender roles; with concerns over authorship, self-control,
and fame damage; and ultimately with the commodification of exposure. In some sense, I
conclude, the trainwreck rockumentary appears to be about forgiving the star, but it is actually
about forgiving ourselves for consuming our stars to death.
After offering some preliminary remarks on the trainwreck in general, I first turn to a
discussion of Everybody’s Everything (2019), a rockumentary on the emo SoundCloud rapper Lil
Peep (1996–2017). Through his social media presence, his music, and his generic associations
with SoundCloud rap, Peep cultivated a public persona rooted in nihilistic, depressive, drugfueled excess that bore many hallmarks of the trainwreck. However, I argue that Everybody’s
Everything is not quite a trainwreck rockumentary, as it is representationally consistent with
Peep’s self-authored public persona; he doesn’t seem to lose control of his narrative. Further,
Everybody’s Everything does not position Peep as a passive victim of his own excessive
madness, but rather as a punkish, strongly sad boy who tragically did not survive his attempted
DIY resistance to capitalism and materialist consumer culture. With an inner struggle turned
outward and directed against larger structural economic and social forces, the individuated
trainwreck narrative dissipates.
In the remainder of chapter 2, I focus on two rockumentaries with more solidly
trainwreck narratives: Janis: Little Girl Blue (2015) and Amy (2015). The subjects of these
films—Janis Joplin and Amy Winehouse—have much in common, including their membership
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in the 27 Club and their musical appropriation of genres strongly associated with Black
performers (e.g., soul, the blues, R&B, and, for Winehouse, hip-hop). Both films reveal anxieties
about this appropriation and its potential impact on the authenticity and legitimacy of their
subjects, but Janis does so more transparently and argumentatively. Drawing in particular on
Hamilton’s discussion of blue-eyed soul and the racial imagination, I argue that Janis represents
Joplin as an outwardly brash, inwardly fragile woman whose attempt to not just sing, but live the
blues led her to live hard and die young.185
While Janis certainly mourns Joplin as a casualty of the blues, in Amy we find not only
more excessive victimization, but also a trainwreck narrative that diverges significantly from
Winehouse’s self-authored public persona.186 Director Asif Kapadia has suggested that he wanted
to redemptively displace Winehouse’s public image as a “train wreck,” 187 but as multiple
reviewers noted, he did so by exploiting the very tabloid-worthy media that the film suggests
contributed to Winehouse’s emotional struggles in the first place.188 My reading of Amy
considers how the film’s assemblage of Winehouse’s songs and Pinto’s score functions in the
construction of its tragic, victimizing narrative. But I also offer some alternative readings,
identifying moments when the film allows Winehouse to speak for herself. I also consider
instances when Winehouse’s music, speech, and actions might be interpreted quite differently
were they not assembled as they are with interviews and scoring. In positing these readings
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against the grain, I illustrate once again the argumentative capacity of rockumentary filmmaking,
as well as its exploitation of the offstage pattern in constructing trainwreck narratives.
Chapter 3: Situating
Again and again, cities are implicated in the construction of rockumentary arguments;
they are used to explain why musicians act like they do and why their music sounds like it does.
By assembling music with images of and speech about specific cities, such films—which I call
situated rockumentaries—commodify relationships between musical production and urban life,
take part in the process through which sounds come to characterize cities, and structure situations
that shape how we listen to music and cities. Chapter 3 focuses on these functions of situated
rockumentaries, considering how their representations of cities operate with and through their
documentation of music(ians), fan communities, and the experiences offered by cities
themselves.
The first half of chapter 3 engages a range of examples in the service of theorizing the
work situated rockumentaries perform. I draw extensively on the Situationists’ conception of
psychogeography, a main tenet of which is that urban subjects are emotionally and behaviorally
conditioned by everyday experiences in their environment.189 Psychogeographical investigations
were crucial for the Situationists because they compelled urban subjects to become aware of this
conditioning, and perhaps to critique or deconstruct it.190 I read, in situated rockumentaries, the
possibility of a similar pedagogical function: these films exemplify how the urban sonic
everyday can be deconstructed and transformed, inviting audiences to consider what kinds of
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experiences they are able to have in urban places and how they might use the city anew, more
playfully, and in conformance with their own desires.
I turn next to an investigation of a psychogeographical argument that is frequented in
situated rockumentaries: that a city’s unique sonic ecology influences musical production.
Sound—or, more specifically, the positing of acoustical and affective correspondences between
sounds and specific urban spaces—is instrumental in the construction of such arguments.
Drawing on theories of audiovisual media from Chion and Cook, I illustrate how meaning
emerges through a transference of attributes between urban sounds and images and facilitates
audiovisual synchresis, a sense that music and place are welded together, that the music sounds
like the city feels.191 While these correspondences are typically positioned as natural and selfevident in situated rockumentaries, they are in reality historically contingent representations that
inform, and are informed by, the cultural network of city representations that Adam Krims has
called the “urban ethos.”192 Understood this way, it is clear that situated rockumentaries work to
produce and maintain urban affects, fulfilling a promotional function in their insistence on the
culturally generative possibilities for life in cities.
In their efforts to reveal and promote positive features of city life, situated
rockumentaries sometimes rely on incomplete and nostalgic representations of a city’s history, as
I demonstrate in the discussion of MC5: A True Testimonial (2002) that concludes chapter 3.
Through its assemblage of sound recordings, interviews, and footage of Detroit’s urban
landscape, Testimonial evidences the regulative influence that the Motor City’s sonic ecology
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and built industrial environment had on the MC5. This psychogeographical argument draws on
previously established connections between Detroit and the MC5, but it further specifies the
band-city relationship by articulating an affinity between the MC5’s heavy, loud music and the
sounds of Detroit’s automotive industry.193 Testimonial draws sonic correspondences between
cars and guitars, mobilizing them as symbols of the MC5’s generally unrestrained spatial and
sonic agency: we are encouraged to believe that the band had the power to move freely and
loudly through Detroit.
The MC5 were involved with various radical and countercultural organizations
throughout their career, and a dominant media frame has been to interpret them as a band whose
unrestrained and LOUD live performances had revolutionary potential and political purpose.
However, as Testimonial illustrates through the inclusion of interviews, the MC5’s political aims
were neither unanimous nor clear. In my reading, Testimonial attempts to solve the authenticity
crisis instigated by the MC5’s vague politics through a psychogeographical argument about their
relationship to Detroit, specifically by positioning their music not only as a response to that
landscape and its products, but also as a subversive harnessing of their technological power. The
film wants us to believe that the MC5 staged a successful assault on blue-collar, American
Dream norms by co-opting the sounds of its industrial landscape. But while celebrating the
liberating potential of the MC5’s spatial and sonic agency, Testimonial occludes the privileged
nature of this agency, as it fails to represent the ways in which class, gender, and particularly
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race structured the possibilities for life in Detroit. Offering a nostalgic view of 1960s Detroit,
Testimonial disregards the impacts of deindustrialization and white suburban flight, and as a
result we are left with little understanding of the impact of race and class on Detroit’s social
geography. My analysis of Testimonial illustrates the potential of audiovisual synchresis to
become ideological in situated rockumentaries and reveals that how they represent cities has an
impact on the range of psychogeographical arguments they are able to make.
***
The ways that music works in rockumentary, as well as the ways rockumentaries work
on music, are a central concern in this study. By exploring the functions of popular music in the
assemblage and interpretation of rockumentary arguments, this work contributes a musicological
approach to the growing body of literature on rockumentary as well as demonstrates the
importance of considering rockumentaries within popular music studies. Further, my project
adds to previous work on rockumentary within the fields of documentary and performance
studies, which have tended to privilege the visual realm over the sonic, by theorizing the unique
operation of music within these films, especially in terms of realism and musical moments.194
And, in taking a thematic rather than genre-based approach, I illustrate how these films can be
profitably explored through the lenses of material and immaterial labor, creative work, stardom
and celebrity, psychogeography, and, most broadly, the offstage pattern. Finally, to gesture in
closing toward the recent and, in my view, crucial concern that those of us who study popular
music engage a non-academic public: rockumentaries are widely consumed and influential
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cultural commodities made primarily by non-academics, and they are a place where the nonacademic public receives seemingly authoritative information about the music and stars they
love.195 To ignore these films is also to ignore the ways they ideologically situate consumers,
structure currents of interpretation, and inform how the public assigns meaning and listens to
popular music. My work engages all of these concerns, and in doing so it is my hope that what is
written here offers critical tools not only for academics, but for the rockumentary-consuming
public at large.
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1. Rockumentary (De)mystifications of Musical Work
In an offstage scene from Patti Smith: Dream of Life (2008), we observe the punk poet
laureate interacting with her parents in her childhood home in Woodbury, New Jersey.1 This
setting coaxes some memories out of Patti, who stands in the backyard with her father Grant,
recalling for him (and the film crew) the magical feelings she had as a child playing among the
then-smaller trees. The scene’s nostalgic effect is enhanced by director Steven Sebring’s choice
to shoot with a handheld camera in black-and-white, 16-millimeter film, giving the footage an
archival appearance that belies its place in the film’s present. The home’s somewhat cluttered
and crowded interior provides a sense of intimacy, but it also confirms Patti’s star power, as she
does not seem to fit there; her dark, androgynous attire brings the Lower East Side of the 1970s
to the suburbs.2 Like most of the film, this scene is shot in an observational mode and uses
location sound, which sometimes renders speech unintelligible. The audiovisual aesthetic here
supports an understanding of this footage as a historical document made without filmmaker
intervention. In terms of the offstage pattern, this scene has the demystifying quality expected in
offstage segments; it seems to uncover a familial past typically obscured by Smith’s association
with bohemian, countercultural New York City.3 By pointing out the normativity of Smith’s
white, middle-class American upbringing, these offstage moments assure the audience that they
have access to something private and real about the Godmother of Punk, something that is
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significant because it is unexpected in relation to her star persona. In its intimacy, the scene has
the quality of something revealed or overheard. (And that’s, in part, why we’ll consume the
film.)
Before dinner, Patti converses with her mother Beverly about the set list for an upcoming
performance (figure 13):
Beverly Smith: I wanted to
request some songs.
Patti Smith: You want your
medley, “Gloria” / “Land”…
Beverly: [interrupting] I want
the medley, “Gloria” /
“Land” and all, I think that’s
the greatest thing.
Patti: [shakes head and
smiles playfully] Only for
you, Mom, would I do a
medley.

Figure 13 Beverly, Patti, and Grant Smith in Dream
of Life

“Only for you, mom…” A range of negations can be inferred from this utterance. The
medley is not for the fans or the press, not for self-promotion or monetary gain. The medley
doesn’t have anything to do with marketability or the music industry. It is not about branding,
and it wasn’t pushed on Smith by her label, her manager, or A&R executives. It did not come
about because it was a good business decision or an efficient way to pack all of the hits into one
readily consumable track. The medley is for the one person who Smith decided she would be
willing to do a medley for: Mom. In this moment, then, Smith is represented (and presents
herself) as autonomous and self-actualized in her creative pursuits. Her motivations are personal
rather than economic; she appears as an unalienated artist.
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This lack of attention to the business of music is consistent throughout Dream of Life.
The film includes no footage of Smith engaging with the culture industry in any way; her artistic
activities seem generally deinstitutionalized. Aside from a bit of concert footage, Smith is placed
in almost entirely offstage settings, both public and private, but always under her control. She
visits Rimbaud’s grave, goes down to Coney Island, and curates her own star text by going
through material scraps of her life in her loft apartment: records, paintings, pieces of paper, small
talismans from the past with well-connected histories that she spills out in a poetic monologue,
or dialogue if you include her music’s prominent place in the film’s sound world. Dealings with
music industry professionals, contract negotiations, recording sessions, tours, phone calls with
managers, press functions—all somewhat typical occurrences in rockumentaries—are generally
avoided. I say avoided because I assume this to be an active editing decision: Dream of Life was
filmed over the course of eleven years, and it seems highly unlikely that so few economic or
commercial activities occurred. Sonically, too, Smith remains in control of the film: the
soundtrack predominantly features music either by Smith or recordings that she has put on the
turntable, and all voice-overs are hers. The film, then, mystifies Smith’s creative work,
symbolically configuring her as an object of identification and fantasy and—remaining in line
with punk’s antiestablishment ethics—conceals the process of commodification. Put another
way, the process of commodification—of both the film and Smith’s music—is overwritten by
Romanticism. The cultural movement of which she was a part is severed from the entertainment
industry, and Smith’s activities are not even legible as work.
In terms of the Debordian spectacle, we might understand Smith’s star image in Dream of
Life as an empty reflection of the goals of social labor: power and leisure.4 The autonomy and
creative freedom Smith seems to possess are expressive of a power to decide, and the
4
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characterization of her activities as not work facilitates the impression of Smith living a life of
artistic leisure. Further, through her music, her voice-overs, and the centrality of her image,
Smith asserts power over the rockumentary itself, seeming to be an authorial figure and
contributing to the film’s historical realism. Alienated spectators of the film, however, remain
unable to realize these goals. Instead, they passively consume this spectacular appearance of
unalienated creativity in an attempt to compensate for their lack of control over their everyday
experiences. Debord wrote of the spectacle as arising when “alienated consumption is added to
alienated production as an inescapable duty of the masses. The entirety of labor sold is
transformed overall into the total commodity.”5 Smith’s work, reified in the commodity structure
of the film, contributes to this “total commodity,” which colonizes the entirety of social life and
separates workers from one another.6 Creative workers in the audience thus remain isolated, as
the commonalities among their struggles—for adequate compensation, for institutional and
social support, for creative freedom, for recognition of their work as work, and moreover as
value-producing work—are obscured by the film’s mystifying tendencies.
The realistic and “true” appearance of Dream of Life is bolstered by its representations of
Smith, which are consistent with the star persona constructed by Smith herself: an unlikely,
retrospectively punk hero who lived and created in the wake of 1960s New York countercultural
hipness. Writing on the process of recording Horses (1975), Smith describes how she and her
band
imagined ourselves as the Sons of Liberty with a mission to preserve, protect, and
project the revolutionary spirit of rock and roll. We feared that the music which
had given us sustenance was in danger of spiritual starvation. We feared it losing
its sense of purpose, we feared it falling into fattened hands, we feared it
floundering in a mire of spectacle, finance, and vapid technical complexity.7
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In service of rock’s mythical lack of commerciality, Smith here emphasizes disdain for the
business of music while also asserting the autonomy of her creative ideology. In the Debordian
view, however, the revolutionary spirit Smith describes is stillborn, having been commodified as
just another spectacular distraction that forecloses the possibility for autonomous engagement on
the part of the spectator, who is alienated as a result. As Debord argued, even “disaffection itself
becomes a commodity as soon as the economics of affluence finds a way of applying its
production methods to this particular raw material.”8 The punk, the poet, the Romantic: all are
predefined roles that have been accommodated by the spectacle.

Work and Rock Ideology
Dream of Life is not an atypical rockumentary in terms of its mystification of creative
work. Taking into account all of the rockumentaries listed in my filmography, I would argue that
the majority of them tend to configure the doing of rock as something other than working and the
status of a rocker as something other than an employee. But there are indeed rockumentaries that
avoid this mystifying mode of representation—that can be, in part, demystifying—and it is those
films that will be my focus in this chapter. What drives my investigation into such
rockumentaries is how their displays of creative acts as work force a confrontation between the
symbolic fantasy and economic reality of being a rock star. This contradiction supports, in the
words of Stahl, an understanding of successful recording artists as double figures: they are
symbolic figures “for consumption, contemplation, identification, enacting expression,
autonomy, and desirability,” but they are also actors in legal and economic structures “whose
contractual obligations can result in real subordination.”9 The recording artist is both a mythical
8
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symbol of creative autonomy and a target of capitalist control, a master for the masses and a
servant to the music industry. Or, as in the title of Stahl’s book (itself borrowed from Carole
Pateman’s The Sexual Contract), recording artists are unfree masters. Before delving into my
examples, I want to first address the intersections of mystification, rock ideology, and the
regimentation of work under capitalism.
Despite the frequency with which various types of creative work are portrayed in film,
and especially documentary film, critics and historians have largely ignored anything other than
the spectacularization of that work’s representation.10 In the case of rockumentaries, we might
view this critical and academic disinterest in the topic of work as a result of recording artists
being rarely understood as workers at all, or at least as autonomous, unalienated workers. This
mode of representation is consistent with the mainstream reception of recording artists, where
their status as workers in a capitalist system tends to be obscured or problematized.11 Of course,
because of how they are typically paid (royalties) and the hypervisibility of their activities, the
recording artist’s status as a worker is unusual.
But further, the rockumentary tendency to position their subjects as autonomous nonworkers is a function of their ongoing constructions of the Romantic myth of the rock star. Given
the dominant “damn the man”/anti-establishment ideology of rock, this is perhaps unsurprising.
(Think, for instance, of the many explicitly anti-music industry rock songs: the Sex Pistols’
“EMI,” Pink Floyd’s “Have a Cigar,” Elvis Costello’s “Radio Radio,” The Smiths’ “Paint a
Vulgar Picture”…) As Stahl argues, contemporary television talent shows and rockumentaries
participate in this Romanticization by “present[ing] musical work as compelling, individual,
10
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expressive, self-actualizing, fun, rewarding, enriching, autonomous, proprietary—a model of dealienating work and success to be emulated far and wide.”12 Stahl attributes this perpetuation of
the rock star’s symbolic function to a mystification of artists:
The presumed autonomy of the creative cultural-industry worker, exemplified in
the figure of the rock star, is a function of mystification by the culture itself.
Rather than developing as the result of a capitalist conspiracy, it is a legacy of the
proliferation in and appropriation of Romantic myths of the artist as rebel and
outsider by our culture.13
I agree that calling the rock star figure’s cultural persistence a “capitalist conspiracy” is putting it
too strongly. However, by contextualizing the decades of rock’s emergence in relation to the
history of labor under capitalism, it becomes apparent that the Romantic myths Stahl speaks of
were particularly relevant (and marketable), especially to youth, at this time.
The emergence of rock ideology was contemporaneous with a shift in the regimentation
of labor under capitalism. In Empire, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri identify the 1960s and
70s as the decades during which the global economy began to enter postmodernity, and also as a
moment when the disciplinary regime of capitalism, which functioned during the first era of
capitalist accumulation, began to be resisted. They write:
The disciplinary regime clearly no longer succeeded in containing the needs and
desires of young people. The prospect of getting a job that guarantees regular and
stable work for eight hours a day, fifty weeks a year, for an entire working life,
the prospect of entering the normalized regime of the social factory, which had
been a dream for many of their parents, now appeared as a kind of death. The
mass refusal of the disciplinary regime, which took a variety of forms, was not
only a negative expression but also a moment of creation.14
Rock—and rockumentaries—took part in this moment of creation, and in doing so ideologically
placed themselves in opposition to the concept of work under the disciplinary regime. According
to the myth, rock is not something that is created on a nine to five schedule, and it does not occur
12
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in a normalizing setting like a factory or office. Its patterns of consumption are indicative of an
activity done to escape work. This representational tendency goes hand in hand with rock
authenticity, a system in which rock is legitimated based on the premise that it exists outside of
commerciality, with no concern for marketability, as completely deinstitutionalized (or at least
subversively institutionalized) cultural production. Linking this authenticity with
rockumentaries’ mystifications of work, we arrive at a central tenet of their representational
logic: nothing can be understood as exploited if no work is occurring.
As I will argue throughout this chapter, the possibility of demystification can be
actualized through rockumentary representations of the social and economic structures that
control the production, distribution, and consumption of their rock star subjects. They let us hear
and see work that would normally be mystified by the seemingly objective quality of the
commodity. Further, because the activities of successful recording artists could be regarded as an
“extreme” form of work, their representations offer an opportunity to investigate the culturally
mediated boundaries of work and leisure, autonomy and exploitation, material and immaterial
labor.15 And yet, in keeping with the pleasurable dialectic of revelation and concealment that is
characteristic of the offstage pattern, even rockumentaries that demystify also tend to remystify
their subjects on another level. If they did not, these films would not be as marketable, as the
legitimacy of their subjects as relevant rock star commodities would be thrown into question. In
this sense, we can come to understand how the films themselves do work, or work on us: they
engage in a dialectical process of demystifying the work of recording artists and remystifying
that work in conformance with the spectacular rock star persona.
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On the Capitalist Road: Representations of Touring as Physical Labor
In some cases, rockumentaries do engage in representations of relatively normalized
forms of physical labor. In particular, touring stands out as an aspect of recording artists’ work
that involves physical labor, and because life on the road is a typical subject in rockumentaries,
we are often shown this labor. (Who is performing that labor is another matter, though.) Further,
contrary to Stahl’s position that in rockumentaries, the work of recording artists is presented as
fun and engaging, touring is frequently positioned as mundane, exhausting, disorienting, and
potentially harmful rather than glamorous and fulfilling. As the following examples will
illustrate, the argumentative function of touring as physical labor varies from film to film.
For instance, in Sini Anderson’s The Punk Singer (2013), the singer, composer, and
feminist activist Kathleen Hanna (of Bikini Kill, Le Tigre, and The Julie Ruin) details her battle
with Lyme Disease, which she says developed as a result of being constantly fatigued and taking
frequent courses of antibiotics while on tour with Le Tigre. Her Lyme Disease went undiagnosed
for over five years. In a particularly emotional interview segment, Hanna discusses the moment
on tour when she realized she must be seriously ill, relating it to her deteriorating vocal abilities:
All of a sudden in North Carolina I lost my voice, and at sound check I lost pitch.
I always think of it as a bullet, kind of like my voice is the bullet and there’s like a
note that I want to hit that’s here, or that’s here or here or whatever, and then the
breath is like the bullet coming out of my mouth and it’s going to hit the target.
Well, I was like, I could get the breath but then I couldn’t hit the target. I was
terrified; I couldn’t believe it.
Through Hanna’s statement, the film positions the beginning of this touring-induced medical
crisis as the point at which Hanna loses her voice. This becomes significant because throughout
The Punk Singer, Hanna’s activities are presented as a sonic feminist praxis, and her voice is the
main vessel through which that praxis operates, in terms of both sonic materiality and linguistic
content.
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Hanna’s voice is configured as a symbol of her riot grrrl power through the film’s use of
interviews and live performance footage. For instance, during a historicizing background
segment toward the beginning of The Punk Singer, the authority of Hanna’s words is defended
against the “girlishness” of her voice. Bikini Kill members recall Hanna’s incredible leadership
abilities and self-confidence during her time at Evergreen College, which also marked her entry
into the nascent music scene in Olympia, Washington in the early 1990s. Singer/guitarist Corin
Tucker (of Sleater-Kinney), impersonating the high-pitched youthfulness of Hanna’s voice, says:
“It was like, I’m gonna talk like a valley girl, but what I’m going to say is, like, totally brilliant.”
Pointing out the dissonance between sounding “girlish,” “ditsy,” or “young” and writing about
political issues in the fanzines handed out at Bikini Kill performances, Tucker highlights how
Hanna’s voice operates on the boundaries of conventional femininity, reclaiming girlhood as a
potential site of feminist agency and expanding the vocal roles available to punk and riot grrrl
singers. Tucker’s comments are also in alignment with the spirit in which riot grrrls sought to
redeem and use the word “girl.” As Marion Leonard writes, “Where ‘woman’ was equated with
an empowered feminist adult, ‘girls,’ defined by their immaturity, were depoliticized. Riot grrrl
was, then, a reclamation of the word ‘girl’ and a representation of it as a wholly positive term.”16
The film’s opening also latches immediately onto the powerful materiality of Hanna’s
voice through sonic means. First, via a handheld camera, we hear and see Hanna performing a
spoken word piece on (obliquely, but certainly) sexual trauma. She lurches back and forth in a
crowded living room, rhythmically repeating: “It was the middle of the night in my house. It was
the middle of the night in my house.” Then, building to a scream: “I am your worst nightmare
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come to life, ’cause I’M NOT GOING TO SHUT UP! I’M GOING TO TELL EVERYONE!”17
Quick cut to some footage that Hanna shot of herself in an intimate space, perhaps her bedroom.
She stands first, gazing directly into the mounted camera, and then bends down to look into it
more closely, trying on different faces in front of the lens.18 With this we hear, in voice-over,
Hanna telling the story of her entry into music performance, which was prompted by a
conversation she had with Kathy Acker at a writing workshop. When Hanna mentioned that she
did spoken word, Acker asked why. Hanna’s response: “Because nobody has ever listened to me
my whole life. And I have all this stuff that I wanna say.” Acker then told Hanna that she should
start a band, as she’d have access to larger audiences. Hanna concludes, as if it were inevitable:
“So, I went home and I started a band.” Quick cut again, this time to the title sequence and the
opening solo drums in “Rebel Girl,” with the soundtrack evidencing the truth of Hanna’s voiceover story. When her vocals on “Rebel Girl” enter, they are synchronized with multiple videos of
Bikini Kill performing the song live, drawing attention to both the resonance of her voice and her
ability to communicate with it repeatedly, across time and space. Then, with “Rebel Girl”
momentarily fading to the soundtrack’s background, we hear some interview voice-overs that
continue emphasizing the voice as Hanna’s strongest communicative tool: “Kathleen’s voice was
so strong and so powerful and so punk.” Then, “it’s all about speaking what’s unspoken,
screaming what’s unspoken.”19
The credit sequence concludes by foreshadowing the eventual crisis of Hanna’s voice: an
unseen interviewer asks some interviewees if they know why Hanna stopped performing
abruptly in 2005, and at this point, no one is able to supply an answer. When we do finally get
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that answer about an hour into the film, via the extended interview quote included above, the
film’s soundtrack responds sympathetically. Most of The Punk Singer incorporates music in
either the sonic background or foreground, but once Hanna begins talking about the loss of her
voice, music is frequently replaced with silence. While Hanna speaks about what happened in
North Carolina, there is some interjected, close-up footage of her singing into a microphone
onstage, but we hear nothing of the results of this physical effort. Then, following some
documentation of the events leading to the end of Le Tigre, the sounds of the audience cheering
at their final concert (at Webster Hall in New York) fade into a long silence, as Hanna is shown
stepping into the shadows onstage. Next, we are returned to footage of the interview where
Hanna detailed what happened in North Carolina. She speaks reluctantly into a long silence: “I
didn’t choose [to stop]. I was told, by my body, I had to stop. But that was really painful for me,
to be told by anybody or anything what I could and couldn’t do.” The segment concludes with a
lethargic, sparsely harmonized synth melody, with Hanna’s voice nowhere to be heard.
As The Punk Singer’s opening immediately begins to assert, Hanna’s voice was the
primary medium through which she advanced her political and social goals. This marks the loss
of her voice due to touring and fatigue as especially significant, inviting audiences to consider
the physical labor she had been undertaking to project it night after night. This labor, though, is
seemingly autonomous and deinstitutionalized in The Punk Singer, existing apart from the
mainstream music industry and conforming, as in Dream of Life, to the expectations of an
independent, subcultural, DIY music scene. And, in many cases, Hanna’s work was a
minoritarian practice occurring on the periphery of the music industry. Bikini Kill self-released
their first cassette and then worked predominantly with the indie label Kill Rock Stars until they
broke up in 1997. Riot grrrl zines were produced and distributed in a DIY fashion, allowing for
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dialogue that was not reliant on mainstream publicity or critical coverage in the rock press.20 For
her album Julie Ruin (1997), Hanna went quite literally solo, writing, recording, and producing
the record herself. Later, Le Tigre released Le Tigre (1999) and Feminist Sweepstakes (2001) on
the independent label Mr. Lady Records.
Throughout the film, too, Hanna conveys her idealization of operating autonomously, of
working outside the production and distribution networks of the mainstream music industry—an
industry which has received her work with a great deal of exploitative hostility.21 In particular,
the critical response to riot grrrl, of which Bikini Kill was a prominent representative, was
frequently either bitingly negative or simply dismissive.22 Whether getting told they were just
one of the punk boys,23 that they should go read up on feminist scholarship before seeking to
dismantle the patriarchy,24 or that they were “screaming brats,”25 responses tended to reinscribe a
patriarchal view of rock that positioned riot grrrls as outsider nuisances. In a 1991 interview,
Hanna conceptualized her response to this condescending reception as such: “Being told you are
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a worthless piece of shit and not believing it is a form of resistance.”26 So, when Hanna speaks
about the pain she underwent after being “told by anybody or anything what I could and couldn’t
do” in The Punk Singer, she was clearly speaking from experience. But in the context of the lost
voice crisis, it is her own body that is standing in the way of her resistance, and the struggle is
devastatingly turned inward. This interview segment thus suggests that while Hanna successfully
countered her misogynist detractors, she must now confront her own physical limits—limits that
she reached due to the physical labor of touring and performing. However, because of Hanna’s
consistent resistance to the mainstream music industry, this labor is positioned as unalienated,
appearing to be a personal, creative, feminist undertaking that is barely even on the indie fringes
of the culture industry.
Other rockumentaries, including Anvil! The Story of Anvil (2008), Come Rain or Shine
(2008), and Rush: Beyond the Lighted Stage (2011) take a different approach, foregrounding
touring as an economic necessity and situating it clearly within the mainstream music industry. A
prime example of this approach can be found in Blaugrund Nevins’ The Other F Word (2011), a
rockumentary that explores the lives of aging punk and hardcore musicians as fathers, with
interviews and footage of Joe Escalante (The Vandals), Ron Reyes (Black Flag), Brett Gurewitz
(Bad Religion), and others. Conflict between home and tour life is a central narrative thread in
The Other F Word, as the participating musicians are all caught between the competing desires
of their non-father bandmates and their families. Tensions between these social spheres are
gendered, with the physical labor of touring functioning symbolically as a hypermasculine
expression of power and control on one hand, and the emotional work of domestic life being
represented as effeminate, or perhaps even feminizing, on the other. At home, these men in punk
26
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rock clothes are consistently shown as openly emotional caretakers,27 and many of them situate
this lifestyle as problematically antithetical to their onstage subjecthood in interview.28 For
example, Mark Hoppus of Blink 182 acknowledges that social norms produce a tension between
being a reliable parent and a punk rocker: “The cool thing about what I do for a living is that the
expectation of me as a father is so fucking low.” The conflict between onstage and offstage life is
so threatening that Jim Lindberg quits Pennywise, abandoning revenue-generating musical
displays of masculinity so that he can spend more time at home with his family. Since the scenes
detailing how and why Lindberg quit occur at the film’s conclusion, and because he is one of its
most frequently featured subjects, his choice is situated as a normalizing resolution to the
onstage–offstage, male–female conflict that is threaded throughout The Other F Word.
In contrast to the domestic sphere, touring—which is noted to be the primary source of
income for many of the interviewed musicians—is doubly situated as a performance of rock-star
masculinity. First, as is evidenced through the inclusion of concert footage, these musicians’
onstage performances are aggressively embodied displays of vocal and instrumental dominance.
Robert Walser’s reading of hypermasculinity in performances of heavy metal resonates here,
especially because the genres in question share a similar fan demographic (though it is decidedly
an older demographic in The Other F Word). Walser describes heavy metal fans as white,
working-class men who are “generally lacking in social, physical, and economic power” but
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“besieged by cultural message promoting such forms of power.”29 But, as Walser also points out,
the staging of fantasies of control is never final; since “negotiations of the anxieties of gender
and power are never conclusive, […] imaginary resolutions of real anxieties must be reenacted
over and over again.”30 And this brings us to the second way in which touring life is configured
as a display of masculinity: the band members’ ability to maintain a high level of intensity and
virtuosity through repeat performances is presented as a feat of strength and resistance,
especially given their ages (most are in their 40s or 50s) and the physically grueling nature of life
on the road. So, in the case of The Other F Word, acts of physical labor are foregrounded
because they foster the continued preservation of male gender norms within punk music. But, in
a more demystifying fashion than The Punk Singer and Dream of Life, The Other F Word betrays
the psychologically alienating aspects of touring, positioning it not as a labor of love, but as an
economic necessity that occurs squarely within the mainstream music industry.
As a last example of touring as physical work, take the 2006 film Tell Me Do You Miss
Me, which documents the “final” tour of Luna, a dream pop/indie rock band that formed in
1991.31 The film operates predominantly within the observational mode, though it also includes
some expository studio interviews with the individual band members that function analogously
to “confessional” interviews in reality television (pioneered by MTV’s The Real World).
Observational offstage segments—during which Luna is filmed in transit, waiting around in
green rooms, lounging in hotels, and doing everyday tasks in their NYC apartments—provide
access to the band members’ “intimate” conversations and (strained) social dynamic. Tell Me Do
You Miss Me also includes a fair amount of live performance footage, with the audio from such
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footage being featured extensively on the soundtrack, even during video cutaways. Director
Matthew Buzzell, who befriended Sean Eden in college (at UNC’s School of the Arts) and had
long been interested in producing a rockumentary on Luna, managed to secure funding from
Rhino Entertainment after he found out that the band was going to break up. In an interview
about the resultant film, Buzzell reveals an interest in providing an “honest” portrayal of Luna,
while also admitting “the band did change a bit when the camera was on.”32 Ultimately, though,
Buzzell asserts, “what you see is the band as they really are,” and this impression is furthered by
the film’s observational style and audiovisual editing. Specifically, this editing suggests a
consistency in mood and behavior across the onstage–offstage boundary—in the band members’
social interactions on tour, their “confessional” interviews, and their music.
Because, as we are informed from the start, the band decided to break up before they
went on this tour, the filmed events are imbued with a great sense of finality, framed as a
documentation of how things fall apart—slowly and painfully, though with occasional,
bittersweet nostalgia. The film also proposes an explanation as to why things fall apart. Part of
the answer resides in social tension between band members, especially that between
singer/guitarist Dean Wareham and guitarist Sean Eden.33 Another, though, is related to the
difficult work of touring, and more generally to the (here defeating) hustle of the semi-successful
recording artist. In this second sense, Buzzell’s film can be understood as exemplary of what
Stahl describes as “contemporary rockumentary’s focus on strategies for achieving social
32
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mobility by aspiring autonomous professional musicians in an emerging and unstable stratum of
creative workers.”34 In Tell Me Do You Miss Me, this approach results in an unresolved tension
between success and failure: Luna succeeds enough to go on an international tour and sustain a
fan base, but not enough to hold the band together in the face of the psychologically and
physically taxing work of touring. There is certainly a portrayal of alienation at work in Tell Me
Do You Miss Me, but as Stahl has argued, it is instructive to consider alienation as operating
along two axes: social–psychological and political–legal. Stahl defines the social–psychological
axis in relation to Marx, noting effects such as feelings of powerlessness, meaninglessness, social
isolation, and self-estrangement. The political–legal axis is more objective in that it exists
independent of personal experience, being defined as “command and appropriation that is
codified in contracts governing the power and property relations of employers and employees,
and the laws the determine those contracts.”35 As Stahl also notes, creative workers fall on less
alienated points of both these axes than most workers, and the legal and political structures they
enter into contracts with dictate, for example, authorship and ownership of intellectual property.
Indeed, recording artists are not typically treated as wage laborers, but rather as contracted
employees who are paid royalties rather than a fixed, hourly wage, and they retain greater legal
control over their production than most workers.36
In terms of these axes, Tell Me Do You Miss Me focuses predominantly on authenticating
the social–psychological alienation of the band members, which arises as a result of their work
on tour. Consider a montage documenting the beginning of the tour, which finds the band en
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route to Tokyo. Just before this montage starts, Wareham, in an expository interview, speaks
discontentedly about the pace of touring life: “You pull into town about four or five o’clock.
Takes several hours to sound check. If you’re lucky you go back to the hotel, lie down for half an
hour…it’s go, go, go.” The travel montage then begins with Wareham settling into a plane seat
and popping in earbuds. As he clicks play on his iPod, live performance audio of Luna’s “Black
Postcard” enters, with its lyrical refrains of “If I had to do it all again, I wouldn’t / Throw it all
away / Want a holiday.” Some (mostly silent) handheld camera footage of the band wheeling
their gear through the airport on dollies, riding in a taxi, and sitting, looking jetlagged, in a hotel
lobby waiting for their room keys, are assembled with the lamenting lyrics of “Black Postcard”
(see figures 14.1–2). When the music finally becomes diegetic, it does so with a close-up shot of
Wareham singing the beginning of the third verse: “I’m tired of having no future / I’m tired of
pushing my luck / And I’m tired of waiting for the endgame.” This audiovisual editing draws
connections among touring, Wareham’s defeated affect, and the band’s impending end, with
“Black Postcard” mobilized as an expression and authentication of the entire band’s social–
psychological alienation. Music functions here as it does in many Hollywood films: by
“establishing mood,” providing “commentary on the film’s characters and action,” and perhaps
even seeming to “speak for a character,” in this case the social actor Wareham.37

Figures 14.1–2 “Black Postcard” musical moment with sad/tired Luna
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The film’s structuring of correspondences between music, affect, and the physical work
of touring continues throughout, with “hauling gear around” footage becoming a prominent
visual trope. In one particularly comi-tragic scene, the band’s tour van attempts to pull up to the
High Noon Saloon in Madison, Wisconsin. It is barely still dusk and has clearly just rained in a
deserted, industrial parking lot as their driver struggles to follow spray-painted, plywood signs to
the Saloon’s back entrance. Having finally parked, Eden, Wareham, and bassist Britta Phillips
precariously wheel amps and instruments toward the venue. Morale is notably low, and everyone
looks cold. The mythical figure of the rock star is nowhere to be seen, nor is it obviously heard in
the substantial amount of concert footage in Tell Me Do You Miss Me. Luna’s sound is sparkling
yet subdued, and nearly all of their songs are mid-tempo. They are not a particularly showy or
virtuosic group, preferring the mundane to the spectacular. Wareham’s vocals are slightly nasal
and affectively flat, often seeming to be almost drone-like because of the frequency of sustained
notes. Eden’s guitar solos are engaging in their simplicity; he always avoids impressively fast
noodling and plays in a narrow dynamic and pitch range. Phillip’s bass parts tend to stick to the
roots of chords and are likewise not flashy, though there is no lack of groove. Luna’s stage
presence, too, is remarkably introverted. Drawing on a shoegaze performance aesthetic, neither
Eden or Wareham make much audience eye contact, preferring instead to keep their eyes closed,
on their instruments, or on their pedal boards. Phillips does dance, but barely—perhaps it is
better to call it a rhythmic sway. Eden and Wareham always look tired.
And, in Tell Me Do You Miss Me, it becomes clear that they are tired, and, they believe,
underpaid. As Eden laments, “I actually put a lot more work into this than what I pay myself for.
We’ve sort of done a rock star thing, but… still gotta pay the rent somehow.” It is true that,
especially for a band once signed to a major label (Elektra), Luna was not massively successful,
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playing more often to audiences of hundreds rather than thousands and never topping the charts.
In 1997, Rolling Stone deemed them the “greatest rock & roll band no one’s heard of.”38
Wareham at one point criticizes the definition of success in the rock world, noting that if you’re
an author and you sell 100,000 books, you’re a success, while if a rock band on a major sells
100,000 albums, “that’s a failure.” Discussions of finances and critical reception permeate the
film, beginning with a conversation about how to announce their decision to break up to the
press.39 The specter of money haunts the band’s experience throughout. Eden, shoving boxes of
T-shirts around in the overhead fluorescent lighting of his apartment building’s hallway, talks to
the camera about how the financing for their tour comes mainly from selling merch. Later, in an
unremarkable green room, we hear the band trying to figure out which venue to play in Seattle.
Wareham explains, “If we sell out The Crocodile, that’s 550 paid. Then we would make $1250
more at The Crocodile than we would with the same number at Neumos. But if we do 650 people
or more, then we’ll do better at Neumos.” Travel accommodations are discussed and shown to be
anything but five-star: as Eden says of a place the band stayed in Zurich, “our hotel was a lowbudget whorehouse.”
On one level, these business-related conversations demystify the institutionalization of
the group’s activities and illustrate their formal subsumption within a capitalist economic system.
But on another, they suggest that the band has retained creative autonomy despite financial
pressures to be more marketable—in other words, they have avoided political–legal alienation;
38
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they didn’t “sell out.” History is, to an extent, on their side: when Elektra dropped them after
hearing their 1999 album Days of Our Nights, Luna didn’t change their album—they got a deal
with Jericho Records and released it on that label instead. This presentation of autonomy and
self-actualization—encapsulated in the I of Eden’s “than I pay myself for”—is the film’s avenue
to remystification, the main factor that convinces audiences of Luna’s suitability as a
rockumentary subject.
By holding fast to an ideal of creative autonomy, Tell Me Do You Miss Me achieves what
is expected of rockumentaries: to participate in the construction and reification of rock’s myths.
But in another way, it offers a potentially demystifying representation of Luna in the sense that it
negotiates concepts of work and social–psychological alienation as they exist within the realm of
popular music. Thinking pedagogically, Tell Me Do You Miss Me develops a heuristic model for
aspiring popular musicians, acting as a cautionary tale that teaches the perils and precarity of
moderate success (i.e., failure) in an industry financed by few mega-successful cash cows. The
Other F Word operates similarly, revealing the physical work that even established bands
undertake in order to maintain their fan base, as well as their monetary base. As points of
contrast, Dream of Life and The Punk Singer tend to repudiate the labor of Smith and Hanna,
respectively, constructing models that are more a mythical semblance of deinstitutionalized,
unalienated life than a reflection of these artists’ experiences as creative workers.

Reel Plastic Feelings: Affective Labor and Its Immaterial Products
In the preceding examples, the focus has been on how rockumentaries represent the
physical labor of touring, and as such negotiate the unusual status of the recording artist as
worker. But affective labor, as labor power that is frequently directed toward the creation of
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cultural commodities, is also integral to the entertainment industry’s capitalist production
system, and as such it should also figure into a discussion of work in rockumentaries. Perhaps
because its products are immaterial and thus more diffuse and difficult to define, affective labor
has not often been discussed in relation to musical performance, nor is it always recognized as
labor at all. Recognition of this labor and its products constitutes a radical departure from the
Romantic understanding of works of art as individual expressions of the artist, offering a lens
through which to investigate the multifaceted meanings and products of affective labor in the
cultural sphere. Given the collaborative nature of both filmmaking and popular music
production, such an approach is certainly advantageous here.
Immaterial labor has been theorized in the writings of the Italian autonomists Maurizio
Lazzarato and Antonio Negri, along with the American political philosopher Michael Hardt. In
Empire, Hardt and Negri call attention to immaterial labor as a type of labor that has become
increasingly prominent in the passage of the global economy from modernity to postmodernity,
as part of the informatization of production. In the context of this shift, the authors identify
multiple types of immaterial labor, or labor “that produces an immaterial good, such as a service,
a cultural product, knowledge, or communication,” that have driven the postmodernization of
capitalism.40 For instance, they note, in places like the United States, the UK, and Canada, a
decrease in industrial, factory work, which has been accompanied by an increase in service
sector jobs since the 1970s.41 The growth of IT work, with its focus on data entry, manipulation,
and development, is another example of immaterial labor that has become increasingly
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prominent since the 1970s. Finally, they point to the importance of affective labor, such as that
performed in the health services or the entertainment industries. They write of affective labor:
This labor is immaterial, even if it is corporeal and affective, in the sense that its
products are intangible, a feeling of care, well-being, satisfaction, excitement, or
passion. Categories such as in-person services or services of proximity are often
used to identify this kind of labor, but what is really essential to it are the creation
and manipulation of affect. Such affective production, exchange, and
communication are generally associated with human contact, but that contact can
be either actual or virtual, as it is in the entertainment industry.42
Though its production is immaterial, this labor is no less real: it is corporeal labor, and it
produces affective networks; it constitutes communities.
Lazzarato’s description of immaterial labor further defines its cultural and economic
effects, pointing toward some ideas about the use-value of cultural commodities. He writes:
“…as regards the activity that produces the ‘cultural content’ of the commodity, immaterial labor
involves a series of activities that are not normally recognized as ‘work’—in other words, the
kinds of activities involved in defining and fixing cultural and artistic standards, fashions, tastes,
consumer norms, and, more strategically, public opinion.”43 In a sense, then, the immaterial,
affective labor of popular musicians operates on the social terrain of exchange-value: it produces
desires in consumers and exerts control over the ways in which commodities will be sought to
fulfill those desires. Rockumentaries then re-mediate this labor, crystallizing it into a digital or
physical commodity form and using it to sell their subjects and themselves. In doing so,
rockumentaries also co-opt affective labor, regulating its emotional force in the service of their
own arguments, in their attempted representation of affective communities, in trying to make us
feel something. Music and rockumentaries are thus symbiotic commodities, yet the latter is to a
large extent dependent on the affective labor of the former. When rockumentaries demystify
42
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affective labor, they illustrate clearly how economic production is joined to communicative
action, illuminating as well the potential for affective communities to wield economic power.
Footage of studio recording sessions and live performances are the two main avenues
through which rockumentaries negotiate the meanings and products of affective labor. In both
cases, the audience is presented with contact that was originally actual but has become virtual
through remediation. Though what rockumentaries present is always a reification of the labor of
performing and recording, they position it in different ways with respect to alienation,
mystification, and commodification. Many films tend to Romanticize affective labor, selling the
myth of the singular artist as autonomous creator who, in a spontaneous burst of sheer will,
explodes with an expression of their innermost soul on stage or in the recording studio. So,
though the labor of eliciting or generating emotions in a consumer is represented, this activity is
often rendered a spectacular means of self-expression and transcendence rather than an act of
affective labor. Other rockumentaries work—at least at times—against this Romanticism,
illuminating the immaterial products of affective labor and revealing it as a potentially alienating
form of work that is very much situated within the culture industry. Considering rockumentaries
in terms of their reification of affective labor invites a variety of questions: How is affective
labor structured by postindustrial capitalism, and how is it represented within the culture
industry? How do rockumentaries work to both de- and remystify this labor? What are the
immaterial things affective labor produces in and for the music industry, and what is their usevalue? How do rockumentaries mobilize audiovisual materials to put forward arguments about
affective labor? It is these questions that will guide the investigation of Meeting People Is Easy
that concludes this chapter. As will be shown, Meeting People Is Easy is an ideal lens through
which to negotiate the broader issue of musical work in rockumentaries. For one, it was intended
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to be a document of the work involved in touring and other promotional activities, and it
certainly focuses—both visually and sonically—on the physical and mental impacts of that work.
Moreover, the film’s subject is Radiohead, a band whose engagement with the music industry
has long been publicly self-reflexive, critical, and innovative. In other words, the work of the
film and the work of the band seem to be ideologically aligned: they are both interested in
deconstructing the process of commodification, in revealing the social and economic networks
that structure the production and consumption of popular music.

Radiohead Works, or: Meeting People Is Easy, but Actually It’s Affective Labor
The best thing you can do in a documentary is show people, show what people do.
And there was this real sense that everyone was doing their job.
–Grant Gee on Meeting People Is Easy

In 1998, when filmmaker/photographer Grant Gee began documenting Radiohead’s
international Against Demons tour, the band was sitting pretty. They signed to a major UK label
(Parlophone, then a subsidiary of EMI) in 1991, and following that the English quintet had
released two financially successful albums (Pablo Honey [1993] and The Bends [1995]) to
generally positive critical reception. Then, in 1997, Radiohead released OK Computer, a wildly
exalted album that, following overwhelmingly positive initial reviews, has gone on to maintain
its significance in the annals of rock history. Reviewers of OK Computer lauded it as a
“landmark record of the 1990s” (NME) and “a stunning art-rock tour de force” (Rolling Stone).44
It was voted “best album of all time” by Q readers in 1998 and 2001, ranked first on Spin’s “100
Greatest Albums, 1985–2005,” and continues to appear in various “best of” lists in the music
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press.45 In 2015, OK Computer was preserved as part of the Library of Congress National
Recording Registry, and its twenty-year anniversary reissue in 2017 saw the publication of
multiple retrospectives in the rock press, many of which hailed its continued importance and
relevance.46 The album, and Radiohead in general, have also been frequent subjects of scholarly
writing in musicology and music theory.47 This interest on the part of scholars is likely due, in
part, to Radiohead’s experimental tendencies and the (legitimating) influence of art music on
their output.48 Indeed, critics and scholars alike have commented endlessly on how Radiohead
altered the landscape of rock through their devotion to experimentation (even in the wake of
pressure from their label to do otherwise). As stated on the back cover of Mac Randall’s
biography Exit Music: The Radiohead Story: “They played by their own rules—and became the
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most daring and original band in rock.”49 A function of this type of reception has been the
mythicization of Radiohead as autonomous and authentic rock stars.
Meeting People Is Easy, however, stands in partial opposition to this myth. The
rockumentary was shot during a time when Radiohead was dealing with the promotion and
reception of OK Computer intensively. Daily, as it seems in the film, the band attempts to satisfy
an onslaught of press interest and digest an overwhelming accumulation of critical assertions
about the band’s radical rock breakthrough. The film conveys the unrelenting, uncontrollable
intensity of Radiohead’s situation through disorienting audio and visual edits, frequent inclusion
of textual information, and a chaotic layering of sonic and visual material, all of which
emphasize a sense of frenzied physical and mental (e)motion. The band is filmed in transit and
on stage/camera frequently, and the continuous alternation between travel and performance is
shown to take a psychological toll on the members of Radiohead, and lead singer/guitarist Thom
Yorke in particular. As Stahl suggests, film and TV representations of recording artists tend to
present their actions as “a model of de-alienating work and success to be emulated far and
wide.”50 However, in Meeting People Is Easy, this paradigm is complicated. While Radiohead’s
members may still symbolically function as figures for fan identification, the subjectivities
offered up by the film are estranged; they are alienated by, but also caught in, hegemonic
economic structures and technologies that are beyond their control.
Take a scene that occurs toward the end of the film, in which Yorke speaks blatantly
about the way in which capitalism’s logic manufactures material needs and fetishizes money, and
the ways in which he participates in this system. Here, a filmed interview is sporadically
interrupted with travel-related clips and some footage where Yorke sits alone, composing on a
49
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Yamaha QY70 MIDI sequencer. In answer to an interview question that we don’t hear, Yorke
explains:
It’s like a supply and demand thing: this is what they want to hear, so I’ll do more
of this. Suddenly people start giving you cash as well. Soon you’ve got money
and you get used to this lifestyle. And you don’t want to take any risks ’cause
they’ve got you by the balls. […] You’ve got all this baggage you’re carrying
around with you everywhere. You’ve got all these things you bought or you’re
attached to […] You start spending all this money…that’s how they get you.
Yorke, seemingly unprompted, here discloses his lack of creative autonomy, relating it to the
formal subsumption of his creative work and the ways in which a pursuit of commodities
governs his lived experience. Music participates in this assertion as well: in addition to Yorke’s
words, we also hear an early, pared down, digital version of “Sit down, Stand up,” which would
later appear on Hail to the Thief (2003). Granted, the relationship between interview text and
music is one that emerges only through time; when the film came out in 1998, most Radiohead
fans were probably not familiar with the music here. But from a post-Hail to the Thief
perspective, the connection is solidified and reasserted as relevant, especially if we reference the
track’s lyrics: “Sit down / Stand up / We can wipe you out anytime (sit down, stand up).” And
the still nascent version of the track we hear on the soundtrack of Meeting People Is Easy
notably includes the melody that sets the lyrics “Sit down / Stand up,” seemingly issued as a
command from some ubiquitous totalitarian regime.
Certainly, as is characteristic of rockumentaries, Meeting People Is Easy is a commodity,
a promotional tool that reifies the production of music into a filmic object. But as the above
example has begun to illustrate, there are ways in which the film demystifies Radiohead’s
participation in the spectacle, even though their promotional actions could also be understood as
fostering its continued manifestation. This tension between commodification and a critique of
capitalism has persisted throughout Radiohead’s career, and it has not gone unaddressed by the
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band, but it remains an active contradiction. As Marianne Tatom Letts notes, “the band
repeatedly articulates an anxiety about being consumed, both literally and figuratively, yet it
continues to produce goods for mass consumption.”51 Curtis White asserts that “Radiohead has
made it loudly and widely known that it did not set out to be a commodity; it set out to make
art,” while Joseph Tate argues that Radiohead’s music “does not want to allow listeners to forget
that the product they are listening to is just that: a product.”52
Though Radiohead has continued to produce commodities for mass consumption, they
have, in various ways, rejected, or at least momentarily avoided, the publicity norms of the
popular music industry. Perhaps the most prominent examples of such tendencies include
Radiohead leaving EMI and opting for self-representation following Hail to the Thief (2003), and
their decision to self-release a downloadable version of In Rainbows (2007), for which
purchasers could set their own price (with $0 being an option). Another point of resistance to the
music industry’s patterns of promotion and capital accumulation occurred surrounding the
release of Kid A (2000), the unlikely—and for many critics confusing, problematic, surprising, or
disappointing—follow-up to OK Computer.53 The representation of self-promotion as
psychologically alienating work in Meeting People Is Easy provides a context through which to
understand the divergent decisions Radiohead made regarding publicity for Kid A. As Hainge
notes, up until Kid A, Radiohead “seems to have behaved pretty much as any artist signed to a
major label should: the band members gave interviews (even if Yorke often did so begrudgingly
and made no secret of this fact to his interviewers), gave photographers free rein to present them
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as they wanted, made videos suitable for heavy MTV rotation, and toured extensively.”54 But for
Kid A, the band refused to engage in most of the typical methods for hyping a release: there were
no videos, no singles, and hardly any interviews or photo shoots.55 Further, the band, with the
support of EMI executives, encouraged the online distribution of Kid A (on Napster and other
peer-to-peer music sharing websites) ahead of the album’s official release.56 Letts extends the
theme of corporate refusal to the composition and recording of both Kid A and Amnesiac (2001),
reading the resultant albums as a representation of
the band members’ attempt to reclaim their artistic voice from the “ventriloquist”
critics, fans, or music-industry executives who wanted to dictate the band’s
message. Radiohead’s own experience of artistic commodification within the
market culture of popular music shapes Kid A’s critique of the conditions of
alienation and repression under which the subject lives in postindustrial society.57
In relation to Meeting People Is Easy, Radiohead’s avoidance of the media machine leading up
to the release of Kid A might be viewed not just as a broad critique, but also as a more personal
attempt at self-preservation, a refusal to engage in promotional work that they had previously
found to be mentally exhausting. And, indeed, the “evidence” in Meeting People Is Easy has
been variously cited as an explanation for the band’s subsequent change in promotional tactics.58
The lack of corporate sponsorship for the Kid A/Amnesiac tour is also notable as a
digression from both Radiohead’s previous practice and the norms of the music industry. As
Storm Gloor details, the potential relationships between corporate sponsors and popular
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recording artists are many and varied.59 In promotion of their brand, non-music businesses
license songs for inclusion in advertisements, seek out recording artists to endorse their brand,
sponsor tours in exchange for advertising space, and even partner with or start their own record
labels.60 By the 1990s, tour sponsorship and other artist/brand relationships had become
common, and by the 2000s, even artists who had formerly refused such offers jumped on the
brand wagon.61
Opting out of these trends, Radiohead toured Kid A/Amnesiac with a custom-made tent
free of any corporate logos. Their motivation here may have been inspired, at least in part, by
Naomi Klein’s No Logo (first published in 1999), which the band recommended in a blog post
ahead of Kid A’s release.62 Klein’s book foregrounds the incursion of branding on the
commodity landscape, drawing attention to the exploitative treatment of workers by
multinational corporations and the monopolistic abuses of power occurring behind the glittering
wall of brands. In the section of the book titled “No Space,” Klein argues that brand names,
having become decoupled from actual products, sell lifestyles or attitudes rather than just things,
detailing as well how brand marketing has expanded into celebrity culture, social movements,
and even schools.63 In the book’s final section, Klein discusses some organized acts of resistance
to the ubiquity of advertising in public spaces, including the magazine Adbusters, the practice of
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culture jamming, and the Reclaim the Streets collective.64 Radiohead’s “no logo” tent might be
viewed as a parallel form of resistance; in an increasingly advertisement-saturated setting, the
band opted for a performance space free of product placement—or, more accurately, free of
outside product placement, as this space was certainly not free of the Radiohead brand, which
was promoted via merchandise and, of course, through the band’s performances. Leaving aside
debates as to how resistant or subversive or conforming or (un)ethical or (anti-)capitalist any of
Radiohead’s business decisions actually were (and are), it is clear that a tension between creating
and selling has marked their career, and that the demystifying impulses of Meeting People Is
Easy similarly engage issues of cultural commodification. This alignment, this filmic keeping
with the Radiohead brand, bolsters the authority of the film’s arguments, as they correspond with
both Radiohead’s public persona and the music they produce. Further, the film (re)produces the
Radiohead brand, as rockumentaries engage in the branding of their subjects regardless of the
position said subjects seems to take in relation to the music industry.
One of the main ways demystification is accomplished in Meeting People Is Easy is
through its representation of Radiohead’s actions as (alienating) work that is socially produced in
and through capitalist economic structures. As evidenced in the quote from Gee that opened this
section, a crucial concern when making Meeting People Is Easy was to “show what people do,”
and this involved, most crucially, representing work. But in considering the film’s potential to be
demystifying, we need to consider what kinds of work are represented, the functions and
(material and immaterial) products of the labor that is undertaken, the degree to which workers
appear to be alienated, and the extent to which the work being done is shown to be operating in
relation to the culture industry—to record companies and other media institutions, to
bureaucratic and ideological apparatuses, and to the demands of consumer capitalism. It is also
64
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crucial to consider what work is not represented, and in this regard, it is noteworthy that while
the labor of Radiohead is examined in detail, that of the filmmakers is ignored almost entirely, as
is the work of their road crew.65 As I will illustrate below, Meeting People Is Easy complicates
the conception of what working as a popular musician on tour means by representing not just
physical labor, but also immaterial, affective labor, and the emotional networks that this labor
produces. In doing so, it puts forward the argument that being a rock star can be both
psychologically and economically alienating work, and also invites consumers to recognize
connections between their own alienation and the alienation of the band. Part of this argument is
built on the band’s image, their critical reception, and the innovative economic choices that
Radiohead has made during their nearly three-decade career. But another part is built on the use
of Radiohead’s music in the film, which advances nuanced and sometimes contradictory
arguments through audiovisual suggestion.

Alienation is a Commodity: Some Musical Moments in Meeting People Is Easy
The first thirteen minutes of Meeting People Is Easy is an extended musical moment in
three parts. This three-part opening proceeds in terms of a sonic rather than a visual logic; music
structures the sequence of images and other sounds. This is true throughout much of the film, but
it is particularly striking in these opening thirteen minutes, during which there is almost no
diegetic speech to be heard. The dense layering of sonic and visual elements here confuses linear
time and forces a sense of spatial and temporal displacement: Where are we, and where are we
going? Are we in the same space as these sounds, as these printed words? Are we in the present,
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or are we looking and listening back on the past? If anything is made clear, it is that there is work
do be done, and, as a band member later says in an interview, “we don’t know where we
are.”“Fitter Happier,” the ultimate fridge buzzing, avant-rock Radiohead track, structures the
first part of this opening, which is a hybrid between a title sequence and a music video. The
camera is mounted in phantom ride style on the front of an airport tram. Via an additive process,
the rockumentary’s title scrolls across the bottom and top of the screen like a jumbled marquee,
but first, faint and flickering, we see just the command “RUN.” As the computerized voice on
the track begins—“fitter happier more productive / comfortable / not drinking too much…”—we
also hear some presumably diegetic sounds: a stable, faint hum suggestive of a ventilation
system, a recorded announcement playing in the tram terminal, and then another one inside the
tram itself. 66 We are also hearing the ambient loops present on “Fitter Happier,” which are
difficult to distinguish from these (plausibly) source sounds. Moving slowly through the night in
black and white toward the next terminal (see figures 15.1–2), the track’s list of bleak life goals
continues as the strangely sentimental piano melody on the track begins its meandering: “…a
safer car (baby smiling in back seat) / sleeping well (no bad dreams) / no paranoia…no chance of
escape / now self-employed / concerned (but powerless)…” The tram reaches the dead end in the
next terminal and stops (figure 15.3) as the audio track takes its lyrical turn to the decidedly
grotesque: “like a cat / tied to a stick / that’s driven into / frozen winter shit (the ability to laugh
at weakness) / calm / fitter, healthier and more productive / a pig / in a cage / on antibiotics.” In
color now, we see another marquee, which indicates that Radiohead has just arrived in
Barcelona, the first stop on their 1997–98 tour.67
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Figures 15.1–3 Musical moment with tram ride and “Fitter Happier”
As was (and remains) typical of Radiohead’s compositional process, lead singer Thom
Yorke wrote the lyrics for “Fitter Happier,” but it is the only track on OK Computer that doesn’t
include his voice. Leading up to the recording of the band’s third studio album, Yorke had
expressed a concern over his voice sounding too “serious” or “self-loathing.”68 As such, he was
reluctant to sing these lyrics, so the band decided instead to use Apple’s speech synthesis
technology MackinTalk to “vocalize” them for the recording. Other sounds on the track include
Yorke playing the piano and various loops that were originally recorded on a MiniDisc player.
Yorke, interviewed in Option in 1998, called “Fitter Happier” “the most upsetting thing that I’ve
ever written. The reason we used a computer voice is that it appeared to be emotionally neutral.
In fact, it wasn’t, because the inflections that it uses made it to me incredibly emotional.”69
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Indeed, the technologization of the voice here invites a reading of human behavior so controlled
by outside forces that it is completely regulated, dehumanized, and isolated from society.
“Fitter Happier” is relevant as an opening track not only because Radiohead used it as
their entrance music during this tour, but also because it brings in themes that pervade both the
album and the rockumentary: psychological alienation, a lack of autonomy, the inescapability of
the everyday, the dangers of travel, and the technological mediation of human communication.
Further, it positions the band’s everyday touring life as both material and immaterial labor. Not
all of this labor is represented as equally alienated, nor is it alienated unilaterally. In terms of
Stahl’s axes of alienation, Yorke and the other band members enact a social–psychological
alienation more strongly than a political–legal one. Further, the degree and nature of alienation is
differentiated in terms of music and speech, with musical work coming across as less alienated
on both axes. Radiohead are legally the authors of their music and are represented as having, in
terms of musical creativity (in performance and the recording studio), a great deal of autonomy,
including the ability to protest working situations they are not happy with (as Yorke does at one
point during a sound check in the film). But their words—especially words that are in the service
of self-promotion—are frequently mangled and co-opted by outside forces of production. Band
members are represented as restrained by these promotional acts, and this restraint is conveyed
through embodied acts, linguistic performances, and the use of other sound and music.
For example, in a short interlude between the first and second sections of the film’s
opening musical moment, we first hear and see the members of Radiohead: Yorke, Johnny
Greenwood (guitar, keyboards, various other instruments), Ed O’Brien (guitar, backing vocals),
Colin Greenwood (bass), and Phil Selway (drums, backing vocals). We hear the band members
attempting to record radio plugs: “Hi, this is Colin from Radiohead and here is our new hit
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single.” Meanwhile, as a sort of continuation of the buzzing from the “Fitter Happier” segment, a
periodic beeping also finds a space on the soundtrack. Audience members who know OK
Computer intimately might draw an association between this sound and the metronomic beep
heard during the transition from “Airbag” to “Paranoid Android” on the album. This same beep
will continue to be heard throughout the film. It is never diegetic, and its source is never
otherwise revealed, but it comes to bear some resemblance to those mechanical beeps used to
alert the public to an impending announcement or directive (e.g., “fasten your seatbelt,” “stand
clear of the closing doors,” “this is the train to…”). This association is strengthened by the album
artwork for OK Computer, which Lisa Leblanc notes is packed with “wayfinding icons.”70
What is more sonically striking here, perhaps because we have just been exposed to
multiple disembodied voices, is the way in which the words spoken by Radiohead members
seem not to be their own—“the words are coming out all weird,” as Yorke sings in “The Bends.”
Their halting speech patterns and botching of radio station names suggest that they are reading
off a page and are unfamiliar with the text. The words are mangled, the inflection stilted, the
delivery deadpan; it is as if this speech is ventriloquized. Instances of garbled speech are frequent
in Meeting People Is Easy, evidencing a connection with the DVD’s packaging (figure 16).
Patrick Roy discusses the text on the DVD’s back cover as an indication of “the stuttering of
language, the trembling speech: the writing no longer digests that which it should account for,
and the words themselves are affected, contaminated by an improbable overflow that the film
also reflects.”71
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Figure 16 Front and back cover of Meeting People Is Easy DVD; illustrations by Stanley
Donwood in collaboration with Thom Yorke
Of course, because Meeting People Is Easy is in part a work of observational cinema that
uses location sound, generic norms lead us to expect dialogue that overlaps or interrupts, a
difficulty in understanding the spoken word because of dialects or accents (especially across
national boundaries), and a low signal to noise ratio.72 However, these effects are decidedly
exaggerated in Gee’s film. For example, clarity of speech could certainly have been improved in
a number of instances if other competing sounds were excluded. In other words, it was an
aesthetic rather than a practical choice to continually give the impression of speech being coopted and obscured. And, as I will discuss further below, it is significant that while speech is
often “contaminated” and sometimes outright unintelligible, music—in particular Yorke’s
singing—typically retains the impression of being a direct, unaltered expression.
In the case of recording the radio spots during this interlude in the film’s opening musical
moment, the pursuit is mechanical rather than artistic, and, remaining true to rock authenticity,
the film is advancing the position that Radiohead would rather not be spending time or energy
promoting themselves. But this scene also suggests that while undertaking this work, they are
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experiencing a lack of autonomy, and this impression is furthered by the fact that we do not
actually see the Radiohead members talking; we cannot visually confirm their acquiescence.
Instead, we see a montage of photo shoots and interviews during which cameras are being
shoved in faces and everyone looks drained, deadened in the face of press clamor. Meanwhile,
we also hear a few phrases from the slow middle section of “Paranoid Android,” with its lament
bassline. Hearing some things and seeing others is a frequent occurrence in Meeting People Is
Easy, and this is due in part to filming conditions. As Gee described in interview, due to the fastpaced day-to-day experiences of the band, he would often drop a microphone in one room while
going to film in another.73 Practical explanations aside, there is also an aesthetic correspondence
between the overwhelming instances of audiovisual mismatch and overlap in the film and the
estrangement and fatigue that the band is experiencing on this tour. Layers of speech, music, and
background mechanical fuzz pervade the soundtrack while glitching montages occur on screen,
and the disorienting effects of these combinations are offered as representative of the band’s
psyche.
Transitioning to the second section of the film’s opening musical moment, which is
structured by a live performance of “Lucky” in Barcelona, we see and hear Yorke doing his
vocal warm-up backstage as Johnny Greenwood straps on his wrist brace.74 Then, with that
iconic rockumentary shot of a band moving from backstage corridors to onstage glory, the band
takes the stage as the audience cheers. During the bulk of “Lucky,” which is heard nearly in full,
we also see Yorke onstage and singing, filmed mostly from the privileged vantage point of a
stage right balcony. After the first chorus, the music’s volume is lowered to make space for
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interview audio. But rather than focusing on the band’s answers, we instead hear predominantly
the interviewers’ questions, and they are not the most apt: “So what is music to you?” “The
album’s called OK Computer and…there’s no song called ‘OK Computer.’” “Are you related in
some way to the Britpop scene?” This tactic marks the instigation of the film’s main argument
(but not, precisely, the argument that I am most interested in): the music press, which is
sometimes incompetent and star struck, is always invasive, and interacting with the music press
is work that has the potential to be psychologically damaging. “Lucky” returns to its original
higher volume during the instrumental section that follows the second chorus. Yorke, now
backlit, appears on screen while the printed words of rock journalism scroll in front of him
(figure 17). Such superimpositions of image and text are a visual motif in the film. Aside from
evidencing the overwhelming amount of (almost entirely positive) critical reception that OK
Computer generated, this motif could be understood as symbolizing the press’s intrusion on the
band members’ everyday lives.

Figure 17 Thom Yorke performing “Lucky” overlayed with OK Computer review text
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Via a sharp visual cut and another beep, we transition to the third part of the film’s
opening, which is structured around a performance of “Creep,” the band’s first big hit single
(from Pablo Honey, 1993) at the June 1997 Glastonbury Festival. Only source sound is used
here, and there are no rapid, unprepared cuts or uses of superimposition. As such, this scene
seems less mediated, less fractured, and more realistic than what has come before it, and this
contrast draws attention to the events, which were quite significant for Yorke. This gig, which
Yorke was already apprehensive about due to the outdoor setting and the size of the audience,
had started out poorly. His monitors stopped working properly, making it hard for him to hear
himself or his bandmates.75 Radiohead’s manager Chris Hufford, who was in the audience,
remembered how Yorke “lost his cues and fucked up completely. It bumbled to a halt and I could
tell he was close to walking off then.”76 Further, two floor lights positioned onstage in front of
Yorke had been blinding him, making it impossible to see the audience. As we see before
“Creep” starts in the film, Yorke eventually asks the lighting engineer to point the lights out into
the audience. While he had previously been playing to a wall of darkness in front of him,
suddenly he could see the mass of people in attendance—and we, the film’s audience, are shown
this impressively large crowd as well, via a sweeping crane shot. In interview footage later in the
film, Yorke says of his emotional response to this moment: “I’ve never ever felt like that. It
wasn’t a human feeling. It was something else completely different.” The band then performs
“Creep,” and Yorke, facing his microphone out to the audience, invites them to sing the second
verse. They abide.77
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As Davis Schneiderman notes, this moment of the film is “simultaneously transcendent
and false,” as it is not just one moment, but two: the footage of “Creep” is actually not from
Glastonbury, but rather from a Philadelphia show much later in the tour.78 However, the audio
and visual transitions between these two distinct performances suggest temporal and spatial
continuity, especially because such continuity has rarely been implied in the film thus far. One
could easily miss the small, hazy, white text at the top of the screen that indicates where the
“Creep” footage is from, and instead be misled by Gee’s editorial sleight of hand. In analyzing
how this musical moment works, it is crucial to engage with this performance of “Creep” as two
distinct yet related events: the originary experiences of the band and its audiences in
Glastonbury/Philadelphia, and Gee’s repetition (and conflation) of these experiences in the
context of Meeting People Is Easy. In the latter, what Gee offers up is a false gesture, a
spectacular illusion that exploits the value of the former. This repetition of a “transcendent” live
performance moment, and its reification in rockumentary form, might be understood as
participating in the self-legitimating process through which the familiar becomes successful and
the successful becomes familiar within popular music. Adorno theorized such a familiar–
successful loop in relation to song plugging on the radio: “If some hit is played again and again
on the air, the listener begins to think that it is already a success. […] Repetition itself is accepted
as a sign of its popularity.”79 In this regard, it is significant that “Creep” was, and in fact still
remains, Radiohead’s bestselling hit single.
For Schneiderman, the fusing of these two performances is a moment in the film when
Radiohead’s resistance to the corporate machine manifests itself in a blaze of euphoric yet
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fabricated alternative rock glory: “Gee portrays this Glastonbury/Philadelphia symbiosis as the
apotheosis of our heroes, […] a high-water mark of that great refusal, the eternal ‘no’ that
scuttles power structures.”80 Crucial to Schneiderman’s reading is the idea that Yorke, as well as
the concert audience, appear to have realized the banality of the mega-hit “Creep” and have
subverted its mass cultural economy though this liberating and communal performance. At the
same time, this transcendence is shown—through the artificially of Gee’s editing—to be illusory,
and it is this deconstructive impulse that Schneiderman ultimately reads as an asset to the film’s
attempted resistance to the “media machine.”81 As he writes, Gee’s film moves “from the distrust
of transcendence to the authenticity of controlled deconstruction.”82 In my reading, the film’s
obsessive focus on the work of living within the “media machine” also contributes to its
deconstruction of the myth of transcendence, which in this sense is closely tied to the
demystification of the rock star as unalienated, autonomous non-worker. Because Meeting
People Is Easy is so intent on revealing how the capitalist music industry structures the lives of
Radiohead, the audience’s denial of “Creep” qua commodity is rendered illusory not just through
Gee’s editing, but also through its filmic contextualization. Consumers of the film are thus
invited to recognize how their experience both facilitates and is facilitated by the music industry.
Thinking through the Adornian view of the culture industry, this “Creep” hybrid scene
suggests that Radiohead and their audience emptily celebrate their ineffectual performance of
resistance while simultaneously knowing that they are actually a crucial part of the oppressive
system they sing against. As Adorno and Horkheimer wrote in Dialectic of Enlightenment, “The
talents [here, Radiohead] belong to the operation long before they are put on show; otherwise
they would not conform so eagerly. The mentality of the public, which allegedly and actually
80
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favors the system of the culture industry, is a part of the system, not an excuse for it.”83 Theodore
Gracyk, extrapolating this Adornian position to rock, describes how the spirit of rebellion might
be said to work through rock’s audiences:
Rock, infused with the mythology of rebellion, would seem to attract an audience
who cannot actually rebel and overthrow the system. We are to conclude that
middle-class white teens are attracted to counterculture music, whether hippie
utopianism in the late 1960s or the harder edge of recent hip-hop culture, because
it openly speaks of an oppressive system that they dare not confront; the
temporary release comes from its frank admission that contemporary life sucks.84
And, in Adorno’s formulation, this release of negative emotion serves to strengthen the social
dependence of the consuming masses: “It [emotional music] is catharsis for the masses, but
catharsis which keeps them all the more firmly in line.”85 For Adorno, then, even the
deconstructive impulse identified by Schneiderman becomes subservient to this alienating
catharsis, as the film’s representation of Radiohead’s everyday touring life as promotional
business is expected rather than subversive:
Those in charge [of mass culture] no longer take much trouble to conceal the
structure, the power of which increases the more bluntly its existence is admitted.
Films and radio no longer need to present themselves as art. The truth that they
are nothing but business is used as an ideology to legitimize the trash they
intentionally produce.86
In Gee’s “Creep” scene, this “trash” might be described as the film’s empty repetition of a
communal live performance experience—a repetition that assures us we can resist and sing along
at the same time.
But there is also a (somewhat) less cynical way in which Gee’s repetition of this
performance might be understood, taking into consideration the ways in which it represents the
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affective labor that simultaneously (re)produces and deconstructs the symbolic function of the
rock star and its use-value for consumers. In turning to a closer consideration of affective labor
in Meeting People Is Easy, I want to offer a reading of the film as engaging a dialectic of
demystification and remystification in its representation of musical work—a dialectic that is
characteristic of the offstage pattern of rockumentaries generally, but that is particularly selfreflexive in the case of Gee’s film. Reading Radiohead’s performance as an act of affective labor
opens up questions about what, exactly, this labor produces and what needs it fulfills for
consumers—including both the concert audience and the film audience. From the perspective of
the film audience, we must also consider the role of the concert audience, a group of consumers
who have been incorporated into a promotional rockumentary, and indeed add value to that
commodity.
Live performance footage that has been remediated in rockumentaries always has the
potential to demystify the affective labor of the performers.87 Gee’s film, because of its selfconscious focus on work and frequent inclusion of performance footage, actualizes this potential
to a greater extent than many rockumentaries. In its hyper-conflation of offstage and onstage
footage, Meeting People Is Easy consistently represents live performances as commodities that
are the result of a collective production of affect, and further reinforces that this production is
valuable to the network of fans in the crowd and on the other side of the screen. Though what is
being sold here—an experience, a fan community, live music—is immaterial, it is nonetheless
quite real in the sense that its production required labor. Meeting People Is Easy points out that
labor to us precisely because it is so concerned with showing the psychological alienation of the
band members, which exists in a feedback circuit with their musical production. In other words,
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sound and image mutually imply this alienation, of which the band’s music seems to be a
subjective expression. Of course, as mentioned in the case of Luna as well, hearing Radiohead’s
music as such an individual expression is institutionally reinforced by typical film scoring
techniques, in which popular music is often used to provide commentary on the filmic action, or
more specifically, to “speak for” the characters.88 Both of these techniques are employed in
Meeting People Is Easy, and they structure our perception of the emotional relationship between
Radiohead’s actions and their music (especially via Yorke, the protagonist of sorts). The
“truthful” alignment of these two elements is substantiated by their complementary focus on
alienation and the disintegration of individual autonomy.
The hybrid performance of “Creep” is a particularly demystifying display of affective
labor for multiple reasons. For one, the concert audience—via sound rather than image—is
highly involved, indicating through their singing of the second verse that they have at least heard
“Creep” before, if not had some emotional response to it. This sonic communication points out a
feature of affective labor that sets it apart from forms of material labor: within affective labor,
cooperation is immanent rather than determined from the outside and imposed.89 Second, the fact
that we can hear the audience evidences that this live performance has produced some communal
affective experience for the listeners. Finally, individuals consuming the film who are fans of
Radiohead would likely be aware of the song’s notoriety as one that the band was tired of
playing and did not like much in the first place, drawing attention to the fact that their
performance is determined by their fans’ desires rather than their own. All of these demystifying
gestures are amplified by the film’s general focus on Radiohead’s psychological alienation and
its expression in their music.
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And yet—and this is the means through which the scene redeems itself as worthy of the
rock myth—there is something starkly emotional in Yorke’s performance. While the audience
sings, he looks bemused, annoyed, dismissive even, like he cannot wait for this to be over. But
then, taking the mic again for the chorus, transitioning to his falsetto on the second syllable of
the leaping melisma on “a-ga-in,” and arriving, both hands clenched on the microphone and
hunched over, as if in pain, on “RUN,” Yorke oozes emotional sincerity. In terms of
embodiment, this performance is minimal yet presentational, seeming suddenly not contrived at
all. Through the muck of all of Yorke’s alienating promotional work, this moment offers us a
pleasurable remystification, assuring us that there is some hope of transcendent, individual
expression (i.e., non-work) after all. Even more generally, it is notable that unlike other
promotional and physical labor in the film, when it comes to the affective labor of musical
performance, the band is represented as autonomous; though they may seem psychologically
alienated despite this autonomy, this just serves to authenticate their music’s angst. Letts,
discussing Meeting People Is Easy, articulates a similar divide between onstage and offstage
activities: “Although the band members always seem engaged onstage in the footage, the
protracted promotional activities (interviews and radio spots) begin to numb them after they are
asked the same questions over and over in different cities around the world.”90
However, I would argue that this autonomy is not restricted to onstage performance but
extends to the acts of composing and recording as well. Consider footage that documents the
band attempting to record “Big Boots” at Abbey Road Studios in London. Ultimately, the band
remained unhappy with the materials from this session, and “Big Boots” (later renamed “Man of
War”) would not see an official release until 2017, as part of OK Computer’s twentieth
anniversary reissue. This scene provides—in a fashion typical of rockumentaries—some insight
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into the band’s recording process, which at this point in Radiohead’s career was reportedly
fraught but also full of experimentation.91 The work on “Big Boots” documented here confirms
both of those observations, while also functioning as a nearly complete studio recording of the
song—an especially relevant fact given that Radiohead would not commercially distribute one
until nearly twenty years later. Indeed, the “Big Boots” of Meeting People Is Easy was extracted
and uploaded to YouTube at least as early as 2007, where it has, at the time of this writing, over
136,000 views. In this capacity, the footage provides a music video that has the advantage of
cross-promotion—it advertises band, song, and film.
The compiled studio recording of “Big Boots” in Meeting People Is Easy begins with
Yorke trying out the vocal line accompanied by some rather hesitantly strummed guitar chords.
Via some cutaways from the control room and into the “live room” between verses, Yorke,
O’Brien, and Johnny Greenwood try out a countermelody on various instruments.92 Eventually,
the texture accumulates with the entrance of Selway and Colin Greenwood on drums and bass,
plus a louder, distorted guitar accompaniment. The recording is momentarily interrupted when,
back in the control room, Yorke messes with the soundboard and unwittingly causes a loud,
droning beep—a noise quite at home within the sound world of the film. But the audio quickly
recovers, here with a more literal dose of sonic experimentation. Johnny Greenwood, playing
along with the playback in the control room, tests out a synth timbre for harmonizing the climatic
chorus that occurs before the ever-haunting textural drop-off, accompanied by the lyric: “And the
worms will come for you.” Yorke, happy with the result, approaches Greenwood and asks for the
sound to “resonate a bit more.” From here, the recording ends as it began, with just Yorke’s raw
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voice and the barely audible guitar accompaniment. Additionally, we are offered a quick
interjection of Yorke speaking: “We’ve been actually working all day, and the only thing we’ve
got that’s any good is the bass and guitar.”
Despite its quite audible edits and inclusion of both location sound and audio from the
recording session, this arrangement of “Big Boots” formally works—it is bookended by Yorke’s
solo voice, with what happens in the interim being based on the accumulative logic so typical of
Radiohead’s recorded output in the 1990s.93 And this recording working is a product not only of
the band’s physical and affective labor, but also that of Radiohead’s producer Nigel Godrich
(who we see briefly in the studio), Gee (who recorded the location sound), and the film’s sound
designer Jerry Chater. Though the former is visualized extensively, the latter three are primarily
solely audible, available only through critical listening. In this sense, Gee’s desire to “show what
people do” reveals its bias toward the spectacular demystification of Radiohead’s affective labor,
which operates at the expense of other types of creative work—including that of the filmmakers
and of Godrich. Further, this sequence illustrates how the dialectic of demystification and
remystification functions through musical sound. Though an understanding of the recording
session as Radiohead’s material and immaterial labor is made available, ultimately this labor is
positioned as an autonomous creative pursuit: the band is able to sonically experiment in a wellseasoned studio and retain control of their production by not releasing a recording that left them
displeased. Meeting People Is Easy thus maintains the myth of rock stardom for Radiohead
through its representation of musical performance, as it is within this aspect of their production
that the band’s incorporation into capitalist cultural economy is not represented as absolute.
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Repeating Affective Experiences: Fan Labor in Rockumentaries
One participates in a pop music festival only to be totally reduced to the role of an extra
in the record or film that finances it.
– Jacques Attali, Noise

I have been focusing mainly on the work of musicians up to this point, but the activities
of fans, upon their repetition in rockumentaries, can also be understood as value-generating
affective labor. Typically, the fans in rockumentaries are concertgoers, and their actions are
structured to generate an emotional response in those consuming the film—a feeling of
community, of a collective affect generated by a mutual engagement with live music. In this
sense, rockumentaries stage the audience. By putting the audience on audiovisual display,
rockumentaries make clear the capacity of shared musical experiences to facilitate shared human
experiences, during which audience members become susceptible to moving and being moved
by one another. Whether focused on the collective or the individual, these cinematic stagings of
fandom add value to rockumentaries, and as such commodify the affective labor of fans. This
labor, of course, is unpaid, and typically recognized as consumption (fans buy tickets to attend a
concert) rather than production (sounds and images of concertgoers are repeated in the
rockumentary). But this labor is productive, both in the sense that it generates emotional
possibilities for the film’s audience and in that it fulfills a multifaceted promotional function.
Regarding the latter, we might note how rockumentary commodifications of fan labor can
substantiate the star status of the film’s subjects, illustrating their success and importance while
also legitimating their adoption as rockumentary subjects.
Writing in dialogue with recent scholarship on digital labor and creative production,
Abagail De Kosnik has similarly investigated fandom as a type of “free labor” that adds value to
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commodities.94 Kosnik draws on Tiziana Terranova’s definition of free labor as “this excessive
activity that makes the Internet a thriving and hyperactive medium,” and as “a feature of the
cultural economy at large and an important, yet unacknowledged, source of value in advanced
capitalist societies.”95 In illustration of this process of valorization, De Kosnik first draws on
examples of bricolage from Dick Hebdige’s Subculture: The Meaning of Style, which she
positions as one of the first studies to identify the work fans do on commodities.96 Hebdige
describes bricolage as the act of removing commodities from their original, dominant social
context and appropriating them in a subcultural sphere. For Hebdige, these acts of bricolage
“served to erase or subvert [the commodities’] original straight meanings,” and this was achieved
through the ways in which subcultural communities engaged these objects in service of their own
self-expression, their collective attitude.97 De Kosnik positions the subcultural activity described
by Hebdige as a form of material fan labor. Further, she observes an economic impact of these
activities:
[A]ffinity groups, by endowing ordinary things with special meanings, actually
increase those things’ market value; in other words, subcultures work on objects
in order to make them markers of their nonconformist attitudes and values, but
their work confers on objects new value and appeal, and so is effectively a type of
advertising. The work of even the most rebellious subcultures therefore conforms
to one of the most significant social norms of all, the norm of capitalist labor: all
who live under capital’s regime must labor to promote, sell, and consume
commodities.98
Rockumentaries, in their mediated repetition of performances of fandom, continue this process of
valorization, all the while exploiting free fan labor for profit. Some of the ways in which this
happens involve the kinds of work on material objects discussed by De Kosnick and Hebdige:
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we see safety pins through the ears of punks in The Filth and the Fury (2000), metalheads with
motorcycles in Metallica: Some Kind of Monster (2004), 40s and cigarettes in the hands of
tailgaters in Heavy Metal Parking Lot (1986)—all commodities that are connected to, and used
in a particular way within, specific fan communities.
But as discussed above, the immaterial, affective labor of fans is also incorporated in
rockumentaries. In live performance footage that includes—visually and/or sonically— the
audience, affective fan labor illustrates the use-value that the concert experience holds for fan
communities, and this in turn has the potential to increase the exchange-value of said experience
while also promoting the rockumentary subject(s) who are performing. Upon the repetition of
these communal experiences in rockumentaries, they become a mediated simulacrum of the
original event, with fans as concertgoers transmuted into fans as extras. Depending on the way
fan labor is filmed, edited, and contextualized in a film’s larger narrative, it can fulfill different
functions. For instance, sometimes images and sounds of concertgoers do little more than
provide a sense of scale. Crowd-panning footage of huge audiences, such as the aforementioned
crane shot at the beginning of “Creep” in Meeting People Is Easy, establish the impressive size
of audiences. Other characteristic examples include the shots, filmed from a helicopter, of a huge
crowd gathering for the Altamont Free Festival in Gimme Shelter (1970; figure 18); footage of a
packed, ecstatic Madison Square Garden from multiple vantage points during the end of LCD
Soundsystem’s performance of “New York I Love You, But You’re Bringing Me Down” in Shut
Up and Play the Hits (2012; figure 19); and the sound, heard from backstage, of a huge crowd in
Rome chanting “Genesis! Genesis!” at the beginning of Come Rain or Shine (2008).
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Figure 18 The crowd gathering for the
Altamont Free Festival, as shown in
Gimme Shelter

Figure 20 Mama Cass is stunned by Janis
Joplin in Monterey Pop

Figure 19 James Murphy of LCD Soundsystem
performs at Madison Square Garden, as shown in
Shut Up and Play the Hits

Figure 21 A Bowie fan sings and mimes along
to “Moonage Daydream” in Ziggy Stardust

Contrastingly, footage of smaller audiences can indicate a lack of mass commercial
success, as in Tell Me Do You Miss Me, or evidence the existence of an active subcultural scene,
as so often happens in rockumentaries on punk (e.g., The Filth and the Fury, Afro-Punk [2003],
and The Decline of Western Civilization [1981]). Other times, the participatory acts of
concertgoers are filmed and edited in a more personal, intimate fashion; they focus on staging the
individual rather than the collective. Take, for example, the glorious shot of Mama Cass being
completely astounded and bemused by Janis Joplin’s performance of “Ball and Chain” in
Monterey Pop (1968; figure 20), or the extended footage of a concertgoer miming and singing
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along to David Bowie’s performance of “Moonage Daydream” in Ziggy Stardust (1973; figure
21). We might even trace this trope all the way back to the tween extras in A Hard Day’s Night
(1964), all screaming their heads off for the Beatles in close-up.
The “Creep” scene in Meeting People Is Easy provides an example in which fans’
affective labor is channeled primarily through sound. First, as previously mentioned, we hear the
crowd singing the second verse after being prompted to do so by Yorke, and even before that we
hear them cheering. Then, when Yorke hits the third verse of “Creep,” various individuals in the
crowd can be heard interjecting both screams of approval and verbal commentary—most
amusingly, Yorke (singing): “Whatever makes you happy,” followed by a fan (yelling
enthusiastically), “You make me happy Thom!” Given that the camera is trained upwards on
Yorke from the perspective of the audience’s first row, it is the sound of this voluntary and
spontaneous fan labor that is reified in the rockumentary form. In being so assembled, the
audiences’ vocalizations demystify their affective labor, while also being incorporated by the
film as evidence of the worth and emotional impact of Radiohead’s performance.
The role of fans in adding value to rockumentaries is typically not overt, but rather
concealed by the fact that spectacles involving fans are typical of the genre. Further, these fans
are not usually positioned as consumers, and certainly not as producers—they are just fans
“freely” participating in live musical experiences. But this is not always the case. Take, for
example, a revealing segment toward the beginning of The Decline of Western Civilization Part
II: The Metal Years (1988). Spheeris’s film juxtaposes an investigation of the 1980s heavy metal
scene in Los Angeles with interviews from more established rock stars, including Ozzy Osborne,
Alice Cooper, Lemmy, and Steven Tyler. During a montage, we hear members of bands playing
local Los Angeles clubs reading (or, rather, riffing on) an audience waiver: “Attention. Please be
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advised…by your entry upon these premises, you are consenting to being photographed and
filmed, naked or otherwise…you know pictures and shit like that…and sound effects used in
motion pictures…thank you and give us your money!” The concluding command—“give us your
money!”—positions the audience members as a community of consumers, a youth market ready
to be tapped. And, by virtue of such legalese being read aloud and included in the film,
especially in a context where we are able to hear the audience’s presence, the productive capacity
of fans’ actions—their value to the film—is made unusually apparent. Ultimately, then, this
montage suggests the conflation of production and consumption involved in the reification of fan
labor—a conflation that is typically masked.
Rockumentaries are thus marked by the formal subsumption of both material and
affective fan labor. And though this has been infrequently discussed in relation to music
documentaries, it is perhaps not surprising. As Terranova notes in her discussion of “free labor,”
subcultural movements have long increased profits that find themselves in corporate hands.
Fans’ voluntary and unpaid performances of the self have continuously helped sell various
commodities, including clothes, sound recordings, and films, and this “has often happened
through the active participation of subcultural members in the production of cultural goods. […]
The fruits of collective labor have been not simply appropriated, but voluntarily channeled and
controversially structured within capitalist business practices.”99 So, in assembling the sounds
and images of fans at a concert, rockumentaries convert fan labor—a social relation—into a
monetary relation; in their channeling of affective fan labor, they control the processes of
music’s valorization.
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Conclusion: The Perils of Separation, or, Toward Solidarity
As Cloonan and Williamson discuss in their introduction to the 2017 special issue of
Popular Music and Society on “Popular Music and Labor,” while the term “gig economy” has
been gaining popularity in recent years, “musicians have been working in the economy of gigs
for the best part of a century and the nature of this work has been largely neglected.”100 Within
the gig economy, precarious musical workers have to fight for compensation and benefits.
Certainly this situation has economic explanations, but it also has social ones: as we have seen in
the case of rockumentaries, creative acts are not always visible as labor, and thus cultural
workers are not always understood as workers at all. As Lazzarato writes,
Behind the label of the independent “self-employed” worker, what we actually
find is an intellectual proletarian, but who is recognized as such only by the
employers who exploit him or her. It is worth noting that in this kind of working
existence it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish leisure time from work
time. In a sense, life becomes inseparable from work.101
In many respects, of course, the rock star figures I have been discussing are very far from the
“intellectual proletarian” gigging musician. However, because rockumentaries are massmediated and widely distributed commodities that offer up information about the nature of
musical work and its material and immaterial products, these films regulate our understanding
and valuation of that work not just within the sphere of popular music, but in general. In
Lazzarato’s terms, rockumentaries are a site where the gap, or perhaps overlap, between leisure
time and work time within the realm of cultural production is negotiated.
When rockumentaries fail to acknowledge musical work qua work, they produce a
separation that obscures commonalities between the precarious and the secure, the unknown and
the famous, the gigging musician and the rock star. Musical workers are thus separated from one
100
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another, and their production is devalued through its representation as an autonomous, leisurely
pursuit. As Debord wrote, within a separated system of production and consumption, “Spectators
are linked only by a one-way relationship to the very center that maintains their isolation from
one another.”102 Rockumentaries, as spectacular products, are part of that center, and through
them the Romantic myth of the musician as an autonomous, unalienated worker is both
maintained and deconstructed. As such, and as I hope to have begun to do in this chapter, it is
crucial to recognize how rockumentary arguments about musical work work: how they are
structured, how they (de)mystify the material and immaterial labor of both musicians and their
fans, and how they promote new ways of understanding the products of affective labor.
This chapter has only begun to scratch the surface of what could be said about work in
rockumentary. Because of my focus on the symbolic function of the rock star, I have not
considered the many rockumentaries that focus on non-star musicians working in popular music
(e.g., The Wrecking Crew and 20 Feet From Stardom), or the work of generally less visible
players in the rock industry, such as those running and operating recording studios (Sound City
and Muscle Shoals). Further investigations into such films could profitably address the
aforementioned separation between musical workers of different economic and social statuses.
Additionally, the consistent exploitation of fan labor in rockumentaries warrants closer attention.
Fan labor has consistently played a part in rockumentary production, from early concert films
such as Ziggy Stardust and Wattstax, through the cult short Heavy Metal Parking Lot, and on to
the 2006 Beastie Boys concert film Awesome; I Fuckin’ Shot That!, which was assembled
entirely from concert audience footage shot on camcorders. Rockumentaries manage and
regulate the social communication that this fan labor produces, offering up ideas about affective
fan networks and their value for both producers and consumers.
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I opened this chapter with a discussion of Dream of Life, a rockumentary over which Patti
Smith seems to have had extensive creative control. I have also been focused on representations
of musical work, engaging films that, at least in some capacity, function to demystify the multifaceted work that rockumentary subjects undertake. In these two respects, my next chapter offers
a shift in opposing directions: we will find, with the trainwreck rockumentary, narratives over
which the subject has little or no control, as well as a focus on private life rather than work.
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2. Narrative Theft in the Trainwreck Rockumentary
The theft of narrative is where it begins, because, on some level, becoming a trainwreck simply means
that the public assumes the right to control how you can define yourself.
–Sady Doyle, Trainwreck

In a 2004 interview with Tim Kash that is featured in Amy (2015), Amy Winehouse—
who was, at this point, only casually famous, coming off her debut album Frank (2003)—
comments on her definition of success: “Success to me is having the freedom to work with
whoever I want to work with, to always be able to just fuck everything off and go to the studio
when I have to go to the studio, or…” At this point, Kash cuts her off:
But you can’t do that because you have other responsibilities now; you’re
becoming an artist in the public eye. So all of a sudden you’re gonna be…not, I’m
not saying you’re gonna be hounded by the press, but you’re gonna have certain
responsibilities that are gonna come on your doorstep that you may not
particularly welcome.
Winehouse interjects: “Ok that’s cool, but I think the more people see of me, the more they’ll
realize that all I’m good for is making tunes so leave me alone and I’ll do it; I will do the music,
I just need time to do the music.”
The Amy Winehouse seen in this interview is not, most likely, the Amy Winehouse you
are picturing in your head right now. She appears healthy, happy, self-assured, and sober; this is
not the disheveled darling seen in so many tabloid stories to come. More importantly, Winehouse
is incredibly assertive about defining herself as a musician, balking at the idea of public interest
in her life beyond her professional capacity as a musician and recording artist. Of course, we
know this position will soon become untenable; Winehouse’s life will be overtaken by the
panopticon of celebrity culture, with judgments and lamentations of her “inappropriate” behavior
smeared across various media. This interview foreshadows Winehouse’s future, but it also begins
to acknowledge how trainwreck celebrity culture works: by gaining control of a star’s narrative,
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displacing interest in her professional pursuits by relentlessly pursuing details of her private life,
and then telling her story in a way that is dissonant with how she would tell it.
Given the offstage pattern of rockumentaries—their investment in representing popular
musicians as “real people” and exposing details of their private lives—it is unsurprising that
these films often take up trainwreck subjects and, to varying extents, participate in the
reproduction of the celebrity trainwreck figure. Speaking quite generally, the trainwreck might
be defined as a public person, most typically a woman, whose refusal to behave within the
bounds of accepted social norms is considered a madness. Potential trainwreck figures, and the
rockumentaries that represent them, will be the subject of this chapter. I focus primarily on two
films: Janis: Little Girl Blue (2015) and Amy (2015). These films are informative as case studies
because though their subjects have much in common (to be discussed further below), they
represent their subjects’ potential trainwreck behavior in vastly different ways. Janis uses Janis
Joplin’s “badness” and suffering as evidence of her desire to internalize an imagined Black
musical consciousness—a consciousness, the film suggests, she thought was necessary to
authentically sing the blues. Amy, in a fashion more typical of trainwreck narratives, posits Amy
Winehouse as a passive victim of powerful men and fame damage, and then, having dug into her
private life and used her music to represent her in a way that is decidedly inconsistent with her
self-authored public persona, goes on to “rescue” her image, to absolve her of her “sins.” My
analyses of these films illustrate how rockumentary projections of trainwreck narratives are
intertwined with our perceptions of their subjects’ authorship and (self-) control, as well as with
historically contingent understandings of racial identity and gender roles. The voice is also
crucial to my methodology here. I continually think through how filmic representations of these
artists’ vocalizations mark or deny trainwreck status, as well as consider how these films
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argumentatively project relationships between sonic Blackness, authenticity, and claims to
musical individuality.
Ultimately, the characteristics we associate with trainwreck figures can be mobilized in
different ways and articulated to varying explanations, all of which have more to do with social
desires, fears, and contradictions than they do with the actions of the trainwreck herself.
Following Dyer’s influential investigations in Stars, my aim here is to deal with the signification
of trainwreck figures, with the ideologies that drive their filmic representations—not with them
as “real” people.1 Why do we want to see and hear these trainwrecks, and why do we need to
redeem them? How do filmic representations of trainwrecks relate to the self-authored personas
of their subjects? In what ways does the music of these subjects function in rockumentaries: as
evidence, as a source of voyeuristic pleasure, as explanation? These are among the questions that
drive me through this chapter, and in posing some answers to them, I hope to destabilize the
symbol of the trainwreck as passive, hysterical victim, revealing it as a mediated construction
rather than a reflection of an individual’s “mad”/“bad” character.

Defining the Trainwreck
The trainwreck’s recent proliferation in contemporary celebrity culture has inspired
numerous studies focusing on the operation and function of the trainwreck, in addition to related
concepts such as celebrity bashing, fame damage, and tabloidization.2 The questions asked in
these writings variously relate to the historical trajectory of the trainwreck (when did the
trainwreck emerge?); the reasons why trainwreck coverage sells (what desires does the
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trainwreck fulfill?); the differences in treatment of male and female celebrities (what can the
trainwreck tell us about dominant conceptions of femininity and “appropriate” behavior for
women?); and, finally, the characteristics that define a trainwreck (what public and private acts
constitute trainwreck behavior, and how does the media construct the trainwreck narrative from
them?). In discussing responses to these questions, I want to assert the historical particularity of
the trainwreck’s signification within popular music culture generally, and rock ideology
specifically. Though generalized discussions of the trainwreck in celebrity culture decidedly
come to bear on the trainwrecks in rockumentaries, popular musician trainwrecks—and their
often-deified male counterparts—have distinct, historically contingent functions and meanings.
Perhaps the most direct way to conjure the trainwreck concept is to refer to massmediated images: Britney Spears with her head shaved; Amy Winehouse walking down a street
in London wearing bloodied ballet slippers; Lindsay Lohan, orange-jumpsuit clad in one of her
many mug shots; Courtney Love doing just about anything. The fact that this concept is so easily
evoked through images is indicative of the mythical status of trainwrecks, the way the trainwreck
always exceeds the person who is deemed such. The female trainwreck, as a particular type of
star image, exposes contradictions in the dominant neoliberal feminist ideology.3 But before
delving into the significations and functions of this female trainwreck, let me take a moment to
describe her as I wish I could see and hear her portrayed in the media. The trainwreck does not
waste time defining herself in the negative; she asserts who she is without apology, pretense, or
caveat. (Note that the questions of authenticity and sincerity—so rampant in popular music—
rarely come up with trainwrecks.) She feels deeply, and she doesn’t mind saying or singing so in
3
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public. A lot of her feelings are negative, extreme, and extremely logical. Sometimes she might
cry or yell while a camera is watching, and this behavior is portrayed as normal, relatable, and
understandable. She likes sex and she doesn’t mind being open about her sexual desires; this is
seen as valid, if not valiant. She might even be overtly sexual in public, offstage, and no one will
condemn her for this; perhaps no one is even watching, because her sex life has nothing to do
with her musical production. She is angry, and the objects of her anger are sometimes concrete
(an ex, a tour she did not want to be on, a way she did not want to be portrayed, a song she did
not want to record, a way she was treated or dismissed) and sometimes more abstract (a structure
of containment, a society that pathologizes her anger, a gender norm that deems her lifestyle
improperly feminine). She embraces an excessive lifestyle, which might involve drinking and
drug use and might lead to legal trouble. This is seen as badass, rebellious. She seeks out her
own pleasure, bowling over those people or institutions or traditions that stand in her way. She
lives fast but also works hard, and we hear more about the latter. She subverts, she transgresses,
and she has fun. She might eventually be a tragedy, but she is not one yet.
Now take a moment to change “she” to “he” in this description. I have essentially
described the archetypal (masculine) rock star hero, a rebellious, hedonistic figure routinely
deified and praised as a (tortured, Romantic) genius. As Simon Reynolds and Joy Press have
argued in the context of popular music, “Where male artists who walk a high-wire over the abyss
of self-destruction tend to present a spectacle of mastery, female performers who flirt with
disaster tend to elicit different responses: a morbid mixture of voyeurism, pity and sadistic
delight at the possibility that she might fall.”4 Similarly, Whiteley asserts, “women do not enjoy
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the same mythologizing as their male counterparts, the gods, the kings, the shamans of rock.”5
Jimi Hendrix vs. Janis Joplin; Charlie Parker vs. Billie Holiday; Kurt Cobain vs. Amy
Winehouse: the song remains the same, and they’ve all fallen on “the killing fields of popular
music,” to use Whiteley’s morbid phrase.6 Swap the “she” back in, and you have the trainwreck.
It is not the behavior that has changed, but the media’s discursive reaction to it; the move from
he to she is typically a move from reverence to judgment, from awe to disdain, from deification
to victimization. Once again, the trainwreck involves a loss of a star’s control of her own
narrative, and it emerges through representation.7
Once the trainwreck narrative takes hold, possibilities of reading the trainwreck as a
resistant, powerful symbol are sublimated into understandings of her behavior as a cry for help;
subversive strength is transmuted into regrettable and concerning weakness. But what, exactly,
are the trainwreck’s “errors”? As Sady Doyle argues, the trainwreck is not a single-sin woman:
“her sins tend to be messy and boundaryless,” and “once she’s found guilty, she’s always found
guilty of more than one thing.”8 Generally speaking, the trainwreck’s various “problems” involve
the intersection of multiple forms of excess: emotional, sexual, and/or consumptive (as in,
consuming drugs and/or alcohol). In terms of emotional excess, Doyle argues that while men are
“remarkably free to be sad and lonely,” female emotion has often been viewed as a destructive
force requiring containment.9 Similarly, Reynolds and Press write, “The idea that women have a
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problem releasing and directing their anger has a long pedigree.”10 In an essentializing ideology
relying on dominant gender norms, emotional overabundance in men is read as romantic, while
in women, it is dismissed as clingy, whiny, or an overreaction, or judged as a sign of mental
instability. And, even when overwhelming emotions in male artists are judged as a sign of
madness, that madness is easily connected with, and justified by, claims to artistic genius.
I find that this summary of emotional excess in dominant ideology does not entirely hold
within the realm of popular music, where women seem freer to convey their feelings without this
act being seen as something dangerous that needs to be curtailed. Reynolds and Press attribute
this freedom to a psychoanalytic “culture of confession, where to speak your pain and passion is
considered the first step towards emotional health.”11 They point to Joni Mitchell as “one of the
first female artists to wear the label of ‘confessional singer,’” situating her in a lineage of poets
who came before her, including Anne Sexton and Sylvia Plath.12 To the example of Mitchell as
“confessional singer” I would add Tori Amos, Cat Power, Sinéad O’Connor, Fiona Apple,
Sharon Van Etten, Adrianne Lenker of Big Thief, Mitski…the list could go on. And yet
Reynolds and Press also note a potential problem of the “confessional idiom, which so often slots
woman into the stereotype of victim, vulnerable, defenseless.”13 That same slippage from
strength to weakness occurs with the trainwreck, but the trainwreck singer—Janis Joplin,
Courtney Love, Britney Spears, Amy Winehouse etc.—is rarely a confessional singer. Instead,
the trainwreck’s “problematic” emotional overabundance becomes visible outside their artistic
production, in their personal lives. As I will discuss further below through examples of
rockumentaries on Joplin and Winehouse, their music is often reinterpreted as an obvious
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expression of trainwreck tendencies, but this link is applied only after private behavior has been
made public, as if to say, “hey look, the music has been evidence of this all along.” If, as Su
Holmes and Sean Redmond assert, the movement from being famous—having mass-mediated
visibility—to being a celebrity occurs when the media starts investigating your private life, then
we should see the trainwreck as a function of celebrity culture.14 The attention media allots to the
trainwreck’s private life is at least equal to, if not superseded by, that given to the actual reason
for their fame—their professional musical work. This is not to suggest that only female
celebrities are subject to media interest in their private lives, nor that only the trainwreck feels
the pressures of superstardom; certainly, other fatalities in rock, including Jimi Hendrix, Ian
Curtis, and Kurt Cobain, “felt tormented both by the expectations of fans and by an omnipresent
media attention.”15 But what is clear is that the working lives of female celebrities are typically
treated as less interesting than their personal, private lives.16 Turning back to the interview I
quoted at the start of this chapter, we can see this tendency—and Winehouse’s resistance to it—
articulated clearly: Winehouse asserts that she wants public interest to be based on her activities
as a professional musician, while Kash asserts that as she becomes more famous, she’ll have to
deal with becoming a celebrity—and the private life invasions that come along with it.
In addition to emotional overabundance, the trainwreck is also a woman whose sexual
behavior is viewed in some way as deviant or excessive. Her attire may be deemed slutty, her
14
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activities promiscuous, her sex drive immoderate. Doyle sees the collision of these two types of
excess as a hallmark of the trainwreck: “sexual overabundance and emotional overabundance
collide and merge into something that is both, and neither, and worse than either. [The
trainwrecks] are addicted, delusional, suicidal, violent; they are mad.”17 The trainwreck remains
caught on the whore side of the Madonna/whore complex, while the sexual exploits of male rock
stars become the stuff of legend. Or, as Doyle frames the dominant ideology, “men pursue sex;
women are asked to refuse it.”18 A result of this, as we will see exemplified in the documentaries
on Joplin and Winehouse, when women do pursue sex, they are said to be behaving “like a man.”
Maintaining the gender hierarchy, the trainwreck is sanctioned for exhibiting the very same
hegemonic masculine behavior that is praised, or at the very least tolerated, in men.19
And finally we arrive at consumptive excess: the drinking, the drug use, the public
intoxication, the game of “is she messed up?” that we are encouraged to play when watching any
performance. The connection between drug culture and popular music was certainly solidified by
the mid 1960s, “when marijuana and LSD underpinned both the lifestyles and music” of many
popular musicians who embraced a “driving in the fast lane” lifestyle.20 Whether concealed in
the acronym of “Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds,” halfway blatant in Dylan’s lyrical assertion
that “everybody must get stoned,” or laid bare in The Velvet Underground’s “Heroin,” sex,
drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll became a countercultural holy trinity. The impetus for the relationship
between drugs and popular music may have been pragmatic, with the former providing musical
inspiration, an escape from the pressures of stardom, or the energy to keep up with a physically
and emotionally demanding tour lifestyle. And yet the drugs quickly became part of the myth,
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the sacraments imbibed to foster the Romantic rituals of excess and keep rock’s heroes right on
the edge of the “ultimate form of excess”: death.21 As multiple scholars have argued, female stars
who seem to be “on a drug-or alcohol-fueled course of self-destruction” are met with harsh
critiques and concern that this behavior will get in the way of their musical performances or
public modeling of “appropriate” femininity.22 With the trainwreck’s problem established as a
lack of control, she is easily incorporated into a narrative of victimhood, her performative excess
debased and condensed into the hand-wringing question: “why isn’t someone taking care of this
woman?” By way of contrast, with rock masculinity established as a type of manhood rooted in a
working-class protest of corporate culture and the managerial class, the male rock hero is easily
incorporated as the rebelliously out-of-control antidote to the in-control professional—the suit,
the boss, “the man.”
Historicizing the Trainwreck
Social media, online journalism, and tabloid culture have all heightened the legibility of
the trainwreck, yet Doyle contends that as long as there has been a public sphere, “there have
been women attempting to enter the public sphere, and usually being punished for it. The one
thing all trainwrecks have in common is the temerity to be heard.”23 And, as we have seen, the
trainwreck involves making a judgment about what behavior is appropriate for women, and can
therefore illustrate what limits society places on femininity and what narratives we allow women
to inhabit.24 Among Doyle’s examples of pre-internet trainwrecks are Mary Wollstonecraft,
Charlotte Brontë, Sylvia Plath, Billie Holiday, and the French Revolutionary organizer
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Theroigne de Mericourt. While Doyle’s investigations of these women and their treatment sketch
out a compelling pre-history for the trainwreck, in my view this figure—as I have defined her
above—is a more recent phenomenon, a product fueled by neoliberal ideology and facilitated by
online media, which allows for constant monitoring of stars’ private lives, and celebrity culture,
which promotes this coverage. Su Holmes and Diane Negra, in their introduction to a volume of
essays that grew out of a 2008 conference on female celebrity, posit a similar historicization,
noting a large increase in media representations of the trainwreck in the late 2000s. They posit
that the trainwreck’s proliferation at this historical moment was driven by questions about what
merits fame in the first place. The myth of success within stardom relies on the assumption that
meritocracy works: ordinary people can become stars because the system rewards talent, hard
work, and professionalism.25 But media institutions that exist to expose the famous being bad,
ugly, corrupt, and out of control, as well as the emergence of celebrities who are seemingly
famous for being famous, have eroded this myth. The trainwreck, then, is “predicated on public
fears that we don’t know what talent is anymore and that the traditional expectation that fame is
based on talent is dying out, giving rise to a set of ‘illegitimate’ female celebrities who are
famous for ‘nothing.’”26 Holmes and Negra link this shared fear, as well as the increasingly
scrutinizing media attention heaped on female celebrities in the late 2000s, with the 2008
financial crisis: “female celebrity was conceptualized as a kind of ‘asset bubble,’” positioned as
“an overvalued and depreciating asset.”27
While this argument may be applicable to some trainwrecks (e.g., Paris Hilton, Kim
Kardashian), it does not generally apply to those portrayed in rockumentaries. On the contrary,
the trainwrecks in rockumentaries are such suitably tragic figures precisely because they have
25
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attained fame—and the fan worship that fame engenders—through their musical ability and
achievements. This brings us back to the issue of work, and particularly the work of professional
women. Holmes and Negra: “One reason why stories of professionally accomplished/personally
troubled female celebrities circulate so actively is that when women struggle or fail, their actions
are seen to constitute ‘proof’ that for women the ‘work-life balance’ is really an impossible
one.”28 We might see the trainwreck, in this regard, as a reactionary response to what Arruzza,
Bhattacharya, and Fraser, in their manifesto Feminism for the 99%, call “corporate feminism,” a
capitalist model of glass-ceiling feminism holding that the path to gender equality can be
achieved through women having equal pay and equal power to men in corporate business
structures.29 Countering the tenability of women’s ability to be professionally successful in this
way, the symbol of the trainwreck—as Holmes and Negra suggest—represents the impossibility
of women achieving the necessary balance between professional and private life; burning the
candle from both ends, the trainwreck burns out, descends into madness. Holmes and Negra
seem to view the trainwreck figure as in this sense misogynist—as reactionary proof that women
are not able to do what men can. I agree, but I would add to this another reading, one that
recognizes that under the contemporary neoliberal order, corporate feminism is merely a
maddening fight for “equal opportunity domination.”30 If we take corporate feminism to be a
dominant feminist ideology in contemporary society, the trainwreck functions to mask tensions
within it, placing blame on the trainwreck as individual rather than on contradictions within the
ideology itself. This function is all the more powerful because the trainwreck, as a star, is already
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in a privileged position relative to most women. If she, with all her fame, power, and visibility,
cannot be stable in success, then it must be the fault of the woman, not the system.
Functions of the Trainwreck: Identification, Disidentification, and Seeking Justice
This ideological function of the trainwreck—retaining the ideological hegemony of
corporate feminism by concealing its own contradictions—is one of many ways that the
trainwreck signifies in contemporary society. Another involves identification, the ways in which
we understand the trainwreck as representing something that is also within us. Dyer, writing on
our identification with characters in films, illustrates that identification can work to reinforce
norms, providing a model of acceptable or unacceptable behavior.31 Certainly we can see the
trainwreck as doing this type of work, specifically as it involves the reinforcement of what is
“properly” feminine behavior. Doyle views identification with the trainwreck as a way of
masking our own problems: “the trainwrecks exist to embody our private monsters, to absorb
and reflect women’s insecurities.”32 This understanding is, I think, partial, as a consideration of
Sofia Johannson’s research into the motivations of tabloid readers will illustrate. Johannson
identifies two contradictory yet related points made by these readers, which highlight the “fine
line between identification and distancing.”33 On the side of identification, tabloids humanize
celebrities, showing that they are just regular people—they have bad days, they do amoral and
stupid things, they don’t always look and act perfectly; in short, they struggle, just like us.
Moreover, tabloids can project the ideal of democratic fame, conveying stories about how
celebrities have come to be exalted through self-transformation that results in upward social
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mobility.34 But on the other hand, this humanizing often occurs alongside celebrity bashing and
debasement, through showing celebrities at their worst. While tabloid readers sometimes
expressed feelings of guilt for consuming exploitative celebrity gossip, they also—at times
simultaneously—admitted to enjoying this harsh media treatment. Johansson relates the latter
response to readers’ perception of social inequality, which results in jealousy.35 So, we might see
here three possible functions, which are perhaps contradictory but can nevertheless occur
simultaneously: we identify with the trainwreck (“she is like me”), we distance ourselves from
the representation (“at least I’m not her”), and we claim vigilante justice (“no one should be that
famous or successful, so we have to take them down”).
Having outlined some of the fundamental characteristics and functions of the trainwreck,
it is no doubt clear that gender plays a fundamental role. However, contrary especially to Doyle,
I would not claim that media constructions of trainwrecks never take men as their subjects, nor
that the sole reason men are able to evade this treatment is gender. The crucial operation, in my
view, is the idea that began this chapter: the theft of narrative. Trainwreck representations always
rely on some amount of exposure and judgment: private behavior is exposed and then judged,
and the resultant representations of the trainwreck are dissonant with the subject’s own public
persona. Their musical output may be read as evidence supporting what was exposed, but that
music cannot itself be the vehicle of exposure because it is already public, on the surface. In
illustration of this point, and to further historicize the trainwreck by noting how the
contemporary prominence of self-representations on social media have eroded possibilities for
narrative theft, I want to turn briefly to Lil Peep.
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Lil Peep: The Trainwreck is Capitalism
Everybody’s Everything (2019) is an instructive example of a rockumentary that does not
pathologize trainwreck behavior, suggest that its subject is in need of redemption, or engage in
the kind of narrative theft I have posited as paradigmatic of mediated trainwreck representations.
The film focuses on Lil Peep (stage name of Gustav Åhr), a rapper, musician, model, and
Instagram influencer who died following an accidental drug overdose (of fentanyl and Xanax) in
November 2017. He was twenty-one years old. Peep, who was one among many rappers with
face tattoos and pill-popping tendencies to make his initial mark on the music industry through
the free music streaming app SoundCloud, was a successful musician in his lifetime, but
following his death, he garnered greater mainstream commercial fame.36 As exemplified in
Everybody’s Everything, Peep was an incredibly fast-working and prolific artist, churning out
tracks and mixtapes quickly and leading to a situation in which much of his work was released
posthumously. Peep might be best described as an emo rapper who made lo-fi hip-hop; his
persona overflowed with Gen Z angst. Dubbed “the Kurt Cobain” of the SoundCloud rap scene,
Peep’s highly sample-based musical synthesis of trap, punk, alternative hip-hop, and dream pop
combined with a ubiquitous lyrical death drive and a reliance on DIY production and distribution
to authenticate his subcultural, outsider status.37 The comparison with Cobain is one that Peep
36
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himself sought. Shortly before the release of Come Over When You’re Sober, Pt. 1 (2017), Peep
said that he would “love to be the new Kurt Cobain,” and the 2016 mixtape Hellboy includes the
track “Cobain” (featuring Lil Tracy), with Peep delivering the lyric: “Bitches call me Cobain /
She can see the pain.”
And seeing the pain—or, how we saw and heard the pain—neatly summarizes one crucial
distinction between Peep and the other trainwreck figures discussed in this chapter. With artists
like Janis Joplin, Courtney Love, and Amy Winehouse, the emotionally dangerous excesses of
anger or sadness were reported as if something private was made public, and out-of-control,
drugged up moments were exposed. With Peep, exposure was not mainly facilitated by the
media, but by Peep himself, who made these feelings and actions public through Instagram posts
(including one hours before his death; see figure 22) and near constant lyrical references to drug
use and death.

Figure 22
Lil Peep Instagram post, 15 November 2017
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Take, for example, the track “Witchblades” from the Lil Peep and Lil Tracy EP
CÅSTLES II (2017, released on SoundCloud). “Witchblades” is fairly representative of Peep’s
sound, featuring a chopped and screwed sample (from “The Real You,” a 2015 track by the
Canadian post-grunge band Three Days Grace) with trap style hi-hat patterns and fat, low kick
drums. The lyrics, rapped with a lethargic flow that has come to characterize SoundCloud rap,
include references to mental health issues, Peep’s outsider status, drug use, and death: “In high
school I was a loner / I was a reject / I was a poser / Multiple personalities, I’m bipolar […]
Cocaine, all night long / When I die bury me with all my ice on.” A function of this type of
lyrical content, accompanied as it so often is with slow, ambient, dark music, is that there seems
to be nothing left to expose—the trainwreck narrative intentionally on the public surface is a
trainwreck diffused. The direct alignment of Peep’s song characters with his own self-authored
private-as-public persona renders a theft of narrative more difficult to facilitate.
Moreover, the transgressive aspects of this content are dampened given their generic
normativity in relation to SoundCloud rap. Ben Beaumont-Thomas interprets Peep’s life and
death as “just one example of a rap scene where substance abuse has become normalized,” which
historically occurred alongside the prescription drug crisis in the United States.38 In hip-hop as in
rock, drug use is certainly not atypical, and often celebrated. But with SoundCloud rap as
opposed to earlier hip-hop, we see a change in the drugs of choice: alcohol, weed, and crack have
taken a backseat to prescription pills, and particularly the anxiety medication Xanax.
Furthermore, the affect surrounding drug use has changed. With SoundCloud rappers, drug use is
not positioned as pleasure-seeking behavior or a means to display wealth, but rather as an escape
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from generalized depression, anxiety, and desperation.39 Certainly escapist drug use by
SoundCloud rappers signifies a lack of control, to a degree, but due to its generic normalization
and unflinching publicization, it is not easily represented by the media as an exposed sin.
Given my positing of the trainwreck as a gendered star symbol, it is tempting to interpret
the lack of an “out-of-control” trainwreck narrative in Everybody’s Everything to Peep’s gender.
But while this may have contributed to his reception, at least as important are the effects of the
social media networks through which Peep constructed his public persona. As BeaumontThomas notes, “One of the most chilling aspects to Lil Peep’s death is that his cries for help were
so public, and yet went unanswered—perhaps as a result of the paradoxically distancing effect of
social media.”40 An online cry for help is easily interpreted as performative, especially in a
context where such blatant displays of drug use and depressive emotions have become generic
norms, as in SoundCloud rap. Lil Peep is the trainwreck descandalized: he constructed his own
persona as one in control of his self-punishment and his career alike, and to absolve him in death
becomes unnecessary, as we never voyeuristically pathologized or punished him for living a life
so clearly gunning toward death.
Everybody’s Everything is consistent with this interpretation. The film is undoubtedly
sad, but Lil Peep himself is not represented as a tragic figure in need of redemption, nor is he
seen as a victim of fame damage. Instead, Peep seems forever guided by voices that are
intelligent and understanding rather than exploitative or ignorant. What is bizarre when one starts
to listen to Everybody’s Everything is how little we actually hear from Peep beyond lyrics. We
do not see him giving many traditional interviews, and candid footage more often features him
mugging to the camera, performing, or working on recording than actually talking. The spoken
39
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voice that inhabits the most authoritative aural space in the film is that of Peep’s grandfather
John Womak, an academic and social activist who religiously wrote letters to his grandson.
Nuggets of wisdom, understanding, and non-judgment abound in these letters, and we hear his
grandfather’s voice reading one of them almost immediately—before we hear Peep talk at all.
The film opens with the classic rockumentary trope discussed in my introduction: the
move from backstage to onstage, filmed here with an unstable, at times unfocused handheld
camera walking behind Peep, who we can only occasionally see. We hear the crowd at New
York’s Webster Hall chanting in anticipation, and after Peep ascends some stairs, he confirms a
kind of experiential symmetry with the disorienting footage, mumbling “What the fuck … Where
do I go?” We continue to hear the crowd as the screen momentarily goes black, and when the
image returns to the moment at hand, Peep arrives onstage to much applause. He receives this
welcome somewhere between casually and not at all as the sampled opening of the trap track
“Hellboy” (from Peep’s third mixtape) plays, and then Peep grabs the mic in time for the
opening lyric: “You don’t even know what I been through.” While we continue seeing Peep
perform, the music gradually fades out, and we are left with a decrescendo of crowd noise.
The next image we see is Peep, once again filmed from behind, walking slowly through
an urban park, cloaked in an oversized leather jacket with a skull painted on the back, below it a
command scrawled in black Sharpie: “DIE.” The soundtrack has moved from crowd noise to
white noise to Patrick Stump’s score, here featuring mournfully droning strings and subdued
piano chords. This is the aural setup for the first voice-over from Peep’s grandfather, who reads
the following from a letter presumably sent to Peep during his lifetime:
Dear Grandson, My prophet, my tattooed poet, and my sweetheart, the wounds
your father gave you god did not heal, but did close, even if in scars, so that you
received the strength to stand up against him for yourself, to declare just as a boy
your independence, and to determine to grow and to be your own man. This is one
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of your gifts and wonders that makes me admire you, that makes me happiest
about you, for you. If only I ask you, in dead seriousness, think about what being
a man is. The strength of heart to fight for love, to defend it, over and over and
over again: that’s manly.
This voice-over is accompanied by a montage of Peep, ranging from childhood photographs to
footage of him performing, waiting backstage, and talking with fans. As we reach this point in
the letter, footage from a performance is interjected, and we hear Peep say to the cheering crowd:
“I love you, too”—an affirmation that Peep, having become his own man in the image of his
revered grandfather’s guidance, publicly fought for love. From the outset, then, Peep is
positioned as someone who suffers but avoids victimization, as this suffering is represented as
neither passive nor unintentional—it is manly.
Though it is suggested a few times in the film that Peep’s father may have been verbally
and/or physically abusive (as is hinted in the letter from his grandfather above), the most
coherent cause of Peep’s suffering posited in Everybody’s Everything is the capitalist structure of
the mainstream music industry—and Peep’s desire to change it. Prior to the film’s blatant
discussion of this point, Peep’s connection to a punk aesthetic is solidified, as is his position as a
DIY artist who operated largely outside the mainstream popular music industry. In part, the film
accomplishes this simply by showing us footage of Peep’s life: his recording studios are
disheveled bedrooms with a laptop or two running DAWs, his interview locales are backyards
and sidewalks, his places of residence are apartments crowded with other musicians, his system
of promotion seems to consist entirely of tweeting or posting about a new track that is about to
drop, and his fashion sense is easily associated with punk. The punk connection is most clearly
articulated by former Peep collaborator Slug Christ, interviewed while sitting on a mattress on
the floor, with Marlboro Reds, lighter, and laptop close at hand: “[Peep’s music] definitely is the
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new punk, and hip-hop has been the new punk ever since the 80s. Punk isn’t a type of music; it’s
an aesthetic, it’s an energy, it’s an attitude.”
Following this, on the tail end of a discussion of Peep’s 2017 tour of Russia, we hear the
following from Sarah Stennett of First Access Entertainment, who was an advisor to Peep:
[Peep] believed in equality. In a way, I think that he maybe struggled with the
idea that all things aren’t equal. […] That you have to rise above means all things
aren’t equal. You can’t be equal with your friends. That’s why he’d give away a
lot of things and allow people to live in his house, and allow people to share all
his stuff, and give away his money: because he believed in that concept.
Producer and Peep mentor Trapzilla connects the socialist ideology described by Stennett to the
academic work of Peep’s grandfather, whose research interests included the Mexican
Revolution, labor organizing, and the urban working class. Finally, Peep’s mother puts these
sentiments into explicitly anti-capitalist terms:
[Peep] had very big plans. He said he wanted to take capitalism out of the music
industry. Not just revolutionize music as it sounds—make a revolution, like,
change the power structure of who was controlling it. But I do think he was kind
of wrestling with the materialism of the entertainment business, I guess you could
call it. He came home in August [2017] saying, “Oh you know capitalism, it’s just
awful, and look at how they make these decisions about me and how I look, and
it’s all wrong. […] [My collaborators] are my brothers, and I just wanna make
music, and we all help each other; it’s a collective, Mama.”
Despite us never hearing Peep express these sentiments directly, the combination of the
interviewees’ authoritative positions, the consistency of their stories, the ideological connections
with Peep’s grandfather, and the lifestyle we see Peep living generate a strong argument here,
one that has the effect of slotting Peep into the anti-institutional rock hero myth mentioned
above.
What follows in the film is crucial, as it is through editorial juxtaposition and music that
the film argumentatively connects Peep’s anti-capitalist ideology and problematic relationship
with materialism to his emotional suffering and drug use. Immediately after the interviews
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quoted above, the Peep track “Interlude” enters, and it serves as the only soundtrack to a
montage of Peep looking variously sad, dazed, high, and disassociated: he snorts some lines
alone in the backseat of a van, he holds his face in his hands and then walks to stand by himself
in a parking lot, he smokes in slow motion, he’s slumped over on a couch in a green room as the
people around him socialize, paying no mind. “Interlude” is an affectively congruent
accompaniment, both lyrically and sonically. It samples the slow, sloppily twangy guitar outro
from Modest Mouse’s “Life Like Weeds” (The Moon & Antarctica, 2000) and at one point
incorporates a wailing ambulance siren. The verse references a guilty ambivalence over material
consumption (“Two racks on some Gucci shoes / Why the fuck do I do that?”), and the refrain
“Gimme a break from all this bullshit” closes the segment, interrupted by another letter reading
from Peep’s grandfather. This segment occurs approximately halfway through the film. It is the
first time we have seen Peep behaving in such a despondent way for an extended period, and his
excessive drug use is addressed for the first time shortly thereafter.
The affective desperation projected from Peep in these segments, as well as the lyrical
content rapped despondently in his music, certainly justify the use of “emo” to describe Peep’s
style. It is not difficult to place Peep in an earlier lineage of emo rock bands of the late 1990s and
early 2000s such as Dashboard Confessional, My Chemical Romance, and Bright Eyes.41 But as
Beaumont-Thomas notes, “where [emo] had previously been used to describe punks who
analyzed their own emotions with a forensic level of detail, here the emotion is underanalyzed:
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these rappers feel bad, but they’re not sure why.”42 Everybody’s Everything gives us Peep’s
reason: capitalism. Returning to the question of Peep’s representation here in relation to
trainwreck narratives: certainly, as David Fear wrote in Rolling Stone, “Peep seemed both
indestructible and on the verge of imploding from his own vulnerability.”43 The fact that
vulnerability was a defining characteristic of his self-authored public persona is part of what
shielded him from the exposé kind of narrative theft on which trainwreck representation relies.
But equally important, in the case of Everybody’s Everything, is the mapping of Peep’s personal
suffering onto a universal struggle against alienation in the face of capitalist power structures and
materialist consumer culture. This is, perhaps, what helps Fear assert that Everybody’s
Everything is “an In Memoriam that makes a case for the legacy of the late 21-year-old as more
than a casualty.”44 Peep’s struggle was not just personal, the film argues; he was a casualty of
alienation, an anti-capitalist revolutionary who didn’t make it through the fight.
This reading of Everybody’s Everything suggests a larger point about trainwreck
representations: once a subject is shown to be up against structural forces and their potentially
trainwreck behavior is related to attempted resistance, trainwreck narratives tend to evaporate.
Another example of this paradigm in action can be observed in the 2018 documentary Whitney
(Kevin Macdonald), on Whitney Houston. Unlike Peep, Houston was a tabloid subject in her
lifetime, with headlines relating to her physical appearance, her drug use, and her abuse at the
hands of husband Bobby Brown running rampant. While Whitney does address these issues,
Houston’s struggle is related to both the problem of a Black female singer attempting to cross
over from the soul and gospel traditions to something more traditionally pop, and more generally
42
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to systemic racism. Once a personal struggle becomes a response to systemic problems, the
capacity for the kind of judgment involved in trainwreck construction is weakened; victimhood
is explained if not elided completely, and any efforts for absolution become unnecessary. As we
will see, this is similar to the ideological paradigm of Janis.

Amy and Janis: Blue-Eyed Soul Women of the 27 Club
The remainder of this chapter will focus on the trainwreck narratives constructed in
Janis: Little Girl Blue and Amy. As I suggested in this chapter’s opening, these films, as well as
their subjects, have much in common. Biographically speaking, both Joplin and Winehouse died
at the age of twenty-seven following years of alcohol and drug use, and their star images have
since been mythicized with and through out-of-control, trainwreck narratives. Further, their
(private) behaviors—particularly as they involved sex and drugs—were at times explained (but
not so much excused) by assertions that they were somehow masculine, that they behaved or
thought like men. Winehouse primarily wrote her own material and Joplin most often performed
the songs of others, but their lyrics are similarly marked by alternating descriptions of romantic
heartbreak and assertive sexuality. Both musicians were famous during their lifetimes but
achieved greater commercial success following their deaths. And finally, Joplin and Winehouse
were white artists who drew heavily on Black styles of American popular music—or, more
accurately, on popular music styles such as soul, the blues, R&B, and jazz that are symbolically
and discursively associated with Black racial identity and anti-racist struggles.
Turning to the films themselves, Amy and Janis are marked by anxieties about their
subjects’ appropriation of Black styles, relying on notions of individuality and emotional
authenticity that are central to rock ideology in order to displace or alleviate those anxieties. As I
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will discuss further below, both films assert that this music can be authentically owned, felt, and
performed by these singers because it functioned as an expression of their own real—and really
tragic—experiences. However, Janis deals with the subjects of race and appropriation much
more transparently than Amy, a change in perspective that can be understood historically in terms
of dynamic conceptions of musical miscegenation, racial appropriation, and the social functions
of musical genres, particularly as they have shifted from the countercultural left of the 1960s to
the retromania of the 2000s. When Joplin was recording and performing in the late 1960s,
musical miscegenation proliferated in the realms of rock and roll, soul, and R&B, with rampant
borrowing and stealing instigating politicized conversations surrounding race and musical
authenticity. In particular, as Hamilton notes, “the far-flung metaphysicality embedded in the
word [soul’s] implications made it an ideal vehicle for a host of complicated discussions about
cultural ownership versus cultural availability, racial essence versus racial transcendence, music
as a utopian sphere of unraced democracy versus music as a delineating point of racial
authenticity.”45 Winehouse’s neo-soul of the 2000s, however, is firmly retro, emerging from a
historical moment when, at least generally speaking, popular music production in the US and UK
had become segregated, with hip-hop functioning as the most visibly Black genre and indie rock
becoming essentially synonymous with “white rock.”46 Additionally, this change in filmic
perspective should also be understood in relation to the differences between Joplin’s and
Winehouse’s understandings of the musical styles on which they drew. Generally speaking,
Joplin spoke publicly about the social and affective histories of soul and the blues in a way that
Winehouse did not; where Joplin’s praise was essentializing, Winehouse’s was dehistoricized.
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Janis Joplin: The Trainwreck is the Blues
Maybe they can enjoy my music more if they think I’m destroying myself.
– Janis Joplin, 1969, LA Times

On the heels of Janis Joplin’s death in 1970, Ellen Willis wrote: “Janis was not so much a
victim as a casualty. The difference matters.”47 The popular mythicization of Joplin—as a
misunderstood child, a teenage outsider, an unpopular misfit, a lover who never found the right
love, a fragile woman on the inside overcompensating with a loud-hard exterior—could easily
lend itself to representing her, in typical trainwreck fashion, as a tragic victim. But for Willis,
Joplin functioned symbolically as an exemplar of the dual American myth of individual freedom;
freedom both in a Romantic sense (Joplin as countercultural and sexual revolutionary) and an
economic sense (Joplin succeeding in the music industry on her own terms).48 Inherent in
Willis’s classification of Joplin as casualty is, I think, a belief that Joplin knew the dangers of
pursuing this freedom, of living and singing on the teetering edge of limits.
Such a belief has also informed frequent framings of this pursuit—and the suffering it
entailed—as motivated in part by Joplin’s desire to insert herself into a lineage of Black female
singers, from early influences like blues queens Ma Rainey and Bessie Smith to Odetta, Billie
Holiday, Nina Simone, Etta James, and Aretha Franklin.49 Joplin’s conceptualization of the vocal
power of these women was certainly informed by a persistent critical tendency to frame Black
female singers as dysfunctional or emotionally scarred.50 As Michael Awkward argues, “the
cultural significance of these [Black] female artists involves their capacity to both endure deeply
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troubled blues lives and to transform the resultant pain into great, highly emotional singing.”51
We hear Joplin drawing on this discourse during an interview included in Janis. About the vocal
power of Billie Holiday and Aretha Franklin, Joplin says: “They can milk you with two notes.
They can go no farther than from an A to a B, and they can make you feel like they told you the
whole universe.” Connections between Joplin’s self-destructive tendencies, her essentialist
understanding of the social and emotional issues facing Black women, and her desire to “have
the pain” to sing the blues and soul “right” come up repeatedly in discussions of Joplin.52
Viewed this way, Joplin’s death by accidental heroin overdose was “an inherent risk of the game
she was playing,” a game in which reciprocal performances of hedonism and suffering coalesced
uneasily into the authentication of Joplin as a blue-eyed soul singer, a blueswoman.53 In short, so
the story goes, Joplin was a casualty of the blues.
This story of Joplin pursuing freedom and suffering, truthfully channeling that suffering
into song, and then becoming a casualty, is also the story told in Janis: Little Girl Blue. The film
does not represent Joplin as a victim, nor does it rewrite or co-opt her narrative in the service of
tragedy; in particular, the voice-over inclusion of many of her letters helps foster the impression
of the film telling Joplin’s story on her own terms. If there is anything for which the film
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suggests we need to forgive Joplin, it is for feeling too much in an effort to match her
understanding of the affective history of the music she sang, to make herself suffer so that she—
a white girl from Texas—could become a soul mother singing the blues. In other words, the film
platforms the self-destructive, potential trainwreck traits of Joplin as the ground on which her
appropriation of Black musical styles is rendered authentic. By articulating this narrative of
suffering to Joplin’s attempt to internalize Black musical styles, Janis intersects with critical and
popular discourses surrounding soul, racial oppression, musical appropriation, and individualism
that were shaping the landscape of American popular music during the 1960s, in particular rock
and soul. An analysis of Janis will illustrate how these ideas continue to be mobilized in this
twenty-first century representation of Joplin, as well as exemplify how the function of trainwreck
narratives can shift away from individual blame, shame, and redemption when they are
contextualized through blues-based rock and the racial imagination.
Janis opens in a fairly typical rockumentary manner: with an interview, live performance
footage, and then a dive back into Joplin’s childhood, all of which present an exposition of
Joplin’s star image and the enduring mythologies that have shaped it. As the film’s title appears
in a bulging, psychedelic font that immediately recalls 1960s counterculture, we hear an
interview with Joplin, in which she is discussing why she likes music: “it’s created from—and as
it’s happening, creates—feelings.” This statement gestures toward two aspects of Joplin’s views
on live performance that will appear again and again in the film: first, that musical performances
were like a drug experience for Joplin, and second, that Joplin wanted these performances to be
deeply communicative events during which audience and performer drew on one another to
sustain an affective, sexual, and liberating feedback loop. Perhaps this is what Willis was getting
at when she wrote of Joplin’s understanding of performance as “getting high as singing as
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fucking as liberation.”54 As if in confirmation of Joplin’s explanation, the film quickly cuts to
live performance footage of Joplin performing “Tell Mama” during the 1970 Festival Express
tour. The song, written by Clarence Carter, Marcus Daniel, and Wilbur Terrell, had been a major
hit for Etta James on both the R&B and Pop charts following its release in 1967, and Joplin,
backed by the Full Tilt Boogie band, performed it regularly on the Festival Express tour. Like
much of the live performance footage in Janis, this segment is filmed in the observational mode,
with a handheld camera that focuses frequently on close-ups of Joplin’s face, the pink boa
attached to her hair flying around behind her (figure 23). Joplin appears here to be exuberant,
joyous, and totally enveloped in sonic communication with the audience, who we also see
dancing and flailing along in the alternately purple- and red-tinged darkness. Visually, then, we
have a clear confirmation of the communal performance experience that Joplin so often spoke of
desiring, even needing.

Figure 23 Joplin performing “Tell Mama” in 1970, as seen in Janis: Little Girl Blue
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Musically, too, this performance exemplifies many common traits of Joplin’s vocal style,
her methods of delivery, and the repertoire to which she was drawn. At times she wails, raspy
and uncontained, but in other moments she preaches, channeling the soulful style of declamation
she so admired in singers such as Otis Redding and Aretha Franklin. At one point, with the Full
Tilt Boogie band laying low behind her, she builds intensity, chant-speaking: “I’ll tell ya, when I
get lonely…and I think everybody does, because as a matter a fact everybody does…I’ll tell you
what you need, when you get those strange thoughts in your head…” then singing: “You need a
sweet lovin’ Mama bear, honey sweet talkin’ Mama bear...someone to hold you, someone to
need you, someone to want you…” and finally wailing, the band now wailing along: “Tell
Mama!” At this point, in rhythmic unison with the backbeat sforzando hits of the band, some
new footage is intercut: train tracks in motion from the perspective of the front of a train. These
train images will return again and again throughout the film, a leitmotivic reminder of Joplin’s
beatnik-inspired, transient lifestyle and a symbolic recollection of the blues.
The segue from this opening to the dive into Joplin’s childhood and adolescence is
facilitated by the first of many voice-over readings of her letters, which are spoken by the singer,
songwriter, and musician Cat Power (stage name of Chan Marshall).55 In this letter, written to
Joplin’s parents shortly following her twenty-seventh birthday in January 1970, Joplin reflects on
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the desires driving her success, reinforcing the needs we’ve just heard her list relentlessly in
“Tell Mama”: “After you reach a certain level of talent, and quite a few have that talent, the
deciding factor is ambition, or as I see it, how much you really need; need to be loved, need to be
proud of yourself. And I guess that’s what ambition is: it’s not all a depraved quest for position
or money; maybe it’s for love. Lots of love.” The film then shifts us back to the time and place of
Joplin’s birth with footage of Port Arthur, Texas and a rendition of the nineteenth-century
murder ballad “Banks of the Ohio” as performed in the early 1960s by Joplin’s first group, The
Waller Creek Boys. From here, the major points in Joplin’s pre-San Francisco years are quickly
touched upon through interviews with her family and friends: Joplin was born to upwardly
mobile parents in the conservative small town of Port Arthur, Texas in 1943, and her first
musical experiences in nearby Austin saw Joplin flitting brazenly about in the college folk and
blues scenes. Joplin was quickly forced to confront the rigid segregation of these scenes, and
even in high school, she began to speak out against racism and segregation. This, along with her
beatnik aspirations (piqued after she read On the Road), her unpredictable, assertive, and at times
lawless behavior, and what she perceived as her lack of conventional female attractiveness, set
her apart from many of her peers, though she always managed to find a like-minded crew of
friends. According to biographer Holly George-Warren, Joplin’s “misunderstood from
childhood” outsider persona was part reality and part myth.56 This is also reflected in Janis, as
for every sad story (e.g., Joplin being nominated for the “ugliest man” competition held by a
fraternity at UT Austin), there is a counter tale of her being recognized for her musical, artistic,
or literary abilities (e.g., a 1957 article in the Port Arthur paper about posters Joplin made for a
local library). After cutting her teeth for a number of years on folk and blues standards, many
times playing to segregated clubs in Austin, Joplin made multiple pilgrimages to San Francisco,
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which were interrupted by stints back in Port Arthur and Austin. The final move to San
Francisco occurred in 1966, with Joplin soon finding herself, thanks to manager Chet Helms, at
the head of the rock group Big Brother and the Holding Company.
Janis’s biographical overview immediately establishes two crucial parts of the “Joplin as
casualty of the blues” narrative: that she was against racism, and that she was inspired by—and
sought to sing and be like—Black musicians. The film initially makes the second point during a
discussion of Joplin’s procurement of an Odetta record. Aside from hearing J. Dave Moriaty
discuss Joplin’s discovery—and subsequent ability to do “a perfect imitation”—of Odetta, the
film also advances this argument through music and image. We hear Odetta, and then Joplin,
perform the ballad “Careless Love” in succession, just as we see black and white photos of
Odetta, then Joplin, holding guitars. Though the somewhat pinched and hoarse timbre of Joplin’s
voice does not exactly seem a “perfect imitation” of Odetta’s silky, conversational vocals, the
parallels are clearly drawn in terms of repertoire and bluesy delivery, and further reinforced by
the interviewee’s statements.57 A more compelling vocal link is made later, during the film’s
discussion of Joplin seeing Otis Redding perform at the Fillmore in 1966. In interview, Dave
Getz (Big Brother and the Holding Company drummer) recounts the evening: Joplin had
accidentally taken acid, not realizing that a bottle of sparkling wine was spiked with LSD, before
heading to the Fillmore. As we see and hear Redding performing “Try A Little Tenderness,”
Getz continues, describing how much this performance impacted Joplin, noting that she stole his
“got to, got to, got to” vocal mannerism. We hear Redding do this, and then immediately hear
Joplin do the same during a performance of “Catch Me Daddy” with Big Brother.
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In the context of the 1960s American music industry, when the history of white artists
being disproportionately recorded, compensated, and acknowledged in relation to Black artists
playing similar music was a long-standing and increasingly acknowledged reality, the film’s
continued affirmation of Joplin’s anti-racist stance could be read as both a legitimation of and
informed apology for the appropriation that led to her success.58 Without explicitly asking
questions raised by the related issues of structural racism and cultural theft, the film nevertheless
ties Joplin’s interest in soul and the blues to her anti-racism, which itself contributed to her
outsider status. With the context of the Civil Rights Movement having been established with
footage of protesters, Joplin’s sister reveals that Port Arthur had an active KKK chapter, and that
for the last three years of high school, Joplin was “harassed,” and “became a target” because she
voiced her support of integration. Slightly later, Joplin’s first (1963) exit to San Francisco is also
placed in the context of the Civil Rights Movement, with newsreel footage of protesters and a
news anchor description: “Fifteen thousand San Franciscans protest segregation in Birmingham.
Negro and white citizens marching in unity for equality in San Francisco.” Just before this,
we’ve heard Joplin’s raspy lyrical assertion that “I just gotta get out of Texas, man” (in “Ego
Rock”), as well as an interview segment in which she describes wanting to go to San Francisco
because it was “so much freer.”
Now, Joplin never says “I wanted to leave Texas because I was attacked for my antiracist views there, but in California, I found a community that stood up for these issues and
wanted to confront them in song.” But that is absolutely what the film’s assemblage of content
here suggests, and in doing so, it enters into an ideological understanding of the white
appropriation of Black styles that Hamilton argues had been present since the earlier folk revival,
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during which “the performance of black music was thought to be a way into a more robust
political consciousness and, by extension, a form of self-actualization.”59 Hamilton points to a
particular interview in which Joplin indicates that she “saw blues and soul music as a democratic
proposition”: asked by interviewer Albert Goldman why she sang “in vocal Blackface,” Joplin
responded that “being Black for a while will make me a better white.”60 The framing of Joplin’s
musical influences and views on racial inequality in Janis always tend to point back to her
individual achievements, which perhaps betrays the performative nature of Joplin’s wellintentioned but ultimately limited understanding of structural racism. Further, though, in addition
to following a well-established mode of biographical rockumentary representation, the film’s
focus on the individual is, in my view, a response to the fetishization of originality in rock, of
rock’s heroes writing their own material.61 This is particularly pertinent in the case of Joplin,
who most often performed songs she did not compose.62 As Simon Frith has argued, rock’s
valorization of originality can be seen as a protective measure taken against a recognition of
rock’s integration into market capitalism, its mass production.63 In Hamilton’s view, rock’s
originality “tends to misunderstand the complexities of songcraft and also discredits artists who
do not often write the material they perform.”64 To this list of misunderstood complexities I
would add vocal idiolect, live performance style, and the cultivation of a public persona through
extra-musical means—all of which are achievements of Joplin’s that are emphasized in Janis.
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I have already spoken about the emphasis, in the film’s opening, on Joplin’s performance
style: her devotion to communicating with her audiences, of having them be active participants
that shape and energize the live music experience. In terms of vocal idiolect, a notable scene is
one including extensive footage of Joplin in the studio working on a recording of Gershwin’s
“Summertime.” We hear her trying out different vocal approaches to phrases, debating the merits
of each with her Big Brother bandmates, and at one point getting exasperated with them, saying:
“I know exactly what that song sounds like, and I’ve racked my brain trying to get ideas for it!”
We then hear some extended excerpts of the eventual recorded version of “Summertime,” with
Joplin’s vocals close-miked and very forward in the mix, with all the strangled, raw nuances of
her delivery becoming incredibly audible. Reynolds and Press have argued that while a lot of the
time Joplin “doesn’t seem to be in control of her passion, but controlled by it,” she was actually
quite meticulous in planning her vocals to sound spontaneous.65 Janis’s treatment of
“Summertime” confirms this attention to detail and planning, emphasizing the labored
individualism of Joplin’s vocal idiolect and her studied, authorial role in interpreting Gershwin’s
composition.
Turning, finally, back to Joplin’s public persona and the film’s representation thereof: I
have already outlined how Joplin’s various public “transgressions” (overt sexuality, excessive
drinking, drug use, defiance of gender norms) are linked to her pursuit of suffering, which is
framed as an attempt to embody a kind of Black musical consciousness expressed in the blues
and soul.66 In so doing, Janis relies on a tendency that Hamilton has identified: “Most striking
about white writers’, readers’, and performers’ envious relationship to soul is that the concept
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was almost always framed in terms of both Blackness and also of oppression and hardship.”67 It
is crucial to note that during Joplin’s active years, the term soul had begun to exceed the
description of a musical style, becoming tied at times to an anti-capitalist and/or militant Black
consciousness. Writing in Blues People, Amiri Baraka (then LeRoi Jones) called the movement
toward soul “a form of social aggression.”68 Nathan L. Grant, in an article on James Baldwin,
writes that the “ethos of soul, which was in part the ultimate projection of Black anger, would no
longer allow what appeared to be the softer criticisms of American life. Soul, as a concept,
would seek the hard edge of critique and shape as targets every manifestation of the American
capitalist impulse, looking to smash these in an effort toward Black revolution.”69 And finally, in
a statement that doubles back on Willis’s assertion of Joplin’s mythologized freedom: “The
politics of soul in the 1960s was the personal and collective decision to fight for freedom.”70
Reading these various descriptions of soul, it is evident that the Joplin persona projected
in Janis intersects with them in various ways: she was bold, tough, aggressive, new, and at times
“bad,” and in connecting these traits to Joplin’s anti-racism and reverence for Black singers, the
film sidesteps what could otherwise cohere as a trainwreck narrative.71 Hamilton argues that
essentializing soul as Black had the effect of whitening rock, of racially demarcating what in
reality were cross-pollinated musical genres.72 Janis is at odds with this to an extent, as was
Joplin herself, as she was always sure to credit her influences and the original singers of the
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songs she performed. But at the same time, these “soulful” marks of influence remain individual
traits rather than collectivist notions, all folding back into Joplin as a justification of her dual
persona of “lusty hedonist and suffering victim,” and ultimately positing her as a casualty in
death.73
I will return to Joplin’s death—and Janis’s treatment of it—at the conclusion of this
chapter, but I want to turn now to my final case study: Amy Winehouse. Though the historical
jump from the end of the 1960s to the 2000s might seem a large one, it is worth noting that the
intervening decades did not see any white female soul singers emerge with a popularity close to
that of Joplin and contemporaries such as Dusty Springfield and Laura Nyro. As Daphne A.
Brooks argues, “this kind of an artist, barely visible in the late ‘70s, virtually disappeared from
the pop charts until her re-emergence with a radically different vocal aesthetic at the turn of the
new century.”74 So, in this respect, Winehouse picks up this lineage where Joplin left off, with
the crucial addition of hip-hop as a new generic influence. A few points of comparison between
the films can be made at the outset. First, while Joplin’s trainwreck tendencies are articulated to a
narrative about her attempt to authentically feel soul and the blues, in Amy, no such reorientation of the trainwreck narrative happens; we must confront, with brute force, Winehouse
as a victim, as a fame-damaged figure in need of absolution. The centrality of fame in Amy—and
the media surveillance that came along with it—reflects the increasing tabloidization of celebrity
coverage in the early 2000s, which was fueled by possibilities for the instant, online circulation
of material not available in the 1960s. Second, I argued that Janis does not instigate the “theft of
narrative” paradigmatic of trainwrecks. Amy does, and the film’s score (composed by Antonio
Pinto) helps to facilitate our emotional identification with this narrative. For this reason, the
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score for Amy will be a major subject of my analysis below. Finally, a point of similarity: the
desire to legitimize and assert vocal ability that we saw in Janis (as in the “Summertime” scene)
is also evident in Amy. This parallel reflects an underlying discomfort with the “sonic
blue(s)face” vocal performances undertaken by Joplin and Winehouse, of the love and theft
relations that are drawn out through our racialization of their confounding yet appealing vocal
gestures.75

Amy Winehouse: The Trainwreck is a Tragic Victim
When Asif Kapadia’s 2015 documentary Amy begins, we already know the ending: after
an aggressively publicized war against limits, Amy Winehouse will die young, at the
symbolically loaded age of twenty-seven. Amy is one of many products that emerged to fulfill
desire for intimate, behind-the-scenes access following the English singer/songwriter’s death by
misadventure in 2011.76 But given the extensive critical and commercial success of Asif
Kapadia’s 2015 rockumentary Amy, as well as its implicit claims of privileged access (to
intimate home videos and previously unreleased recordings) and authority (supported by the
inclusion of interviews with numerous individuals who knew Winehouse personally), the film
has become a “dominant symbolic object” in the construction of Winehouse’s posthumous
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reputation and legacy.77 This is particularly significant given the film’s redemptive frame, which
attempts to overturn the generally negative tabloid persona of Winehouse in favor of
representing her as a talented singer and songwriter whose self-destructive decline was fueled by
a troubled childhood, invasive media surveillance, and an ineffective (if not exploitative)
interpersonal “support” network.78 Kapadia himself has positioned the film as an attempt to
displace the public image of Winehouse as a “train wreck,”79 offering instead an “honest”
representation of who she “really was.”80 The film by no means avoids the narrative of
Winehouse’s dissolution that—particularly following the success of Back to Black (2006)—
dominated mainstream press coverage. Winehouse’s struggles with bulimia, alcoholism, and
drug addiction; her on- and offstage intoxication and unpredictable behavior; and her
problematic romantic and familial relationships are all referenced by interviewees and/or
evidenced through (audio)visual material in Amy—making claims of the complete displacement
of a trainwreck narrative spurious. The rockumentary’s absolving gesture is the positioning of
this self-destructive behavior—Winehouse the trainwreck—as symptomatic not of some
weakness or fault in Winehouse, but as the tragic result of “fame damage.”81 So, the film
forgives Winehouse for the multitude of sins the media itself had judged her as committing, but
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it does so through a narrative of victimization that is generally at odds with Winehouse’s own
projected star image. The upcoming section will discuss how this narrative of victimization is
constructed, with specific attention to its use of music. Further, I look to Winehouse’s physical,
verbal, and sonic performances as a means of complicating both the film and the popular
perception of her as a star figure, a trainwreck, someone who lost control. For, to recall the
opening of this chapter, it is not so much that the trainwreck loses control of herself, but rather
than she loses control of her own narrative.

Excess—Rebellion—Victimization: Amy’s Critique of the Media Spectacle
This is someone who is trying to disappear.
– Yasiin Bey (aka Mos Def) on Winehouse in Amy

In the outpouring of news coverage following Amy Winehouse’s death in July 2011, few
journalists were inclined to self-reflexively consider the damaging effects of the tabloidized
media’s constant surveillance of Winehouse’s troubled personal life.82 Amy stands in partial
contrast to this trend, offering—through two main methods to be outlined below—a critique of
the press invasion into Winehouse’s private life. At the same time, Amy also exploits the very
images and footage of Winehouse that it configures as part of the damaging tabloid celebrity
culture that plagued her.83 As a biting review of the film lamented, “Amy is an artifact of exactly
the celebrity culture it convincingly suggests is at least partially responsible for her untimely,
wasteful demise—in fact it feels just a little like assassinating Amy Winehouse all over again,
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only this time in excruciating close up and extreme slow motion.”84 Yet despite the ideological
inconsistency of these two representational gestures—one critical, one exploitative—they both
work to stabilize an image of Winehouse as a media victim, constructing an understanding of her
death as an unexpected yet foreseeable consequence of external social pressures brought on by
fame. There is, in my view, an impulse to rationalize Winehouse’s self-destruction at work in
Amy. Winehouse’s public behavior, deemed “inappropriate” or “pathological” in terms of
contemporary norms of femininity, is legitimated as a rational response to an impossible sociocultural paradigm of celebrity spectacularization, in which “a range of media sites and agencies
exist to show us the famous at their worst, most ‘ugly’ and most corrupt.”85 The mad world
makes mad stars, the argument goes, and some of them join the 27 club.
Amy’s critique of the media “panopticon of fame” is mobilized, on one hand, through
editorial choices of inclusion and juxtaposition.86 In terms of inclusion: footage of paparazzi
incursions into Winehouse’s daily life increases in frequency as the rockumentary progresses,
seemingly propelling her dissolution. And, though I find Hannah Andrews’s characterization of
Amy as being “modeled on a familiar ‘rise and fall’ narrative” an oversimplification, the film’s
“fall” half is markedly saturated with such press footage, while the “rise” contains nothing of the
sort.87 Throughout the last hour of the film—in terms of the narrative, following the release and
international success of Back to Black—Winehouse is seen being swarmed by the faceless bodies
of press photographers and inundated with the chaotic clicking and flashing of their cameras a
total of ten times (twelve if cases where the footage lacks synchronized audio are included; see
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figure 24). These segments, notably, do little to further the film’s biographical narrative. Instead,
they serve as evidence of aggressive and omnipresent media interest in Winehouse’s private life;
on average, every five minutes throughout the second half of the film, we are reminded.

Figure 24 Winehouse and Fielder-Civil
in the light of the paparazzi, as seen in
Amy
Aside from the mere inclusion of these segments, their juxtaposition with footage of
Winehouse engaging in behavior deemed self-destructive also substantiates the film’s critique of
the media. For example, once the mass commercial success of “Rehab” and Winehouse’s
introduction to crack cocaine by her then boyfriend (later husband, and later ex-husband) Blake
Fielder-Civil have been established, we are presented with footage from a 2007 concert in
Cornwall, where a dazed and shaky Winehouse gets half-booed, half-cheered during a
performance of “Wake Up Alone.” Numerous more “successful” (i.e., more musically accurate
and seemingly in control) Winehouse performances are included in Amy, so this Cornwall
performance, by comparison, is foregrounded as one that “fails.”
The question of how this performance fails—or, more accurately, how it comes to be read
as a problem—is also pertinent here, as it is through a reading of this performance as a problem
(as opposed to, say, a staged moment of rebellious excess not atypical of rock stardom) that we
come to desire some explanation for it, somewhere to place blame. The obvious implication,
given previous documentation (both in Amy and in the news media generally) of Winehouse’s
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alcohol and drug use, is that the performance fails because she is intoxicated. Winehouse’s
performing body becomes a site on which this search for evidence of intoxication occurs, as in
the contemporary context in which consumers desire to “get behind or to see through the
manufactured nature of the star of celebrity image,” the body is integral to “this search for the
‘truth.’”88
Journalistic discourse surrounding female celebrities, in particular, incorporates the body
as an object of commentary or assessment, and as Holmes and Negra assert, this is especially
true with regard to the “contemporary crisis celebrity, in the guise of the female ‘trainwreck.’”89
In a study exploring the gendered framing of rock and roll lifestyles in media coverage, Pauwke
Berkers and Merel Eeckelaer report that Winehouse’s physical appearance was frequently
evaluated in British tabloids; her body became an object of concern and critique, physical proof
that Winehouse could not handle the pressures of fame.90 By way of contrast, Berkers and
Eeckelaer also assessed the treatment of Libertines frontman Pete Doherty, whose career has
likewise been marked by frequent media coverage of his alcohol and drug use, legal problems,
and fights. While Doherty’s unhealthy appearance was sometimes referenced, it was positioned
as a symbolic barrier to “greatness.”91 Doherty was framed “as much more in control, as an
entrepreneur of the self.”92 Winehouse’s body is proof that she can’t handle the rock and roll
lifestyle and needs help, while Doherty’s is merely an indication that his lifestyle is getting in the
way of completely achievable success. Further, the authors noted that while multiple journalists
cited Winehouse’s alcohol and drug addiction as a reason for her failed performances, they found
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no articles that discussed the impact of such behaviors on Doherty’s musicianship.93 And, even
outside the context of failed performances, the body—and particularly body movements—play a
key role in conveying the performing identities of popular musicians.94 Dibben, offering a close
reading of another live performance by Winehouse, distinguishes between “display movements,”
which “communicate a star persona with its associated showmanship and entertainment value,”
and “adaptor movements,” or unintended, small gestures that convey a kind of “emotional
leakage.”95 Dibben identifies a number of adaptor movements in Winehouse’s televised
performance on the occasion of Nelson Mandela’s 90th birthday in 2008, and there are similarly
many to be observed in the Cornwall performance included in Amy. For instance, at the start of
the second verse, Winehouse makes a face of displeasure/confusion while (compulsively?)
rubbing her nose, then pauses between the verse’s first and second lines to slap her own cheek,
as if in an effort to pull herself together (figure 25.1). The slap turns to a light series of cheek
punches as the verse delivery continues. All of this is intermixed with lethargic, yet
idiosyncratically Winehouse, display gestures: the swaying of her hips and lifting of her knees in
time, one hand reaching to grab the back of her neck while clutching the microphone close with
the other (figure 25.2).
The “problem” of this performance is not merely visible in Winehouse’s embodied
movements, but also audible in her vocal delivery. The lazy but solid 6/8 groove from her
backing band desperately tries to hold everything in place while Winehouse stumbles through the
verse—pitchy, slurring her words, stumbling through ornamental melismas typically executed
with studied style, all with seemingly absent breath support. The outward appearance of
Winehouse’s body in crisis runs parallel with the audible weakness of her voice, and via editorial
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juxtaposition, press bombardment quickly becomes a suggested cause of this “failed”
performance. As the Cornwall footage fades out, a clip of Winehouse, Fielder-Civil, and an
entourage of industry personnel struggling to move from a building to a car through a sea of
paparazzi immediately follows.

Figures 25.1–2 Adaptor and display movements during Winehouse’s 2007 performance of
“Wake Up Alone,” as seen in Amy
But the intensifying inclusion of clips symbolizing press invasion is not the only method
the film uses to further its critique of the media. It also uses a technique that Hall has identified
in Dont Look Back, another rockumentary that is, in part, about the news media menacing the
creative famous: let Winehouse do it directly.96 Though Amy’s expository representational
ideology is far removed from the observational approach of Dont Look Back, the authenticating
and legitimating benefits of using the subject’s statements to support the filmmakers’ argument
remain. Certainly, the interviews with Winehouse in Amy never reach the level of extended,
direct critique evident in Bob Dylan’s consistently condescending encounters with the press in
Dont Look Back, the most notable of which is the Time magazine interview discussed
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extensively by Hall.97 And, whereas Dylan is positioned as actively resisting and attempting to
subvert the news media institution, Winehouse is, in many cases, represented as passively
victimized. But neither is she completely positioned as naïve pawn in everyone else’s game.
Winehouse is heard speaking of the dangers of fame, and her resultant fear of it, two times in
Amy. First, being interviewed for The Observer during the tour for Frank early on in the film,
Winehouse is asked, “How big do you think you’re going to be?” She responds, “I don’t, at all,
because, you know, my music is not on that scale. Sometimes I wish it was, but I don’t think I’m
going to be at all famous. I don’t think I could handle it. I’d probably go mad. I mean I would go
mad.” This comment, while foreshadowing the tragedy that is to come, is here emotionally
framed as the good times before the rise to stardom. A visual montage includes footage of
Winehouse performing at an informal venue to a small crowd, and the meandering jazz cue by
Antonio Pinto that serves as underscore to the interview voice-over is one of the most upbeat of
the entire film.
We are reminded of Winehouse’s fear of fame through her own voice one more time in
Amy, this one during the “fall.” As we see Winehouse walking up to accept the award for Best
British Female Solo Artist at the 2007 Brit Awards, we hear another interview in voice-over: “If
I really thought I was famous, I’d fucking go and top myself or something, ’cause it’s
frightening, do you know what I mean? It’s a scary thing. It’s very scary.” Confirming the
visceral nature of this scariness and suggesting the startling rapidity of Winehouse’s ascendance
to fame (that perhaps raced ahead of the artist’s own comprehension), a particularly hectic and
loud “paparazzi invasion” clip follows. In both of these instances, the critique of the media
occurs at what Hall has called an institutional level, which “concerns itself with news
organizations in relation to society as a whole—the unwritten social and cultural guidelines they
97
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follow and implicit ideological assumptions they make.”98 Though tabloidization, and
particularly the behavior of paparazzi, might be the most prominent target of this critique, the
larger ethical issue of the news media exploiting the private lives of celebrities to satisfy
audiences’ desires for access to the “real” person is also highlighted.
Aside from these verbal reflections on the dangers of fame that Amy puts into dialogue
with the death we know is coming, the film also includes two televised clips in which Winehouse
acts humorously dismissive of the interviewer’s questions. In these moments, the critique is
directed more toward the interviewing individual than the media institution as a whole, and
significantly, they illustrate Winehouse engaged in acts of active resistance to—rather than just
recognition of—news media practices. This observation comes to bear on Bronwyn Polaschek’s
reading of Amy’s reliance “on the archetypal cultural narrative of the creative woman as passive
victim: Amy Winehouse is portrayed as deeply vulnerable, psychologically damaged by
childhood experiences, susceptible to male influence, transparently autobiographical in her
artistic work and propelled by a tragic life trajectory toward self-destruction.”99 Particularly
problematic for Polaschek is the dissonance between Kapadia’s representation of Winehouse and
the recording artist’s own self-constructed public persona, which was “founded on excessive
performativity, a close identification with her working-class origins and active resistance to
contemporary neoliberal values of decorous femininity and self-control.”100 Highlighting how
dominant media narratives—especially those that are overdetermined by gender and class—
come to supplant a celebrity’s own intentions in constructing their public persona, Polaschek
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calls for further investigations into “the role of the star or celebrity in defining their own
image.”101
I certainly agree that Amy imposes a narrative of victimization on Winehouse, and as I
will argue below, the film’s musical design participates in the construction of this perspective.
However, I submit that in some cases, the filmmakers give editorial room for Winehouse to
“speak for herself,” allowing the self-constructed image of Winehouse as rebellious, funny, and
ingeniously cutting to enter the narrative. Granted, these moments are ultimately subsumed in the
documentary’s overall victimization, but they also work against the out-of-control, trainwreck
behavior that dominated the tabloid version of Winehouse’s public image. Consider the inclusion
of two interviews that occurred during the promotion of Frank. In the first, an unsuspecting
interviewer draws a parallel between the emotional impact of Frank and the personal experiences
that had informed British singer/songwriter Dido’s recent release, Life for Rent (2003).
Winehouse responds almost entirely with body language, taking a performatively passiveaggressive stance. The interviewer brings up the commonality by saying, “Look at Dido. She
used that album to clean out her emotional closet.” After responding verbally with an
unconvinced “Did she?,” Winehouse insincerely nods, frowns while looking equal parts
confused and bemused, performs distraction by picking at her lip, and finally sighs theatrically
with an entirely mocking nod, all while the interviewer pushes the comparison. Dismissively and
hilariously, Winehouse asserts her disinterest in playing the press game “properly,” meanwhile
implicitly questioning the validity of the interviewer’s approach to her musical production.
The second instance directly follows the first, when we see Winehouse interviewed on
Friday Night With Jonathan Ross in 2004. While avoiding straight-ahead rudeness in this
instance, Winehouse nevertheless humorously ridicules an assumption that underpins one of
101
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Ross’s questions. He inquires as to whether anyone at her record label had tried to influence or
shape her in any way, and Winehouse responds: “One of them tried to mold me into a big
triangle shape, and I went, ‘noooo!’” Then, joking aside, she continues: “I’ve got my own style,
and I write my own songs, and, you know, if someone has so much of something already, there’s
very little you can add.” This answer allows Winehouse to solidify a perception of her public
persona as one that she has constructed without interference from the music industry. In
performing resistance to both the interviewer’s question and the economically driven desires of
her management, Winehouse authenticates herself as a self-assured artist who is “genuine” in her
image and music alike. Polaschek, listing the strategies through which Winehouse cultivated her
own persona, includes how she “asserts her strong sense of self in interviews,” arguing that
Winehouse’s “active rebellion, particularly against norms of decorous femininity, and her related
lack of concern for what others think of her are at the core of her self-authored celebrity
persona.”102 By including both of these interviews, Amy does support its own critique of the
press, but it also provides access to the subversive attitude that Polaschek positions as key in
Winehouse’s self-authored persona.
As is evident from a survey of press coverage, writing on the media coverage of
Winehouse’s tumultuous life and tragic death have illustrated ways in which her star persona has
been constructed, exploited, and consumed in the collective public processes of gawking and
grieving. However, the role of Winehouse’s own music in these processes has been given much
less attention. This omission perhaps reflects the fact that the tabloidization of Winehouse was
focused not on the music that brought her international fame, but rather the trainwrecking of her
private life that displaced it. And yet, in the weeks following Winehouse’s death, sales of Back to
Black rapidly increased, re-entering the charts in numerous countries. Clearly, then, the
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consumption of Winehouse’s music also figures into the processes of grieving and continued
remembrance, and Amy reflects this trend. In turning now to a closer consideration of the music
in Amy, I consider the sonic, and particularly vocal, persona that the rockumentary assembles,
and how this persona both shapes and reflects twenty-first-century ideologies and anxieties about
musical appropriation, celebrity culture, and the figure of the female trainwreck recording artist.
I address, too, the continual relegation of Winehouse’s creative process, musical skill, and
extensive knowledge of music to the narrative’s background, even in a filmic context where her
songs are utilized in narrative construction.

Overheard and Underheard: Amy’s Music Design
As is so customary of rockumentaries that it borders on being compulsory, Amy’s
soundtrack extensively incorporates the songs of its subject. Less typically, Amy also includes an
original score by Brazilian composer Antonio Pinto, with whom Kapadia had previously worked
on his 2010 documentary Senna. In many respects, these two components of Amy’s music are
incredibly heterogeneous. Running contrary to the neo-soul, jazz, R&B, rock, and hip-hop
influences drawn together in Winehouse’s recorded and live output, Pinto’s score is firmly
rooted in a classical film music tradition. His cues are generally built around short melodic ideas,
embracing driving rhythmic motion and lyrical melodies only to the extent that they can be
molded as underscore. His most frequented instrumentation includes piano, orchestral strings,
synthesizers, and acoustic guitar. Aside from these stylistic differences, the two groups of music
also function, in terms of editorial choices, in very different ways, resulting in clear differences
in audibility. Winehouse’s songs, despite their status as widely publicized commodities, are
positioned as intimate expressions in Amy; they are framed as overheard confessions capable of
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revealing Winehouse’s “real” self. Yet they are simultaneously overly heard, as our attention is
continually drawn to them through the projection of lyrics onscreen, as well as their seeming
ability to not just support, but be, the narrative. Here I would also recall the outsized interest in
the private lives of public women, a burden that is in this instance placed on Winehouse’s lyrics
as containing autobiographical “truth.” Meanwhile, Pinto’s music, occurring most often under
voice-over, participates much more covertly in shaping affective response. And judging by
critical reception, Pinto’s score remains notably underheard, as it was rarely addressed until the
release of the Amy official soundtrack. As a Pitchfork reviewer commented, “you barely notice
that the film is scored at all.”103
A brief example will illustrate the contrasting treatments of Winehouse’s music and
Pinto’s score. Winehouse’s recordings are presented using a repetitive expository logic in Amy.
First, by means of a biographical narrative assembled from voice-over interviews plus press and
archival images, an event is described, often accompanied by Pinto’s score. Then, in confirming
not only that the event took place, but also that it was significant to Winehouse, a Winehouse
track is heard, typically for at least one minute and without any competing sounds. Take, for
example, a segment that occurs shortly after the introduction of Blake Fielder-Civil as a romantic
interest in Winehouse’s life. Fielder-Civil is positioned as a negative, domineering force
throughout Amy. As we hear Fielder-Civil and then Winehouse in voice-over, Pinto’s underscore
(titled “Walk” on the soundtrack) is ominous, full of slowly moving suspensions in the strings,
foreshadowing the film’s representation of Fielder-Civil as a bad influence that Winehouse just
can’t quit. Then, as Winehouse’s handwritten lyrics and chord progressions appear, the track
“Some Unholy War” enters. As the 6/8 ballad of commitment (“I refuse to let him go”) plays, we
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continue to see the penned lyrics, which are layered with a montage of photos of Winehouse and
Fielder-Civil together in a park, holding hands, their bodies always close (figures 26.1–2). The
film’s juxtaposition of offstage, photographic evidence of Winehouse’s relationship with FielderCivil and “Some Unholy War” encourages us to hear the latter as evidence of the former, and to
interpret “Some Unholy War” as an intimate glimpse into Winehouse’s emotional life.

Figures 26.1–2 Winehouse and Fielder-Civil with handwritten “Some Unholy War” lyrics
Clearly, there are extensive contrasts in Amy’s music, both in terms of style and editorial
use. Ultimately, though, I want to suggest that these disparate groups of music are united in one
primary function: facilitating audience identification with Winehouse as a passive victim of fame
damage. Disallowing a reading of Winehouse’s behavior as a rebellious form of excess, Amy’s
music aids in the construction of the rockumentary’s spectacularly tragic trainwreck narrative,
which represents—indeed, authenticates—Winehouse as helpless mad girl rather than
intentioned bad girl.
Overheard Confessions: Winehouse’s Songs as Means of Authentication and Victimization
Amy mobilizes the music of Winehouse as primary source material in the rationalization
of the singer’s self-destructive life and untimely death. The film incorporates a total of twentyone Winehouse cues, the details of which are presented in table 2. Winehouse’s songs are
authenticated as a sonic autobiography, made consumable as objects of knowledge and desire
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alike. And, because they issue from Winehouse herself, they are all the more authoritative in
their support of the filmmakers’ framing of Winehouse as victim, as someone who, as Kapadia
suggested in an interview, perhaps wasn’t “actually able to make the right decisions.”104 Through
strategic, argumentative editing, Amy suggests that Winehouse’s music, and particularly her
lyrics, are a documentation of her own downfall. In trying to show us who Winehouse “really
was,” Amy ends up arguing that—through her music—she already had.105

Table 2 Songs composed and/or performed by Winehouse in Amy
timing
(hour: minute)
0:01
0:04
0:05
0:10
0:12
0:17
0:24
0:36
0:45
0:49
0:56
1:00
1:03
1:04
1:09
1:12
1:23
1:37
1:48
1:54
2:00

104

song title (bold = live performance)
“Moon River”
“There Is No Greater Love”
“Detachment”
“Stronger Than Me”
“I Heard Love Is Blind”
“In My Bed”
“What Is It About Men”
“Some Unholy War”
“Tears Dry on Their Own”
“Back to Black”
“Rehab”
“We’re Still Friends”
“Rehab”
“Rehab”
“I’m No Good”
“Wake Up Alone”
“Love Is a Losing Game”
“Rehab”
“Body and Soul” (with Tony Bennett)
“I’m No Good” (Winehouse refuses to sing)
“Valerie”

composed by
Winehouse

lyrics
on screen

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
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The use of Winehouse’s music in Amy can be approached from two different, yet related,
perspectives: the function of music in the film, and the intertextual function of the film’s framing
of the music in relation to Winehouse’s star image. Regarding the former, Winehouse’s music
does expository and expressive work in Amy, being mobilized as both material and affective
evidence of the rockumentary’s biographical narrative; that is, it strives to substantiate facts and
events as well as expose Winehouse’s inner, emotional life. In terms of the latter, the
consumption of Winehouse’s music through the lens of this narrative channels listening
practices, promoting specific ways of understanding Winehouse’s musical production in relation
to mediated representations of her talent and self-destructive behavior alike. Ultimately, these
two functions mutually reinforce one another, generating a feedback loop of authentication that
participates in the commodification of Winehouse—in life, death, and music—as a spectacular
tragedy. The film, in other words, suggests that this is the story Winehouse told, that it was
authentically hers to tell, and that her music can be heard as the sonification of a trainwreck.
The process of authentication in Amy works by attempting to unify what Auslander,
drawing on Frith, has identified as the three layers that are engaged in popular singers’
performances: the “real person (the performer as human being),” the “performance persona (the
performer as social being),” and the “character,” or the personality projected in the context of a
song.106 The performance persona is the most consistently available to consumers, and it is
produced through the interaction of the singer’s biography and embodied performances with
generic and socio-cultural norms and institutions.107 Dibben has posited Winehouse as an
example of “perceived identity” between the star persona and song character, noting specifically
that the 2006 hit “Rehab” “epitomizes the entanglement of Winehouse’s personal and public
106
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lives.”108 In Amy, this “entanglement” is even further intensified in that it clearly attempts a
conflation of the character projected in “Rehab,” Winehouse’s public persona (especially on
stage and in interviews), and the “real” Winehouse that we glimpse through offstage, candid
footage and hear about through interviews with those who knew her personally. Because of
Amy’s maintenance of chronology in representation, the story behind “Rehab” and the first time
we hear the song on the soundtrack are separated by nearly twenty minutes. However, a clear
causal line is drawn, one that reinforces the significance of the tortured artist model: Winehouse
suffered, but out of that suffering was born Back to Black, the commercially and critically
successful album that solidified the singer’s international success.
The editorial logic of event/song juxtaposition already invites us to hear Winehouse’s
songs as factual and affective evidence. For example, “Stronger Than Me” is an assertive
takedown of Winehouse’s first boyfriend, whom she found weak and needy; “What Is It About
Men” chronicles her response of emulation to her father Mitch’s longtime marital affair; “Back
to Black” finds her mourning the (first) breakup with Fielder-Civil, who, ahead of the recording
of Back to Black, had gone back to his old girlfriend. Perhaps most notable, because the song is
not even by Winehouse, is the use of “We’re Still Friends” to foreshadow the romantic reunion
of Fielder-Civil and Winehouse. The evidentiary function of Winehouse’s live and recorded
performances is heightened further in two ways. The first might be described, again, like what
happens in Dont Look Back: let Winehouse make the autobiographical connection herself. This
happens very early on in the film, when we see some footage of a young Winehouse assessing
her reflection in a mirror. In voice-over, we hear the singer proclaim: “I wouldn’t write anything
unless it was directly personal to me just ’cause I wouldn’t be able to tell the story right, because
I wouldn’t have done it.” Shortly thereafter, this is set up as an anti-pop sentiment. Winehouse,
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justifying her jazz, soul, and R&B influences, states that she looked to these older genres because
contemporary popular music “...is crap. So I started writing my own stuff from personal
experience.” An important elision happens here, in which both the lyrics and the musical styles
are claimed as Winehouse’s “own stuff.” This moment speaks to Brooks’s point that Winehouse
“engages with sonic Blackness as a means to her own emotional and identity-forming end(s),”
drawing on earlier styles as a sonic conduit for her own confessional narrative.109 I will return to
the racialized aspects of Winehouse’s influences and style below, but for the moment, note that
the film’s inclusion of this interview moment helps to solidify a “kind of mythical authenticity”
that Winehouse constructed by claiming various styles of Black musicality as her own.110
The second way this evidentiary effect is heightened in Amy is through the projection of
lyrics onscreen. Sometimes this happens via Winehouse’s actual handwritten lyrics, and other
times they have been added in, appearing in sync with Winehouse’s singing. Responding to an
interview question about his decision to include lyrics, Kapadia stated: “We did test screenings
without the lyrics on screen and it just didn't work. She’s written it all down. All we have to do is
put these lyrics up on the screen and the audience says, ‘Oh, I know that song.’ It’s like a
detective story and the clues were all there. We just weren’t paying attention.”111 Kapadia
positions this choice as one that, through seemingly objective means, allows the audience to
analyze Winehouse’s output and arrive at an immanent interpretation: her lyrics were intimate,
autobiographical confessions, and they tell the story of her dissolution.112 We invest belief in this
interpretation because it seems to issue from an authoritative subject (Winehouse herself) and
because the stories conveyed by her song characters are revealed to have direct correspondences
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with events in Winehouse’s life. And yet, this is yet another instance of the impossibility of the
female trainwreck to retain control of her own narrative. By calling our attention to vocal style
and lyrical content over musical accompaniment, Amy guides us to an incomplete analysis, one
that specifically deemphasizes the ways that musical context influences the affective meaning of
songs. Identifiable here, then, is a dissonance between the film’s narrative of victimization and
Winehouse’s self-authored public persona, through which she assertively embraced transgression
and rebellion.
“Rehab” as used in Amy is a prime example of this dissonance. Of course, it is easy to
listen to this track in the context of the media’s trainwreck narrative and say, “wow, what a
tragedy; she really should have gone to rehab.” Ditto the film’s narrative, which by the point
when “Rehab” enters has informed us of Winehouse’s struggles—since her teenage years—with
depression, bulimia, drugs, and alcohol. It is also easy to place blame on Winehouse’s father
Mitch, who, as we have been informed prior to the introduction of “Rehab” in the film, did in
fact discourage Amy from going to rehab (because it would have meant she had to cancel tour
dates and, as the film suggests, this would have negatively impacted Mitch’s financial gain).
Then there is the way that Amy uses live performance footage of “Rehab” as a marker of
Winehouse’s decline. We witness three different segments including live performances of
“Rehab” in the film. In the first, from October 2006, Winehouse looks as comfortable as ever.
Throughout her career, her performance style was somewhat restrained, her dance movements
bordering on awkward in their seeming confinement. She is not generally inclined to work the
stage, typically remaining planted behind the microphone. But in this performance, Winehouse’s
display gestures are more pronounced than usual, indicating a security in public performance.
She holds the microphone (rather than leaving it in the stand), slyly places her hand on her
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swinging hip during the delivery of the first verse, and emphasizes the rhythmic delivery of “go,
go, go” with her shoulders, arms raised. In short, this performance finds Winehouse seemingly at
her best. The second inclusion of “Rehab” live directly follows a montage detailing Winehouse’s
rapid rise to fame. This segment actually contains three different performances, edited for
musical continuity: on The Late Show with David Letterman, The Tonight Show with Jay Leno,
and MTV Unplugged. Winehouse is somewhat more performatively removed and distant in these
live versions, but she incorporates her typical display gestures on Letterman and Leno: hand
movements corresponding with phrase structure and lyrics, shimmying of the hips in time, and
minor rhythmic emphasis with her heeled feet. I identify no adaptor movements in these three
performances, and her vocals sound strong and in control. This strength comes across
specifically in the moments where Winehouse deviates from the recorded version of “Rehab,”
spinning out a loud, soulful melisma on “spend” (“I’m not gonna spend ten weeks”) and
incorporating some syncopated rhythmic variation on “have everyone think I’m on the mend.”
The third performance, at the 2008 Isle of Wright Festival, follows on the heels of various
interview testimony regarding Winehouse’s increasing drug and alcohol abuse. Winehouse is
thinner here, her beehive mussed, and she holds a plastic cup of (presumably) red wine while
singing. Numerous adaptor movements are evident: she briefly touches the tips of her hair, and
for the majority of the clip, her eyes remain trained down and to the left, indicating a kind of
interiority and disinterest with the audience. Further, the lack of convincingness and assuredness
of her display movements can easily be read as the result of intoxication. Her voice cracks when
she reaches for a higher pitch on “pride,” and at the end of the song, her face appears angry as
she tosses her half-full glass into the audience. She moves away from the microphone
immediately, not even acknowledging the audience’s applause. The “Rehab” live trajectory is
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clear: the song character is Winehouse and she is in a downward spiral, a victim of fame and
addiction.
But all of this is at odds with the song character projected in “Rehab,” as well as the
affect of the music. “Rehab” is an exuberant song, a subversive refusal to play by straight
society’s rules, an affront to authority and an embrace of excess. The chorus contains not only
the clear “no, no, no” response to rehab, but also the assertion (playing intertextually on the
lyrics of “Back to Black”) that while the singer had “been black” (read, in this interpretive vein,
been dejected, sad, and maybe blackout drunk), there would be a time when she would “come
back,” and we’d “know, know, know.”113 As Polaschek notes, the lyrics also take aim at the
medical rehabilitation establishment, as when she discredits its usefulness (“There’s nothing you
can teach me”) and condescends to the label of depression being applied to her by indicating the
mundane commonality of that condition (“Yeah baby, and the rest”).114 Contrary to Amy’s
representation of this song as evidence of Winehouse’s passive victimhood, the song character in
“Rehab”—which is, of course, continually interpreted to be Winehouse—is entirely in control of
her decision, assertive in her disdain for normative social conduct and decorum. The music, too,
seems to embrace a celebratory liberation. Backed here by the Dap-Kings horn section and
Motown-inspired handclaps, the upbeat, R&B referencing track is upbeat and rhythmically tight.
This musical exuberance in its refusal makes light of concern over Winehouse’s alcohol use; it
doesn’t wallow in sad drunkenness, but rather revels in the freedom of excess.
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As Polaschek writes, Winehouse “embraces her unruliness,” and her “active rebellion,
particularly against the norms of decorous femininity, and her related lack of concern for what
others think of her are at the core of her self-authored celebrity persona.”115 Winehouse’s selfauthored persona was consistently assertive; she was emotionally abundant, explicitly desirous of
sex, confrontational, argumentative, and unapologetically transgressive—a rebel who wasn’t
going to be quiet. The media’s trainwrecking of Winehouse—its making an unabashedly visible
and audible woman into a tragic spectacle—illustrates the limits that we place on femininity, the
stories we allow women to tell about themselves. Amy’s redemption of Winehouse was not
necessitated by what she did; it was necessitated by the media’s continual judgment of what she
did as sinful, unbounded madness. In this sense, Amy is not about forgiving Winehouse; it is
about forgiving ourselves for not recognizing that as we voyeuristically consumed her suffering,
she was trying to tell us “I’m not ok.”
Pinto’s Score: Perhaps Underheard, but not Overdetermined
As noted above, a survey of Amy’s reception suggests that no one seemed to notice the
film even included music other than Winehouse’s until the release of the soundtrack album,
which occurred four months after the film’s release. The arrangement of music on the
soundtrack, which features eleven Winehouse tracks alternating evenly with Pinto’s cues (plus
the ambient trip-hop track “The Name of the Wave” by Strange Cargo, also featured in the film),
makes it difficult to ignore the contributions of Pinto. Paul MacInnes’s brief review of the
soundtrack makes note of how this arrangement “follows the trajectory of the film,” and he
concludes by stating that this is “a collection for those that want to remember the film, not
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[Winehouse].”116 Tolentino, writing for Pitchfork, also discusses the inclusion of Pinto’s score
on the soundtrack, taking a negative stance:
Presumably, the instrumental interludes are meant to give her tragic arc some
breathing room, like asterisks that break up a story. But one of the best things
about the Amy documentary is that its pacing feels so natural—invisibly
punishing, just like life. The effect of this soundtrack is exactly the opposite. The
power of her voice is undercut by the regular intrusion of the film score, which
doesn’t reference her musically in palette or instrumentation. As a result, the
album feels like a powerful hand clasping a limp one. Winehouse had an essential
personal relentlessness, which her audience reflected back at her, and the
soundtrack to a movie that climaxes at her death has no right to hide or diminish
that.117
Barry Nicolson takes a slightly more positive perspective, noting that “while casual listeners will
likely skip the eleven instrumental pieces that are woven thought the tracklisting, the brooding,
intense atmosphere of pieces such as ‘Kidnapping Amy’ and ‘Cynthia’ serve as a reminder of the
story that lies between the lines.”118 But Nicolson also laments the soundtrack as a missed
opportunity to release new or unknown Winehouse recordings. Finally, despite the fact that the
Pinto cues on the soundtrack include either as much as or more music than what is heard in the
film, two reviewers refer to these tracks as “snippets,” as if they are somehow incomplete.119
Overall, the (lack of) reception of Pinto’s score suggests a number of things. First, due to
a general dearth of acknowledgement, we can assume that the score remained generally
unnoticed in the context of the film, and might in these terms note that it functions much like
nondiegetic underscore in a narrative film context, serving to smooth transitions and facilitate
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emotional connections without announcing its presence or disrupting a sense of realism. Such a
reading also corresponds to the description of the cues as “snippets,” as they gain coherence
through their use in the documentary rather than through musical form alone. Second, this
reception indicates that reviewers were incredibly attuned to the presence of Winehouse’s music,
and to its importance as affective and biographical evidence in support of the narrative. In short,
it suggests that Winehouse’s music was, indeed, overly heard. Finally, these reviews betray a
sense that Pinto’s score merely conforms to emotional content already inherent in the Winehouse
story. Jia Tolentino’s remarks on the soundtrack’s opener (Pinto’s “Opening”) provide a case in
point: “It’s a minimal, mournful minute of piano. ‘This is sad, remember,’ the song says. ‘What’s
about to happen is very, very solemn.’ But could there be anything that requires saying less?”120
The view here is of Pinto’s music as echoing a preexistent, obvious affect, as being
overdetermined and perhaps unnecessary.
Contrary to this reception—and recalling Chion’s conception of sound as adding value in
cinema—Pinto’s score in fact generates these affects, disallowing certain readings of events and
voice-over reflections while promoting others. Moreover, the emotional registers suggested by
Pinto’s score go on to structure how we hear Winehouse’s music in the context of Amy, and
perhaps beyond. Let us return for a moment to the scene described previously with Winehouse
and Fielder-Civil. To a certain extent, we can hear Pinto’s minimal, slow, and suspenseful
scoring here as corresponding to the emotional tenor of Fielder-Civil’s voice-over. He discusses,
in a rather flat affective tone, how he and Winehouse both liked to sabotage themselves, and
recalls asking Winehouse why she was so promiscuous, “why she was more like a man with
sex.” He says that Winehouse attributed her sexual desires to her father leaving her mother and
not seeing much of her father while she was growing up. Fielder-Civil also reveals that when he
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was nine, he cut his wrists in an effort to gain attention, particularly because he wanted his
mother to leave his stepfather.
Pinto’s score participates in the intensification of Fielder-Civil’s discussion of childhood
trauma. But at the same time, it casts an emotional darkness on aspects of Fielder-Civil and
Winehouse’s voice-over that might otherwise be heard as positives: namely, how much they
loved each other and were able to confide in one another about damaging childhood experiences.
Fielder-Civil, despite his gendered assumptions about the expression of sexual desire (i.e., that it
is only men who are allowed to want sex), conveys a deep understanding and empathy for what
he perceived as the roots of Winehouse’s promiscuity, and as Winehouse states in voice-over, “I
fell in love with someone who I would have died for.” So when “Some Unholy War” fades in,
dovetailing seamlessly with the fadeout of Pinto’s cue “Walk,” it emerges as part of this same
sinister soundworld. No longer a romantic ballad that asserts strength and devotion (“I would be
behind him / Straight shook up beside him / With strength he didn’t know / It’s you I’m fighting
for”), it becomes an anemic, “over-emotional” plea for bad love—an anthem for Winehouse as
trainwreck.
In the “Walk”/“Stronger Than Me” scene, there are multiple reasons why Pinto’s score
would have been underheard: it is low in the mix, occurs only very briefly without competing
voice-over audio, and, musically speaking, might be described as ambient, having no clear
melody or driving rhythmic pulse. One might compare it to, for example, the generically
suspenseful underscore that riddles verdict-reading scenes in the Law and Order franchise. But
there are other moments in Amy when Pinto’s score announces itself to a greater extent. Take, for
instance, a scene documenting the 2008 Grammy Awards, occurring during the “fall” half of the
film. At this point, we have just heard Lucian Grainge, CEO of Universal Music Group, explain
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that he gave Winehouse an ultimatum: “You’re never gonna make another record again, never
going to perform ever again, unless you get clean. And god bless her, she did.” Then we see
Winehouse, who is onstage watching the awards ceremony remotely in London, awaiting the
decision on Record of the Year. Once it is announced that she’s won, she ticks off all of the
appropriate boxes: appearing equal parts astonished and thrilled, she thanks her creative team,
her “Blake incarcerated,” her parents; she opens her mouth in shock, hand over heart, as if
beating too fast. But then, as we enter slow motion, Pinto’s cue (“Poetic Finale”) begins, and
we’re given reason to believe that Winehouse’s performance of elation was not sincere. As we
see Winehouse hugging her parents and creative team onstage, we hear the following voice-over
from Winehouse’s childhood friend Juliette Ashby, who was in attendance at the event: “…she
saw me crying. She grabbed me, pulled me up on stage, and took me off the stage.” As we hear
Ashby say this, video evidence confirms her recollection: we see Winehouse give a “come here”
gesture toward the audience and mouth “Juliette.” Ashby continues: “And I was like having a bit
of a panic attack, I was like I can’t believe this is happening, this is amazing, I’m so proud of
you. And I’m looking at her, trying to get some form of reaction, and she went, ‘Jules, this is so
boring without drugs.’ And I felt really, really, really sad for her.”
Amy includes many voice-overs like this one from Ashby, and Pinto’s score is frequently
mobilized to heighten the reality effect of the emotions being conveyed by the interviewee,
facilitating our belief and structuring our emotional response. But use of “Poetic Finale” here is
notable for a few reasons. First, this cue stands out as one that contains both a driving rhythm
(facilitated by pulsing arpeggios in the strings) and a clear melodic line (a soaring, legato line
played by the cello) with a definitive arch of tension and release. Second, the cue is relatively
high in the mix, and there are multiple dramatic pauses in Ashby’s voice-over during which the
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cue is heard alone. Finally, at the very close of the scene, we hear only Pinto’s score and see a
relatively still shot of Winehouse sitting onstage, as if in the middle of a photo shoot, looking
distracted and disappointed—conveying emotions that seem incredibly at odds with the
celebratory moment but in conformance with Ashby’s recollection. Because of these factors—
melodic and rhythmic structure, volume, lack of competing sounds, and juxtaposition with
reflective, relatively inactive images—“Poetic Finale” announces its presence here. And the cue
doesn’t just accentuate Ashby’s emotions or remind us that this is epic yet sad. Rather, Pinto’s
score negates another reading of this event, one that would position Winehouse’s boredom with
sobriety as a heroic desire for excess, as an embrace of the “live fast and die young” mentality
that has been crucial to the myth of rock stardom since the 1960s. Think, for example, how
affectively different this moment would have been had “Rehab” entered the soundtrack
following the conclusion of Ashby’s voice-over. But this isn’t Winehouse’s narrative of
rebellious excess; it is the film’s narrative of victimhood and tragedy, all pushing toward the
morbid conclusion we know is coming. Pinto’s score assures this interpretation.

“I go back to black”: Winehouse’s Retro Sensibilities
Before concluding this chapter with a look at the sonic representations of death in Janis
and Amy, I want to spend a moment confronting Winehouse’s style, which Kapadia’s film spends
little time doing beyond lip service. As has been widely noted, Winehouse’s singing, music, and
public persona drew on—in a rapid-fire, cut-and-paste fashion—various older musical styles and
modes of self-presentation. In particular, Winehouse’s appropriation of Black popular music,
from the blues and jazz to Motown, R&B, soul, and hip-hop, has been extensively discussed. The
music on Winehouse’s debut album Frank has been called “jazz influenced contemporary
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soul,”121 “soul, jazz, and blues with a bottle of booze,”122 and a “glossy admixture of breezy funk,
dub and jazz-inflected soul.”123 Back to Black, which saw Winehouse collaborating with the
Brooklyn-based funk and soul band the Dap-Kings as well as producers Mark Ronson and
Salaam Remi, was described by Jenny Eliscu as “a stylized collection of R&B throwbacks that
sound like a British hip-hop brat’s interpretation of Sixties Motown soul in the best possible
way.”124 The reception of Back to Black, like Frank, is marked by a seeming compulsion to
make sure all generic references get a nod, from the general (jazz, [neo] soul, [contemporary and
classic] R&B, reggae, ska) to the more specific (1960s pop, Motown, Phil Spector’s Wall of
Sound). The same listing tendency occurs in relation to Winehouse’s vocal style, with commonly
cited influences including Sarah Vaughan, Dinah Washington, Billie Holiday, Nina Simone, Etta
James, Erykah Badu, Macy Gray, and Lauryn Hill. And finally, Winehouse’s signature formal
look (beehive hair, winged eyeliner, hip-hugging dresses, heels) has been frequently compared to
that of 1960s girl groups, particularly The Ronettes.
Certainly, Winehouse’s production is marked by all of these influences, and it is not in
any way invalid to conjure them so extensively when writing about her output. Yet journalism on
Winehouse often seems to descend into a sea of references and never surface to spend any
significant time discussing what is new here; Winehouse becomes a mere collage artist who
somehow managed to assimilate a variety of musical styles. This tendency in criticism reflects
larger anxieties about cultural appropriation and the impossible authenticity of blue-eyed soul,
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while also engaging in a gendered discourse that positions female musicians, and especially
singers, as having miraculously found a voice through some black box of cultural osmosis and
given talent rather than earned through listening, studying, and practicing—in short, through
work.
A vision of Winehouse’s voice as miraculous is captured succinctly in Steve Jansen’s
description of the singer in the studio:
But then, seemingly without effort, she closed her eyes, tilted her head to one side
and rolled out the opening line of what was to be her first single, “Stronger Than
Me.” And I kid you not, everyone—and everything—just stopped, in sheer
disbelief. The entire studio-floor, the control room—all the clanking and banging
and cursing you get on set. Zip. And the craziest thing was she didn’t even look
like she was trying. In that moment, I knew what people in books meant when
they tried to explain hearing Elvis Presley or Mahalia Jackson or Marvin Gaye
sing in chapel or around the place. Because some rare souls, it seems, are born
blessed with the kind of voice to make you believe.125
Leaving aside, for the moment, the question of what exactly we are made to believe, it is clear
that Jansen’s goal is to praise Winehouse’s abilities, but in doing so he fails to acknowledge the
extensive knowledge and skill involved in developing those abilities, focusing instead on the
mesmerizing surprise of what Winehouse’s voice could just do. The feeling of disbelief
generated by Winehouse’s voice is a common trope in critical responses. One might cite
Winehouse as an example of what Jennifer Fleeger has called the “mismatched woman:” a
childless singer who is “far more comfortable singing than speaking” and who “sounds ‘wrong,’
yet her star text insists that she is ‘real.’”126 Consider, for example, how the following
descriptions of Winehouse’s “distinctive ‘20-a-day’” voice position it as somehow exceeding
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her body and her age in confounding, even disconcerting ways.127 “Winehouse sounds as if she
has performed a thousand times in smoky jazz clubs. So it comes as some surprise to learn that
she is just 19 and was raised in north London,” writes Beccy Lindon in a Guardian review of
Frank.128 Christopher Loudon observes, “Winehouse boasts an intensity and maturity so
ferocious as to be almost frightening,”129 and Neil McCormick insists, “The maturity of her
singing voice always seemed at odds with her girlishness.”130 Eliscu brings in Winehouse’s body
explicitly, writing, “Those who have only heard her voice express shock upon seeing the body
that produces it: The sultry, crackly, world-weary howl that sounds like the ghost of Sarah
Vaughan comes from a pint-size Jewish girl from North London, world-weary though she may
be.”131 Amy, too, contains interviews furthering this interpretation of Winehouse’s voice.
Producer Salaam Remi, with whom Winehouse worked on both Frank and Back to Black,
describes her as having “the stylings of a sixty-five-year-old jazz singer.”
I want to argue that this discourse surrounding Winehouse’s mismatched voice is related
not only to the voyeuristic assessments of her body that abound in critical reception, but also to
anxieties surrounding the appropriation by white artists of genres ingrained in the popular
imagination as Black. Of course, this appropriation is not new. Brooks positions Winehouse’s
singing, songwriting, and performance persona within a longstanding tradition of “white female
racial mimicry,” citing in particular the influence of soul, R&B, and hip-hop on Back to Black
and the ways Winehouse paved the way (and the marketplace) for future white British soul
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singers like Adele, Duffy, and Alice Russel.132 For Brooks, Winehouse’s “highly evocative
version of millennial blue-eyed retro soul” engages what she calls a tradition of “sonic
blue(s)face performance,” a “vocal phenomenon pioneered by black and white women in the
early twentieth century that had a ground-shifting impact on the histories of how we sound race
and how we racialize sound in the contemporary popular imaginary.”133 But these racially
complex histories of female vocality—from Mamie Smith to Janis Joplin and beyond—have not
been frequently evoked in critical writing on Winehouse. Instead, the appropriative and
colonizing strategies at work are glossed (“acknowledged”) by lists of influential genres and then
displaced onto the “problem” of Winehouse’s mismatched voice. This is interpretation emptied
of the complexities of history, quick to find a way to authenticate Winehouse’s production by
focusing on the magic of an unexpected, conjured-from-nowhere voice. Perhaps what Jensen
wants us to believe, then, is that Winehouse must be authentically able to sing this way; how
could she not, if she’s not even putting in any effort?
Another tendency in the reception of Winehouse, as mentioned above, has been a general
failure to consider her music as anything other than a postmodern sum of its generically diverse
parts. The two main aspects of Winehouse’s production that are noted as being new or original
are, on one hand, her ability to quickly—between songs, or even in the space of a verse—shift
stylistic gears, and on the other, her dirtying up of older styles. In terms of the former, this is an
incredibly striking aspect of Winehouse’s distinctly cross-pollinated musical output. On Frank,
for example, we find Winehouse channeling Billie Holiday and Dinah Washington in her
rendition of the jazz standard “There Is No Greater Love,” then moving quickly to an R&B/trip
hop vocal fusion on the Nas-sampling “In My Bed.” Regarding the latter: indeed, at least on
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record, Billie Holiday never asked, as Winehouse does in “Me and Mr. Jones,” “what kind of
fuckery is this?”; and Etta James never sang about anyone’s dick being kept wet (as Winehouse
does in “Back to Black”). However, it is crucial to note that while this tendency toward lyrical
lewdness may not exist on record, many female blues singers engaged in this practice
improvisationally in live performance, especially for Black audiences.134 Winehouse updates this
practice, discarding innuendo for explicitness in cutting shits, fucks, and dicks to record and
incorporating them into the “official” lyrics of her songs. I would also note a sartorial component
to this dirtying up that is new, in terms of what we might call Winehouse’s standard “informal”
look: cutoff short shorts, dingy tank tops, and tattered ballet flats. The blues queens, draped in
gowns and heavy with jewelry, dressed like the wildest dreams of their audiences; as Wald
describes, the “message was that they were ‘country’ but had made good.”135 This message,
channeled through the style of Ronnie Spector, is certainly recognizable in Winehouse’s formal
look, but this was only half of her decidedly twofold fashion sense.
Despite these various remarks on originality, journalists often claim Winehouse’s
production is best characterized by its cut-and-paste revivalism—by its nostalgic borrowing, its
tendency to look back. And yet Winehouse’s reworkings of R&B, soul, and hip-hop, in part
because of their decontextualization and cut-up juxtaposition, seem to vacate history. Brooks
also takes this view, describing Winehouse’s music as a “potent elixir of black musical
nostalgia,” but a nostalgia that is somehow discordant or empty. 136
Recycling the looks and sounds (the Wurlitzer, hand claps, and upright bass) of
Freedom Ride-era pop music while striving to sell her own tale of rapidly
unfolding decline, she has stylized a kind of solipsistic nostalgia pop spectacle
that repeatedly collapses back onto itself. Rather than invoking the 1960s R&B
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forms as a conduit for historical memory, as a way to bridge Civil Rights
aspiration with the dawning new millennial era of “hope and change,”
Winehouse’s lyrical narratives reproduce her own mega-maniacally individuated
crises, big and small.137
I do not disagree with Brooks here, but I want to make three qualifications. First, Brooks’s
framing of Winehouse’s music undermines the considerable contribution of the Dap Kings, as
well as the influence of Winehouse producers Salaam Remi and Mark Ronson. Second, just as
Winehouse’s live performances and recordings are collaborative efforts, so too are the
interpretations of Winehouse’s lyrics as “mega-maniacally individuated crises,” which are
perpetuated by media coverage eager to connect Winehouse’s music to her trainwreck behavior.
Finally, precisely because of the way Winehouse “engages with sonic blackness as a means to
her own emotional and identity-forming end(s),” and in doing so engages in rapid-fire generic
shifts that obscure the patina of historical memory, I argue that framing her as a nostalgic artist is
not quite right.
In her influential book on nostalgia, Boym theorizes two nostalgic modalities: restorative
nostalgia and reflective nostalgia.138 In the face of anxieties about incongruities between the past
and the present and a feeling of irretrievable loss, restorative nostalgia attempts to reconstruct a
single, true, idealized past in order to protect it for the future.139 Reflective nostalgia, which
admits that there are multiple memories of the past that may be longed for and therefore does not
attempt to rebuild some mythical past, engages in ironic, inconclusive, and fragmentary
reflections on social memory.140 For Boym, restorative nostalgia fuels exclusion in its false
restoration of a single, universal plot, while reflective nostalgia opens up new ways of thinking
and feeling about the past that are rooted in a plurality of collective memories. Winehouse is not
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easily slotted into either of these formulations, though, because her musical appropriations are
divorced from any invocation of social memory; there is no longing for the past because there
seems to be no memory of that past. As Boym writes, “Unlike melancholia, which confines itself
to the planes of individual consciousness, nostalgia is about the relationship between individual
biography and the biography of groups or nations, between personal and collective memory.”141
But with a solipsism fueled—especially during Winehouse’s lifetime—by the media’s
spectacularization of her private life, all seems to collapse into individual memory.
Winehouse’s music and the critical reception thereof— heavy on citations but light on
history—might be best understood not as nostalgic, but as retro, as an example of what Reynolds
has termed the “retromania” of pop culture in the first decade of the twenty-first century. As
Reynolds writes, “Instead of being about itself, the 2000s has been about every other previous
decade happening again all at once: a simultaneity of pop time that abolishes history while
nibbling away at the present’s own sense of itself as an era with a distinct identity and feel.”142
But Winehouse’s music, imbued as it is with her personal narrative and the new elements
described above, is neither a cultural stall nor a museum piece. Further, the sense of retromania
surrounding Winehouse has as much to do with twenty-first-century mediatization as it does with
Winehouse’s actual music. The reception of Winehouse—including that in Amy—solidifies a
lack of actual nostalgia by drawing on the vague memory of the melancholy and power of Black
female singers while avoiding any commentary on the larger social and political contexts in
which these earlier singers worked. As Reynolds writes, “retro is actually more about the present
than the past it appears to revere and revive. It uses the past as an archive of materials from
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which to extract subcultural capital (hipness, in other words) through recycling and recombining:
the bricolage of cultural bric-a-brac.”143

Mortal Conclusions
Dyer suggests that an extreme ambiguity of stardom resides in the question of
ordinariness.144 Is the signification of stars that they are ordinary people just like us, but who
have happened to get a good break? Or are they special in terms of their talent, work ethic, or
professionalism? The trainwreck figure, as refracted through the documentaries on Joplin and
Winehouse under discussion here, is one way of “resolving” this contradiction. As Janis and
Amy argue, there was something special about them, and in particular their voices. But in the
end, this specialness was not enough to elevate them above common, ordinary problems:
addiction, depression, anxiety, and finally the great equalizer, death. Doyle writes of death and
the trainwreck:
That is where it’s all headed, what the whole trainwreck industry is pushing for:
the one form of permanent redemption that the culture freely allows to a woman
who is mad, bad, and dangerous to know. After all the flame-outs, the
breakdowns, jokes, failures, the surveillance, the invasions, the dehumanization—
after all the years of hating these women, punishing them—the one happy ending
that we as a culture will accept is that moment when it all falls in on her. And we
all get to gather around the coffin, and sigh, and say that it’s a shame.145
As with much of Doyle’s writing on the trainwreck, I find this reading hyperbolic, but it contains
a grain of truth. Certainly, as I have suggested above, both Janis and Amy are documentaries
driven by redemptive impulses, the latter more than the former. But death, at least in the context
of female popular musician trainwrecks, is not, I would argue, the “one happy ending that we as
a culture will accept”; it is, rather, merely the ending that most easily facilitates the kind of
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continued narrative theft necessary to representing the star as a trainwreck, even if she is
absolved in death. In support of this point, consider the many rockumentary representations of
living female musicians whose star images at times involved trainwreck-like behavior that hinge
on narratives of overcoming, not redemption. For example, I would cite Hit So Hard: The Life
and Near Death Story of Patty Schemel (2011), which focuses on Hole drummer Patty Schemel’s
decent into, and recovery from, heroin addiction; Five Foot Two (2017), a film that delves deeply
into Lady Gaga’s physical and mental health issues, but eventually sees her rising back to
supreme achievement through her 2017 Superbowl halftime performance; Miss Americana
(2020), which evidences Taylor Swift’s triumphant emergence from an eating disorder and
sustained cyberbullying; and finally Lydia Lunch: The War Is Never Over (2019), Beth B’s
powerful documentary on Lydia Lunch, whose entire output has been a radical exercise in being
unashamed for her anger and “excessive” sexuality alike. Crucially, all of these films are pseudoautobiographical in that they extensively feature interviews with their subjects, allowing them a
great deal of narrative control.
But of course, given the posthumous production of Janis and Amy, such authorial control
was not possible, and thus we are left with two redemptive trainwreck narratives: Joplin was a
trainwreck because of the blues; Winehouse was a trainwreck because of the press. The last
moments I want to discuss from Janis and Amy are not precisely those detailing the
circumstances surrounding their deaths, but scenes during which we are strongly reminded that
this is where we are headed, and that an impact of these deaths will be the loss of a voice. These
segments illustrate that rockumentaries, as they invite us to grieve through continued
consumption, commodify death; they are a site through which “death is constructed and
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circulated as an object of consumption, knowledge, and desire.”146 Both scenes involve live
performance footage that we are encouraged to read as a tragic failure, foreshadowing death
through a staged spectacle of dissolution. But both scenes also work to deflect blame away from
the falling star, encouraging us to ask, “How could they—or we—see what was happening and
let her go on?”
First, take the documentation of Joplin performing at Woodstock, which is intercut with
some footage of her on The Dick Cavett Show. Just prior to this segment, we’ve heard
interviewees expressing concern that Joplin was doing heroin excessively at Woodstock, and on
Cavett, Joplin speaks to the following question: “Do you ever have a whole night, though, when
you just stand up there and you feel like you’re not making it?” Joplin replies somewhat
dismissively, saying that there are always “little games” that you can play to “turn yourself on.”
But the footage of Joplin performing at Woodstock suggests that failure was indeed possible. She
begins with some rambling, awkward crowd banter; it is a relief when the band finally enters
with “Work Me Lord.” Though Joplin’s voice sounds perhaps less powerfully gritty than usual,
she makes it through the majority of the song without incident. At the end, though, the specter of
failure creeps in. The band is laying out, and Joplin is going for one of her declaimed, rambling,
suspense-building endings, seemingly trying to generate enough momentum to convincingly
bring the band back in for a climactic conclusion. But she struggles; she misses some attempted
high notes, her voice becomes more grainy air than pitch, and in a rare persona-breaking
moment, she moves her mouth away from me microphone briefly and grunts a frustrated
“aghhh.” We don’t even get to hear the song end. The performance audio echoes a bit, fades out,
and is replaced first with silence, and then with vaguely melancholic scoring. We see Joplin cue
the band’s final hit, take a bow, and exit the stage, but we hear none of this; no applause, no
146
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triumphant musical conclusion, just slow, synthesized drones for a woman we know is only
months away from death. And then the train track footage briefly returns, as if to say: remember
the blues, remember the casualty, and grieve.
The performance foreshadowing death scene in Amy is much different, coming on the
heels of interviewees discussing Winehouse’s unhappiness about setting out on a 2011 European
tour, in which she would continue to perform the material on Back to Black. By all accounts, she
was facing pressure to do this tour and to remain sober, and she was sick of the material, which
felt stale. Rolling Stone called the Belgrade show that would end up being the only date she made
on this tour a “trainwreck performance.”147 Winehouse was reportedly intoxicated, forced onto
the stage by her security personnel, barely sang at all, and was eventually booed offstage.148 The
footage of this event in Amy, which features some professionally shot material and some
seemingly amateur fan footage taken from the perspective of the audience, supports this reading:
Winehouse prances awkwardly onstage, skips and stumbles around, talks multiple times with
bassist Dale Davis, stands with her arms crossed by the microphone, and eventually sits down on
an amp. The film’s contextualization of this performance encourages us to shift blame away
from Winehouse onto the pressures of fame, her management, and her father—to read it as a
tragic failure that wasn’t Winehouse’s fault. Such a reading may absolve Winehouse, but it also
once again renders her a passive, out-of-control victim in a way that is dissonant not only with
her public persona, but of her demeanor at this performance.
Without intending to downplay the sadness of this moment and the serious health
concerns raised by Winehouse continuing to drink, I want to offer an alternative reading of this
147
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scene, one that does not rob Winehouse of her agency. There is something powerful about what
Winehouse does here; what happened onstage in Belgrade was an intentional act of sabotage, not
a failed performance. I posit this reading not just because it is consistent with Winehouse’s
intended public persona and with interviewees’ statements regarding her resistance to doing this
tour, but also because I see moments in this footage when Winehouse seems to know exactly
what she is doing. See, for instance, the screenshots in 27.1–2. In the first, Winehouse is standing
by the microphone as the band begins “I’m No Good.” She performs disinterest by crossing her
arms and picking at something on her upper arm, and as the crowd starts to boo, she rolls her
eyes at them, making perhaps the definition of a “what the hell” face (figure 27.1). In figure 27.2
we see Winehouse in what appears to be her final moment of refusal, sitting down and smiling
smugly. This is not, I would argue, the face of someone who is upset at her failure, but rather that
of a woman assuredly wielding her power.

Figures 27.1–2 Winehouse’s 2011 performance in Belgrade, as seen in Amy
But this is not the interpretation Amy encourages. Winehouse’s behavior is pathologized
here in Amy, exemplifying how the film “reinforces ideologies of feminine passivity and
structural subordination, and the cultural notion that the archetypal rock and roll lifestyle of
active, transgressive risk-taking is symbolically unavailable to women.”149 In this sense, the
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film’s “gift” of absolution is actually a restriction, as it denies Winehouse’s signification as an
excessive, mythical rock hero. Pinto’s score is once again mobilized to disallow this
interpretation in the service of projecting tragedy and Winehouse’s victimization. Just as in
Janis, we do not hear the end of this performance. As the crowd noise fades away, Pinto’s score
enters with a cue very similar to that in the “Some Unholy War” scene: sustaining strings, with
no melody to speak of, registering a general sense of sadness through underscore. And then, the
voice of pianist and Winehouse friend Sam Beste: “It felt like the end.” In Janis as in Amy, these
moments when we cannot hear the ends of performances—when the voices of Joplin and
Winehouse are silenced—are sonifications of death. Into the vacuum of sonic space rushes the
spectacularized commodity of crisis and death, definitively asserting the audiovisual victory of
trainwreck narratives.
The sonic foreshadowing of death in these two moments perhaps facilitates our consonant
response, setting up death as an inevitability. But at the same time, because of how these scenes
are assembled within the larger narratives of the films, we are encouraged to read them as sad,
tragic, and lamentable, and to allow ourselves to feel a combination of nostalgia and relief when
death—the end of the destructive excess—finally comes. It is the death of the trainwreck that
finally solidifies her signification as a tragic yet forgiven figure, neutralizing the affront to
acceptable femininity and decorum that she was in life. But having outlined the operation of
trainwreck narratives in Janis and Amy, I want to point out in closing that despite documentary
representations of trainwrecks as tragedies, they are not entirely tragic. The trainwreck—predeath—is a woman who is not going to shut up. She makes enemies, she is a study in excess, and
for that she is debased and prodded and judged and humiliated, but she is also angry and
persistent. She is. And for the media, but hopefully not for us, she is too much.
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3. The Situated Rockumentary1
In Joy Division, we hear Ian Curtis’s initially animalistic and otherworldly vocals on
“Interzone” enter atop a distorted bed of riff-based accompaniment while footage of Manchester
buildings zooming by from the perspective of a vehicle manifests the “city limits” of the lyrics.
Made in Sheffield begins with the buzzing synth bassline of The Human League’s “Being
Boiled,” and after a brief credit sequence, overhead footage of “The Steel City” appears on the
screen. In Punk: Attitude, Iggy Pop and the Stooges’ “Gimme Danger” plays while we see
Detroit’s roadside automotive plants rushing by, a live version of Suicide’s “Ghost Rider”
accompanies images of traffic crawling on a New York City street, and the Sex Pistols’ “God
Save the Queen” is assembled with images of London during the Winter of Discontent. The
opening of Hype!, a rockumentary on the meteoric rise of grunge from the Pacific Northwest,
includes a montage featuring footage of Crackerbash performing “Bandages” and images of
Seattle’s skyline.
As these rapid-fire examples illustrate, cities—as built, social, and musical landscapes—
are frequently represented in rockumentaries. In the films examined in this chapter, which I refer
to as situated rockumentaries, the city is not just propped up as a backdrop against which musical
production and consumption unfold, but rather becomes an integral part of the rockumentary’s
explanation of how and why its musical subject sounds like it does. Cities are accumulations of
labor, focal points of cultural production. They are also, as situated rockumentaries remind us,
accumulations of sounds, of affects, of cultural communities, of ways to be musical.
Characterized most broadly, the situated rockumentary is a placed representation of what being
musical in a city meant for some individual, band, and/or social group. Representations of a
1
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city’s built landscape, sonic ecology, and history, alongside portrayals of everyday urban life,
venues, fan communities, and the localized processes of popular music’s production and
consumption are frequented tropes in situated rockumentaries. In assembling place-based
materials, situated rockumentaries engender ideas about what life in cities is like, making claims
about the relationships between urban life and popular music.
A brief consideration of Kill Your Idols (2004) will illustrate a number of the tendencies
and functions of situated rockumentaries examined in this chapter. Kill Your Idols documents the
no wave scene, which emerged in New York City’s Lower East Side during the late 1970s.
Simon Reynolds describes no wave bands as having a “tabula-rasa mindset,” being “united less
by a common sound than by this shared determination to sever all connections with the past.”2
Desiring to distance themselves from what they perceived as a reliance on the stylistic tendencies
of rock in punk and new wave, no wave band members—many of whom came from visual art,
film, or performance art backgrounds—drew inspiration from minimalism, free jazz, The Living
Theater, and Fluxus, and they often either played typical rock instruments in atypical ways or
avoided them altogether. Michael Goddard, writing on the representation of no wave in film,
notes that it is frequently related to specific locations in NYC, especially those associated with
pornography or hustling.3 Perhaps the most defining (and coherently consumable) artifact of no
wave is the compilation album No New York (1978), which was produced by Brian Eno.
My introduction posited the rockumentary as a nostalgic cultural form, and Kill Your
Idols is no exception. But the nostalgia of Kill Your Idols is structural: the film self-reflexively
looks back on the emergence of no wave (specifically 1977–82) through the perspective of the
New York rock scene of the early 2000s. Interviews with no wave originators (Martin Rev of
2
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Suicide, Arto Lindsay of DNA, Lydia Lunch of Teenage Jesus and the Jerks, and Glenn Branca
of Theoretical Girls) and early 80s acolytes (Thurston Moore and Lee Ranaldo of Sonic Youth,
Michael Gira of Swans), along with archival footage of performances and the city, establish
details of the no wave past. In representing its historical present, Kill Your Idols incorporates
performance footage of and interviews with Karen O and Brian Chase of the Yeah Yeah Yeahs,
Eric and Bjorn Copeland of Black Dice, and Eugene Hütz of Gogol Bordello, among other NYCbased bands. Formally speaking, the rockumentary’s eleven titled chapters could be divided into
three larger sections: 1) the emergence of no wave; 2) the contemporary New York rock scene
(having been vaguely influenced by no wave); and 3) a nostalgic look back on no wave’s past
through the perspective of the present.
Critics often responded to Kill Your Idols with annoyed confusion regarding the
relevance of these present-day artists to the film’s purported subject. As Manohla Dargis
laments, director Scott Crary “never figures out what story he wants to tell. And so, after
checking in with the oldsters, he checks out newbies like the Yeah Yeah Yeahs, whose
connection to once-upon-a-downtown-time remains as elusive here as Mr. Crary’s enterprise.”4
Marc Campbell calls the connection “too tenuous to stand up to close scrutiny,”5 and Owen
Gleiberman writes that the film “takes a misguided swerve into the current downtown New York
rock scene, so that it can spend more time preaching about the anarchy of the good old days than
it does revealing them.”6 In an interview with Pitchfork, Crary explained the link as follows:
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“Originally, I was pursuing just the newer bands and a much wider cross-section of them (with
bands like the Walkmen, Interpol, etc.). Over time, a certain concentration of the bands I was
interviewing either kept referencing a certain five-year period in NYC underground rock and/or
were being paired with bands from then by the media.”7
Within Kill Your Idols, such a clear rationale for this juxtaposition is never established.
Approached as a rockumentary that is trying to tell the story of no wave, the Strokes, for
example—who are not even there to defend themselves against the sell-out slams they get dealt
by Thurston Moore and Lydia Lunch—seem entirely tangential. But taken as a rockumentary
positing a declension narrative propelled by the commercialization of both the Lower East Side
(LES) and NYC’s rock scene, the logic emerges. Historical opposition is the method through
which the film promotes nostalgia for a time when the eventual gentrification of the LES seemed
absurd and, to paraphrase an interview with Swans frontman Michael Gira, you could tell the
difference between the rock performer and the Nike advertisement. Kill Your Idols enters the
discourse of no wave’s anti-commerciality with and through a construction of the gentrifying
streets of NYC. Goddard draws this parallel as well: “Not only is there a disconnect between
these much more conventional rock bands and the inventive and uncompromising noise that
preceded them, but their presentation, via the garish color of digital video, intensifies these
differences by presenting a New York that looks and sounds like a different universe.”8 But what
for Goddard is a problematic and distracting lack of consistency is, for me, the point: by positing
a diachronic relationship between urban life and musical production, Kill Your Idols ultimately
argues that the music changed—became culturally gentrified—because the city changed, and by
implication, that no wave is best understood in relation to a geographically and historically
7
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specific place. Crary’s approach attempts ideological alignment with the no wave scene’s
rejection of commercialization, yet the film fails to recognize its own place in facilitating
“memory as commerce,” as one of the film’s chapter titles is named.
The opening of Kill Your Idols immediately establishes an audiovisual connection
between NYC and no wave. Rather than starting with music, though, the film begins with
ambient city sounds. Muffled voices, footsteps, and the screeching of a breaking subway train—
metal on metal—construct a sonic urban imaginary as a frame for what follows, orienting our
ears. Though decidedly non-diegetic, these city sounds quickly provide a visualized place of
origin. A brief interview clip with Martin Rev of Suicide introduces the first music we hear: “I
just remember the first note, the first sound, so rich and ripe, just fully perfect, and so, like,
apocalyptic.” As Rev speaks, Suicide’s “Ghost Rider” fades in, gradually superseding interview
audio as the credit sequence starts. The track continues pounding away with its repeating one-bar
groove, and along with the credit sequence, we see footage shot from the perspective of a
moving vehicle, with a gaze turned outward into the urban night toward passing buildings,
towering industrial smokestacks, and an elevated subway line. Though likely shot for the film,
the grainy, amateur quality of this footage suggests something archival, something originating
from the no wave past (figure 28).

Figure 28 Kill Your Idols opening
credits with the Manhattan skyline
and Suicide’s “Ghost Rider”
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Suicide, an early influence on the no wave scene (Reynolds calls them “the godfathers of
no wave”), was a duo: Rev (keyboards and drum machine), previously a free-jazz musician, and
Alan Vega (vocals), a visual artist and prior member of the MoMA-protesting Art Workers
Coalition.9 In “Ghost Rider,” Vega’s muddy, electro-Elvis vocals groove along, half spoken,
spilling out three verses about the flaming-skeleton-headed Marvel antihero Ghost Rider to a
repeated, barely melodic phrase. This is accompanied by Rev’s synthesizer riff—an angular,
three-note bassline that mirrors the intervallic construction of the melody—punctuated by a
syncopated chordal gesture and a sparse drum machine beat. “Ghost Rider,” like many songs on
Suicide’s eponymous debut album (1977), manages an unlikely grimy-cute aesthetic, combining
an almost adorable synth groove, repeated vocal syllables, and unexpected, hiccupping “whoops”
like a miffed Buddy Holly, with a gritty, industrial minimalism more typical of no wave in
general. The track’s lyrics likewise range from cute to alienated, from the “Ghost rider
motorcycle hero / Hey, baby baby baby he’s a lookin’ so cute” of the first verse, to the “Hey
baby be be be, he’s a-screamin’ away / America, America is killin’ its youth” of the last. The
song is brief, and we hear it nearly in its entirety during the credit sequence, only to be replaced
by a scream and the first concrete indication of where we are (figure 29).

Figure 29 New York City is introduced
with a scream in Kill Your Idols
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Editorial gestures that work to associate NYC, and especially the LES, with no wave
continue throughout Kill Your Idols. To give one further example: in her interview, Lydia Lunch
references the “desperate, dirty, impoverished times” in the LES of the early 1980s, going on to
describe the establishment of the no wave community as such: “For some freak reason, all these
freaks had come to New York in order to try to purge themselves of their specific sickness in a
very sick and impoverished environment. And it worked.” In confirmation of Lunch’s
recollection, archival footage—again shot from the perspective of a moving vehicle—shows us
vacant lots, abandoned shop fronts, and trashcan fires set ablaze on the sidewalk. Eventually,
footage of three bodies dancing is superimposed onto these images of the LES streets (figure 30),
and due to rhythmic alignment in this musical moment, these individuals seem to be responding
to the soundtrack Kill Your Idols provides: “Macbeth,” by Ciccone Youth (the pseudonymous
name of a Sonic Youth side project). Though released in 1989—seven years after the historical
moment Kill Your Idols is documenting in this segment—the instrumental track “Macbeth” is
easily assimilated as exemplary of no wave, with its minimalistic layering of drum machine
beats, bell-like pulsing chords, and fuzzy guitar lines, as well as its focus on texture over melody.

Figure 30 The
Lower East Side,
dancing bodies, and
“Macbeth” in Kill
Your Idols
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The audiovisual materials assembled here—city footage, dancer footage, and
“Macbeth”—function as documentation of Lunch’s description, establishing the aesthetic and
material synthesis of a place, a scene, and a sound. But beyond its evidentiary function, this
musical moment also works to spatialize sound, guiding us to experience this music in relation to
a distinctive locality. Segments like this, which abound in situated rockumentaries, project and
historicize what John Lovering has called a “local musical space,” an urban zone where a shared
musical sensibility “identifiable to its participants emerges and is sustained by an apparatus of
creation, production, and consumption.”10 Further, Kill Your Idols here engages in an ideological
discourse that permeates many situated rockumentaries, which depends on what might be
referred to as a contradictory in spite of/because of logic: this music exists both in spite of the
“desperate, dirty, impoverished” LES, but also because of the specific aesthetic and social
inspirations this place provided. The urban center around which musical activity collapses is also
a collapsing center.
These two segments in Kill Your Idols exemplify multiple tendencies of situated
rockumentaries, especially those that attempt to tell place-of-origin stories about an individual,
band, scene, and/or genre. First, situated rockumentaries make psychogeographical arguments
about music and musicians, positing claims about how the emotional and sonic resonances of
urban life have informed musical production. Second, in order to construct these arguments,
situated rockumentaries incorporate the audiovisual combination of music substantiated as
crucially of a city with images of that city, facilitating a psychogeographical synchresis of sound
and image. Finally, these films contribute to what Adam Krims has called the urban ethos, a
network of cultural representations that informs, and is informed by, the constantly shifting
10
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realities of cities and the experiences of those who live, work, and play in them. The following
three sections will discuss each of these tendencies in detail.

Changing How We Hear the City: Psychogeography, Briefly
We wanted to break out of this conditioning,
in search of different uses of the urban landscape,
in search of new passions.
–voice-over from Sur le passage de quelques personnes à travers une assez courte unité de temps
(Guy Debord, 1959)

City life shifts perception, influences behavior. In the opening of his book Real Cities,
Steve Pile argues that what is real about cities is not just their material, built landscapes or their
facilitation of commerce, but the ways in which they force people to “behave in urban ways.”11
There is no singular urban way of behaving. Rather there are many ways, which are linked to the
characters of specific cities—to the immaterial characteristics that extend beyond the
arrangement of streets or traffic patterns, farther than the architectural styles and distribution of
commercial and residential buildings. This specificity, then, makes cities seem as if they have
personalities: “Something about city life lends itself to being read as if it had a state of mind, a
personality, as having a particular mood or sentiment, or as privileging certain attitudes and
forms of sociation.”12 Pile suggests that to explore this notion of a city’s personality requires an
investigation of “the imaginary and emotional aspects of city life.”13 Situated rockumentaries
stage such investigations, and in doing so they produce psychogeographical knowledge that
structures our stance toward the music being documented and urban life alike.
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In order to substantiate this tendency and analyze its operation, it is necessary to first
consider how psychogeography has been conceptualized as both theory and practice. My main
point of entry into psychogeography, and the psychogeographical ideas that have informed my
approach to situated rockumentaries, are those put forward by Debord and the Situationist
International. It was in the journal Potlatch, published by the pre-Situationist collective known as
the Letterist International (active in Paris between 1952 and 1957), where the term
psychogeography was first introduced.14 In this context, it appeared in various playful, Dadainspired psychogeographical prompts, such as Debord’s “Exercise in Psychogeography” from
Potlatch #2. An excerpt from this “Exercise” will likely do little to clarify how the Letterists
conceived of psychogeography:
Jack the Ripper is probably psycho-geographical in love.
Saint-Just is a bit psychogeo-graphical in politics.
(Terror is disorienting.)
Andre Breton is naively psycho-geographical in encounters.15
Though in many respects psychogeography remains difficult to fix as a singular pursuit, a
definition was soon offered by Debord, specifically in his 1955 article “Introduction to a Critique
of Urban Geography”:
Psychogeography could set for itself the study of the precise laws and specific
effects of the geographical environment, consciously organized or not, on the
emotions and behavior of individuals. The adjective psychogeographical,
retaining a rather pleasing vagueness, can thus be applied to the findings arrived
at by this type of investigation, to their influence on human feelings, and even
more generally to any situation or conduct that seems to reflect the same spirit of
discovery.16
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Though the “pleasing vagueness” of the term “psychogeographical” is highlighted here, it does
become clear that for Debord, psychogeography exists at the intersection of materialist
geographical inquiry and a conscious consideration of an individual’s psychological state. In this
way, psychogeography puts forward a conception of the city as both a material reality and a
behavior or attitude.
Situated rockumentaries share a similar function, representing the city as a built
environment that structures an urban subject’s state of mind. Further, the psychogeographical
“spirit of discovery” in rockumentaries is prominently oriented toward the interrogation of
sounds and/in acoustic spaces, resulting in films that position the sonic ecology of cities as
inspiration for musical production. In many cases, this inspiration is presented in an expository
fashion: it is spoken about directly by the rockumentary subject. This occurs, for example, in
Gimme Danger, Jim Jarmusch’s 2016 film on the stage-diving, bare-chested, grotesquely yet
clownishly theatrical singer and instrumentalist James Osterberg, aka Iggy Pop. Recounting his
childhood attraction to percussive explorations in an interview filmed, unassumingly, in his
cluttered laundry room, Pop describes how he would dump out his Lincoln Logs and use them to
bang on things. Linking this sonic idea to the industrial sounds of Detroit, the film cuts to
footage of some assembly-line machinery in action as Pop’s interview continues: “When I was in
fourth grade they took us to the River Rouge Assembly Plant. They had a machine that
engineered a controlled drop of a piece of metal onto a stamping plate, and every time that thing
hit the stamping plate it made this racket, this BOOSH—a mega clang. And I liked the mega
clang.” Pop’s interview is here mixed with a metallic “mega clang” sound synchronized to the
image of the machinery in action and Pop’s own vocalized and embodied (as a two-handed
descent onto air drums) “BOOSH.” Aside from asserting a conformance between the sounds of
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Fordist industrial technologies and rock music—a frequented trope in situated rockumentaries
that will be discussed below in the context of the MC5—the film here sonically materializes the
connection drawn by Pop. Though audiovisual editing may seem to merely confirm what is
spoken, it in reality substantiates this connection, making audible a sonic urban imaginary that
would otherwise be left unsounded; the assembly-line worker’s everyday noise is transmuted
into a template for proto-punk drumming.
In “Introduction to a Critique of Urban Geography,” Debord goes on to describe how
psychogeographers should strive for awareness of everyday urban realities that are only vaguely
recognized, rarely articulated, and certainly not interrogated. Floating through daily life, urban
subjects take for granted well-worn, habitual paths and fail to recognize how “zones of distinct
psychic atmospheres” in cities structure their movements and condition their emotional
responses.17 Material aspects of these spatial zones—architecture, lighting, colors, textures,
patterns of human and mechanical movement, arrangements of streets and sidewalks, and most
importantly for rockumentaries, sounds—all regulate behavior and desire in ways that are
usually ignored. Moreover, these urban spaces have been constructed not by us, but rather for
us—and at times, against us. The spectacular surface appearances of the city conceal the logic of
their production, but through psychogeographical experimentation, the different ambiences of the
city can be discovered, mapped, and perhaps turned into something “less settled, less
alienated.”18 As Plant writes, the Situationists’ approach to psychogeography “was intended to
cultivate an awareness of the ways in which everyday life is presently conditioned and
controlled, the ways in which this manipulation can be exposed and subverted, and the
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possibilities for chosen forms of constructed situations in the post-spectacular world.”19 So, the
sense of play evident in the earlier Letterist conception of psychogeography remains, but here
that play is oriented toward the specific disruptive goals of exposition, subversion, and ultimately
transformation.
One of the main psychogeographical practices advocated by the Situationists was the
dérive (drift), a “playful-constructive” movement through urban space: “In a dérive one or more
persons during a certain period drop their relations, their work and leisure activities, and all their
other usual motives for movement and action, and let themselves be drawn by the attractions of
the terrain and the encounters they find there.”20 To dérive is neither to succumb completely to
chance nor to move entirely by choice.21 Instead, what was sought was highly self-conscious
movement that would operate by means of its own logic, and therefore against the hegemonic
logic of the urban environment’s design. In doing so, the individual or group on a dérive would
maintain awareness of how certain streets or neighborhoods interacted with their emotional states
and desires, striving to use the urban environment for their own ends, and ultimately to
“challenge and change the social organization of space.”22 The situationists’ notion of the dérive
has a historical precedent in the earlier wandering practices of the Dadaists, the “geographical
form of automatism” celebrated by the surrealists, and also the 19th-century tradition of the
flâneur, but it differs from these precedents in its intent.23 Merlin Coverley writes, “The dérive
takes the wanderer out of the realm of the disinterested spectator or artistic practitioner and
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places him [sic] in a subversive position as a revolutionary following a political agenda.”24
Returning to the quote from Debord’s 1959 documentary Sur le passage de quelques personnes
that opened this section, it is clear that in order to find new ways of using, feeling, and desiring
the city, one first had to realize, and then breach, the hegemonic conditioning of their everyday
urban environment.
In using the Situationists’ conception of psychogeography to address the function of
situated rockumentaries, I am not suggesting that the Situationists would have applauded all (or
indeed any) of these films’ psychogeographical impulses. Though psychogeographical work is
engaged in the cultural form of the rockumentary, that work is often spectacularized and
fantastical; these films fetishize the city, engaging in the commodification of its relationship to
specific musical practices or local scenes through the circulation of idealized and often nostalgic
representations. In this regard, it might be noted that situated rockumentaries prefer personal
crises to urban ones, more often narrativizing the unraveling of an individual or band than placebased political, economic, or social issues. Take, for example, the treatment of Ian Curtis’s
suicide in Joy Division and Kurt Cobain’s in About a Son, LCD Soundsystem’s last concert in
Shut Up and Play the Hits, and Sid Vicious’s death in The Filth and the Fury. Situated
rockumentaries also tend to be optimistic about cities, contributing predominantly positive
representations. Even in films where urban problems are addressed (such as with Oklahoma City
in Fearless Freaks, Manchester in Joy Division, and London in The Filth and the Fury), their
rockumentary subjects are represented as musically thriving in spite of their surroundings, as
demonstrated above in the case of Kill Your Idols.
The promotional function of situated rockumentaries can be understood as a form of
mediated placemaking, as a cultural strategy for accumulating capital in cities. Placemaking,
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defined by Montgomery as “a strategy for increasing commerce and rents in an area by crafting
vibrant streetscapes,” is a technique that has been employed in the cultural regeneration efforts of
many cities undergoing economic strain.25 Of course, rockumentaries do not work directly on
urban places. But in their assemblage of images and sounds of the city with (hi)stories of musical
production, they valorize the culturally generative potential of specific places and spaces. This
kind of promotional documentation of the urban is consistent with the roles that Krims
understands urban centers of media production as continually undertaking, which include
“reproducing themselves, announcing themselves, and setting themselves as the focus of culture
in the developed world.”26 In short, situated rockumentaries promote the accumulation of cultural
capital in cities.

The Music Sounds Like the City Feels / The City Feels Like the Music Sounds
The unresolved puzzle of the city lies in its shifting perspectives, in the way it shifts perception.
–Steve Pile, Real Cities

Situated rockumentaries are full of musical moments that assemble music with images of
cities. Point of audition and point of view remain distinct in such sequences. And yet, due to a
combination of acoustical sound/space correspondences, expository information (such as that
given in interviews), and the effects of what Chion has called synchresis, there is a suggestion of
the music as verging on diegetic; the place shown is rendered a realistic and influential origin of
the music heard, and the “spontaneous and irresistible weld produced between a particular
auditory phenomenon and visual phenomenon when they occur at the same time” amplifies our
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inclination to perceptually bind sound and image.27 Music, in other words, often becomes
aesthetically and affectively diegetic in situated rockumentaries, exerting an influence on how
we perceive music and city alike, echoing endlessly the idea that the city is a sonic state of mind.
In the remainder of this section, I explore the operation of this effect, plus consider its impact on
the perception of realism in the context of nonfiction films on music.
To be clear, the operation of affective and aesthetic diegesis is contextual, supported most
frequently by interviews and archival materials that draw correspondences between music and
place. These links may be substantiated in general, place-based terms, such as the with the “in
spite of/because of” logic employed by Lydia Lunch in Kill Your Idols, or more specifically in
relation to the influence of a city’s sonic ecology on musical production. Editorial juxtapositions
of city noises with music sometimes reinforce the latter notion, as in the opening scene of Kill
Your Idols, which moves quickly from ambient urban sounds to Suicide’s “Ghost Rider,” or in
Made in Sheffield, which situates the industrial clanging of metal on metal in a Sheffield steel
factory between the post-punk tracks “Being Boiled” and “On Every Other Street” (from Cabaret
Voltaire’s 1979 album Mix Up). Erich Hertz similarly argues that city sounds are positioned as a
generative force in Made in Sheffield:
The point here is not just that these artists came out of Sheffield and that Sheffield
had a formative influence on them, but that the very sounds of the city itself are
what was first, what was foundational to the creation of this sound. While
electronic music had been experimented with in other areas of the world and, for
that matter, in avant-garde classical music, there is an essential link to this
particular kind of noise and these particular kinds of beats. The effect […] is to
make the city a foundation or the original creator of the sound, that the music that
is ultimately made is just an expression of the city itself.28
I certainly agree that Made in Sheffield, like many situated rockumentaries, invites us to hear the
influence of everyday urban sounds on music, and further that these gestures of sonic blurring
27
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are argumentative in terms of listening practices. But whereas Hertz makes a unidirectional claim
(i.e., the music is an expression of the city), I argue that situated rockumentaries represent the
“mutually generative relations of music and place,” making claims about what is possible in
terms of our subjective experiences of both.29
In these city/sound combinations, the sounds (musical or otherwise) are not
foregrounding some meaning that is already there in the image; they are not, as Nicholas Cook
lists some verbs problematically frequented in writing on music in audiovisual media, projecting,
highlighting, or underlining.30 Claudia Gorbman, too, emphasizes that the image is not
autonomous, suggesting that the music/image relationship in film be understood in terms of
“mutual implication” rather than parallelism and counterpoint.31 Chion’s conception of added
value is instructive here:
By added value I mean the expressive and informative value with which a sound
enriches a given image so as to create the definite impression, in the immediate or
remembered experience one has of it, that this formation or expression “naturally”
comes from what is seen, and is already contained in the image itself. Added
value is what gives the (eminently incorrect) impression that sound is
unnecessary, that sound merely duplicates a meaning which in reality it brings
about, either all on its own or by discrepancies between it and the image.32
For example, we see the city’s skyline during the opening of Kill Your Idols, but the ambient
urban sounds and Suicide’s “Ghost Rider” provide materiality and spatial depth, infusing the
image with an illusory physical presence not afforded by visual means alone.
Added value is particularly at work in synchresis, a neologism that combines the words
synchronism and synthesis. Chion’s application of synchresis is primarily related to diegetic
sounds, but he insists on the incredibly flexible nature of this phenomenon: “Certain
29
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experimental videos and films demonstrate that synchresis can even work out of thin air—that is,
with images and sounds that strictly speaking have nothing to do with each other, forming
monstrous yet inevitable and irresistible agglomerations in our perception.”33 If such
agglomerations can be, as Chion suggests, habitually perceived even when completely unrelated
images and sounds are synchronized, then it is certainly plausible to think of psychogeographical
synchresis at work in situated rockumentaries’ music/place assemblages, especially if
interviewees also suggest the significance of such relationships. Chion, too, grants that
synchresis does not happen in a vacuum, but is organized by “contextual determinations” and is
“capable of being influenced, reinforced, and oriented by cultural habits.”34 In this regard, rock’s
longstanding discursive relationship with cities is certainly pertinent, as are preexisting cultural
associations between the rockumentary’s subject and a particular urban environment (such as Joy
Division’s with Manchester, no wave’s with New York, the Sex Pistols’ with London, grunge’s
with Seattle, etc.).
Chion’s description of added value focuses on what meanings sound can generate in
combination with images. Situated rockumentaries invite a consideration of the reverse as well,
namely, what meanings images of cities engender in music. In developing his metaphor model of
audiovisual media analysis, Cook foregrounds the emergent nature of meaning in music and
film, which cannot be reduced to a “simple mixing or averaging of the properties of each
individual medium.”35 Instead, Cook configures music/film synchronization as instigating a
potential transference of attributes that is “negotiated…between the two interacting media in
light of the individual context.”36 For instance, applying Cook’s model to Kill Your Idols: after
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an analogy is drawn between images of the LES and no wave music, then “some or all of the
remaining attributes of one become available as attributes of the other.”37 The danger, grime, and
decay of the LES adhere in Ciccone Youth’s “Macbeth” and Suicide’s “Ghost Rider,” and the
pulsing rhythms, harsh timbres, and reverberating sounds of no wave are enabled as attributes of
the LES’s soundscape, or even of its feel, its specific emotional atmosphere. In the rockumentary
context, the drawing of analogies between music and place is both more explicit and more
authoritative than in fiction film or documentaries on non-musical subjects—more explicit
because interviewees articulate these connections, and more authoritative because of generic
expectations of realism in the context of documentary film.
As discussed in my introduction, audiences come to documentaries assuming that
“sounds and images bear an indexical relation to the historical world” and that they will be
offered a history lesson motivated by realism.38 Music, of course, has the ability to persuade, to
suggest emotional resonances, to underpin narrative, and to historically contextualize, but it also
reinforces a sense that what we are seeing is real, that this form of knowing and feeling reality is
legitimate.39 Corner maps decisions about music in documentaries onto the competing
trajectories of artistic aims on one hand and journalistic integrity on the other, setting up a
tension between aesthetic and realist motivations. In this formulation, for Corner, selfconsciously artistic, abstract, or interpretive documentaries tend to use music more freely, while
those that aim for a reality effect (e.g., in an observational or participatory mode) often avoid
music that might be heard as intervening on an emotional or aesthetic level.40 Music in situated
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rockumentaries, however, opens up different understandings of realism. Rogers’ comments on
the perception of music in the documentary context foreground this issue:
If our eyes are given real events, what happens when our ears are offered a sonic
elsewhere? In fiction film, both image and music are conjured forth from another
place, but in nonfiction features, the elsewhere signified by music appears to
conflict with the present tense of the images. This can be put another way: in
fiction film we have to suspend our disbelief; in documentary, we have to keep it
activated and hold together in our minds two worlds at once.41
Crucially, in situated rockumentaries our ears are not “offered a sonic elsewhere.” The music
may not be, strictly speaking, coming from the place we see, yet the task is not to “hold together
in our minds two words at once,” but rather to perceive music and image as two representations
of the same world; they collapse around the same urban center.
Documentary realism can be constructed in multiple ways, yet it always remains just that:
a construction. As Nichols asserts, “the separation between an image and what it refers to
[reality] continues to be a difference that makes a difference.”42 So despite the realism effects
achieved through assemblages of sound and city in situated rockumentaries, what is projected is
always an imagined unity, a representation that may be more or less informed by the realities of
actual cities. The historical and geographical specificity of these representations varies greatly.
Sunset Strip (2012), for example, provides a historically grounded, diachronic representation of
cultural activity a tightly defined locale, and Joy Division is similarly attentive to the built
environment of post-industrial Manchester, especially to the vanishing of places significant to
the Joy Division story (The Electric Circus, Rafters, The Factory, etc.), which are nostalgically
labeled “Things That Aren’t There.” In other cases, the city functions as little more than an
iconic backdrop against which some small portion of present-day action takes place. I Am Trying
to Break Your Heart: A Film About Wilco features primarily interior recording studio footage,
41
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but ends with the band mingling against the Chicago skyline. Funky Monks, which documents
the Red Hot Chili Peppers’ recording Blood Sugar Sex Magik (1991) in The Mansion,
incorporates Los Angeles sparingly, most extensively (and memorably, given spatial contrast
with the labyrinthine placelessness of The Mansion) as background for a monologue lead singer
Anthony Kiedis delivers about his drug addiction and recovery. But in all cases, ideas about what
is possible in cities, especially as these possibilities are tied to the production and consumption of
music, are negotiated. Situated rockumentaries are a site where a transference of attributes
between music and place can be argumentatively established, and their uses of sound suggest
new ways of theorizing sonic realism in documentary film.

Characterizing the City: The Urban Ethos
There are many factors—social, cultural, and economic—that make the prominence of
the city in rockumentaries unsurprising. For one, both popular music and documentaries have
frequently acted as agents of urban representation.43 Another reason why representations of the
urban occur so often in rockumentaries is that cities, as centers of the cultural economy, are
overwhelmingly where popular music is produced and where musical scenes form.44 Cities are
able to foster scenes, providing intuitional sites and “the kinds of people who seek and support
scenes—people who value innovation and style and tend to develop relatively well-engaged
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allegiances to scenes.”45 As Allen J. Scott describes in The Cultural Economy of Cities,
“commodified cultural production systems regularly assume the form of place-bound
agglomerations.”46 These urban agglomerations interact with both the organization of economic
activity and the placed formation of cultural communities, facilitating a symbiotic network of
city, culture, and economy.47 Scott notes that this network is unique in the case of the cultural
economy because of the “idiosyncrasy of the relations between the cultural attributes of place
and the qualitative aspects of final outputs.”48 In other words, cultural commodities appear to
bear some mark of place, to take on qualities of the city where they are produced. But in a
fashion quite contrary to the typical individual- or band-centric models of many situated
rockumentaries, Scott describes the processes of establishing and maintaining associations
between cities and cultural products in terms of these agglomerations, which have “spillover
effects for all the firms located within them.”49 In these terms, some cities—his examples are
Paris and Los Angeles—have been more successful in curating sellable urban mystiques than
others:
Their products enjoy strong collective reputation effects derived from their places
of origin. Authenticity is an important ingredient of such effects, in the sense that
consumers often put a premium on certain kinds of connections between the
products that they buy and the intrinsic qualities of the places where those
products are made. This in turn is bound up with consumers’ impressions of the
real or factitious identities of those same places.50
Situated rockumentaries, engaging in a sonic branding of place, draw on and benefit from these
impressions. The “spillover effects” of preexisting city-culture associations can aid in the
authentication of rockumentary arguments about music’s relationship to a place. These
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arguments, in turn, inform the set of “collective reputation effects” that might be associated with
a place, potentially serving a promotional function for that place and other products of its cultural
economy.
Adam Krims conceptualizes this network of potential urban characteristics as the urban
ethos: a cultural regime of representation that encompasses all of the possible representations of
the urban—as both environment and experience—in cultural production at any given historical
moment. The urban ethos, even as it “distills publicly disseminated notions of how cities are
generally,” is neither static nor homogeneous; it is historically contingent, and both positive and
negative representations of the urban can appear in popular culture simultaneously.51 Krims
implicates the formation of the urban ethos in existing media power structures, noting that “the
range and forms of representing urban life are shaped by those with access to the means of
representation,” and that in Anglo-American media culture, major cities in the United States, and
particularly New York City and Los Angeles, are disproportionally represented.52 Our perception
of music’s contribution to the urban ethos is based on the mental apprehension of multiple
parameters, musical and extra-musical, immanent and remembered. In other words, in listening
to a recording or a live performance, our experiences of the lyrics and music as representing
something about city life are informed by a network of associations: visual elements such as
album artwork, music videos, press photos, and other audiovisual media; knowledge of the
genre(s) with which the performing artists is associated, as well as with their star image;
historical context, particularly as it applies to urban development; and finally, our subjective
memories of or ideas about what life in cities is like.
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Michel De Certeau wrote, “Stories about places are makeshift things. They are composed
with the world’s own debris.”53 The stories situated rockumentaries compose about cities are no
different: they enact a gathering of scattered associations for us, collecting a set of
representations of the urban surrounding some musical subject. Further, the urban ethos, as “a
regime of poetic procedures,” does not develop autonomously, but rather is shaped and inflected
by the changing structures of actual cities and the experiences of those who live, work, and move
in them.54 As discussed in my introduction, rockumentary filmmakers can be understood as
cultural intermediaries in that they are tastemakers who, in mediating the production and
consumption of popular music, influence the ways that music is received, interpreted, and judged
by consumers. Situated rockumentaries also incorporate the work (“debris”) of a range of other
cultural intermediaries (those working in advertising, journalism, public relations, etc.) in
argumentatively representing affinities between musical goods and urban sensibilities. As Krims
notes, “cultural intermediaries tend to live and work in cities, and their socialization and
consumption of popular music tends to occur in quite specific urban contexts.”55 The emergence
of the situated rockumentary is one consequence of this urban perspective. Especially since the
popularization of the compilation or archival approach to rockumentaries in the 1990s, the
rockumentary’s logic of development has been steadily informed by cultural intermediaries’
experiences as city dwellers, as shapers and interpreters of the urban ethos, and as—I hope—
psychogeographers.
In most instances, rockumentaries’ engagements with cities conform to a nonfiction ideal
of factual transparence, and their role in (de)constructing the urban ethos remains concealed
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under an impression of journalistic accuracy. The connections drawn between cultural products
and places are positioned as natural, preexisting bonds arising from the urban experiences of
musicians, not as the work of taste-making and consumer-producing cultural intermediaries. But
there are notable exceptions to this, exceptions that indicate the ideological and economic
functions of the urban ethos, especially as it relates to stylistic distinctions within popular music
and constructions of authenticity therein. Elaborating on this point, I will now turn to some
examples of situated rockumentaries on punk and grunge that engage in this type of ideological
demystification.

Place and Class as Axes of Authenticity in Punk: Attitude and Hype!
Don Letts’ film Punk: Attitude (2005) traces a place-based lineage of punk as (true to its
title) an attitude—an aggressive, rebellious, and irreverent behavioral stance against the straight
world, an assault on hegemonic propositions about the art of living in the city. The story begins
in the United States. Legs McNeil, co-founder of the NYC-based magazine/fanzine Punk, says in
interview, “I think [punk] starts with Brando in The Wild One,” citing a scene from the 1953
outlaw biker film where Brando’s character, having been asked, “What are you rebelling
against?” replies “Whattaya got?” Martin Rev of Suicide brings in 1950s rock ‘n’ roll, and
Darryl Jenifer of Bad Brains, referencing Chuck Berry, concurs: “Running across the
motherfucking stage on one leg like this duck, like doing some duck walk shit, is some punk
shit.” Letts’ situated narrative begins with proto-punk influences in New York (the Velvet
Underground, the New York Dolls) and Detroit (the MC5, ? Mark and the Mysterians, and Iggy
Pop), then turns to punk in New York (the Ramones, Richard Hell) and London (the Sex Pistols,
the Slits, and X-Ray Spex). The story continues through the emergence of the straight-edge scene
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in Washington, D.C. (Bad Brains), hardcore in New York (Agnostic Front) and Los Angeles
(Black Flag and Circle Jerks), and finally onto grunge in Seattle, before declaring punk as
officially coopted by the establishment (Blink 182, Green Day). Place assumes a structural role
in Punk: Attitude, providing a formal logic for the exposition of information that positions the
punk attitude as a geographically dispersed yet ideologically unified musical and behavioral
stance that emerges in cities.
The punk attitude’s entanglement with received impressions of city life is revealed as a
contingent, ideological construction when the story first moves to the West Coast. Just after we
see footage of the NYC skyline, Henry Rollins of Black Flag outlines the East/West Coast
dichotomy, as if summarizing the prominent take of cultural intermediaries: “East Coast. Dirty
cities. Small, lotta people, […] lotta street crime, polluted skies, the ocean comes up to your
ankle and there’s a dead guy floating in it. To California: sun, fun, beautiful girls, surfing and
punk rock. How can you have sun, fun, hot chicks, oranges, and punk rock?” An interview with
Alice Bag follows: “A lot of people mistakenly think that because it’s happening in sunny
California, where kids are at the beach, that they have great lives, but you can have a messed-up
life anywhere.” Rollins then continues to discuss musical features of East Coast punk and
hardcore, including fast tempi and an “in your face” vocal delivery, relating them to behavioral
tendencies of East Coast people, such as talking quickly and aggressively. Both of these
interviews directly address associations embedded in the urban ethos, with Bag attempting a
deconstruction of received notions about the possibilities of life in California cities.
Punk: Attitude negotiates the discursive concept of punk authenticity along two axes,
with claims to such authenticity framed by the embrace of merely surviving, of drifting
disruptively through the oppressive conditions of everyday urban life. One is the axis of class,
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with punk authenticity being rooted in notions of industrial working-class identity. As Erich
Hertz argues, class lines “become the claims to a certain legitimacy in the punk lineage.”56 But
this class axis, a mediated marker of authenticity, is as much rooted in appearances (fashion,
public behavior) as the actual class background of any given punk. What remains indelible in
punk authenticity is a performative rejection of the meritocratic pursuit of upward mobility;
punks spit in the face of desires for economic success and fame, forging an assault on hierarchal
notions of “good taste.” Greil Marcus writes the following of the British punk landscape in the
wake of the Sex Pistols: “Though the best-known bands immediately signed with major record
companies, that half-dozen meant nothing to the hundreds and thousands in the pop wilderness:
there something like a new pop economy, based less on profit than on subsistence, the will to
shock, marginal but intense public response—a pop economy meant to support not careers but
hit-and-run raids on the public peace of mind—began to take shape.”57 Of course, punk
documentaries are not typically about the hit-and-run raid bands themselves, but their framing of
punk draws on this anti-consumerist, working-class mythos.
The relationship between authenticity and class is not unique to punk; it has figured
prominently in formulations of rock ideology in general (and rockumentary representations
thereof). Hamilton describes a tendency toward “nostalgic populism” in narratives about rock
music, in which rock is “folded into a quasi-mythic lineage of American proletarian expression,
with class trumping race in narratives that claim rock and roll music as an inherently and nobly
working-class form.”58 Such class-based authenticity fantasies are, as Hamilton argues, one
method through which rock discourse has displaced the issue of race, and especially anxieties
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about the appropriation of Black music by white musicians. Commitment to an individual-centric
model of the rocker as working-class hero allows this figure to maintain the outsider, anticommercial stance of rock authenticity and eschew considerations of rock music’s history of
racial appropriation.
The other axis is one of place, which might be configured as either local–international or
placed–placeless, with punk authenticity derived not just from a connection to a city, but a
performative assault on the urban everyday. As Marcus wrote of the Sex Pistols’ music: “It was
the sound of the city collapsing.” The rockumentary tendency to situate punk bands in a city—to
assert, “this is where this music came from, and this is what it acted on”—can be read as a
reaction against the increased commercialization and internationalization of rock, which was set
into motion by the British Invasion and solidified with the rise of arena-filling rock bands in the
1970s. In an article on punk and post-punk rockumentaries from the 2000s, Hertz makes a
similar claim:
A punk band by its very nature had to be claiming a more genuine space and
reacting more stridently to the forces of the music industry. Punks and post-punks
could not be international or transnational phenomena like their disconnected
forebears; instead, they needed to be rooted in, and products of, a specific
environment in a specific historical moment. The recent spate of films about postpunk in the last decade often tethers their subjects to their cities to establish and
stage this authenticity.59
In terms of the place axis, it is notable that Punk: Attitude stops situating bands in a city the
moment it arrives at the “inauthentic,” “commercial” pop-punk of the 1990s. Neither Blink 182
nor Green Day are associated with a city in Punk: Attitude, suggesting that the loss of a distinct
urban origin is indicative of a loss of punk authenticity.
The negotiation of these two axes is also not unique to Punk: Attitude but persists as a
trope in multiple films about punk, post-punk, no wave, and grunge, all genres that have been
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defined in relation to a DIY, indie, and/or explicitly anti-commercial ideology. The Filth and the
Fury, for example, begins its recounting of the Sex Pistols’ career of offense in “London 1976,”
as onscreen text informs us, with Johnny Rotten voicing over archival footage of trash heaps and
dead rats in the streets of London: “The Labour Party had promised so much after the war; had
done so little for the working class. The working class were confused about even themselves, and
didn’t even understand what working class meant anymore. […] The germ, the seed, the Sex
Pistols generated from that.” These two axes are also evident in the ethnographic approach
Penelope Spheeris takes to the Los Angeles punk rock scene in The Decline of Western
Civilization, as well as in her approach to the 1990s gutter punk scene in Decline III. 1970s punk
is consistently represented as a local, scene-based phenomenon that rejects the virtuosic swagger
and international fame of rock stars, all the while maintaining the myth of proletarian roots so
common in rock ideology.
Doug Pray’s 1996 film Hype!, which is one of the earliest situated rockumentaries I have
identified, also constructs authenticity along these axes.60 Taking on the subject of the Pacific
Northwest alternative rock scene in the 1990s, Hype! foregrounds the role of cultural
intermediaries in formulating and marketing—hyping—the “Seattle sound” as a unifying
concept. Ultimately, the film offers a critique of this concept and its mainstream purveyors,
representing the musical terrain from which grunge emerged as both more geographically
dispersed and less stylistically monolithic than the descriptor “Seattle sound” suggests. Hype!
approaches the Pacific Northwest in the 1990s not as a stable and idiomatically singular musical
60
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community, but as a musical scene, a “cultural space in which a range of musical practices
coexist, interacting with each other within a variety of processes of differentiation, and according
to widely varying trajectories of change and cross-fertilization.”61 The scene’s diversity of
musical styles is made audible through the tracks included in Hype!: the muddy vocals and punkgrunge aesthetic of U-Men’s “Dig It a Hole,” the clean-ish pop-punk of Fastbacks’ “K-Street,”
the sludgy, riff-centric metal of the Melvins’ “Night Goat,” and the straight-ahead grunge of
Soundgarden’s “Searching With My Good Eye Closed.”
This stylistic pluralism is consistent with the historical and geographical trajectory of
alternative rock in the United States, which Straw describes as a process through which punk
scenes stabilized in cities and developed production, performance, and distribution
infrastructures.62 Part of the work of alternative rock culture in the United States, from the mid1980s, involved the connoisseurist cultivation of a rock canon, which congealed as a repository
of earlier musical forms upon which alternative rock drew. The resultant alternative rock
landscape was one in which no singular style appeared to be dominant, or to lead the way to the
future of rock. Instead, what was found was a lateral borrowing, an “ongoing process of
differentiation and complexification.”63 In this view, grunge is just one trajectory identifiable in
the Pacific Northwest alternative rock terrain—albeit the one that most transcended localism,
launching bands such as Nirvana, Pearl Jam, and Soundgarden to international fame.
Interviews in Hype! confirm this perspective. As Peter Litwin of the Seattle-based
hardcore punk band Coffin Break says, “Everyone doesn’t sound the same; everyone isn’t
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grunge; everyone doesn’t have long hair.” Valerie Agnew, drummer in the punk rock band 7
Year Bitch, concurs: “There are all kinds of bands here.” Evidencing discontent about the mass
cultural co-opting of grunge, Hype! positions the process of grunge’s commercialization as
exterior and detrimental to the “real” participants in the Pacific Northwest scene.64 These
participants, in turn, are effectively protected against accusations of selling out through a
representation of the music in Hype! as rooted in a local, working-class ethos. Likewise, the
musicians are hostile to mass media attention and wary of, if not outright resistant to, fame. It is
not, then, a distinct musical practice that unites the Pacific Northwest scene in Hype!, but rather a
communal valuation of a DIY, anti-corporate ideology, which is staged here as (unsuccessfully)
resistant to commodification by the mainstream culture industry.
Hype! compiles live performance footage and music by Mudhoney, Nirvana,
Soundgarden, the Gits, the Melvins, 7 Year Bitch, Pearl Jam, Dead Moon, Hammerbox, Mono
Men, and others, as well as expository interviews with musicians from these bands and other
cultural industry workers associated with the Pacific Northwest scene, including photographer
Charles Peterson, band manager Susan Silver, Sub Pop founder Bruce Pavitt, Sub Pop sales
representative Megan Jasper (who was responsible for the grunge speak hoax), and record
producers Jack Endino and Steve Fisk.65 Images of Seattle and the Pacific Northwest
landscape—especially as the latter references the logging industry—are also incorporated
frequently. Finally, Hype! features montages of press clippings that evidence the international
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branding of this musical terrain under the name “Seattle sound.” For instance, just after
Nirvana’s unforeseen success with Nevermind (1991) catapults grunge to the international stage,
the images in figures 31.1–2 substantiate this press attention while Alice in Chains’ “Them
Bones” (Dirt, 1992)—with its menacing, chromatically ascending guitar riff (in an angular 7/4)
and reverberating vocals—occupies the soundtrack.

Figures 31.1–2 A press coverage montage introduces the “Seattle sound” in Hype!
Interviewees remain critical of mainstream media coverage throughout the film,
expressing frustration at the “Seattle sound” stamp (“In Europe they started to put Seattle stickers
on everything”), incessant badgering by ill-informed journalists (“Here’s a photo of Seaweed
being interviewed by MTV, a band that at the time weren’t really doing anything”), the
fetishization of grunge fashion as expensive, runway style (“We wear long johns up here because
it’s fucking cold!”), and at the flood of “bands moving [to Seattle] in hopes of becoming
famous” in the wake of the scene’s internationalization. Near the end of the film, the argument
against the centralization of Seattle is articulated clearly in an interview by Susie Tennant, a
promoter at DGC Records:
It’s so funny that they call it the “Seattle scene” because it all grew out of the
region. Everybody doing what they love because they love it. And it doesn’t
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matter if they’re from Bellingham, Portland, Olympia. […] All this was allowed
to grow without any other force coming in and disturbing that.66
As Tennant puts forward the rockumentary argument succinctly, Pearl Jam’s “Not for You”
(Vitalogy, 1994) plays as underscore, raising to full volume as the interview audio concludes and
a montage of Pacific Northwest footage fills the screen (figures 32.1–2). “Not for You,” a grunge
anthem with the classic quiet-verse-to-loud-chorus dynamic shift, lyrically romanticizes
alienated youth (“All that’s sacred comes from youth / Dedications, naïve and true / With no
power, nothing to do / I still remember, why don’t you?”) and laments the loss of control and
privacy that come with fame (“Got so crowded, I can’t make room / Oh where did they come
from? / And you dare say it belongs to you”). In the context of Hype!, the growled, repeated
“This is not for you” of the chorus becomes a castigation of the culture industry, of the
transactional mediation that brought grunge to the international public. This moment also implies
the existence—and authenticity—of who this music was for: the working-class people that we
imagine moving through and being affected by the land- and cityscapes we have been seeing
onscreen, the local scene that Hype! has represented all along.
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Figures 32.1–2 Pacific Northwest montage in Hype! with Pearl Jam’s “Not for You”
Even though this statement by Tennant is the clearest verbal articulation of the film’s
argument against the homogenizing “Seattle sound,” Hype! has been interrogating this concept—
and promoting an alternate interpretation through audiovisual juxtaposition—from the outset.
The film begins with a quote from a 1992 issue of Spin: “Seattle…is currently to the rock ‘n’ roll
world what Bethlehem was to Christianity.” An opening montage does feature images of
Seattle’s skyline, but it begins, in conspicuously long-lasting silence, with wide shots of dreary
landscapes and slow-motion footage of a crowd-surfer filmed with a shaky, handheld camera.
Chirping birds realize the soundscape of the landscape, and suddenly, through this near silence,
comes the buzzing of a chainsaw. Suggesting the sonic relationship between this buzz and the
fuzzy guitar timbres associated with grunge, we hear the chainsaw with audience footage first,
though it is quickly visualized with a shot of a towering evergreen falling in the forest. The
logging industry and landscape shots continue throughout the film, functioning as symbols of
working-class life and the region as a whole. As the opening montage continues, the soundtrack
begins to incorporate a “sound bath” of radio announcer voices and the scratching white noise of
radio tuning, along with the continued avian chirps.67 Then, another roaring punctuates the credit
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sequence; this is eventually visualized as a semi-trailer rolling down a rural road. The stark title
card comes and goes as the truck noise fades out. The montage now seems to move us from the
wilderness into Seattle as we hear a live version of Crackerbash’s “Bandages” (included on their
1993 EP Tin Toy). Beginning with a repeated guitar riff and accompanied by crowd noise, the
visuals have us arriving at a venue as singer/guitarist Sean Croghan chants, as if preaching, atop
the entering bass and drums. He declaims, with escalating anger: “I’m a pencil pusher, I’m a
ditch digger, I’m a loser!” As the dynamic increases suddenly and Croghan’s vocals shift to a
single-pitch, hardcore punk scream, the crowd-centric montage becomes more frenzied, with
frequent cuts and footage teeming with embodied movement. The opening scene concludes
suddenly, with a hard audio and visual cut to yet another semi cruising by.
This opening clearly utilizes some of the situated rockumentary tropes identified
previously: it suggestively assembles music with images of a place, and it emphasizes sonic
correspondences between industrial noises (the chainsaw, the semi-truck) and the gritty,
overdriven timbres of Crackerbash’s “Bandages.” Further, it immediately authenticates along the
axes of class and place, implying both a working-class background and a strong connection to a
particular geographical location. These gestures of authentication are solidified through the
rockumentary’s representation of the contaminating work of cultural intermediaries, who
facilitated the seemingly unwanted mainstreaming of this scene.
As mentioned previously, Hype! is one of the earliest situated rockumentaries I have
identified. Earlier examples, which include Wattstax and The Decline of Western Civilization I
and II, take ethnographic rather than archival approaches, and thus rely on different modes of
representation. Following Hype!, though, the situated rockumentary quickly established itself as
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a mainstay in rockumentary production.68 Certainly, the increased popularity of the archival or
compilation approach to rockumentary filmmaking in the 1990s facilitated greater focus on the
urban ethos, but there are historically significant economic and cultural factors that may have
contributed to its emergence and logic of development. Broadly speaking, the place-based
narratives of situated rockumentaries could be understood as a reactionary response to the
globalization of the cultural industries, an attempt to stabilize legacies of local rock resistance—
congealing around metropolitan centers—in the face of an increasingly geographically dispersed
popular music economy.
More specifically, the popularity and authenticity anxieties evident in Hype! became
increasingly central in discourse surrounding alternative rock and punk in the 1990s. While sellout concerns haunted punk reception from its genesis, David Pearson, in an article on American
punk zines in the 1990s, notes, “positions on this question were hardened and elucidated in the
early 1990s due to the coexistence of a flourishing underground scene and ventures into the
mainstream.”69 He goes on to chronicle the reactions of “suspicion,” “derision and disgust” that
punk bands and zine writers conveyed in relation to the mainstream success of punk or punkadjacent bands.70 A watershed moment in this process of mainstreaming was the aforementioned
success of Nirvana’s Nevermind, and particularly that of “Smells Like Teen Spirit,” a Generation
X anthem of alienation whose reception implied that there was no shortage of alienated youth
consumers. The concerns of zine authors identified by Pearson are consistent with those
articulated by interviewees in Hype! and other situated rockumentaries: they feared a loss of
creative autonomy and control over musical production, as well as fan bases becoming
68
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ideologically compromised once distribution moved out of the underground networks that had
been built in DIY scenes.71 These fears imply a recognition, on some level, of the process
through which the rejection of mass conformity in subcultural networks leads followers to seek
out hip, underground products and brands, which then become marketable. Valorization of the
deinstitutionalizing impulses and desires for artistic self-actualization in local, underground
scenes remains tenable, but authentication based on these grounds becomes shaky when
subcultural production is recognized as easily susceptible to mainstream territorialization, or
when formative punk and post-punk bands are going out on reunion tours (as, for instance, the
Damned in 1991, or the Sex Pistols in 1996). Situated rockumentaries respond by authenticating
based on the axis of place, by making claims about the oppositionality, uniqueness, and
seriousness of music that has been psychogeographically influenced by—made in—a particular
city, regardless of its potential to reach an international audience.
Another factor here is the entrance of hip-hop, in the 1990s, into the popular music
mainstream. From the time of its emergence in the late 1970s in the Bronx, hip-hop has been
continually received, interpreted, and judged in place-based terms, whether in relation to the East
vs. West Coast distinction, or more specifically in reference to urban neighborhoods (Run
D.M.C. and Hollis, Nas and Queensbridge, Dr. Dre and Compton, etc.). Representations of the
urban ethos in hip-hop are certainly evident in The Show, a 1995 film on hip-hop that features
interviews with Notorious B.I.G., Snoop Dogg, Slick Rick, the Wu-Tang Clan, and Def Jam
Records’ founder Russell Simmons, among many others. At a moment when the progressive
momentum of rock was being called into question and amidst fears that its rebellious impulses
had diminished or become watered-down, hip-hop’s rhetoric of political and social relevance
was flourishing. Straw, discussing anxieties over the perception of a “waning of a distinctive
71
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sense (however fantasmatic) of rock music’s center in the early 1990s,” notes that one
explanation for the decline of mainstream rock was “popular music’s political edge having
moved, temporarily, into rap music.”72 So, we might then see the situated rockumentary as
attempting to mirror hip-hop discourse’s attention to the urban origins of rappers, as well as the
inclination to discuss hip-hop artists’ lyrical and musical production in relation to their
experiences in specific neighborhoods.
Finally, the situated rockumentary, especially in terms of its psychogeographical
impulses, can be related to shifts brought on by deindustrialization and the privatization of public
space characteristic of neoliberal cities. Nonfiction films that represent the experience,
production, and commodification of music in cities are integrated with and reflect the social and
economic practices of urban capital accumulation. Post-Fordist cities, writes Krims, are marked
by a “simultaneous expansiveness and closure” of urban space.73 On the side of closure is the
increased privatization of public space, of design-intensive zones that are policed, literally and
figuratively, to exclude urban subjects who cannot participate in or are detrimental to the
accumulation of capital. This closing off of public spaces limits the possibilities of free play, of
drifting, of expression of societal discontent—and it does so violently along race and class lines.
On the side of expansiveness, Krims identifies both the distribution of diverse products and
people (migrant workers, international commodities and cuisine) and the proliferation of
audio/visual media (from TVs, billboards, print media, loudspeakers, and digital screens of all
types). The result, argues Krims, is that the contemporary city is “simultaneously more open and
more closed than ever” and “presents a series of often interlocked, highly controlled and
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designed patterns and experiences.”74 Situated rockumentaries, by symbolically resisting the
neoliberal logic of urban development, stage fantasies of control. Reacting to the closing off of
choice and movement in cities, these films assert that deconstructive urban play was and remains
possible. Further, these films valorize industrial soundscapes as generative forces in popular
music, responding to contemporary urban deindustrialization by either nostalgically glancing
back at the so-called good ol’ industrial days or by facilitating representations that deemphasize
the impacts of deindustrialization altogether. Building on all of these ideas, I will now turn to my
final situated rockumentary case study: MC5: A True Testimonial.

Prelude to the MC5: Detroit and Auto-Mobility
From the perspective of the twenty-first century, Detroit has become commonly
associated with danger, economic blight, loss, and ruin, with the ghost of the automotive industry
inscribed into images of the deteriorating landscape. Indeed, it is as if the Detroit of Paul
Verhoeven’s dystopic RoboCop (1987) is now upon us—a crime-ridden, emptying Rust Belt city
that can only look back on its lost industrial glory days. Through photographs of abandoned
manufacturing plants and blocks of burned-out houses punctuated by empty lots, the image of
Detroit in contemporary popular American consciousness has been constructed as a city in crisis,
the urban gardening projects and DIY art ventures of Detropia (2012) notwithstanding. Thinking
through the urban ethos, twenty-first-century cultural representations of Detroit are generally
negative, often positing that there are not many possibilities there simply because it is a city that
is largely empty and dangerous. Clint Eastwood’s 2008 film Gran Torino is a case in point. Its
plot focuses on Polish boomer Walt Kowalski (Eastwood) and his relationship with Thao Vang
Lor (Bee Vang), a Hmong American boy who lives next door to Walt in Detroit. Walt’s children,
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who live in the suburbs, are incredulous at their aging father’s decision to remain in the city,
where he meticulously keeps up his own property while the houses around him are neglected
and/or vacant and his neighborhood is ridden with crime and gang activity. As the film’s title
suggests, the car—as status symbol and agent of mobility—plays a key role in the action that
unfolds. It is the Gran Torino in Walt’s backyard garage that first brings about the unlikely
father-son relationship between Walt and Thao, and ultimately, Walt bequeaths his prized reliccommodity to Thao upon his death. As Rebecca J. Kinney argues, this final gesture can be seen
as the culmination of Walt’s education of Thao, the bestowment of self-reliance and class
mobility, or “auto-mobility,” on his mentee. For Kinney, Gran Torino “ultimately suggests that
auto-mobility, thorough the typical paradigm of the American Dream—job, car, house—is
possible for immigrants and people of colour, but only through a literal departure from the poor,
inner city, which is represented as simultaneously pathological and non-white.”75 In fulfillment
of this Dream, the final shots in Gran Torino feature Thao driving northbound in the Gran
Torino, away from the inner city and toward the affluent, suburban Grosse Pointes.
The car fulfills a similar symbolic function in the 2002 rockumentary MC5: A True
Testimonial, though it does so through a representation of Detroit that is decidedly more positive
than the late twentieth- and twenty-first-century norm. Auto-mobility remains a desired and
applauded freedom, but in Testimonial that freedom is more countercultural than economic,
rooted in a desire—the MC5’s desire, and perhaps the rockumentary audience’s desire—to
successfully resist dominant culture through the communal experience of live musical
performance. The sonic power of the MC5’s loud, heavy music is expressed in relation to
Detroit’s automotive industry, with the car heard and shown as an agent of spatial and sonic
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agency. But this agency is situated in a glaringly partial version of Detroit, which remains
generally positive only by virtue of exclusion. Reading Testimonial against the social and
economic history of Detroit reveals that the film’s representation of the city is more promotional
than preservational, proceeding in the direction of mediated placemaking rather than, in Renov’s
terms, toward documentary filmmaking’s tendency “to record, reveal, or preserve.”76 The film’s
representation of the city obscures, in particular, the impacts of deindustrialization and racial
segregation on the possibilities for life in the Motor City during both the MC5’s active years
(1964–72) and the time of the film’s production. Though the decline of Detroit has been
ingrained in the urban ethos, Testimonial nostalgically promotes Detroit of the 1960s as a
thriving industrial metropolis marred by only vague racial tensions. In what follows, I argue that
Testimonial’s psychogeographical expression of the connection between cars and guitars evokes
a desire to believe in the MC5’s musical power, which is articulated to ideas about politicalized
loudness, Black militancy, hypermasculinity, auto-mobility, and sonic agency.

Cars and Guitars, or, Detroit and the MC5 in MC5: A True Testimonial
GTO baby, the sound of liberation!
– MC5 guitarist Wayne Kramer in MC5: A True Testimonial
The dictatorship of the automobile, the pilot product of the first stage of commodity abundance, has left
its mark on the landscape in the dominance of freeways that bypass the old urban centers and promote an
ever greater dispersal.
– Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle

MC5: A True Testimonial is bookended by images of the Grande Ballroom, a venue on
Detroit’s West Side where the MC5 were, during the late 1960s, the crowd-drawing house band.
The Grande came to have a defining impact on the MC5 and the underground, countercultural
community in Detroit. Recalling the Grande in interview, lead singer Rob Tyner deems it “a
76
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totally free atmosphere; as free as I had ever known,” and guitarist Wayne Kramer speaks of the
venue as a “central meeting place” where “the community really had a chance to grow and
evolve.” The opening of Testimonial is unique in that it provides a glimpse at the contemporary
deterioration of Detroit’s built landscape, which is otherwise mostly avoided. As a handheld
camera is walked up the stairs and into the main floor of the Grande, the reverberating, plaintive
guitar arpeggios from the slow closing section of the MC5’s “Future/Now” provide a sonic
pathos that both affectively and acoustically conforms to the space being filmed. Amid light
streaming in from broken windows and walls that seem to be peeling away from themselves, the
camera finds moments to focus on details that reveal the Grande’s past splendor, as both a 1930s
ballroom and a 1960s rock venue: the delicate archways that flank the dance floor, an intricate
carving in the ceiling, and finally the proscenium arch of the stage. But as a final guitar gesture
fades out and the MC5’s signature rallying command—“kick out the jams, motherfuckers!”—
arrives on the soundtrack, we find that this glimpse into the present of the Grande is short-lived.
The rest of Testimonial’s opening credits are a musical moment that reaches back to the past
through a montage of the MC5 performing live at the Grande, candid videos of the band
members, footage of laborers in automobile factories, and a dramatic, black and white shot of the
U.S. flag being unfurled on the edifice of Hudson’s department store, all animated by the MC5
track “Kick Out the Jams” (figures 33.1–4).77
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Figures 33.1–4 Opening “Kick Out the Jams” musical moment montage in Testimonial
In its audiovisual assemblage of car manufacturing and the MC5’s music, this credit
sequence begins to construct Testimonial’s main psychogeographical argument: that the output
and legacy of the MC5 are bound up with Detroit’s automotive industry in general, and cars in
particular. It does so, in part, by representing the psychogeographical force of industrialized
urban space on Detroit, and by extension on the creative and behavioral lives of the MC5. For
instance, the spatial logic of Detroit’s manufacturing industries was based, in part, on proximity
to transportation infrastructure. As Detroit’s industrial neighborhoods expanded within the urban
landscape, they were placed strategically along railway lines, facilitating the transport of
materials and products.78 This urban geographical feature is visualized at the closing of the
credits, when a car-carrying train rolls by to the feedback-laden ending of “Kick Out the Jams”
(figure 34).
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Figure 34 Footage of a
freight train carrying cars
concludes Testimonial’s
opening credits
During the postwar years the city’s highway system expanded, providing increased
access to the growing suburban population and accommodating industrial decentralization.
Detroit’s freeways also appear multiple times in Testimonial, including in a scene that occurs
directly after the credit sequence and during which the relationship between cars and guitars
continues to be negotiated. Kramer, being interviewed while driving his Pontiac GTO on the
highway, gestures toward a passing automotive plant on the horizon and says: “You grow up in
Detroit, that’s your birthright: a shop-rat. I had to face the prospect of working there for the rest
of my life. That wouldn’t be too cool, so I found some guys that wanted to start a band.” Though
this comment positions the blue-collar everyday as a dismal fate, Kramer also indicates the
aesthetically productive aspects of the Motor City’s industry: “There seemed to be a parallel
between a loud electric guitar, and a 400-horsepower hotrod car. It was all the same
thing…hotrods, rock ‘n’ roll, all fits together.” Audiovisual editing confirms this affinity: as
Kramer speaks the words “hotrods” and “rock ‘n’ roll,” brief archival shots of a hotrod in action
and Kramer shredding onstage provide visualizations. This interview sequence clearly
substantiates the relationship posited during the credit sequence, namely that between the MC5’s
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music and Detroit’s signature commodity.79 In addition to Kramer’s words, sound design also
materializes this connection. As “Kick Out the Jams” and the final shot of the credit sequence
fade out, they are immediately replaced with the sound of Kramer revving his GTO’s engine.
Then, as Kramer monologues and drives through Detroit, his words are spoken into a sound bath
of the engine’s rumbling, the wind coming through the open windows, and eventually, the MC5
track “Gotta Keep Movin’” piping through the car radio. Finally, the guitar/spoken word solo
from “Poison” (from the MC5’s final album, High Time) facilitates a visual transition to a
montage of archival footage of Kramer.80 Cars and guitars are here branded as Detroit’s
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producer Laurel Leger were unable to retain the synchronization rights to the MC5’s music. One of
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signature pair of commodities, and this connection is sold to us not just through Kramer’s words,
but also through audiovisual selection and editing. The effectiveness of this tactic is enhanced
because the Motor City is already strongly associated with automobile manufacturing; it is
already part of Detroit’s urban ethos.
Like the juxtaposition of quotes included at the beginning of this section, Testimonial’s
opening credit sequence and the subsequent interview with Kramer point toward an ambivalent
valuation of the automotive industry. In one sense, this industry’s sounds and visual aesthetics
seem to have positively influenced a nascent local rock scene that was idealized as liberating. In
another, what was sought was liberation from the everyday blue-collar status quo, which is
symbolized here by the automotive industry’s assembly lines and the sprawling manufacturing
plants that housed them. This ambivalence could also be thought of more widely, in relation to
the psychogeographical influences of Detroit’s major industry and the nationalistic fetishization
of its products. Don McLeese, who grew up in a Detroit suburb and came of age while driving
around listening to early Detroit rockers like the MC5 on the radio, writes of this same
ambivalence: “With the ascendance of the automobile as the country’s leading status symbol, for
the young and old alike, the Motor City was king of the road. Those same factories that would
seem like prisons were a source of civic pride.”81 Indeed, a nearly propagandistic sense of
national pride is divulged in the displaying of the American flag during the opening credits (see
figures 33.1 and 33.3–4), and this nationalism also links the MC5’s music and the archival
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footage of Detroit’s automotive industry in action. Though the audience may be aware (or gather
from the general late 1960s rock context) that the MC5’s appropriation of the U.S. flag was
decidedly intended as an act of subversion rather than conforming celebration, in this credit
sequence, the band’s intent is sublimated to nostalgia for what appears to be the “lost glory days”
of the industrial United States, and of Detroit’s automotive industry in particular.82 Before
turning to a historical discussion of Detroit from the postwar years into the 1970s, I will first
provide background on the MC5, including comments on their musical output and evolution,
their political activities and associations, and the relationship of these to liveness, loudness, race,
and gender.

“Total assault on the culture by any means necessary”: The MC5 and the Politicization of
Loudness
After forming in 1964, the MC5 released three albums—Kick Out The Jams (1969), Back
in the USA (1970), and High Time (1971)—before disbanding in 1972. Beginning in their high
school years, the band had developed their skills playing Chuck Berry, James Brown, and
Rolling Stones covers, plus some Motown hits and blues standards.83 Lead singer Rob Tyner’s
repertoire of onstage moves is notably indebted to James Brown, and the band also sought to
emulate the intensity of Brown’s stage show. As Kramer said, their Detroit audiences “worked
hard and wanted to see their bands play hard.”84 However, in Testimonial, any explicit
documentation of the band’s musical appropriation of Black musical practices (especially the
blues, R&B, and free jazz) is dismissed in favor of the rhetoric of supreme individuality and
82
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originality. In other words, Testimonial does little to historically contextualize the MC5 in
relation to other musicians or genres, preferring instead the continuity provided by a
psychogeographical, place-based narrative. This representation is, in many respects, consistent
with history and its telling: the MC5 are easily situated in Detroit, yet musically evade clear
characterization. For instance, though the band had no trouble garnering a following in Detroit’s
1960s rock ‘n’ roll scene alongside the Rationals, Bob Seeger and the Last Heard, ? and the
Mysterians, Frijid Pink, the Pleasure Seekers (fronted by Suzi Quatro), and others, their music
was not assimilable with any mainstream trend in American rock production during the 1960s.
Their style was too sonically gritty and ballistic onstage to fit in with West Coast
psychedelic/acid rockers, nor did it mesh with the more experimental East Coast scene. And
despite taking an interest in contemporaneous avant-garde compositional–improvisational
practices in jazz (John Coltrane, Sun Ra, Albert Ayler), extended jam and solo sections are not a
consistent feature of the MC5’s recorded output, nor does their music often stray from bluesbased chord progressions or standard popular forms (most often verse–chorus, with or without a
bridge).85 The 5 likewise did not move in the direction of progressive rock, valuing noisy shock
over studied virtuosity. Most often, the MC5 are discussed in relation to their influence on the
development of punk and metal.86 Certainly there was something punk about them: they were
loud, theatrically assertive onstage, and overtly resisted the prevailing socio-political order. The
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Sex Pistols cited them as an influence.87 But all the blues riffs in the MC5’s music are more in
line with the direction that English hard rock and early heavy metal was beginning to take in the
UK (e.g., the Rolling Stones Beggars Banquet [1968] and Exile on Main Street [1972]; Led
Zeppelin I and Led Zeppelin II [both 1969]; Black Sabbath Black Sabbath [1970]; and Deep
Purple’s Machine Head [1972]).
One part of the difficulty in assigning the MC5 a clear place in rock’s generic network,
then, is related to their being stylistically formative (i.e., proto-punk, proto-heavy metal) rather
than developmental. But the sonic diversity of their three albums—in terms of musical styles,
recording strategies, and post-production treatment—is also a factor. In this regard, Testimonial
offers a far more consistent representation of the band’s music than their discography alone, and
this is related to the film’s frequent inclusion of live performance audio and its nonchronological arrangement of the 5’s recorded output on the soundtrack. Ultimately, both of
these sonic features of Testimonial tend to smooth over the generic range of the MC5’s albums
by highlighting the consistent ideological importance of live performances—as part ritual, part
revolution, and part aural assault—to the band’s reception.
The MC5 are also difficult to classify ideologically, as they operated always in the tense
spaces between wanna be rock star$ and underground revolutionaries, between the hippie
counterculture and the New Left, between hedonistic leisure and radical social action. These
tensions were not, of course, unique to the aesthetics of the MC5, but rather were symptomatic of
the development of underground cultures occurring on a global scale during the 1960s.88
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However, as Simon Rycroft points out in his discussion of the contrastingly situated
countercultural activities in San Francisco and Los Angeles, “in each center of countercultural
dissent, the character of that dissent played a series of variations on a theme,” and these
contrasting characters were derived from localized traditions and discourses.89 In the Detroitian
political context, the divisions between the alternative lifestyle promoted by the counterculture
on one hand, and the concrete social actions of militant resistance on the other, were being
established against a backdrop of racial and economic inequality, anti-war protests, the deadly
1967 uprising, and urban deindustrialization. In Testimonial, the technologically achieved
loudness of the band’s live performances is mobilized in the service of celebrating the band’s
anti-establishment ideology and—somewhat more ambiguously—their radical political agenda.
Substantiating the significance of loudness and technology to the MC5’s musical project,
critics and scholars have noted the band’s affective use of maximally amplified sound. Shelia
Whiteley asserts that “above all, the MC5 celebrate subversion through their manipulation of
electronic noise,” and Waksman has argued that the MC5’s “politics cannot be understood apart
from their use of amplification.”90 Testimonial, with its previously described association of cars
and guitars, psychogeographically asserts that the origins of the band’s noisy subversion lie in
industrial power. Throughout the film, this power is audio-visually signified by the car, which
variously takes the symbolic form of a commodity, an experience, and a sound. By underlining
the liberating potentialities of the MC5’s sonic fetishization of industrial technology, Testimonial
mobilizes cars and electric guitars as twin sonic markers of the band’s spatial agency, or their
“ability to be in, act on or exert control over a desired part of the built- and natural-
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environment.”91 The film’s assertion of such agency is crucial to its celebration of the MC5’s
deterritorializing musical power, which is situated in a local context seemingly dominated by
Fordist industrialization.
Testimonial’s investment of the MC5’s maximally loud music with such symbolic power
is intertwined with a consideration of the band’s political associations. Throughout the film,
archival and interview documentation verifies the MC5’s involvement with multiple radical,
countercultural, and anti-capitalist organizations throughout their career. Related activities
included publicly supporting the Civil Rights Movement, the end of the Vietnam War, and, in a
very punk fashion, an assault on white, working-class norms and morality. The film provides
evidence of these activities resulting in police harassment and as being unequally valued by the
band’s members.
Regarding the latter, the film engages a tension frequented in discourse surrounding the
MC5: namely, that generated by the band members’ uneven commitments to social change,
especially in relation to their aspirations for mainstream success. As Mathew Bartkowiak has
extensively documented, there simply never was a consensus among the MC5’s members
regarding what their political intentions were or how those intentions might inform, or be
actualized through, their music.92 Yet the rhetoric of rebellion, and particularly of sonic
rebellion, has been embedded in the band’s reception: “Whether a radical cultural and politically
subversive threat, or a sellable form of counterculture in a time of countercultural power and
presence, the MC5 continues to be an object of attention for those focused on dissent, corporate
power, the power of the mass media, and American radicalism.”93 Whiteley similarly questions
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whether the MC5’s project was more about “sonic anarchy” than “revolutionary zeal,”
meanwhile noting that their political affiliations “and the often revolutionary rhetoric that
accompanied the band through its career was sufficient for the Federal State Authorities to
recognize them as a politically subversive threat.”94 Bartkowiak suggests that the divergent
public conceptions of the band should be understood in relation to the process of media framing,
or the various ways cultural intermediaries make sense of and communicate information.95 He
writes:
Frames used for the band were many in number: it was a spearhead for a cultural
revolution, a way for ordinary young men to become rock stars and pick up girls,
a hollow sham to sell records, a radical threat to national security, a recruiter for
the counterculture, a major or minor influence in rock, and an exploiter of mass
media outlets for purposes of dissent and the promotion of anarchism.96
Testimonial, to differing extents, takes up all of these frames (via interview and archival
documentation) and investigates them, weighing them up against the profilmic exposition of
reality. While repeating and preserving typical MC5 media frames, the film also constructs its
own editorial frame, which particularly emphasizes the psychogeographical impact of Detroit.
Ambiguity regarding the MC5’s political position—both in reception generally and in
Testimonial specifically—is perhaps most furnished by the band’s sometime alliance with John
Sinclair, 1960s Detroit’s putative underground guru bar none. The MC5 first met Sinclair during
the mid-1960s, soon after he had founded the Detroit Artists Workshop (DAW), a cultural and
political organization dedicated to resisting mainstream life. Sinclair also served as the music
columnist of Fifth Estate, a Detroit-based countercultural newspaper founded in 1965 by Harvey
Ovshinsky. The MC5’s members quickly bonded with Sinclair over weed and Coltrane, and their
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professional relationship with Sinclair was subsequently solidified by two events. First, in 1966,
local concert promoter Russ Gibb asked Sinclair for recommendations for bands to serve as the
house band at the aforementioned Grande Ballroom, which Gibb had recently purchased. Sinclair
offered up the 5, who eagerly agreed to the prospect of a free rehearsal space where they could
play as loud as they wanted, whenever they wanted. Then, in August 1967, the MC5 enlisted
Sinclair as their manager—a position he would retain until the band dropped him, citing aesthetic
and ideological differences, in 1969.97 Sinclair was instrumental in getting the 5 signed to
Elektra, and he wrote the manifesto that served as the liner notes for their first album, Kick Out
the Jams (1969). The aims of the White Panther Party (WPP), an organization inspired by the
Black Panther Party and co-founded by Sinclair in 1968, informed these liner notes, which
particularly emphasize the importance of corporeal, affective unity. As Sinclair concludes the
first paragraph, “The MC5 is totally committed to the revolution, as the revolution is totally
committed to driving people out of their separate shells and into each other’s arms.”98
Unusually for a first album, Kick Out the Jams was recorded live. Yet this is fitting, as
whatever the MC5’s social or political project was intended to be, its achievement was always
sought through the performance of loud, live music—what they often referred to as “highenergy” music that could bring people together, facilitating a war on separation.99 The aural
97
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shock and hedonistic pleasure of the MC5 live was conceived as a politically mobilizing force,
an affective center capable of forging radical youth communities.100 As Steve Waksman writes,
“The stated goal was to turn the momentary synesthetic pleasures of musical experience into the
basis for cultural revolution.”101 Whiteley ties together the goals of revolution and mainstream
success, noting that the Sinclair-founded communal living organization Trans-Love Energies’
“agenda for national visibility rested on the MC5, thus drawing attention to the significance of
music in expressing a countercultural agenda of youth in revolt.”102 The importance—
ideological, sonic—of liveness to the MC5 is reinforced across multiple forms of media.
Testimonial features a wealth of extended live performance footage (which is often carefully
synchronized with preexisting audio recordings), and those writing on the MC5 frequently
include discussions of live shows.103 Discourse surrounding the MC5’s liveness tie together a
constellation of concepts: loudness, aggressive (and at times hypersexualized) masculinity, and
technologization.
The MC5 had cultivated their characteristic loudness early on, spending money from a
loan taken out by their early manager Bruce Burnish on a set of Vox Super Beatle amplifiers
from England that, at 100 watts, were more powerful than any previously available in
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America.104 By the time the MC5 had become “Detroit’s leading underground band” in 1968,
their style had evolved into a blues-influenced garage rock with a penchant for exploring the
heaviness of guitar noise, as in “Black to Comm,” to cite one early example.105 As drummer
David Thompson recalls of “Black to Comm” in an interview in Testimonial, “it was like a big
lawnmower gearing up…it used to clear the rooms, and that’s when we started to realize we
were on to something.” Having embraced loudness, they committed to it: at a Cobo Hall show in
1967, the band refused to play because the enforcement of noise ordinances prevented them from
using their amps at capacity.106
Playing as loud as possible was a sonic manifestation of the band’s aggressive on- and
offstage personas, which had similarly developed early in their career. As is documented in
Testimonial, “battles of the bands” at local high schools, V.F.W. Halls, and small venues like
Dave’s Hideout in Harper Woods played a role in the improvement of their musicianship as well
as their aggressive tendencies. McLeese writes that when the MC5 “began opening for national
headliners, they continued to treat every show as a battle of the bands.”107 This included not only
working/playing hard onstage, but also heckling and intimidating the competition. The MC5’s
use of amplification in both public and privatized spaces also led to confrontations with the
Detroit and Ann Arbor police departments. Through amplification, the band challenged socially
accepted noise regulations by aggressively asserting their sonic agency in a variety of spaces.108
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And, as Waksman notes, “amplification was a useful weapon” for the MC5 during encounters
with law enforcement, as they could use it to rally crowd support.109
Perhaps the clearest instance of Testimonial engaging with the potential power of
amplification occurs during a segment on the MC5’s participation in the Festival of Life, a
Yippie-organized music festival held in Chicago’s Lincoln Park on August 25, 1968.110 Given
the tension between the Chicago Police Department and countercultural, anti-war protesters
ahead of the Democratic National Convention, which began the following day, all of the slated
performers backed out except the MC5. As detailed in Testimonial by an animated Kramer
standing in present-day Lincoln Park, when the band went to plug in there was no available
outlet, so they convinced a food vendor to let them use the stand’s generator: “We ran the whole
band off of one cord.” The potential of amplification to destabilize the social order is then
sonically expressed. The band’s audio is assembled in competition with noise generated by the
technologized motion of the dominant power: police motorcycles, sirens, and swarming
helicopters. A densely compiled soundtrack featuring these noises, as well as ambient voices in
the crowd and the MC5 songs “Kick Out the Jams” and “Borderline,” asserts both the political
antagonism and the sonic affinity of these oppositional sound worlds. Affinity eventually wins
out, in the sense that these two MC5 tracks are heard to resist the order of antagonistic noises
through integration, matching and co-opting these noises as a means of resistance. Discussing the
presence of helicopters in interview, Kramer remembers, “They were buzzing the band while we
were playing. I thought it was great. It fit right in with what I was doing on the guitar.”
“Borderline” is then carefully synchronized with FBI surveillance footage of the band playing
the Festival of Life (figure 35), while the sounds of buzzing helicopters are arranged as part of
109
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the music: as Tyner and Kramer vocally extend the first syllable of “Borderline,” backed by a
rushing, single-chord unison from the rest of the band, the sounds of helicopters fade in and out
with the repeating musical phrase.111

Figure 35 FBI surveillance
footage of the MC5 performing at
the 1968 Festival of Life, as seen
in Testimonial
Whiteley’s exploration of noise “as a metaphor for musical resistance and disruption” in
1960s rock, as well as her reference to Jacques Attali, come to bear on a reading of this scene, as
well as the band’s approach to technology, especially in live performances.112 In Noise, Attali
posits music as “a channelizer of violence, a creator of differences, a sublimation of noise, and
attribute of power.”113 Noise, for Attali, is on the prophetic edges of music, doing violence to and
transforming the social order—it is “noise that destroys orders to structure a new order.”114 In
Chapter 4, “Repeating,” Attali theorizes repetition as an order, emerging along with the
proliferation of sound recordings in the early twentieth century, in which music is used by
bureaucratic power to silence those who oppose it, to drown out difference. With repetition, time
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is stockpiled in the form of sound recordings: “Stockpiling then becomes a substitute, not a
preliminary condition, for use.”115 Addressing the possibility of resistance, Attali writes:
The only possible challenge to repetitive power takes the route of a breach in
social repetition and the control of noisemaking. In more day-to-day political
terms, it takes the route of the permanent affirmation of the right to be different,
an obstinate refusal of the stockpiling of use-time and exchange-time; it is the
conquest of the right to make noise.116
In these terms, the Festival of Life scene in Testimonial constructs an imaginary—yet politically
and geographically specific—space where the right to make noise is asserted; the MC5’s sonic
agency precipitates a transgression of policed noise control. It is through the audiovisual
assemblage of vehicular technology and the MC5’s live performance that this space of resistance
emerges, with Kramer’s description of the events bolstering the perception of realism.
As Waksman argues, “Race, gender, and technology were all mythicized through the
MC5’s music in ways that reproduced conventional hierarchies even as the band sought the
abolition of those hierarchies.”117 Testimonial spends much time overtly addressing—and
participating in—this mythicization of technology, with comparatively less on that of race and
gender. Certainly, the inclusion of tracks such as “Rocket Reducer No. 62” and “Come
Together” suggest that the MC5’s aggression was modeled on an overtly sexualized masculinity,
with lyrics proclaiming the sexual freedom of heterosexual men through the objectification of
women. It is easy, especially given the extensive amount of reception that foregrounds rock’s
male-dominated audiences and constructions of heterosexual pleasure, to view the MC5’s notion
of sexual liberation as misogynistic.118 And, in Testimonial, the patriarchal underpinnings of
such a position are revealed—though more through a sideways glance than a sustained
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evaluation—in an interview with Becky Tyner (widow of Rob Tyner) and Sigrid Dobat (who
was married to Fred “Sonic” Smith). Appearing together, these women recall the gendered
division of labor that resulted in them sewing costumes for their partners, and Michael Davis
subsequently grins as he engages in sexual innuendo, reminiscing about picking up women who
could sew, but not until he had “threaded the needle.” But, as Susan Fast demonstrates in her
article on gender and sexuality in the reception of Led Zeppelin, to dismiss the performative and
musical eroticism of hard rock as inaccessible or alienating to women is to ignore the positive
and complex experiences of female fans. Summarizing responses to her survey question about
the reception of Led Zeppelin among women, Fast writes:
While the majority of women acknowledge that they are sexually attracted to
band members and find the music sexy, they tend to want to point out that there is
more to their attachment than this, or that questions of gender and sexuality
cannot be separated from the rest of the experience of the band, from the “power”
and “emotion” of the music.119
Such an explanation also seems pertinent in the case of the MC5, who, based on footage in
Testimonial (e.g., various concerts at the Grande, the 1967 Love-In in Detroit’s Belle Isle Park,
the aforementioned 1968 Festival of Life, and the 1970 concert at Wayne State University),
certainly drew women to their performances. Moreover, the reactions of these female fans, as
documented in the film, were not ones of Beatlemania-esqe abandon, but rather rapt mental and
embodied attention. Further, despite the gendered “women sew and men make radical music”
divide, Becky Tyner and Sigrid Dobat at multiple points convey the feelings of equality and
communal closeness they had while living with the MC5 and Sinclair. Despite the potential
reading of the MC5’s projection of sexual liberation as misogynistic, the band’s music and
performances also made available the possibility for women to explore their (hetero)sexuality
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outside of the normalizing confines of the nuclear family unit. Fast arrives at a related
conclusion:
Just as Mulvey argues that the act of males gazing at female screen stars as erotic
objects is empowering, so I would argue that it is empowering for female fans to
gaze at male rock stars—that, in fact, they know they exercise control over the
way in which rock stars dress and act in order for them to attract women, and also
that their gaze on these men offers them an opportunity to explore and express
something important about their sexuality.120
To be clear, though, Testimonial spends virtually no time explicitly addressing issues of gender,
let alone female pleasure and desire, but rather celebrates an undifferentiated notion of affective
and physical unity generated by the MC5’s live performances.
A similar argument can be made regarding the film’s representation of race. The Black
Panther Party is briefly mentioned, but in a rather superficial fashion that gestures toward
Waksman’s argument that the MC5’s notion of liberation was “built upon a pronounced
fetishization of phallic potency that centered around an idealized notion of Black masculinity
common among white male radicals of the 1960s.”121 This fetishization becomes apparent
shortly after the aforementioned Festival of Life segment. Intercutting between a Rob Tyner
interview and archival footage of a Black Panther demonstration, we hear Tyner explain the
genesis of the WPP: “When I first heard about this, John [Sinclair] and I were walking across the
Diag and I said, ‘ya know, these Black Panther guys are really kicking some ass, ya know. They
got these long black leather coats, this is kind of a cool image, ya know?’ I said ‘it’s too bad that
white people ain’t cool like that.’ And John goes ‘Oh! White Panthers.’”122 Tyner’s statements
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here betray a surface-level engagement with the Black Panther aesthetic, fetishizing the look of
power rather than adopting a militant Black Power stance against racist society.
This is one of many instances in Testimonial when interviews—both archival and
contemporary—do nothing to clarify the band’s ideological stance, and at times humorously
suggest its lack of cohesion and depth. For another, consider the editorial arrangement of
interview material that continues to address the WPP’s formation. Sinclair, against a black
background and looking directly into the camera, expounds upon the tenets of the WPP in
archival footage: “The White Panther program is cultural revolution by any means necessary.
We’ve drawn up a ten-point program. The first point is the full endorsement and support for the
Black Panther Party’s ten-point program. Point two is total assault on the culture by any means
necessary, including rock ‘n’ roll, dope, and fucking in the streets.” At first, a contemporary
interview with Kramer seems to confirm the band’s commitment to Sinclair and the WPP: “The
White Panther Party was an expression of our frustration with the slow pace of change. We
needed to carry on the revolutionary work of the Black Panther Party in the white
counterculture.” But then Sinclair, contradicting his 1968 self in a contemporary interview in his
home, asserts: “It was the farthest thing from a political organization you could ever possibly
imagine.” Then, in a series of hard-cut interviews, the contradictions continue:
Wayne Kramer, standing on the band shell stage in West Park, Ann Arbor:
Everybody went shooting guns; everybody went, you know, everybody had a Red
Book; I mean, everybody believed.
Dennis Thompson at home: The MC5 wasn’t a part of that. All we wanted to do
was to play great music…be the best performing, live act, there was. Ever. Fuck
the political baggage.
Michael Davis, outside his home in Tucson, Arizona: I don’t care if they live in a
commune or if they vote for Republicans.
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Kramer: Maybe the rhythm section looked at it a little differently in terms of just
the rock and roll end of it.
Davis: Maybe I should tell you why it pisses me off. [Interviewer responds
inaudibly.] It removed our focus on the music, and made us into some kind
of…like, you know, like we had to be role models for the new world…and the
hell with that.
Clearly, the band’s ideological stance was neither unanimous nor static, and Testimonial
thematizes this issue, framing it, at times, as a crisis of authenticity: i.e., was their association
with radical politics merely an effort to hit the sweet spot where you can take your subversion to
the bank? Were they, as Jon Landau later says in interview, simply “in love with the dream of
being a rock band,” of attaining rock stardom by whatever means necessary?
Regardless of the conclusions we may subjectively draw regarding ideological intent,
though, Testimonial catalogues many channels through which the MC5 was objectively
associated with revolutionary and/or countercultural rhetoric, including where they performed,
their (self-)representation in promotional media (posters, coverage in Fifth Estate and Creem, TV
appearances), and lyrics in tracks like “The American Ruse,” “Motor City Burning,” or “Over
and Over.” Perhaps most visibly, the liner notes for Kick Out the Jams commodified the band’s
connection with the WPP. What I want to suggest is that though Testimonial appears to remain
ambiguous in its evaluation of the MC5’s engagement with radical politics, it ultimately
encourages us to believe in the political power of their separation-obliterating loudness.
Testimonial smooths over the band’s discrepancy in intentions by promoting an understanding of
their agency in Detroit, which in turn valorizes the potential of their music—as amplified in
specific spatial and temporal contexts—to oppose sonic and spatial domination. In other words,
the film’s psychogeographical perspective and projection of the MC5’s agency serves as a partial
solution to the problem of the band’s ambivalent investment in, to recall Sinclair’s words,
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“cultural revolution by any means necessary.” This solution relies on the well-established
association of the MC5 with Detroit as well as a projection of the symbolic power of Detroit’s
automotive industry. But, as I argued above and will now substantiate through a consideration of
Detroit’s social, geographical, and industrial history, Testimonial fails to represent the impacts of
race, class, and deindustrialization on the Motor City, occluding the privileged nature of the
band’s spatial and sonic agency.

The Rise and Fall of Detroit’s Autopia
It would be difficult to overstate the automotive industry’s impact on Detroit’s urban
landscape. Plants constructed during the industry’s peak years (1910–60) were complexes of
large brick, steel, and concrete that abruptly met the traversable streets. Clusters of industrial
structures fit into the urban grid, with little demarcation between storefronts, pedestrian
sidewalks, and houses on one hand, and imposing, privatized plants on the other. Residential
areas sprawled out in the shadows of these plants, populated predominantly by the families of
those who worked in them. As a result, plants such as the Chrysler-Chalmers on East Jefferson
Avenue, the Cadillac Assembly in southwest Detroit, or the 40-acre Packard Plant on the east
side came to characterize neighborhoods, staking out spaces that were eminently visible and
audible evidence of the city’s industrial mainstay. Such a built environment also facilitated a
drama of scale, with multistory buildings dwarfing the surrounding one- or two-story houses.123
Detroit’s ascendance as a world capital of the automotive industry began as early as the
1910s, when manufacturing plants began to infiltrate the landscape. Supported by a steady
stream of manufacturing jobs, a low rate of unemployment (particularly among white residents),
and strong unions (e.g., the United Automobile Workers [UAW]), Detroit’s population continued
123
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to grow through the 1940s.124 When many of the city’s manufacturing plants were restructured to
facilitate the production of aircrafts, tanks, and other military hardware during WWII, a wave of
mostly working-class, Black migrants from the rural South poured into the city to take advantage
of the influx of employment.125 During the 1940s, Detroit’s Black population doubled, and it
continued to grow through the 1980s, even as white suburban flight and deindustrialization
drastically decreased the city’s population overall.
Accounts of Detroit’s long and hard decline often cite the 1973 oil crisis, the influx of
foreign competitors into the automotive industry, and the racial unrest symbolized by the 1967
riots as the primary harbingers of the city’s loss of population and capital.126 Thomas Sugrue
convincingly interprets the onset of decline even earlier, pointing toward the loss of entry-level
manufacturing jobs in many mid-sized American cities during the 1950s, noting also that
Detroit’s population loss began in that decade.127 As in many cities across the Rust Belt, during
the 1950s a combination of industry decentralization and manufacturing plant closings began to
drastically modify Detroit’s built urban landscape and social geography. As Sugrue writes,
“Events in the 1950s reminded workers that even the factory buildings that seemed like
permanent landmarks on Detroit’s skyline were mortal. Bustling plants were abandoned and
boarded up as companies moved production outside the city or went out of business.”128
Manufacturing jobs were likewise recognized as mortal. The combined flight of industry from
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the city and the embrace of automation in production processes resulted in the near halving of
available manufacturing jobs during the 1950s.129 The loss of jobs and people, and with them
Detroit’s tax base, continued into the 1980s, and as a whole Detroit became poorer, less densely
populated, and less white. By the 2000s, Detroit had lost one million residents and hundreds of
thousands of jobs,130 with much of its industrial infrastructure left to be demolished, repurposed,
or simply abandoned.131
We could also interpret white suburban flight and the subsequent difficulty in drawing
suburban residents back into Detroit’s commercial marketplace in terms of the process of
territorial stigmatization. Territorial stigmas, as regimes of understanding places, are produced
through “the state bureaucracy, the media, and ordinary encounters.”132 Dana Kornberg, in an
article on the Detroit area’s (now incredibly overbuilt and deteriorating) water infrastructure and
racial politics, argues that Detroit’s territorial stigma was propagated by white, suburban political
leaders during the 1970s and 80s who, in an effort to resist municipal water rate hikes, branded
Detroit’s Black leadership (personified in mayor Coleman Young) as a dishonest administration
in an dangerous city: “As Detroit became darker and poorer, it also became coded by white
leaders as dangerous and dishonest.”133
Sugrue’s historical narrative, which locates the beginning of Detroit’s deindustrialization,
property abandonment, and structural decay in the 50s, clearly places the active years of the
MC5 (1964–72) during Detroit’s decline. But this historical context is entirely absent in
Testimonial’s account of the late 60s, insisting instead on the continued hegemony of the
automotive industry and glossing over issues of spatial segregation, poverty, job loss, and white
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suburban flight, let alone de-industrialization. In one sense, we could view this selective
historicization as a way in which the film avoids participating in the territorial stigmatization of
Detroit. Testimonial barely references the economic and social inequalities that plagued it during
the MC5’s time, and when it does, the focus is mainly on police harassment and brutality
(brought on by smoking weed, amplified public swearing, and associating with radical political
organizations, and resulting in a slap on the wrist). Though Detroit’s decline and contemporary
association with abandonment and ruin are symbolically available in the shots of the abandoned
Grande Ballroom that open and close the film, the central crisis in Testimonial remains the
crumbling of the MC5, as drug problems and a lack of commercial success led to their breakup.
I have been focusing above on deindustrialization and its uneven impact in terms of race
and class, but housing practices also played a significant role. By the beginning of WWII,
Detroit’s urban geography was defined almost entirely along race and class lines; in other words,
“blackness and whiteness assumed a spatial definition.”134 Formerly prevalent immigrant
neighborhoods—Hungarian, Polish, etc.—had by then largely dissolved, with ethnic identity
having been smoothed over by the construction of whiteness.135 WWII-era Black migrants had
come to Detroit with hopes of higher wages, property ownership, and escape from the
segregation and racial hostility of the Jim Crow South. In the tight wartime labor market, new
employment prospects did open up to Black workers, as both men and women gained
unprecedented access to manufacturing jobs.136 But structural inequalities in the housing market
continued to force the majority of new Black residents into pre-existing poor Black
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neighborhoods, and racial tensions were rampant in the workplace.137 Due to housing shortages,
many were forced into unsafe and overcrowded homes, furthering the already prevalent
stigmatization of Black neighborhoods such as Paradise Valley on the Lower East Side.138 The
lack of sufficient housing also incited increased hostility between Detroit’s Black and white
populations, which erupted during the deadly June 1943 riots.139
The issue of housing remained a hotbed of race- and class-based opposition and violence
through the 1960s and well into the MC5’s active years. In the postwar period, financially
mobile Black workers began to move out of the center city and into peripheral neighborhoods,
which offered a quasi-suburban escape from the overcrowding, crime, and substandard living
conditions in areas like the Lower East Side. Eventually, aspiring Black homeowners sought out
properties in far majority white neighborhoods, causing tensions between financially insecure
white and upwardly mobile Black workers. White residents of these transitioning communities
viewed the influx of Black residents as a threat to their community’s property values, standards
of upkeep, racial homogeneity, and moral fiber. This opposition played out spatially as well as
intersubjectively, as white residents organized (in neighborhood coalitions and community
groups) and acted (often through intimidation and violence against property) to “defend” the
137
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boundaries that segregated the city’s neighborhoods. When white residents were no longer able
to systemically and violently police their neighborhood boundaries, many simply abandoned the
city for the expanding blue-collar suburbs. Meanwhile, neighborhood segregation and economic
inequality resulted in the geographic immobility of the majority of Detroit’s Black population,
stuck in a city with a deteriorating job market.140
The above description of Detroit’s housing situation illustrates the ways that race, in
addition to being socially constructed, was also materially imposed on the city’s landscape. The
geographical consequences of race- and class-based segregation in turn exerted control over the
mobility of urban subjects, impacting both their access to housing and their everyday
movements. In this way, the racialization of space in Detroit could be understood as a force that
acted on urban subjects’ spatial agency. The concept of spatial agency was a point of reference
for Charles W. Butler, a minister and civil rights advocate who, speaking in 1963 on the issue of
housing for Detroit’s Black population, argued that “the desire and ability to move without the
right to move is refined slavery.”141 This “refined slavery,” combined with persistent
discrimination, seemingly inevitable deindustrialization, and the growing militancy among Back
youth fueled the 1967 uprising, which lasted five days, brought in the US National Guard, and
resulted in 43 deaths. Unlike the events of 1943, the majority of the participants in the 1967 riots
were Black, and they were opposed by a 95% white police force.142

“Motor City Is Burning”: The 1967 Uprising Through the Lens of Testimonial
When the 1967 riots hit, the MC5 were already under Sinclair’s wing. In 1966, they had
moved from their native downriver suburb of Lincoln Park into a house along the Cass Corridor,
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just south of Wayne State University. By 1967, they were living in the DAW apartments on the
corner of East Warren Avenue and the John Lodge in Detroit’s Warren-Forest neighborhood, a
center of underground activity that housed the Detroit Office of the Committee To End the War
in Vietnam, the Fifth Estate headquarters, and the band’s rehearsal space.143 The 1967 riots are
introduced through an audiovisual montage, which includes news anchor voice-overs, the MC5’s
recording of “Motor City Is Burning,” and footage of rioters, fires, cops, and the National Guard
rolling down the freeway (figures 36.1–2).

Figures 36.1–2 Testimonial’s 1967 riots montage with the MC5’s “Motor City Is Burning”
The MC5’s “Motor City Is Burning,” which was recorded live at the Grande for Kick Out
the Jams (1969), is slower, heavier, and longer than John Lee Hooker’s 1967 original. And, as
Whiteley suggests, the slightly modified lyrics of the MC5’s version are more explicitly pro-riot,
“suggesting a supportive reference to the 1967 Detroit riots and the role of the Black Panther
snipers.”144 In Testimonial, sound editing highlights this lyrical stance: after a brief cutaway, the
riot montage continues first with someone yelling “burn baby, burn,” followed quickly by the
sound of an explosion. Then, cutting to footage of a burned-out block filmed from the vantage
point of a moving car, “Motor City Is Burning” returns to the soundtrack on the lyric “You best
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get out there in the street, check it out / Because the Motor City’s burning.” Further, as John
Platoff has noted, it is crucial to understand the meaning of rock songs not just through their
words, but also through the delivery and musical contextualization of those words.145 In this
regard, while the faster tempo and vocal/guitar call and response in Hooker’s version do not
suggest the soundworld of a city in crisis, the MC5’s recording, with Tyner’s near-shout vocal
delivery in a loud and distorted instrumental context, can be easily heard as a transmission from
a riotous zone. In Testimonial, this impression is amplified through the sonic layering of “Motor
City Is Burning” with the sounds of firebombs, sirens, and urban subjects yelling on Detroit’s
burning streets.
Brief documentation of nationally intensifying militant and countercultural rebellion
contextualizes these events, but Testimonial completely ignores the spatial segregation, police
violence, and employment discrimination that fueled the 1967 riots—particularly significant
omissions considering the film’s celebratory projection of the MC5’s privileged spatial agency.
Yet the film eschews issue of race here, with the riots positioned as just another manifestation of
increasingly radical anti-establishment sentiment—a sentiment that the band, and the film,
celebrate with “Motor City Is Burning.”

Gotta Keep Movin’, If You Can: Spatial Agency as Sonic Agency
In a segment detailing how the band responded to conservative backlash in the wake of
their increased popularity and support for the riots, Testimonial once again confirms the MC5’s
spatial agency: they can pick up and drive away, just like Thao at the end of Gran Torino. This
musical moment assembles the MC5 track “Gotta Keep Movin’” with palpably mobile footage
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of both present-day and archival Detroit. Following Sinclair’s description of an instance of
Detroit Police Department harassment, the film quickly cuts to a shot of present-day Kramer,
who is standing assertively, seemingly posed, in front of Detroit’s defunct Michigan Central
Station (figure 37.1). As with the Grande Ballroom in the opening credit sequence, this
momentary incursion of urban geographical decline is quickly left behind, eclipsed by the past.
Looking directly into the camera, Kramer proclaims: “It was getting too dangerous in Detroit for
the MC5, so we had to get outta town.” Then, in fast motion, the camera zooms backwards as
Kramer claps, which seemingly becomes the cue for “Gotta Keep Movin’” to enter the
soundtrack (figure 37.2). As the first verse plays, archival footage shows Tyner behind the
wheel, initially driving through downtown Detroit, then on the freeway, with the city’s skyline
being left behind (figures 38.1–2). This journey ends with the MC5 arriving in Ann Arbor, which
is announced as the band’s new home.

Figures 37.1–2 Kramer announce the MC5’s plans to “get outta town” outside Michigan
Central Station
The upbeat blues of “Gotta Keep Movin’” is mobilized as driving music here, just as it
was earlier on Kramer’s car radio. Significantly, despite what might be suggested by the song’s
title and filmic contextualization, its lyrical content focuses not on physical mobility, but rather
on political resistance, which is framed as a confrontational declaration by countercultural youth
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against the elders in power: “teachers, parents, and politicians.” But through its use in the film,
“Gotta Keep Movin’” becomes both thematically and symbolically available as a road song. Its
propulsive, riff-based groove sonically celebrates the visualized auto-mobility of the band,
expressing the freedom and escape afforded by the open road and a car. Significantly, the band’s
spatial agency—their ability to leave Detroit—is conflated with the anti-establishment political
assertions of “Gotta Keep Movin,’” illustrating the film’s suggestion of a relationship between
embodied and musical agency. As the last lyrics of this track we hear declares: “Can’t stop me
now ’cause I’m movin’ too fast.”

Figures 38.1–2 Archival footage of the MC5 leaving Detroit, with “Gotta Keep Movin’”
Here, and throughout Testimonial, the MC5’s music is played over—or really takes over,
as in voice-over—images of Detroit. While this assemblage of sound and place offers a
psychogeographical argument about the MC5’s musical production, it notably does so without
visually representing one of psychogeography’s most typical practices: the dérive. The
Situationists’ potentially subversive act of self-conscious urban wandering is entirely absent.
Instead, the film situates the act of driving—of engaging with the car as a commodity, an
experience, and a sound—as a means through which the MC5 draw on the technological power
of Detroit’s automotive industry while also rejecting the working-class norms of that industry.
By promoting an affinity between the MC5’s heavy, loud music and the car, Testimonial ties
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together spatial and sonic agency, and in doing so applauds the liberating potential of the band’s
impact on Detroit. But Testimonial occludes the privileged nature of the MC5’s spatial agency,
their power to sonically expand into space and claim it—with cars and guitars. Ultimately, the
stakes of this agency are degraded through the film’s tendency toward nostalgia, resulting in a
mythicization of Detroit’s past that erases the racial capitalism that ruled that past.
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Conclusion, AND…
In Empire, Hardt and Negri call the culture industry oligopolistic, characterizing its flow
of communication as a tree structure rather than a rhizome: “The broadest network is defined by
its centralized production, mass distribution, and one-way communication. The entire culture
industry—from the distribution of newspapers and books to films and video cassettes—has
traditionally operated along this model.”1 Throughout this dissertation, I have sought to make
incursions into this oligopolistic model, creating critical offshoots from ideological branches,
illustrating how we might think rockumentary arguments otherwise. While I certainly cannot
control the production of rockumentary truths, this work has provided models for interrogating
how these truths are constructed and destabilizing the apparent naturalness of rockumentary
arguments. Further, I hope to have illustrated, especially through my focus on musical moments,
how rockumentary explodes any transcendent notion of “the music itself”; a critical approach to
rockumentaries necessitates asking not “what does this music mean,” but rather, “how does this
music come to be meaningful here?” And finally, in taking a thematic approach that
foregrounded issues of musical work, mystification, and mythicization; narrative theft, fame
damage, and the trainwreck; and psychogeography, I have developed methods of rockumentary
analysis that could be undertaken not just by academics writing on popular music and/in
documentary film, but by the rockumentary consuming public in general. In concluding this
dissertation, I want to spend a moment reflecting on a path not usually taken in rockumentary
production through a discussion of Godard’s Sympathy for the Devil (1968). This film is unique
in that it is, literally speaking, half rockumentary: the film assembles documentary footage AND
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fictional shorts, destabilizing the documentary reality effect and forcing the audience to become
aware of their active role in the process of interpretation.

The Rolling Stones AND Cinemarx: Sound, Work, and Reflexivity in Godard’s Sympathy
for the Devil
At the premiere of Sympathy for the Devil on 29 November 1968 at the London Film
Festival, director Jean-Luc Godard came to blows with producer Iain Quarrier. Their dispute
involved an addition to the film’s soundtrack: the producers, driven by marketing concerns,
decided to include the full album version of the Rolling Stones’ “Sympathy for the Devil” during
the film’s final scene.2 They had also changed the title from One Plus One to Sympathy for the
Devil. Godard had not approved either alteration and was furious. He urged the audience to
refuse to watch the film, demand their money back “with an additional ten shillings,” and send
the money to American Black Panther leaders. After the scuffle with Quarrier, Godard was
removed from the auditorium.3 Godard’s reaction against the inclusion of “Sympathy for the
Devil” underlines his intent to represent process and deny product in Sympathy.4 Thinking back
to the arguments posed in chapter 1, we could view this as an attempt to avoid a mystifying
fetishization of “Sympathy for the Devil” as commodity. The significance of this denial is
heightened in the context of Sympathy because the band’s work on this track is documented
throughout the film—in fact, it is basically the only thing we see and hear them do—and yet, if
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Godard had his way, we would not get the satisfaction of hearing the finished product in full. In
other words, Sympathy is a making-of film that wasn’t supposed to let us consume that which has
been made.
Sympathy is structured around the periodic alternation between two types of scenes:
observational mode rockumentary footage of the Rolling Stones recording “Sympathy for the
Devil” at Olympic Studios, London during the summer of 1968 AND fictional, non-narrative
agitprop shorts featuring an abundance of interruptive noises, junked cars, graffiti writers, and
declaimed texts (see figures 39.1–2 and 40.1–2). My use of AND here follows Gilles Deleuze’s
discussion of Godard’s TV series Six fois deux (1976):
Multiplicity is precisely in the “and.” […] I think Godard’s force lies in living and
thinking and presenting this AND in a very novel way, and in making it work
actively. AND is neither one thing nor the other, it’s always in-between, between
two things; it’s the borderline, there’s always a border, a line of flight or flow,
only we don’t see it, because it’s the least perceptible of things. And yet it’s along
this line of flight that things come to pass, becomings evolve, revolutions take
shape.5
Godard’s original title for this film—One Plus One, a phrase that was “derived from a May 1968
graffito and suggested the simple alternation of the film’s two disparate elements”—resonates
with Deleuze’s commentary, as do the ways ambivalent juxtapositions of sound AND image,
fiction AND non-fiction throw us into a liminal space where meaning is multiple, subjective, and
dynamic.6 In beginning to flesh out these ANDs, I will here consider Sympathy‘s reflexivity,
revolutionary use of sound, and relationship to the development of rockumentary.7
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Figures 39.1–2 Rockumentary footage from Sympathy for the Devil: The Rolling Stones
recording “Sympathy for the Devil” in Olympic Studios, London

Figures 40.1–2 Fiction footage from Sympathy for the Devil: “CINEMARXIST” tagging in
progress and a British Black Power militant (Frankie Dymon, playing himself) interviewed in a
junkyard
Sympathy for the Devil, more than any other film I have discussed in this dissertation,
demystifies work. It does so, in part, through reflexivity: the film foregrounds the process of its
own production, the multifaceted work involved in recording a rock album, and the work that
we—the audience—undertake in trying to understand the film.8 In terms of reflexivity and the
film’s production process: during the filming of Sympathy, Godard’s political ideology had been
recently influenced by the May 1968 protests in France. The French New Wave director was
involved as both a participant and a documentarian in these events, shooting footage on 16mm
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film.9 Marking this political moment as a turning point in the director’s oeuvre, Peter Wollen
notes that “the process of production is systematically highlighted” in Godard’s post-1968
films.10 Similarly, Robert Stam has identified the following reflexive characteristics: “the
designation of the apparatus (cameras, monitors, switches); the commercial ‘interruptions’ of the
narrative flow; the juxtaposition of heterogeneous slices of discourse; the mixing of documentary
and fictive modes.”11 Sympathy engages all of these reflexive tendencies aurally and visually. As
noted above, the film is overtly structured around the alternation of two visually—but decidedly
not sonically—distinct possibilities for discourse: rockumentary and fiction.12 Though films such
as Peeping Tom (Michael Powell, 1960), 8½ (Federico Fellini, 1963), and Blow Up
(Michelangelo Antonioni, 1966) provide a precedent for showing the cinematic apparatus on
screen, Sympathy’s estranging emphasis on multiple diegesis, combination of fiction and nonfiction, and narrative intransitivity differentiate it from these earlier reflexive films.13
Godard’s approach to the Rolling Stones also undermines a notion of the director as
auteur. One aspect of this deemphasis is evidenced by Godard’s attempt to relinquish authorial
control and instead indeterminately capture collective processes and collaborative, affective
labor in Sympathy. Indeterminate aspects were implemented in the filming process itself. As
Godard told the Sunday Times in June 1968, “I’m trying to make [Sympathy] as simple as
possible, almost like an amateur film. The length of the takes are decided by Kodak—I’ve four
or five choices of lengths of film available from them and I’m quite happy with that.”14 Godard’s
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metaphorical authorial suicide and desire to “quickly become unknown” prompted the following
complaint from Andrew Sarris in a 1970 Village Voice article: “The death of an artist is too high
a price to pay for the birth of a revolutionary, even when the revolution seems to make more
sense than ever before.”15 Nevertheless, Godard proceeded with an indeterminate framework. At
his request, tracking rails were laid down in a figure eight around Olympic Studios, and footage
of the Rolling Stones was filmed on a 35mm camera that could facilitate ten-minute takes.16 This
method of gathering visual material illustrates that Godard was not interested in editing the
compositional process into an organized narrative or even in capturing notable musical moments
(a striking difference from, for example, the scene from Meeting People Is Easy featuring
Radiohead recording “Man of War” discussed in chapter 1). There is considerable downtime in
the studio that made the final cut, during which band members smoke cigarettes, play around on
their instruments, smoke more cigarettes, and wait for technicians to resolve sound issues.
Moreover, we are frequently shown aspects of the filmic apparatus during these scenes with the
Stones, including floor lighting and the camera’s track. The mundane nature of this footage and
the reflexivity of the sound recording process therein (via shots of microphones, headphones,
wires, amps, soundboards, instruments, and the window to the mixing room) undermines the
notion that rock recordings merely reproduce a single sonic event and encourages us to notice the
work of not just the Stones, but the audio engineers and other contributing musicians as well. In
this sense, Godard’s treatment of the Rolling Stones parallels his anti-auteur stance.
I have been focusing above on visual reflexivity, but the way sound works in Sympathy is
also crucial here, especially given that while the visual boundaries between fiction AND
rockumentary are clear, sounds are able to move between these realms. Godard’s cinematic
15
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practices following May 1968 invite a close consideration of sound, as during this time he was
particularly concerned with dismantling the “fixed relation of dependence between soundtrack
and image” and therefore challenging the idea that images can speak for themselves.17 As Chion
argues, “Godard was one of the rare filmmakers to cut sounds as well as images, thereby
accentuating jumps and discontinuities, in greatly restricting inaudible editing with its gradations
of intensity and all the fades, dissolves, and other transitions always employed in editing sound
in film.”18 Various sonic intrusions undercut the generic polarization of fictive and rockumentary
modes in Sympathy, as sounds diegetic to one location (cars honking, birds chirping, the Rolling
Stones developing riffs) can seemingly migrate from scene to scene and be set contrapuntally
against various other sounds without even a nod to audiovisual realism. To use Chion’s more
precise terminology, synchresis will frequently be established in one audiovisual context and
then deconstructed or exposed as illusory in another. Dense audio assemblages in the film make
us struggle to understand what is being communicated amidst a cacophony of spoken texts,
which include intrusive off-screen noises and a particularly domineering acousmêtre voice that
recites segments of a melodramatic (sometimes pornographic) novel.19 The potential meanings
suggested by Godard’s reflexive arrangement of sounds AND images in Sympathy are multiple
and contingent, especially when they arise from non-narrative juxtapositions of indeterminately
related sound AND image temporalities and ruptures in audiovisual synchresis. This reflexive
and disorienting approach to audiovisual combination diverges strikingly from the typical
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treatment of sound in both fiction and documentary film, foregrounding the ways that we—the
audience—must actively work to figure out how the film is trying to get us to listen.
Although it has not been closely considered in any account of rockumentary production
to date, Sympathy should be considered a rockumentary in a literal sense: Godard filmed a series
of tracking shots of the Stones composing and recording. Godard’s next project—One American
Movie, which he made in collaboration with direct cinema filmmakers Richard Leacock and
D.A. Pennebaker—was also a partial rockumentary. Shot in November 1968, One American
Movie features footage of an unpermitted live performance by Jefferson Airplane on the roof of
the Schuyler Hotel in New York City.20 LeRoi Jones (later Amiri Baraka) is also featured in both
films. In One American Movie, he speaks a text in Newark, and Sympathy for the Devil includes
a recitation of the following passage from Blues People (figure 41):
What has been called “classic blues” was the result of more diverse sociological
and musical influences than any other kind of American Negro music called
blues. Musically, classic blues showed the Negro singer’s appropriation of a great
many elements of popular American music, notably the music associated with
popular theater or vaudeville. The instrumental music that accompanied classic
blues also reflected this development, as it did the Negro musician’s maturing
awareness of a more instrumental style, possibly as a foil to be used with his
naturally vocal style.21
Godard’s inclusion of this text from Blues People AND the influence that blues musicians such
as Robert Johnson and Howlin’ Wolf had on the Stones suggest that it was not just the
documentation of rock recording that interested Godard, but also the relationship between white
British rock AND Black American blues.
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Figure 41 A Black Power
militant (Limbert Spencer)
reading from LeRoi Jones’s
Blues People in Sympathy for
the Devil
The indeterminacy of this AND invites multiple readings. Heard one way, we might take
the juxtaposition of the Rolling Stones in their lush, technologically equipped studio AND the
picaresque scene featuring Black revolutionaries reciting from Blues People in a riverside
junkyard heaped with dilapidated, rusting cars to “implicate the Stones in a long tradition of
white appropriation of black music.”22 In this reading, the Stones are aligned with inauthenticity
and appropriation and the Black radicals with authenticity and originality. But, as Patrick Burke
argues, this AND is inherently ambivalent:
Godard’s black radicals are made to look even less genuine and sincere than the
Stones in their studio. While the Stones are a real, recognizable rock band
practicing their professional craft [aka working], the revolutionaries in the
junkyard are obviously archetypes. They speak not in their own words, but only
through quotations from such writers as Baraka and Cleaver, often read directly
from their sources.23
Adding to Burke’s understandings of this multivalent juxtaposition, we can also find solidarity in
this AND through the lens of filmic work. Godard’s equal audiovisual treatment of the
rockumentary and vignette scenes—both are filmed entirely with uncut tracking shots, and both
are susceptible to be interrupted by off-screen noises, sounds from spaces other than the one
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shown, and the acousmêtre narrator—perhaps invites such a reading. The Stones and the Black
radicals are both rehearsing, working toward some goal that was intended to remain unseen and
unheard in Sympathy. The importance of not including “Sympathy for the Devil” during the
film’s last scene once again comes into focus. Foregrounding the importance of striving for equal
representation, Godard expressed disappointment that the Rolling Stones did not make a
statement in favor of his preferred ending: “It was very unfair for [the Rolling Stones] to accept
their being emphasized over all the others in the film.”24 I have only scratched the surface of all
that might be read in this AND, but the above comments clearly illustrate the point I wish to
make: there is no single or immanently coherent rockumentary argument here. Sympathy resists
rockumentary’s infotainment tendency, acting instead as a challenge, an invitation to actively
determine what these ANDs mean for ourselves.
Though rockumentary was still an emerging practice in 1968, Godard’s choice to include
only non-mixed/mastered music and rehearsal/recording footage breaks with the typical
emphasis on live, staged performances in other early direct cinema rockumentaries. Godard’s
“fly on the wall” method of just watching the Stones parallels direct cinema’s observational
approach, but it differs in that only compositional and recording work is included. In terms of the
offstage pattern, then, Sympathy is an outlier: the spectacular staged performances typically
included to affirm the intimacy of offstage footage are avoided completely. Further, of course,
Godard pollutes the observational mode by integrating fictionalized scenes into the film. In the
early history of rockumentary, then, Godard’s hybrid film is an oddity. As discussed in my
introduction, many concert films from the 60s and 70s were interested in representing the
experience of live performance and in fact constructing dominant representations of live
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performances as singular sonic events. Contrastingly, Sympathy shows us that “Sympathy for the
Devil”—the track on the album, the commodity—was not born of a single sonic event; it is “a
copy for which no original exists.”25
The deconstruction of the occurrence of recording in Sympathy is historically aligned
with a similar unfolding, or extending, of typical sound recording practices in popular music
during the 1960s and 70s. Recording technologies such as multi-tracking and studio looping
facilitated a gradual shift in dominant recording practices from “the documentation of a studio
performance to the construction of an illusory performance event.”26 But in Sympathy, Godard
never wanted to give us this “illusory performance event”; “Sympathy for the Devil” was to be
heard only under construction, and therefore as a construction. The filming of a live concert
would have reinforced the notion of a “fully present original event,” but Godard’s representation
here is quite far from maintaining this notion, and he continually draws our attention to the fact
that we cannot necessarily trust his audiovisual assemblages.27 For example, a striking
divergence between image AND sound in the Stones footage occurs when Brian Jones is
consistently shown playing the rhythm guitar part in “Sympathy,” but this cannot be heard on the
soundtrack. The estranging effect of this incongruity is amplified through the constant references
to sound, both visible and audible, in the Stones footage. Band members continually take their
headphones on and off, and there are miscommunications between the sound technicians in the
booth and the band members. Then at times the domineering acousmêtre returns, a voice-over
insisting on an ulterior temporality and spatiality that does not serve, as is the typical practice in
documentaries, to tell us what is true about an image.
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Drawing together my emphasis on demystification, sonic reflexivity, and the importance
of considering Sympathy as a film in dialogue with the then-nascent rockumentary, I would like
to consider the second fictional vignette in the film, which is labeled with the intertitle “ALL
ABOUT EVE.” During this ten-minute, single tracking shot sequence, Eve Democracy (Anne
Wiazemsky) strolls around in the woods while being interviewed. She is shown being followed
closely by the interviewer, the cameraman, and other crewmembers (figure 42). The interviewer
reads a series of yes-or-no questions off a notepad. In terms of the soundtrack, it initially seems
as though we are hearing direct sound: if the boom microphone is not pointed at Eve, we can’t
hear her speak, and the distance of the mic from the speaker consistently effects the amplitude of
the speaking voice on the soundtrack. Additionally, we hear the sound of feet brushing against
the grass as Eve and her interviewer walk. But then, Godard takes these “true” sounds and writes
“false” beside them, making it clear that despite the cinematic reflexivity of showing the sound
recording apparatus on screen, the soundtrack is always open to rupture. The first challenge to
direct sound comes when chirping birds fade in. Rather than remain direct (or at least
convincingly diegetic), this sound eventually becomes incredibly and unrealistically loud,
drowning out the sounds of the speaking voices entirely.

Figure 42 Eve Democracy
(Anne Wiazemsky) is
interviewed in Sympathy for
the Devil
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AND, just as synchresis is challenged by these hypermediated birds, the validity of the
interview process itself is challenged:
Interviewer: Do you feel exploited by the moment you step into an interview?
Eve: Yes.
I: Do you think there’s a good way of conducting an interview?
E: No.
Rather than include interview footage of the rockumentary subject, as was and is common in
rockumentary, ALL ABOUT EVE offers a critique of the interviewing process AND
foregrounds the audiovisual illusion. A similar critique of interviewing is offered by Bob Dylan
in Dont Look Back, when he turns an interview for Time magazine into an interrogation of his
unwitting interviewer. While, as Hall argues, it is Dylan himself who is responsible for this
undermining of the interview apparatus in Dont Look Back, Eve has contrastingly limited
agency, as she is presumably left to answer with only yes or no.28 In the case of Sympathy, it is
the reflexivity of the interview process that enables a critique.
As other (temporally and spatially differentiated) soundtracks intrude—including some
guitar riffing from the Stones’ session—they become a cause of misunderstanding or noncomprehension. As Linda Hutcheon notes is typical in Godard’s counter cinema, the metasoundworld constructed in this scene is not only reflexive, but also “focused outward, oriented
toward the [listener].”29 The audience is left with the question of how these soundtrack layers are
related and the work of deciding. For example, does the practicing of guitar riffs have anything
to do with the leading political questions Eve is being asked? (“A man of culture is as far from
an artist as a historian is from a man of action?” “It is impossible for America to get out of
Vietnam, psychologically impossible?” “And America is just doing there, what they want to be
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doing: some shooting, some war, all covered by color television?”) Furthermore, listeners must
deal with the shift in expectation regarding sound that Godard facilitates. In this sense, the sonic
operations of this scene can be related to the Brechtian aesthetic of not reassuring audience
expectations, but rather transforming them.30
Given the proliferation of language (in the form of recited texts, intertitles, lyrics, and
graffiti) in Sympathy, it is clear that the communication of textual information plays a central
role. But for Godard this conveyance is neither simple nor innocent; it does not deliver precepts,
posit “just ideas,” or convey arguments, but instead “write[s] FALSE beside them.”31 Returning
to Deleuze:
A sound takes over a series of images. So how can we manage to speak without
giving orders, without claiming to represent something or someone, how can we
get people without the right to speak, to speak; and how can we restore sounds to
their part in the struggle against power?32
In Sympathy for the Devil, sonic reflexivity provides a partial solution to this problem of
representation. By continually disrupting synchresis and destabilizing the audiovisual
indexicality of the film, Godard reminds us of that indeterminate AND between sounds and
images, represented AND representer. Speaking of the “Action Musicale” scene in Godard’s
Weekend, in which a pianist performs a Mozart piano sonata, Harun Farocki writes: “[t]he film
takes things back easily, as if they were only written on a blackboard. The Mozart is played in
the same way. So rendered, it’s not yet a finished artwork, and so can’t be ‘sold.’”33 The same is
true of “Sympathy for the Devil” as filmed in Olympic Studios for Sympathy—at least, it is true
with Godard’s preferred ending. The consistent inclusion of the finished track on commercial
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releases of Sympathy is regrettable, as the song becomes consumable, allowing for an ease of
sonic pleasure that threatens to forget the work crystalized in the sound recording as commodity.
There is so much more that could be written about Sympathy, and this is precisely
because of all those ANDs, all the tensions and multiplicities they invite, all the work they make
the audience do to arrive at conclusions about the meaning of what we are seeing AND hearing.
Returning to a slightly modified version of the query that began this dissertation, I would argue
that Sympathy asks us to ask ourselves: what can rockumentaries do? It is not at all curious to me
that few rockumentaries have followed in the footsteps of Sympathy. It is not easily consumable
and can even be alienating. It doesn’t work clearly as a promotional film, exploit desire in a
fashion typical of the offstage pattern, or let us passively sit back to just listen and learn with
pleasure. But it does illustrate, by way of reflexive contrast, that most rockumentaries do these
things, and that the apparently neutral, natural, and self-evident arguments in rockumentaries are
in fact ideological constructions. In other words, Sympathy does the kind of work that I sought to
do in this dissertation: to expose all the ANDs that emerge between popular music(ians) and their
rockumentary representations.
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Filmography
Each entry includes title, director(s), and year of release. Rockumentary, biopic, and
documentary entries also include a brief description.
Manhatta (Charles Sheeler and Paul Strand, 1921)
Rien que les heures (Alberto Cavalcanti, 1926)
Berlin: Die Sinfonie der Großstadt (Walter Ruttmann, 1927)
Man with a Movie Camera (Dziga Vertov, 1929)
A propos de Nice (Jean Vigo, 1930)
Forty-Second Street (Lloyd Bacon, 1933)
Dames (Ray Enright, 1934)
Singin’ in the Rain (Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen, 1952)
Jazz on a Summer’s Day (Bert Stern and Aram Avakian, 1959)
Concert film of the 1958 Newport Jazz Festival.
Peeping Tom (Michael Powell, 1960)
Primary (Robert Drew, Richard Leacock, Albert Maysles, and D. A. Pennebaker, 1960)
Direct cinema documentary on the 1960 Wisconsin Democratic primary election.
Lonely Boy (Wolf Koenig and Roman Kroitor, 1962)
Direct cinema rockumentary on Paul Anka.
8½ (Federico Fellini, 1963)
A Hard Day’s Night (Richard Lester, 1964)
T.A.M.I Show (Steve Binder, 1964)
Concert film featuring performances by The Beach Boys, Chuck Berry, Marvin Gaye,
The Supremes, etc.
What’s Happening: The Beatles in the USA (Albert and David Maysles, 1964)
Direct cinema rockumentary on the Beatles’ first visit to the United States in 1964.
Edited re-release (1990) features their performance on The Ed Sullivan Show.
Blow Up (Michelangelo Antonioni, 1966)
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Charlie Is My Darling (Peter Whitehead, 1966; officially released 2012)
Intended as a screen test, the first documentary on the Rolling Stones.
The Graduate (Mike Nichols, 1967)
Weekend (Jean-Luc Godard, 1967)
Easy Rider (Dennis Hopper, 1969)
Dont Look Back (D. A. Pennebaker, 1967)
Direct cinema rockumentary on Bob Dylan’s 1965 tour of England.
Monterey Pop (D. A. Pennebaker, 1968)
Concert film of the 1967 Monterey Pop Festival, featuring performances by Janis Joplin,
Simon & Garfunkel, Jefferson Airplane, The Who, Otis Redding, Ravi Shankar, and
others, plus much observational audience footage.
One American Movie (Jean-Luc Godard, filmed 1968)
Like Sympathy for the Devil, a half rockumentary, featuring footage of Jefferson Airplane
performing in New York City in 1968, as well as interviews with Tom Hayden and
Eldridge Cleaver along with other non-music content. Was eventually released as One
P.M. in 1972, edited by D. A. Pennebaker.
Sympathy for the Devil (Jean-Luc Godard, 1968; originally titled One Plus One)
A half rockumentary featuring the Rolling Stones recording “Sympathy for the Devil” in
Olympic Studios, London AND fictional agitprop vignettes.
Gimme Shelter (Albert and David Maysles and Charlotte Zwerin, 1970)
Direct cinema rockumentary on the Rolling Stones’ 1969 US tour, culminating in the
Altamont Speedway Free Festival.
Woodstock (Michael Wadleigh, 1970)
Concert film of the August 1969 Woodstock Festival.
Jimi Plays Berkeley (Peter Pilafian, 1971)
Concert film of Jimi Hendrix’s 1970 performance in Berkeley, California.
The Concert for Bangladesh (Saul Swimmer, 1972)
Concert film of two benefit concerts organized by George Harrison and Ravi Shankar.
Pictures at an Exhibition (Nicholas Ferguson, 1972)
Concert film featuring Emerson, Lake & Palmer performing “Pictures at an Exhibition”
at the Lyceum in London, 1970.
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Pink Floyd: Live at Pompeii (Adrian Maben, 1972)
Concert film; Pink Floyd performs at the Pompeii amphitheater, filmed over four days in
October 1971.
Jimi Hendrix (Joe Boyd, John Head, and Gary Weis, 1973)
On Jimi Hendrix, featuring live performance footage from the Isle of Wright Festival, the
Fillmore East, and Woodstock, among others.
Wattstax (Mel Stuart, 1973)
Concert film of the August 1972 Stax Records commemoration concert Wattstax, also
featuring ethnographic footage of the Watts community.
Yessongs (Peter Neal, 1973)
Concert film featuring Yes on performing during their Close to the Edge tour in
December 1972.
Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars: The Motion Picture (D. A. Pennebaker, 1973)
Concert film documenting David Bowie’s final performance from the Ziggy Stardust
tour, featuring brief backstage footage and frequent shots of individual fans in the
audience.
The Song Remains the Same (Peter Clifton and Joe Massot, 1976)
Concert film featuring Led Zeppelin performing at Madison Square Garden, summer
1973.
The Last Waltz (Martin Scorsese, 1978)
Concert film featuring The Band and many guests performing in 1976 at Winterland
Ballroom; also includes Scorsese interviewing members of The Band.
The Punk Rock Movie (Don Letts, 1978)
Compilation rockumentary on the UK punk rock scene of the late 1970s, featuring live
performances by The Clash, Sex Pistols The Slits, Siouxsie and the Banshees, X-Ray
Spex, among others.
The Kids Are Alright (Jeff Stein, 1979)
Compilation rockumentary on The Who, featuring live performances and interviews
filmed 1964–78.
Coal Miner’s Daughter (Michael Apted, 1980)
Loretta Lynn biopic.
The Decline of Western Civilization (Penelope Spheeris, 1981)
Ethnographic rockumentary on the Los Angeles punk subculture, featuring performances
by Alice Bag Band, Black Flag, Circle Jerks, Catholic Discipline, Fear, Germs, and X, as
well as many interviews with members of the punk scene.
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Another State of Mind (Adam Small and Peter Stuart, 1984)
Road rockumentary on the 1982 Social Distortion and Youth Brigade tour; Minor Threat
also makes an appearance.
Stop Making Sense (Jonathan Demme, 1984)
Concert film documenting the Talking Heads performances at the Pantages Theater in
Hollywood, December 1983. (Potential to double as a 1980s aerobic workout video.)
This Is Spinal Tap (Rob Reiner, 1984)
Mock rockumentary on the fictional heavy metal band Spinal Tap; a veritable catalog of
rockumentary and heavy metal masculinity stereotypes.
Heavy Metal Parking Lot (Jeff Krulik and John Heyn, 1986)
Cult classic rockumentary short that complies interviews with heavy metal fans tailgating
a Judas Priest/Dokken concert at an arena in Landover, Maryland in May 1986.
RoboCop (Paul Verhoeven, 1987)
Sign o’ the Times (Prince, 1987)
Concert film featuring Prince during his 1987 Sign o’ the Times tour, with songs linked
by a loose narrative.
The Decline of Western Civilization Part II: The Metal Years (Penelope Spheeris, 1988)
Ethnographic rockumentary on the late 1980s Los Angeles heavy metal scene, including
interviews with highly successful musicians (e.g. Alice Cooper, Ozzy Osbourne, Dave
Mustaine, and Steven Tyler) alongside those with unsigned bands (e.g. Odin, Seduce).
Funky Monks (Gavin Bowden, 1991)
Documents the making of Red Hot Chili Peppers’ 1991 album Blood Sugar Sex Magik,
which was recorded in The Mansion and produced by Rick Rubin.
Madonna: Truth or Dare (Alek Keshishian, 1991)
Observational mode road film documenting Madonna’s 1990 Blond Ambition world tour.
What’s Love Got to Do With It (Brian Gibson, 1993)
Tina Turner biopic.
The Show (Brian Robbins, 1995)
Hip-hop documentary narrated by Russell Simmons, featuring live performances and
interviews with hip-hop artists from the late 70s through the 90s (Afrika Bambaataa,
Run-D.M.C., Method Man, Dr. Dre, Wu-Tang Clan, Kurtis Blow, and Notorious B.I.G.,
among many others).
Hype! (Doug Pray, 1996)
Situated rockumentary on the 1990s grunge/alternative rock scene in the Pacific
Northwest.
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Message to Love: The Isle of Wight Festival (Murray Lerner, 1997)
Concert film documenting the 1970 Isle of Wright Festival, including performances by
Jimi Hendrix, Donovan, Joni Mitchell, Jethro Tull, and Miles Davis, among others.
The Decline of Western Civilization III (Penelope Spheeris, 1998)
Ethnographic rockumentary on the Los Angeles gutter punk subculture of the 1990s,
featuring many participatory mode interviews with homeless punk teenagers and
performances by Final Conflict, Litmus Green, Naked Aggression, and The Resistance.
Meeting People is Easy (Grant Gee, 1998)
Observational mode rockumentary on Radiohead’s OK Computer tour, featuring live
performance footage and many segments of the band engaging in promotional activities.
The Filth and the Fury (Julien Temple, 2000)
Fast-paced compilation rockumentary tracing the career of the Sex Pistols, including
interviews with the surviving band members.
Take Me Home: The John Denver Story (Jerry London, 2000)
John Denver biopic.
Made in Sheffield (Eve Wood, 2001)
Situated rockumentary on the Sheffield music scene, 1975–83. Includes music and
interviews by The Human League, Cabaret Voltaire, and Heaven 17 among other postpunk, industrial, new wave, and synth-pop bands.
Scratch (Doug Pray, 2001)
Traces the history of the hip-hop DJ, focusing especially on turntables as a solo
instrument. Featuring interviews and performances by DJ Shadow, Grand Wizard
Theodore, Mix Master Mike, DJ Qbert, and Z-Trip, among others.
24 Hour Party People (Michael Winterbottom, 2002)
Biggie & Tupac (Nick Broomfield, 2002)
Investigates the murders of Notorious B.I.G. and Tupac Shakur, ultimately suggesting
that the murders were planned Death Row Records executive Shug Knight.
I Am Trying To Break Your Heart: A Film About Wilco (Sam Jones, 2002)
Making-of rockumentary that follows Wilco as they record their 2001 album Yankee
Hotel Foxtrot at The Loft in Chicago. Also documents label troubles with Reprise and the
fraught relationship between band members Jeff Tweedy and Jay Bennett.
MC5: A True Testimonial (David C. Thomas, 2002)
Situated rockumentary on Detroit proto-punks the MC5.
Standing in the Shadows of Motown (Paul Justman, 2002)
Recovery mode documentary on the Motown studio musicians The Funk Brothers.
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Afro-Punk (James Spooner, 2003)
Rockumentary exploring the activities of Black musicians in the overwhelming white
U.S. punk subculture, featuring performances by Band Brains and Tamar-kali, as well as
interviews with members of TV on the Radio, Fishbone, and Dead Kennedys, among
others.
Dig! (Ondi Timoner, 2003)
Rockumentary juxtaposing the careers of frenemy bands The Dandy Warhols and The
Brian Jonestown Massacre.
End of the Century: The Story of the Ramones (Jim Fields and Michael Gramaglia, 2003)
Situated rockumentary offering a retrospective on the New York punk band the Ramones.
Jay-Z: Fade to Black (Patrick Paulson and Michael John Warren, 2004)
Partial concert film documenting Jay-Z’s 2004 Madison Square Garden performance,
along with interviews from other hip-hop musicians (Mary J. Blige, Foxy Brown, Missy
Elliott, etc.).
Let’s Rock Again! (Dick Rude, 2004)
Road film following former Clash frontman Joe Strummer’s 2001 U.S./Japan tour (with
his band the Mescaleros), featuring many backstage scenes and monologue reflections
from Strummer.
Metallica: Some Kind of Monster (Joe Berlinger and Bruce Sinofsky, 2004)
Documents the long making of Metallica’s 2003 album St. Anger, along with James
Hetfield’s stint in rehab, Lars Ulrich’s intimate conversation with former Metallica
guitarist Dave Mustaine, the band’s interactions with their “therapist,” and Metallica’s
search for a new bassist.
Drive Well, Sleep Carefully: On the Road with Death Cab for Cutie (Justin Mitchell, 2005)
Road film on Death Cab for Cutie’s 2004 Transatlanticism tour, which finds the Seattlebased indie rockers struggling to acclimate to mainstream success.
Fearless Freaks (Bradley Beesley, 2005)
Compilation rockumentary on The Flaming Lips, partially situated in their hometown of
Oklahoma City.
The Gits (Kerri O’Kane, 2005)
Compilation rockumentary on the punk rock band The Gits, dealing especially with the
1993 murder of frontwoman Mia Zapata.
Last Days (Gus Van Sant, 2005)
Quasi-biopic on Kurt Cobain.
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Metal: A Headbanger’s Journey (Sam Dunn, Scot McFadyen, Jessica Wise, 2005)
Ethnographic rockumentary on heavy metal and related subgenres, featuring many
interviews with fans.
Punk: Attitude (Don Letts, 2005)
Explores this history of punk as both an attitude and a musical practice, including placebased segments on the punk scenes in London, New York, Detroit, and Los Angeles.
Walk the Line (James Mangold, 2005)
Johnny Cash biopic.
Awesome; I Fuckin’ Shot That! (Adam Yauch, 2006)
Beastie Boys concert film from a 2004 Madison Square Garden performance, assembled
from camcorder footage shot by audience members.
The Devil and Daniel Johnston (Jeff Feuerzeig, 2006)
Compilation rockumentary on the life and music of Daniel Johnston, chronicling
especially the impact of his bipolar disorder.
Get Thrashed: The Story of Thrash Metal (Rick Ernst, 2006)
Compilation film tracing thrash metal—as both musical practice and a fan (sub)culture—
from its emergence in the early 1980s through its mainstream decline in the 1990s.
Kill Your Idols (Scott Crary, 2006)
Situated rockumentary that juxtaposes a consideration of the New York City no wave
scene of the late 70s–80s with the indie rock scene of the 2000s.
Kurt Cobain: About a Son (AJ Schnach, 2006)
Quasi-situated rockumentary that assembles Cobain interviews (by journalist Michael
Azerrad) with footage of Aberdeen, Olympia, and Seattle.
Tell Me Do You Miss Me (Matthew Buzzell, 2006)
Partial road film on the indie rock band Luna, also featuring footage of the band at home
in New York City.
Control (Anton Corbijn, 2007)
Ian Curtis biopic.
Joe Strummer: The Future is Unwritten (Julien Temple, 2007)
Compilation rockumentary on Joe Strummer of The Clash, who had died in 2002.
Featuring many interviews with famous fans (Johnny Depp, Cohn Cusack, Anthony
Kiedis, Courtney Love, etc.), as well as much archival material, especially that featuring
Strummer’s speaking voice.
Joy Division (Grant Gee, 2007)
Situated rockumentary on the Manchester-based post-punk band Joy Division.
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Anvil! The Story of Anvil (Sacha Gervasi, 2008)
Partial road film on the Canadian heavy metal band Anvil, dealing especially with the
problem of aging in rock and struggles for financial success.
Come Rain or Shine (Anthony Mathile, 2008)
Rockumentary on the 2007 Genesis reunion tour, culminating in their performance at
Circus Maximus in Rome.
Gran Torino (Clint Eastwood, 2008)
It Might Get Loud (David Guggenheim, 2008)
Rockumentary on the careers, guitars, and playing styles of Jimmy Page, the Edge, and
Jack White, featuring interviews with all three guitarists.
Patti Smith: Dream of Life (Steven Sebring, 2008)
Observational mode rockumentary on Patti Smith.
The Wrecking Crew (Denny Tedesco, 2008)
Recovery mode documentary on the Los Angeles-based session musicians the Wrecking
Crew, who played on many pop and rock hits in the 1960s–70s.
Rush: Beyond the Lighted Stage (Scot McFadyen and Sam Dunn, 2010)
Compilation rockumentary on the progressive/hard rock band Rush, featuring archival
life performance footage and numerous interviews with musicians who were influenced
by Rush.
Upside Down: The Creation Records Story (Danny O’Connor, 2010)
Compilation rockumentary on the British independent label Creation Records, which was
founded in 1983 and released alternative rock, shoegaze, post-punk, and Britpop
recordings.
Beats, Rhymes, & Life: The Travels of A Tribe Called Quest (Michael Rapaport, 2011)
Documents the career of the alternative hip-hop group A Tribe Called Quest, with
particular attention to the (sometimes quite tense) relationships among the group’s
members.
George Harrison: Living in the Material World (Martin Scorsese, 2011)
Compilation rockumentary on the life and career of George Harrison, including a huge
number of friends, family, and colleagues in interview.
Hit So Hard: The Life and Near Death Story of Patty Schemel (P. David Ebersole, 2011)
Follows the career of Hole drummer Patty Schemel, featuring archival footage and many
interviews with female musicians. This includes Schemel herself, who candidly discusses
her struggles with addiction and her subsequent recovery.
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The Other F Word (Andrea Blaugrund Nevins, 2011)
Investigates the lives and careers of aging punk rockers as they try to negotiate the
tensions between touring, domestic life, fatherhood, aging, fame, and the punk lifestyle.
Includes interviews with members of Rise Against, U.S. Bombs, Black Flag, Bad
Religion, Circle Jerks, The Vandals, and many others.
Pearl Jam Twenty (Cameron Crowe, 2011)
Compilation rockumentary on Pearl Jam, featuring much live performance footage and
addressing the band’s battle against Ticketmaster, the deadly accident at the 2000
Roskilde Festival, and Pearl Jam’s general ambivalence towards mainstream success.
A Band Called Death (Mark Covino and Jeff Howlett, 2012)
Compilation rockumentary on the relatively unknown Detroit-based punk band Death.
Documents their 1970s career and contemporary activities.
Big Star: Nothing Can Hurt Me (Drew DeNicola and Olivia Mori, 2012)
Recovery mode rockumentary on the rock band Big Star, focusing especially on their
lack of commercial success in the 1970s and their subsequent garnering of a cult
following.
Detropia (Heidi Ewing and Rachael Grady, 2012)
Documentary on Detroit, focusing especially the impacts of deindustrialization on the
urban landscape.
Katy Perry: Part of Me (Dan Cutforth and Jane Lipsitz, 2012)
Partial concert film compiled from pop singer/songwriter Katy Perry’s 2011–12
international tour, also featuring interviews and archival footage.
Searching for Sugar Man (Malik Bendjelloul, 2012)
Recovery mode rockumentary on the singer-songwriter Rodriguez, who was from
Detroit, Michigan but garnered commercial success primarily in South Africa.
Shut Up and Play the Hits (Dylan Southern and Will Lovelave, 2012)
Observational mode rockumentary that follows LCD Soundsystem frontman James
Murphy before and after the band’s “final” performance and Madison Square Garden in
2011 (they reunited in 2016). Also features footage from that performance.
Sunset Strip (Hans Fjellestad, 2012)
Situated documentary offering a cultural history of Sunset Strip in West Hollywood, in
which music venues and musicians play a major role.
20 Feet From Stardom (Morgan Neville, 2013)
Compilation rockumentary exposing the unsung world of professional backup singers,
including interviews with and recording/performance footage of Darlene Love, Merry
Clayton, Tata Vega, and Jo Lawry, among others.
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Muscle Shoals (Greg “Freddy” Camalier, 2013)
Charts the histories of FAME Studios and Muscle Shoals Sound Studio in Muscle Shoals,
Alabama. Features interviews with musicians (famous and session) who recorded in these
studios, as well as with audio engineers and other personnel.
The Punk Singer (Sini Anderson, 2013)
Compilation rockumentary on the career of Kathleen Hanna, focusing especially on her
battle with Lyme Disease.
Sound City (Dave Grohl, 2013)
A fetishistic love letter to analog recording, documenting the long and influential history
of Sound City Studios in Los Angeles, 1969–2011.
I Dream of Wires (Robert Fantinatto, 2014)
Compilation documentary on modular synthesizers.
Nas: Time Is Illmatic (One9, 2014)
Documents the period leading up to the 1994 release of Nas’s Illmatic, featuring
interviews with Nas, Nas’s family, and Alicia Keys, Q-Tip, Pharrell Williams, among
others from the East Coast hip-hop scene.
808 (Alex Dunn, 2015)
Documentary on the Roland TR-808 drum machine, featuring numerous interviews with
hip-hop musicians, especially DJs.
Amy (Asif Kapadia, 2015)
Trainwreck rockumentary on Amy Winehouse; assembles live performance footage,
interviews, and archival materials.
Janis: Little Girl Blue (Amy J. Berg, 2015)
Trainwreck rockumentary on the life and death of Janis Joplin.
Kurt Cobain: Montage of Heck (Brett Morgen, 2015)
Compilation rockumentary on the life and death of Kurt Cobain, notably the first film on
Cobain to be made with the cooperation of his family, and as such includes much
previously unreleased archival material.
Bowie: The Man Who Changed the World (Sonia Anderson, 2016)
Amazingly disorganized compilation rockumentary on the career of David Bowie.
Hired Gun (Fran Strine, 2016)
Recovery mode rockumentary about session and touring musicians hired by famous acts,
including Metallica, KISS, and Billy Joel.
Tear the Roof Off: The Untold Story of Parliament Funkadelic (Bobby J. Brown, 2016)
Compilation rockumentary on Parliament Funkadelic.
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Five Foot Two (Chris Moukarbel, 2017)
On Lady Gaga during the writing and recording of Joanne (2016), framed by her 2017
Super Bowl halftime show performance.
The New York Hardcore Chronicles (Drew Stone, 2017)
Situated rockumentary on the New York City hardcore punk scene from the late 1970s to
the 2010s, engaging especially with the impacts of gentrification.
Whitney (Kevin Macdonald, 2018)
Compilation film on the career and personal life of Whitney Houston, including many
interviews with members of the Houston family.
The Dirt (Jeff Tremaine, 2019)
Mötley Crüe biopic.
Everybody’s Everything (Sebastian Jones, 2019)
Compilation rockumentary on the life and death of Soundcloud rapper, songwriter, and
model Lil Peep.
Lydia Lunch: The War Is Never Over (Beth B, 2019)
Compilation rockumentary on the musician, poet, performance artist, and generally
powerful hellraiser Lydia Lunch, who is featured extensively in interview.
Travis Scott: Look Mom I Can Fly (White Trash Tyler, 2019)
Compilation film on the career of Travis Scott, leading up to the release of his 2018
album Astroworld.
Blackpink: Light Up the Sky (Caroline Suh, 2020)
Chronicles the selection and career of the K-Pop band Blackpink, including making-of
footage on The Album (2020) and ending with their 2019 Cochella performance.
Miss Americana (Lana Wilson, 2020)
Rockumentary on Taylor Swift, partially in the observational mode but also including
archival flashbacks.
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